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Preface
Over the last twenty years we have worked with literally thousands of
practitioners who have decided to add financial services to their practices.
They do it for a variety of reasons, but the most common are:
• Their clients request financial services and they don’t want to send
them to someone else.
• They want to remain competitive.
• They want to diversify and increase their revenue; not be dependent
solely on tax and accounting revenue.
What we’ve found as we have helped these professionals add planning and
investment services to their core offerings is that they achieve four main
benefits after doing so:
1. They are more satisfied with their work.
2. Their clients are more satisfied because they can work with someone
they trust to meet financial goals.
3. Their clients give them more referrals.
4. Their incomes increase.
We believe that CPAs are the most appropriate, and perhaps the only,
professionals who can provide comprehensive financial services to clients,
because they understand their clients’ tax and financial situations. Their
clients trust these practitioners to provide professional advice that is in their
best interest. In fact, we believe that tax professionals have an obligation and
responsibility to their clients to advise their clients—and clients expect their
professionals to advise them—in these important areas.
Start With the Tax Return
With a combination of never-ending tax reform, the Tax Code’s significant and
complex changes, and the market volatility we’ve experienced over the past
few years, clients need guidance more than ever. Practitioners who provide
financial planning and investment advisory services are in a position to help
clients by:
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• Making annual assessments of clients’ financial situations, identifying
weaknesses and recommending solutions.
• Educating clients about the investment planning process.
• Identifying ways to mitigate clients’ tax liability.
• Analyzing clients’ life, disability, health, and property and casualty
insurance needs, and ensuring they are properly protected.
• Recommending ways to fund the education of clients’ children or
grandchildren.
• Developing a plan to provide for retirement.
• Reviewing their clients’ investment objectives and activities to
determine if the investments are suitable for their situations and
whether their objectives are being achieved.
Leveraging the knowledge gained from preparing a client’s tax return,
coupled with determining the client’s long-term goals and other personal
factors, will allow a trained tax professional to develop sound financial
solutions. Many investment areas can be explored with clients, and this book
provides a roadmap to start that financial planning process. The concepts
covered here are designed to help stimulate ideas for helping clients achieve
their financial goals, by providing three basic types of investment planning:
Retirement funding, educational funding, and risk management.
Partner With Other Professionals
But this book is not intended to be used as a comprehensive treatise on
financial planning. Practitioners just starting out in this arena may not
possess the myriad skill sets and substantive knowledge required to embark
on a new business venture. Before embarking on a financial services career,
CPAs who don’t have all the necessary talent in-house may find it easier to
align themselves with strategic “partners” who can provide the proper skill
sets, training, technology, support and turnkey solutions in their specialized
disciplines and niches, to help identify and meet their clients’ financial goals.
There are two diverse and distinct aspects to this journey. One is setting
up shop and telling the world you’re in business. Even if you’ve been in
practice for years, adding financial planning and advisory services to your
practice is akin to starting a new business. And, CPAs, in particular, often shy
away from actively marketing their practices—a necessary evil, when it comes
to growing a financial services practice.
The second aspect involves the technical or substantive skills and
knowledge of the client engagement itself. Financial planning and investment
advisory services involve a new set of laws, rules and regulations, which may
seem daunting to the newcomer.
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The AICPA Professional Standards: Code of Professional Conduct–ET
Section 56 requires a member to discharge professional responsibilities with
competence and diligence.
A member should observe the profession’s technical and
ethical standards, strive continually to improve competence
and the quality of services, and discharge professional
responsibility to the best of the member’s ability.
.01  The quest for excellence is the essence of due care. Due care
requires a member to discharge professional responsibilities with
competence and diligence. It imposes the obligation to perform
professional services to the best of a member’s ability with concern
for the best interest of those for whom the services are performed
and consistent with the profession’s responsibility to the public.
.02  Competence is derived from a synthesis of education and
experience. It begins with a mastery of the common body of
knowledge required for designation as a certified public accountant.
The maintenance of competence requires a commitment to learning
and professional improvement that must continue throughout a
member’s professional life. It is a member’s individual responsibility.
In all engagements and in all responsibilities, each member should
undertake to achieve a level of competence that will assure that the
quality of the member’s services meets the high level of profession-
alism required by these Principles.
.03  Competence represents the attainment and maintenance of a
level of understanding and knowledge that enables a member to
render services with facility and acumen. It also establishes the
limitations of a member’s capabilities by dictating that consultation
or referral may be required when a professional engagement exceeds
the personal competence of a member or a member’s firm. Each
member is responsible for assessing his or her own competence—of
evaluating whether education, experience, and judgment are ade-
quate for the responsibility to be assumed.1
Members should undertake to achieve a level of competence that will
assure the quality of service meets a high level of professionalism
consistent with the CPA brand.
Providing certain types of financial and investment services, for
example, requires additional expertise that many small accounting
firms lack and may find difficult to justify at their present staffing
and billing levels.
To address these aspects of your new venture, we will introduce you to the
“team” members and their various disciplines and subspecialties that may not
be present in every firm, but which are essential to growing a “full-service”
financial services practice.
                                                  
1 AICPA Code of Professional Conduct, Section 50 Principles of Professional Conduct, Section 56 Article V: Due Care.
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These chapters, each written by an expert in his or her field, will
introduce the types of professionals—and the types of expertise—you should
consider inviting to your “team” during a financial planning engagement. For
your team—depending on the resources, knowledge and skills you have in-
house and the needs of each particular client—you may choose to bring
together (other) accountants, attorneys, real estate agents, appraisers, stock
brokers, management consultants, psychologists, and others.
Selecting the “right” advisers for the client and the client’s situation is
critical to the overall success of the engagement. Therefore, the practitioner
must work closely with the client in order to make sound business and
personal decisions.
Relationship With Other Professionals
Underlying the team approach to personal financial planning is the concept
that various skills can be integrated to support clients in managing their
financial affairs. The practitioner must consider all input from the client’s
other advisers, including attorney, banker, insurance agent, real estate
broker, stockbroker, and trust officer. To provide the client with the maximum
benefit, the practitioner must
1. Help select a team of advisers with the skill sets necessary to meet the
client’s specific needs.
2. Help the other advisers to understand the client’s overall needs.
3. Integrate the actions and contributions of the individual advisers into
an overall plan.
The practitioner begins this process by developing a “Current Situation
Report,” which organizes the basic facts of the client’s present situation and
guides the practitioner in helping the client select a team of advisers (and/or
bringing into the engagement advisers with whom the client already has an
ongoing relationship).
The “Current Situation Report” provides each adviser with the basic
information required to analyze the client’s needs from a particular
perspective). Depending on the complexity of the situation, the practitioner
may send each adviser a copy of the complete report, meet/speak with each
individually, or meet with all of them as a group.
Each adviser will then review the case and prepare recommendations
based on a particular area of expertise, and then return the report (with their
recommendations) to the practitioner.
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Team Tip: Throughout the text, we have provided you with
numerous “Team Tips.” These paragraphs (set off from the text, as
this one is) spotlight areas where you will interact with your client
and/or other team members and draw attention to actions or activities
or information that you should be aware of to ensure smoother team
operation.
Bear in mind, that the client is your client. You are bringing in these
professionals for the client’s benefit—and only to add their particular
expertise—so that you can present the client with a comprehensive financial
plan, encompassing areas in which you may not have extensive knowledge. A
practitioner who helps develop a well-rounded, effective plan—by serving as a
coordinator, as well as an adviser—provides a valuable service to clients.
Clients will appreciate that you recognize the complexity of their engagement






In personal financial planning engagements, the CPA often assists small
business owners in managing business, as well as family personal financial
affairs. The practitioner coordinates the planning process by obtaining a clear
understanding of the client’s present circumstances, assembling a team of
advisers, creating a plan to solve problems and take advantage of opportuni-
ties, and providing the information necessary to implement and evaluate the
financial plan.
For new clients, the engagement generally begins when the practitioner
meets with the client (and, perhaps, the client’s family) to collect data for the
two previous calendar years. The client also provides as much information as
possible for the current year. The practitioner may then provide the client
with several forms and questionnaires to complete, help prepare them if
necessary, and/or leave them with the client to (take home), review and
complete.
Selecting the Team
Once all the basic information has been collected, the client, family and
practitioner schedule a subsequent meeting to review the materials and
discuss the family’s plans in general terms. The practitioner then prepares the
“Current Situation Report,” a compilation of the client’s current finances,
which presents a “snapshot” of the client’s (and the family’s) current financial
situation. When the report is complete, the client, the practitioner (and any
other requested advisers) meet to review the report and decide which
(additional) advisers will be involved in its review and analysis. The
practitioner then sends the report to the selected advisers so that they can
identify problems and opportunities and develop recommendations. This is
where the concept of the “team approach” takes hold.
Developing the Financial Plan
When the advisers return their recommendations, the practitioner reviews
them and determines if any conflicts need to be resolved. If so, the practitioner
works on resolving the conflicts before preparing the plan. When the
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practitioner has completed the plan, he or she, the client, and the other
advisers meet for a final review and a discussion of the implementation
process. They agree on what steps to take and develop a more detailed
timetable.
Once the plan has been adopted and put into practice, the practitioner
evaluates and revises the plan annually by collecting current information and
updating the plan to show changes from the previous year. He sends the plan
to the other advisers for analysis and incorporates any new recommendations,
as appropriate. Finally, all the parties meet to review the updated plan and
discuss what actions to take during the coming year.
With this approach, the client develops a better understanding of his
financial future and becomes more aware of how advisers can help him realize
his objectives. Likewise, the advisers gain a better understanding of the
client’s situation and can serve the client more effectively. Now, let’s take a
look at this process in more detail.
The Interview
The initial interview has two purposes: to introduce the client to the planning
approach and to start the data collection process.
The interview begins with a discussion of the underlying concepts. As part
of this discussion, the practitioner explains the final report, the plan, to the
client. The client needs to understand what is included in the plan and how
the different components will be prepared.
Once the client understands the approach, the practitioner explains the
data collection process. If the client is not already a (tax) client, the
practitioner will then review the list of required supporting documents and
identifies those the client already has available. The practitioner tells the
client how to complete these forms and the supporting documents to facilitate
preparation of the plan and analysis by the various advisers. At this point he
or she explains that the client needs to collect actual figures for the two
previous years and the figures to date for the current year. The figures for the
two previous years should be as of December 31, to permit a tie-in with tax
information and to facilitate year-to-year comparisons. Although this may
vary from practice to practice and from client to client, the client typically
begins by preparing these basic information forms:
• One general family information form for the family as a whole
• A personal information form for each member of the family
• An adviser information form for each adviser
The Follow-up Interview
At the follow-up interview the practitioner reviews the completed forms and
may ask the client (and family) additional questions for clarification. This is to
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ensure that all the required information is available and has been properly
recorded. As with the initial interview, the practitioner generally starts with
the personal information and proceeds in sequence through all the forms.
The interview also provides the practitioner with the subjective informa-
tion needed to properly prepare the Current Situation Report. The practi-
tioner explains to the family the process that will be used in preparing the
report. The practitioner may also indicate that he or she may be calling to
clarify a point, get some additional information, or answer any questions the
family may have, as he or she prepares the report. Finally, he or she sets a
(tentative) date for a meeting to review the Current Situation Report.
Preparation of the Current Situation Report
In the Current Situation Report, the practitioner translates the information
from the various forms into a concise and coherent report reflecting the
client’s present financial circumstances. To do this, the practitioner organizes
the forms and prepares the supporting text. Upon completion of the report,
the practitioner should send the client a copy to review before the next
meeting.
Review of the Current Situation Report
The practitioner and the client meet to review the contents of the Current
Situation Report from two points of view. First they review the figures to
ensure their accuracy. Then they review the text to verify that it reflects the
client’s goals and desired approach for attaining them.
As the practitioner and client identify specific opportunities and problems,
they can discuss the existing advisers and determine if the advisers have the
necessary expertise to participate in the engagement. If they do not, the
practitioner may suggest other potential advisers and should arrange a
meeting with them to determine if they should participate.
Analysis by the Team Advisers
Once the team has been selected and agreed upon, each adviser should receive
a copy of the Current Situation Report, review it, and carefully analyze the
portion relating to his or her area of expertise. Each adviser may choose to use
his or her own resources to develop supporting analyses and may contact the
client or the practitioner to obtain additional information. After completing
the analysis, each adviser prepares a memo summarizing the problems and
opportunities and discussing recommendations. Each adviser sends the
memo, along with copies of any supporting documents, to the practitioner.
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Preparation of the Plan
As the practitioner receives the advisers’ memos, he or she reviews each one
and files it. After receiving all the memos, he or she reviews their
recommendations for consistency and resolves any conflicts before taking
further steps. The practitioner then prepares a summary of recommendations,
along with supporting text, as well as text detailing the effects the
recommendations will have on the different aspects of the client’s financial
situation.
Review of the Plan
The advisers meet to review the plan and to discuss implementation of the
recommendations. The practitioner begins the meeting by reviewing the
personal financial plan and providing a brief recap of the process used in its
preparation. The individual advisers then briefly discuss their recommenda-
tions, the costs involved, and the timetable for implementing the recom-
mendations. The practitioner monitors the discussion and prepares a memo
outlining the decisions made.
Implementation of the Plan
In many instances, the individual advisers can undertake implementation of
their portion of the plan individually. The (lead) practitioner monitors all
implementation activities, so that everything is done in a timely and consis-
tent manner.
Updating the Plan
Initially, the plan may be updated periodically, as implementation proceeds.
Once the plan is in motion, and all parties are satisfied with its progress, the
plan must be reviewed at least annually, and updated as necessary. In
updating the plan, the practitioner prepares a draft revision and meets with
the client to collect current information. After reviewing the new data and
outlining any significant changes, the practitioner prepares a memo covering
the changes and sends it to the client and each of the advisers.
The advisers review the memo, identify any new problems and opportuni-
ties, and then make their recommendations. They add any changes that they
are aware of but that are not reflected in the practitioner’s memo. The
practitioner revises the plan accordingly and sends copies to the client and the
advisers.
The practitioner next arranges a meeting with the advisers to discuss
their recommendations, the costs involved, and the timetable for implement-
ing the recommendations and the follow-up review. Finally, the practitioner
prepares a memo outlining the decisions made.
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The Practitioner’s Relationship to Other Professionals
Underlying the team approach to personal financial planning is the concept
that various skills can be integrated to support clients in managing their
financial affairs. The practitioner considers all input from the client’s
accountant, attorney, banker, insurance agent, real estate broker, stockbro-
ker, trust officer and others, as required. To provide the client with the
maximum benefit, the practitioner must:
1. Help select a team of advisers with the skill sets necessary to meet the
client’s specific needs.
2. Help the other advisers understand the client’s overall needs.
3. Integrate the actions of the individual advisers into an overall plan.
As noted earlier, the practitioner begins the process by developing the
Current Situation Report, which organizes the basic facts about the client’s
situation and guides the practitioner in helping the client select a team of
advisers. Because choosing the right advisers is critical to the overall success
of the engagement, the practitioner should work closely with the client in
making sound selections. In addition, each adviser needs to develop a good
relationship with the client as well as with the other advisers.
Frequently the client does not have the resources to implement all the
actions proposed by the various advisors. The practitioner, therefore, works
with the client to determine which actions are most critical and helps allocate
resources to implement those actions on a timely basis.
Fee Arrangements
The practitioner can address fees by billing the client for his hours and letting
the other professionals do likewise. However, this approach leaves the client
exposed to the possibility that one of the advisers will do and bill more than
required. One popular approach, therefore, is for the lead practitioner to
discuss the fee arrangement with the other advisers and give the client an
estimate for the entire (annual) planning process.
Conclusion
Personal financial planning serves as an important way to help a small
business client overcome some of the less visible challenges to operating a
successful ongoing business. The planning process described here provides the
practitioner with one technique for assisting a client in this area. Practitioners
may choose to use other approaches. This approach presents the development
of a personal financial plan as an engagement in which the practitioner acts
as a coordinator and adviser. A practitioner may also function as an overall
financial planner, not as a coordinator of the advice of others outside the firm.
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The steps may be carried out in different ways, using a variety of meeting
arrangements, letters, e-mails and phone calls between the client, the
advisers, and the practitioner. Special meetings are desirable, as is the
involvement of the client’s family members and other advisers. For clients
(and practitioners) who are comfortable with the technology, various video-
conferencing and web meeting options are also available.
In this book we will introduce you to a variety of (possible) team members,
each of whom will present an approach, technique or planning idea that is
representative of the type of advice they might offer a client—your client. As a
practitioner, you may already have assembled your own “team” of outside
advisers and will be familiar with some of these. Other advisers—and their
own particular brand of advice—may be new to you. We trust that the
information gleaned from these pages will help you to expand your practice
and provide your clients with the level of service they expect from their
professional advisers.
The practitioner who helps develop a well-rounded, effective plan, by
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We believe that tax professionals are the most appropriate professionals
to provide comprehensive financial services to their clients, because
they understand both the clients’ tax and financial situations.
With a combination of never-ending tax reform, the Tax Code’s
significant and complex changes, and the market volatility we’ve
experienced over the past few years, clients need guidance now more
than ever.
Leveraging the knowledge gained from preparing a client’s tax return,
coupled with determining the client’s long-term goals and other
personal factors, will allow a trained tax professional to develop sound
financial solutions. Many investment areas can be explored with
clients, and this chapter provides a roadmap to start that financial
planning process. The concepts covered are designed to help stimulate
ideas for helping clients achieve their financial goals. This chapter is
not intended to be used as a comprehensive treatise on financial
planning. Tax professionals just starting out in the investment arena
may find it easiest to provide three basic types of investment planning
for their clients: retirement funding, educational funding, and risk
management.
Before embarking on a financial services career, it is important to be
aligned with a financial partner, or partners, who can provide the
proper training, technology, support, and turnkey solutions that will
help identify and meet clients’ financial goals. The key information tax
professionals need to be successful, however, is often right at their
fingertips.
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Working From the Form 1040
As a tax preparer, you have a wealth of information about your clients at your
fingertips. We recommend you start with this information to begin your in-
vestment campaign. A simple review of the following items on Form 1040 can
open a whole world of investment planning opportunities for your clients. This
is the easiest way to identify your clients’ needs and begin the dialogue to help
them fulfill those needs. In our two decades of working with tax professionals,
we have found this type of planning to be the most successful for our advisers.
• Line 6—Exemptions
• Line 7—Wages
• Line 8a—Taxable Interest Income—Schedule B
• Line 8b—Tax-Exempt Interest Income
• Line 9—Dividend Income—Schedule B
• Line 12—Business Income or Loss—Schedule C
• Line 13—Capital Gain or Loss—Schedule D
• Line 15a—IRA Distributions
• Line 16a—Pensions and Annuities
• Line 17—Rents, Royalties, Partnerships, Estates and Trusts—
Schedule E
• Line 23—IRA Deduction
• Line 29—Self-Employed SEP, SIMPLE and Qualified Plans
• Line 67—Federal Income Tax Refund (also Line 10—State and Local
Tax Refunds)
Exemptions: Lines 6a–6d
The exemption section of the tax return provides you with an overall picture of
the client’s family situation. There are several key areas you can analyze to
identify weaknesses that may exist in your client’s plans for his or her finan-




• Property and Casualty
• Will
• Health Insurance
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Education
One of the most neglected areas of personal finance is educational funding for
children. This may well be the biggest financial challenge parents will face.
Two issues make education funding a challenge: A short time horizon—all
saving must typically be done within an 18-year timeframe—and the fact that
the cost of education has outpaced inflation, sometimes by two or three times,
over the last 20 years. At the same time, it is one of the easiest financial hur-
dles to overcome. Any client with young children should be encouraged to
start an educational fund immediately. You can help your clients have peace
of mind by helping them plan today. There are many tools at your disposal; we
discuss several below. (Please see the chapter on college funding for a more
detailed discussion of this subject.)
Education IRA: Recent tax laws have expanded the options for Education
IRAs, now known as Coverdell Savings Accounts, which makes them more
appealing for many people. The annual contribution limit was increased from
$500 to $2,000. Tax-free withdrawals for K-12 (elementary and secondary
schools) expenses, including purchase of computer technology or equipment
for Internet access and related services, are now allowed. The phaseout range
was increased to $190,000 to $220,000 for married taxpayers filing joint re-
turn (double the range for single taxpayers). Making sure your clients are
aware of these new provisions may open some new opportunities for you.
Section 529 plans: These qualified tuition plans already provided tax-
deferred growth, but recent laws added the ability to make tax-free withdraw-
als for qualified higher education expenses. You need to make sure the plans
you look at are available in all states and “qualified expenses” include more
than tuition. Also, make sure your clients are aware that if the money is not
used for the intended beneficiary’s education, the beneficiary can be changed
to any family member, including the owner of the account. The money also
can be withdrawn, but taxes and penalties will be paid. These plans can pro-
vide an excellent estate reduction strategy for grandparents. Many plans al-
low contributions as high as $55,000 in one year without a gift tax conse-
quence ($110,000 for a married couple).
UTMA/UGMA: Under UTMA and UGMA (Uniform Transfer to Minors
Act or Uniform Gift to Minors Act) you can establish a custodial account in
your child’s name. This is simply a means of registering a gifted or transferred
asset in the name of a majority custodian for the benefit of a minor child. This
requires that the property be vested 100 percent with the child at age of ma-
jority in the state where the trust is established.
Team Tip: For your clients who are parents or grandparents, a lump
sum of $11,000 per child per donor can be contributed to an UTMA,
UGMA, or a Section 529 Plan without gift tax consequences. This low-
ers the value of the donor’s estate while—at the same time—allowing
the lump sum to accumulate with the income taxed at the minor’s
lower tax rate for UTMAs or UGMAs (subject to limits) or no income
tax consequences for Section 529 Plan assets.
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Regular investment: If the assets are owned by parents/grandparents, it
gives them flexibility if they decide not to use the funds for college expenses.
However, the gains on the funds will be taxed annually.
Hire the kids: Another planning idea for funding education costs is to rec-
ommend that your business-owner clients hire their children as employees.
Earned income of children is not subject to the “Kiddy Tax.” In addition, the
client will be able to deduct the compensation paid to the child as wages.
Wills
Your clients should have wills. By not having wills, your clients are neglecting
an important part of their future and the future of their intended beneficiar-
ies. Estate plans should be reviewed and updated whenever any significant
changes occur in their lives.
A review should be performed under these situations:
• A move out of state
• After a change in federal, state or the inheritance laws
• A major change such as a divorce, birth of a child, etc.
• Every five years.
Team Tip: As their tax professional, you should recommend and/or re-
fer your clients to an attorney who can assist them with the prepara-
tion of a will or in updating their existing will, if appropriate.
Insurance
There are, of course, many different types of insurance offered, to help man-
age various risks. Insurance is often used in estate planning and business
succession plans as a key component of the overall plan. If you are not cur-
rently licensed to offer these products, you should consider aligning yourself
with someone who can work with you to incorporate these vehicles into your
clients’ retirement and estate plans.
The discussion that follows highlights some of the types of insurance
available and the ways in which they are often used.
Life Insurance
Does the client and his or her spouse have adequate life insurance? The two
biggest mistakes of life insurance are: buying too much and buying too little.
The primary concern for most clients is having enough insurance to continue
the current lifestyle for the surviving spouse and children. A thorough needs
analysis is critical.
You also will want to review your clients’ current policies to determine if
you can provide them with coverage that offers similar or better benefits at
better rates.
If you are not insurance-licensed, you should consider becoming insur-
ance-licensed in order to provide comprehensive services to your clients. Many
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broker-dealers and insurance companies have good customer service and
marketing support, so you don’t have to be an expert on all insurance subjects.
Insurance paperwork can be complicated, so be sure to find out if your broker-
dealer can provide support for client consultations, paperwork and medical
exams as well. We will discuss some types of insurance below; upcoming chap-
ters will analyze the topic in greater detail.
Disability Insurance
It is estimated that people between the ages of 35 and 65 are six times more
likely to become disabled than to die.1 Your client needs life insurance only if
he or she has dependents to protect and to pay final expenses and personal
debts. Clients will need disability insurance if they do not have sufficient as-
sets on which to live for the remainder of their life expectancy. The most likely
candidates for disability policies are those individuals who are self-employed
or who work for companies that do not provide this coverage.
Other key considerations when reviewing or buying disability insurance
include:
• How long is the elimination period?
• Is the policy guaranteed renewable and noncancelable?
• Are the premiums fixed or step rate?
• What percentage of the client’s salary is covered?
Clients who have company disability plans that do not provide maximum
coverage should think about buying supplemental disability insurance. Cli-
ents who own or are partners in a business should consider key person and
overhead disability coverage.
Other Insurance
Although you may not be licensed to offer these types of insurance products or
may not wish to offer them, the more you know about them, the more you can
help your clients avoid unnecessary risk. You should ensure that your clients
have major medical coverage, adequate homeowner’s insurance that provides
for replacement cost and liability protection, and/or a personal umbrella li-
ability policy if applicable.
Long-term care. With increased life-expectancy averages for men and
women, the issue of how to plan for quality care in the later years, coupled
with the desire to preserve wealth for the next generation, has created a tre-
mendous need for long-term care insurance. This year, about seven million
men and women over the age of 65 will need long-term care. By the year 2005,
the number will increase to nine million. By the year 2020, 12 million older
Americans will need long-term care.2 Unless your clients have long-term care
insurance, qualify under limited conditions for Medicare coverage, or become
impoverished, they will pay out of their savings for nursing home or in-home
care services. You owe it to your clients to become educated on eldercare costs
and options. People who prepare for the cost of long-term care can be secure in
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the knowledge that they have greater freedom to choose their care and that
their assets (and the assets of spouses/families) are more secure.
Clients may not be aware of the affordability of long-term care insurance
and the benefits it can provide. Typical long-term care policies will cover a set
dollar amount per day toward expenses incurred while using a health care fa-
cility and/or home health care. Long-term care policies have less expensive
premiums if purchased when the beneficiary is younger than age 60. Consider
talking to your clients aged 30 to 40 about this type of coverage for their par-
ents. Talk to clients in their 50s about adding this type of coverage for them-
selves.
Line 7:  Wages, Salaries, Tips, Etc.
About $190 billion is flowing out of 401(k)s into IRAs each year. This amount
is expected to exceed $300 billion by 2005, and then explode as baby boomers
hit retirement age in increasing numbers.3 The easiest investment planning
idea to look for on the Form 1040 is multiple W-2 forms indicating a job
change. This is an excellent opportunity to suggest an IRA rollover from an
employer-sponsored qualified plan. With the job market turmoil of the last
few years and the propensity of today’s worker to change jobs every five years
or so, IRA rollovers are big business. This may also enable you to consolidate
your clients’ IRAs, or capture assets controlled by another adviser.
In addition, if your clients or their spouses are employees of a tax-exempt
organization (public school, hospital, or charitable organization) or employees
of a state or local government, special retirement plans are available which
should be brought to their attention.
If your clients or their spouses are employees of a tax-exempt 501(c)(3) or-
ganization, such as a hospital or school, a 403(b) qualified retirement plan
should be considered. Alert your clients to the new contribution limit of
$11,000 (for 2002) plus the additional catch-up amounts allowed for those over
age 50. If your clients or their spouses are employees of a state or local gov-
ernment, a 457 nonqualified retirement plan should be considered. The same
new contribution limits and catch-up contributions are allowed for these
plans.
Lines 8a and 9:  Taxable Interest Income
Schedule B—Interest and Dividends
Schedule B, which lists the taxable interest and dividends received by the cli-
ent, is an excellent place to begin looking for ways to enhance your client’s af-
ter-tax income. The key areas you should analyze include the following:
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• Is your client properly diversified?
• What type of yield is your client receiving?
• Is your client in a high tax bracket?
• Does your client have investments in individual stocks and bonds?
• Does your client have investments at another broker-dealer?
• Does your client have investments in CDs?
• Your client has no investments.
Is Your Client Properly Diversified?
If the client has dividends from a few individual stocks or interest from a few
individual bonds, he or she is probably not adequately diversified. Moreover,
most of your clients probably do not have the patience or training to make
sure their investment portfolio is properly diversified. For such clients, the
advantages of mutual funds, which offer both diversification and professional
management, have definite appeal.
To construct a properly diversified portfolio for your client, you must first
consider your client’s investment goal, risk profile, tax bracket, income re-
quirements, time horizon (short- or long-term), and investment amount. Risk
profile is classified as aggressive, moderate or conservative and is determined
by considering many factors. One tool you can use to help you with clients is a
risk profile questionnaire. A sample is included at the back of this chapter.
Ask your clients to answer the questions and score their responses. The scor-
ing works like this:
Conservative:   1–6 points
Moderate:   7–11 points
Aggressive: 12–18 points
In addition, you should also ask your clients these last questions: Based
on your overall tax situation, do you want a tax-sensitive portfolio (that may
include municipal bonds)? Yes or No
For those who scored between 17 and 18: Based on your overall situation,
do you want fixed-income investments included in your portfolio? Yes or No
Determining time horizon is also a very important part of diversification.
Determining the time horizon for an educational fund or for a financial goal
such as purchasing a home or boat is fairly easy. However, some clients be-
come confused between liquidity and long-term objectives, such as saving for
retirement. That is why it is very important to understand the client’s finan-
cial goal or objective. If a client is saving for the future or for retirement, the
time horizon is most likely more than five years. These clients probably should
not be investing in vehicles that are meant for short-term objectives, such as
CDs.
By determining your client’s time horizon and risk profile, you will be bet-
ter able to recommend solutions that fit their situation and evaluate their cur-
rent investments to see if they are in line with the client’s expectations.
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Type of Yield
For clients whose investments total less than three months of their annual
salary, these funds should be earmarked for emergency purposes and kept in
short-term, liquid instruments. In many cases, the yield on these investments
is lower than other investment options, but liquidity is usually important to
the client. If your client’s investments total more than three months of his or
her annual salary, you should consider higher yielding alternatives.
Tax Bracket
If your clients are in a high tax bracket and are not currently investing in tax-
exempt or tax-deferred investments, recommend that they consider these al-
ternatives. Qualified retirement plans (including IRAs) also offer tax deferral;
however, there are limitations on the amounts one can contribute to a quali-
fied plan. A tax-deferred annuity is an alternative that offers many of the
same benefits of a qualified plan. Although the premiums are not tax-
deductible, income grows tax-deferred, and the distributions prior to age 59½
may be subject to a 10 percent penalty tax. However, there is no limit on the
amount one can invest in an annuity.
If your client likes the tax-deferred aspect of an annuity, but would like to
have some control over how the funds are being invested, you might suggest a
variable annuity. The variable annuity allows the client to direct his or her
investment among a variety of alternatives. Transfers are allowed between
the various investment accounts tax-free, even if the amount transferred in-
cludes gains.
If your client is paying taxes and is in a high tax bracket, there are still a
few tax-favorable investments available to investors. These include tax credits
through investments in low-income housing and historic rehabilitation.
Investments in CDs
Does your client have investments in certificates of deposit that will mature
sometime in the future? Do you know that most people reinvest in CDs, not
because they think they are good investments, but because the banks make
them so easy? You might want to show your client how over recent history,
the real rate of return on many CDs has been negative due to the effect of in-
flation and taxes. The chart below shows how a $10,000 investment can be af-
fected by taxes and inflation.
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$10,000 in a CD yielding: 3.5% 4.5% 5.5%
Annual interest income –350% –450% –550%
Taxes (28%)   –98% –126% –154%
Return after tax –252% –324% –396%
Inflation rate (2.6%)* –260% –260% –260%
Return after inflation 11–8% –164% –136%
Real rate of return 1–0.8% –1.64% –1.36%
* Inflation rate based on the average Consumer Price Index (CPI) for 1999 (2.68), 2000 (3.38) and
2001 (1.70). CPI is a measure of change in consumer prices, as determined by the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics.
Depending on their risk tolerance and time horizon, you may suggest
some higher-yielding investment alternatives for your clients who have CDs.
Client With No Investments
If your client has no interest or dividend income, and therefore, no invest-
ments, you should encourage him or her to begin a savings and investment
program! The earlier the client starts saving and investing for financial goals,
the more likely they will be achieved. You need to educate your clients on the
importance of investing and setting financial goals.
By using the chart below, you can explain how starting early will make a
significant difference in their financial lives. You can help your clients become
financially stable in the long term by planning now.
$100 Per Month Invested at 6%, 8%, and 10%*
Years At 6% At 8% At 10%
10 $116,388 $118,295 $120,484
20 $146,204 $158,902 $175,937
30 $100,452 $149,036 $226,049
40 $199,149 $349,101 $632,408
* Assumes the rate of return is compounded monthly with interest and dividends
reinvested. Taxes and inflation are not considered.
Reduce debt. The first financial priority for your client will be to establish
an emergency fund and then to reduce any consumer debt. All short-term debt
should be eliminated. Only debt on your client’s home, and maybe automo-
biles, should remain. Credit cards are good for emergency cash and estab-
lishing a credit rating and should be kept active for these reasons, but bal-
ances should be paid off monthly. Encourage clients to establish credit at
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times when it is not needed. Otherwise, credit will be much harder to obtain
when it is needed.
The amount to remain in an emergency fund depends upon many factors
such as credit availability, liquidity of long-term assets, insurance policy pro-
visions, job stability, etc. An industry rule of thumb is having three to six
months of income earmarked for an emergency fund. Once these areas have
been taken care of, a savings and investment program can begin for longer-
term objectives and investments can be appropriately selected. Many mutual
fund companies accept as little as $25 per month. Monthly investment plans
also take advantage of dollar-cost averaging.
Tax-Exempt Interest—Line 8b
Tax-Exempt Interest Income
If your client currently has investments that generate tax-exempt interest in-
come, determine the following so you can properly analyze your client’s situa-
tion.
• Type of investments
• Current yield
• After-tax yield
• Existing unrealized losses
There are several ways to help your client in this area
If your client’s after-tax yield on these investments is not competitive with
what can be earned on a taxable investment, he or she is either in an invest-
ment with a noncompetitive yield or is not in a high enough tax bracket to jus-
tify this type of investment. Compute the tax equivalent yield by dividing the
tax-free yield by one minus the tax rate. If you find the yield low, you could
recommend that the client reinvest in a higher-yielding taxable instrument. If
there is a secondary market for the investment, and if the client has unreal-
ized losses, recommend a tax-exempt mutual fund, UIT, or bond swap. This
transaction could generate needed realized capital losses to offset capital gains
or ordinary income and provide for a higher-yielding investment.
If the client is receiving income from tax-exempt investments but does not
need the income for current expenses, other investments should be consid-
ered.
Schedule C—Business Income or Loss, and
Schedule E—Partnerships—Working Partner
Schedules C and E filed with a return indicate that your client has earned in-
come from self-employment or from a partnership. Perhaps a qualified plan
should be established for the business, which would entitle your client to a de-
duction for a Simplified Employee Pension plan (SEP) or SIMPLE plan.
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SEPs are relatively easy to establish with only a one-page form (Form
5305 SEP) to be prepared and no ongoing reporting requirements. Most mu-
tual fund companies have approved prototype plans that are available at little
or no cost. Alternatively, your client may wish to use an independent trust
company, which would allow the investments to be diversified under one trus-
tee. Under a SEP, each employee maintains his or her own IRA to accept the
SEP contributions.
In addition to establishing a retirement plan, your client may be inter-
ested in establishing group or key person insurance programs, a disability in-
come plan, a buy/sell agreement or funding an educational program for a
child. These are ideal if your client owns a business or is an executive/partner
in a business.
Company contributed plans, where the employer contributions are de-
ductible to the company and nontaxable to the employee, include the follow-
ing:
• SEPs are to be used for sole proprietors, partnerships or corporations
for tax-deductible contributions made for employees and owner em-
ployers.
• Keoghs (also called H.R. 10 plans) are to be used for sole proprietors
and partnerships, for tax-deductible contributions made for employees
and owner employers. A Keogh may be established as a profit-sharing
plan, a pension plan or a defined-benefit plan.
• Corporate Pension and Profit-Sharing Plans are to be established by
the employer to provide retirement benefits for themselves and eligi-
ble employees. This provides a tax deduction for the employer, and the
funds grow tax-sheltered.
• Defined-Benefit Plans should be established for highly compensated
persons to maximize funding into a qualified plan. They should be es-
tablished for those individuals who are possibly in their last ten to fif-
teen years of working and have enough additional income for living
expenses.
Nonqualified Deferred Compensation Plans
Nonqualified deferred compensation plans are contractual arrangements un-
der which an employer agrees to defer payment of part of an employee’s com-
pensation and to pay it later in the form of retirement, death or disability
benefits. Deferred compensation plans may be used in conjunction with, or in
place of, qualified retirement plans.
• Why would an employee want to defer current income?
— To lower current income tax burden
— To provide savings and investments for retirement
— To provide for family in the event of death or disability
— To provide a systematic savings program
— To defer income until a lower tax bracket exists
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• Why would an employer want a deferred compensation plan?
— To aid in recruiting key employees
— To aid in retaining key employees
— To provide a selective fringe benefit for certain employees
— To have an alternative to a qualified retirement plan
— To draw money out of a business on a favorable tax status
Amounts deferred are not currently taxable to the employee, are not cur-
rently deductible to the corporation, and are not subject to FICA withholding.
Deferred compensation plans are subject to filing reports with the Depart-
ment of Labor. However, nonqualified deferred compensation plans are ex-
empt from ERISA requirements (i.e., vesting standards, minimum funding
standards and fiduciary responsibility).
162(a) Executive Bonus Plans
Nonqualified executive bonus plans or 162(a) plans are used primarily as an
alternative to qualified plans. Advantages of 162(a) plans include tax deducti-
bility, tax-deferred compounding, and discriminatory participation. Typically,
these plans are funded with a variable universal life (VUL) insurance policy.
The corporation applies for coverage on the executive and pays the premium
directly to the insurance company. The corporation then deducts the premium
outlay through Section 162(a) of the Tax Code. The executive picks up the
premium amount as additional compensation and is required to pay the in-
come tax on the premium.  An additional salary bonus can be used to offset
the executive’s tax liability at the end of each policy year.
Key Person Insurance Plans
Does your client’s business have key management, sales or technical employ-
ees whose disability or death will result in a significant loss to the business?
Life
The basic motive that prompts a business to purchase key person life insur-
ance is the desire to protect itself against the monetary loss that would result
from the key person’s premature death. The insurance proceeds are payable to
the business to compensate for at least a portion of the loss. This may be of the
utmost importance to the profitable continuance of the business.
Premiums paid on a key person life insurance policy are not a deductible
expense to the business. However, under the rules applicable to life insurance,
the lump sum payable on the insured’s death is generally exempt from income
tax. These benefits, however, may be subject to alternative minimum tax
(AMT).
Disability
A business overhead policy will pay many of the day-to-day operating ex-
penses of a business in the event the owner becomes disabled.
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Buy/Sell Agreements
Many court cases demonstrate all too well what happens at the death of a
stockholder in a closely held corporation where there is no buy/sell agreement
that fixes or pegs the value of the decedent’s stock. In many cases, the court
determines a value for estate tax purposes higher than that estimated by the
executor or administrator.
When challenged, the decedent’s estate has the burden of showing that
the IRS’s determination of the value is too high. Without a properly drawn
buy/sell agreement, this is an extremely difficult task, and the chances of suc-
cess are only about 1 in 10. No one wants the family to face litigation and de-
lays in closing the estate after death. Yet this is exactly what has happened
over and over again where business owners have failed to nail down the value
of their interests prior to death.
A person owning a business interest, whether in a partnership or corpora-
tion, who fails to execute a buy/sell agreement that establishes a value for fed-
eral estate tax purposes, may force the family to spend up to 10 or more years
in court after the person’s death. A properly designed buy/sell agreement
could avert this problem. Using life insurance to fund the agreement guaran-
tees the purchase price at the exact moment the agreement becomes opera-
tive.
What a buy/sell agreement does for your client:
• “Pegs” the value for IRS valuation if properly drawn. It is binding!
— Estate must have a binding obligation to sell. Purchasers may
have an option; however, they must possess an enforceable right or
option to purchase such interest.
— Purchasers must have a right of first refusal to purchase during
the owner’s lifetime, at no more than the price set forth in the
agreement.
— The price must be fair and adequate at the time the agreement is
made. If parties are closely related, and if the price is very low, the
IRS can attack the price as a sham.
• Assures that any future growth in the business accrues to the benefit
of those responsible for the gain.
• If properly funded, provides the surviving business associate with the
cash to purchase the business interest of the deceased.
• Assures a fair and adequate price.
• Divorces the family’s fortune from that of the business.
• Transforms a nonliquid asset into an income-producing asset.
Types of Agreements
Cross Purchase
Each partner or stockholder owns a policy on the other’s life. At death, the
surviving partner receives the cash and exchanges it for the deceased part-
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ner’s interest. The basis of the purchasing partner is increased, and the death
benefit is received income-tax-free. The proportionate interests can be main-
tained or rearranged.
Entity Purchase
The company owns a policy on each owner, receives the death benefit tax-free,
and purchases the interest. In this case, the basis of the survivors is not in-
creased. The death benefit is received income-tax-free, and the proportionate
interests are maintained.
Line 13:  Capital Gain or (Loss)
Schedule D—Capital Gain or Loss
If your client experienced significant capital gains or losses in the past, they
may be interested in offsetting those gains or losses in the future. The first
thing you can do is review their existing assets. Most property owned for per-
sonal purposes, pleasure or investment is a capital asset. Your clients who
have sold stocks and bonds, etc., will receive Form 1099-B. Current-year sales
may suggest that your client has cash or other investments that you should
review. You should also request a list of all of your client’s capital assets to re-
view for existing gains/losses, tax consequences, return, diversification and
suitability.
After reviewing your client’s assets, you may determine that he or she has
unrealized capital losses. After considering the tax consequences of offsetting
capital gains (up to $3,000 of ordinary income), you may want to recommend
that the client sell the investment to realize these benefits.
Line 17:  Rental Real Estate, Royalties, Partnerships
Schedule E—Rents, Royalties, and Partnerships, Estates and Trusts
This schedule includes all rents from property your client owns or controls and
royalties from oil, gas or mineral properties, copyrights and patents. Review
your clients’ rental and royalty properties not only for tax consequences that
may be detrimental, but also for opportunities to improve your clients’ in-
vestments. Improvements might include making recommendations to utilize
losses, which would be generated from the sale of these investments, or shift-
ing to investments that offer better returns, cash flow, tax benefits or diversi-
fication.
Partnerships
Partnerships Offer Investors a Viable Investment
Apart from the tax aspects, real estate, oil and gas, and other investments in
the form of limited partnerships are vehicles for your clients to incur current
income and capital gains, while shielding their savings from inflation.
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Tax Credits
If your client is paying taxes and is in a high income tax bracket, a few tax-
favored investments are still available. These include tax credits available
through the low-income housing tax credit and rehabilitation tax credit.
Tax Shelters
Although investments in partnerships are now considered passive, some part-
nerships offer tax-sheltered income through depreciation and interest deduc-
tions.
Estates and Trusts
Amounts entered in Part III of Schedule E indicate whether your client is a
beneficiary of an estate or trust. The passive activity rules will apply to in-
come and losses generated from the investments that are included in an es-
tate or trust and determine 1) if returns can be enhanced; 2) whether the in-
vestments are suitable and properly diversified; and 3) how the tax conse-
quences can be mitigated.
Lines 15a, 16a, 23a and 23b
Pensions, IRA Distributions, Annuities and Current-Year IRA Deduction
Distributions
Lines 15a and 16a on Form 1040 indicate pension and annuity income and
regular IRA distributions your client receives. These lines are also used to re-
port distributions from profit-sharing plans, other retirement plans, employee
savings plans and IRA rollovers. Pension, annuity and regular IRA distribu-
tions indicate that your client is receiving distributions from a plan that is al-
ready established. The distributions are most likely taxable to the client.
There are several questions you should review:
• What is the nature of the remaining assets in the plan?
• Are they suitable?
• Do they provide an adequate return?
• Are they diversified?
• Are your clients adhering to the new required minimum distribution
rules in effect after 2001?
• Based on the current distribution rate, will there be adequate funds
for the remainder of the client’s life?
If your client has received distributions in the current year or in previous
years, consider transferring and/or consolidating these assets under one self-
directed plan so you can minimize the client’s annual maintenance fees, as
well as monitor and analyze the investment activity.
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Current Year IRA
Line 23 indicates the current-year deductible IRA contribution. Make sure
your clients are aware of the increased contribution amounts that EGTTRA
has provided after 2001. Strongly encourage your clients to contribute to an
IRA for retirement, since Social Security may not provide the needed funds—
especially for your younger clients.
Next Year’s IRA
Encourage your client to start contributing monthly to an IRA account. Many
mutual funds provide check draft privileges that make it easy for the client.
This will prevent the hardship of trying to come up with a lump sum at the
end of the year and will allow the IRA dollars to start compounding faster.
Line 29:  Self-Employed SEP, SIMPLE, and Qualified Plans
This line item of the tax return identifies whether the client is currently a
participant in a SEP, SIMPLE or qualified retirement plan and whether con-
tributions are being made to the plan.
In this situation, you will want to find out what type of plan the client is
participating in, what type of investments the client currently has, and if a
current-year contribution is anticipated. The client’s account can be trans-
ferred and the plan’s assets transferred or reinvested into more appropriate
investments, depending on the client’s situation.
Lines 10 and 67
Taxable Refunds of State and Local Taxes, and Federal Income Tax Refund
Encourage and recommend that your clients invest their tax refunds rather
than spend them. They should also consider increasing the number of exemp-
tions claimed so less tax is taken out of their paychecks and their money is not
sitting in the IRS coffers. The additional funds received with each paycheck
can be invested and thereby earn interest for your client instead of make
money for the government.
Have your clients establish a financial goal to which they are committed.
Your clients will appreciate the advice and will enjoy the results.
Now that the needs of your clients have been identified, it’s time to talk
about how to make an investment-planning meeting happen. We suggest a
step-by-step approach.
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A Step-By-Step Approach
This chapter has presented a broad overview of what you can accomplish by
reviewing your current clients’ return information. To sum it all up, begin by
reviewing your “favorite” client’s tax return(s). Choose clients who meet the
criteria of one of these planning opportunities. One example might be 10 cli-
ents with young dependents. Call these clients or send a letter identifying the
need you found and the fact that you can help them find viable solutions. Set
up appointments for the following week.
1. Obtain each client’s prior-year tax return. In order to organize your
thoughts and relevant data, you may want to document your review
on the Taxpayer Profile included at the end of this chapter. This form
can then be used as a reference sheet when you meet with your client.
2. Develop a list of questions you want to ask the client in order to obtain
any missing and/or current information. This guide provides you with
ideas of what information and/or questions you will need or want to
ask.
3. Develop a preliminary list of recommendations and methods for im-
plementing.
4. Develop investment recommendations and be certain you have the
applicable product literature and prospectuses on hand.
5. Meet with your client, discuss the current situation and ask questions.
6. Present your recommendations. Stress the concepts of setting goals,
diversification, and investing for the long term.
7. Provide the client with applicable proposals, product literature and
prospectuses.
8. Complete the paperwork for the products selected.
9. Have the client sign paperwork.
We make this sound very simple—because it is. Most clients want some-
one to tell them what to do. Taxes and investments are confusing. They espe-
cially want to listen to someone they trust, like their tax professional. They
know you won’t risk the relationship you’ve built with them by recommending
some fly-by-night investment. They will respect you for helping them identify
a need and helping them fill it. Of course, there is a lot more training involved
in choosing the right investments to solve the issues you may uncover by ex-
amining 1040 forms of your clients.
You will likely need to align yourself with a financial services partner (or
partners) who can provide the kind of training, technology and support you
will need to confidently approach your clients with solutions. We highlight
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Risk Profile Worksheet
Circle the answers that most closely fit your thinking.
1. How long do you think you will retain this investment portfolio?
1. 3 to 5 years
2. 5 to 10 years
3. 10 years or more
2. My feelings about investing can best be summed up as:
1. I would accept a moderate long-term rate of return rather than worry about my account losing
money.
2. I can accept fluctuations in my account value if it means a higher potential return over the long
run.
3. I want the maximum opportunity for long-term growth in my account, and I am willing to ac-
cept significant year-to-year fluctuations in the value of my account.
3. Six months after you make a $100,000 investment, it decreases in value by $10,000 in a down market
period. How would you feel?
1. Very uncomfortable. I would consider selling my investment.
2. Uncomfortable, yet I will stay with the investment if my financial adviser recommends it.
3. I would want to buy more of the investment, since this is a good investment opportunity.
4. Is it important for you to receive money from your account on a monthly basis?
1. Yes, it is highly important, and it must be the same amount each month.
2. It is important, but growth of my portfolio is also an important factor.
3. It is not important, because growth of my portfolio is my primary goal.
5. Stock mutual funds can provide great protection against inflation over the long term and tend to be less
volatile than individual stocks. How do you feel about stock mutual funds?
1. I would have only a small percentage of stock mutual funds in my portfolio.
2. I would use stock mutual funds in my portfolio.
3. I think stock mutual funds are very attractive and should occupy a dominant position in a port-
folio.
6. Below is a table showing five years of hypothetical returns and the resulting average annual return for
four hypothetical portfolios, A to D. With which hypothetical portfolio do you feel most comfortable?




0 A 14% –4% 14% 4% 14% 14%
1 B 12% –2% 19% 1% 15% 17%
2 C 16% –6% 13% 2% 20% 19%
3 D 19% –9% 15% 4% 26% 11%
RISK PROFILE SCORE: __________________________ (Add the numbers circled in questions 1–6.)
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The Human Dimension of Financial
and Estate Planning
BY FREDDA HERZ BROWN, PH.D. AND KATHARINE GRATWICK BAKER*
This chapter provides an overview of the “human side” of financial and
estate planning. Its focus is not on the specific financial skill sets of
planning, but rather on the complex human relationship factors that
can often interfere with a smooth planning process. The chapter briefly
describes some of the individuals and families who commonly seek
estate planning, as well as some of the emotional issues and concerns
that advisers must be aware of, which may not be immediately
apparent at first meeting.
In addition to describing the human side of financial planning, we will explore
some of the inevitable consequences—both for the planner and for the client—
of ignoring the human or emotional side of financial and/or estate planning.
We then describe what a planner can do to avoid these consequences.
To bring our ideas to life, we present the fictional case of a family business
in which the founder/owner, Mr. Chase, seeks to develop an estate plan. We
describe the numerous complications he encounters, and we suggest how an
estate planner might work with this type of client. Finally, we outline situa-
tions in which the planner might wish to collaborate with a family business
consultant, to facilitate the human dimension of estate planning.
Who Seeks Estate Planning?
What are some of the characteristics of individuals, couples, and families who
come into your office for their first financial or estate planning appointment?
We have found that they are usually people of wealth, who have large and
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complex assets. People with assets of lesser complexity or size will often utilize
their wills to deal with post-death scenarios.
Clients may come to you as young people who have inherited significant
assets or been highly successful in a youthful business venture. These young
people often perceive the need for an early financial plan when they marry or
have their first child. Their parents may have advised them to start the finan-
cial planning process, and may even have referred them to you.
It is, however, more typical for people with large and complex assets to
initiate the financial or estate planning process when they are somewhat
older. Either through inheritance or business success, these clients have ac-
cumulated significant assets, and for planning purposes, they want to develop
a financial vision that will—at a minimum—preserve (if not grow) their assets
for the rest of their lives, into retirement, and on into the next generation.
They may also initiate a financial planning process, if the primary income
producer has been diagnosed with a serious illness (and both members of the
couple perceive an immediate need for planning). These older clients have of-
ten been mulling over their (complex) financial issues for years, but may never
have sat down with a professional planner to sort out the personal financial
programs, if any, that they have developed for themselves.
Often these older individuals are people who accumulated their wealth
through owning a business, and part of their estate planning will include a
succession plan and/or the disposition of that business. When they come to see
you, they may be concurrently involved in business succession planning (on
their own or with another planning professional), and will want the financial
piece to fit carefully with the management piece of their planning. This is the
essence of the “team approach.”
Essential Human Concerns
Clients initiate financial and estate planning for many logical reasons, including:
• Tax planning





Beneath these logical reasons lie many unarticulated emotional forces
that can influence a client’s decision-making. Primary among the emo-
tional forces are a variety of fears:
— fear of change
— fear of loss of control
— fear of the lost identity attached to wealth
— fear of death
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A few clients may be able to talk about their emotional concerns directly,
but many will not be able to acknowledge them readily. Inside, however,
many of them may be asking themselves a number of anxious questions:
• “How can I maintain my present lifestyle when I’m not working and
making money anymore? Where will a reasonable income flow come
from?”
• “Will the business that I’ve worked so hard to create, fall apart when I
am no longer working there full-time?”
• “If I sell the business or pass it on to my children, will the new owners
run it into the ground?”
• “What will I do with myself, who will I be, after I stop going to work
every day?”
• “Can our estate support my spouse comfortably after I have died?”
• “Will my children be responsible stewards of my assets when I am no
longer around?”
• “How will I be remembered? Will the next generation of the family
honor me (the way I’ve tried to honor my parents)?”
These are not unusual questions. They are questions we all ask ourselves
once in a while about our own mortality, uncertainty about the future, and
worry about loved ones. When we are fearful or anxious about the inevitable
changes that come with aging, the clarity of our thinking is naturally affected.
Our vision narrows. It is harder to see all the options and to make reasonable
choices or decisions.
Clients may come to you asking for financial or estate planning, but they
may also be asking themselves questions that reflect uncertainty, confusion,
and even fear about the future.
The Consequences of Ignoring the Human Side
of Estate Planning
Team Tip: Ignore the human factor at your own—and your client’s—
peril. There are inevitable consequences for both the planner and the
client when the human side of planning is ignored.
For the planner, all the careful effort you put into creating a plan with your
client may be wasted, if the client won’t sign the documents in the end. You
may have developed a plan that seems ideal to you and, at least theoretically,
meets (all) the client’s needs and responds to his requests. However, if the cli-
ent has deeper fears or confusions about the future that he is not talking
about, he may resist signing, bring up innumerable additional requests and
superficial concerns, or start canceling appointments with you.
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You begin to wonder what is going on and get irritated with the client.
You begin to think that this is not the kind of client you want to work with,
that he is just too fussy or picky or unclear about what he wants. He blames
you, you blame him, and the long-term relationship you might have had with
him and his family may terminate with hard feelings and misunderstandings
that are never resolved. At the same time, the client begins to doubt your
competence and starts to look elsewhere for another planner. In the end you
both may decide you don’t want to work together because the “chemistry” isn’t
right.
Often, what’s going on is that the client is becoming frustrated, even
though he or she may not be able to articulate what the problem is. The client
may feel misunderstood and that in the end has wasted time and money
working on a plan that is not exactly right. An important family or nonfamily
constituent group (such as members of the family office staff) may have been
left out of the plan. Perhaps, some long-term concerns about the business have
not been addressed, including who may be the “right” successor. Or, he or she
does not feel that the plan you have created really moves him or her ahead in
his or her thinking to a time of life when he or she is no longer directly in-
volved with the business, although still concerned about it. Fears about
change and loss of control have not been addressed directly. Or, a million
other reasons why he or she cannot sign the documents yet. And, eventually
the client backs off, letting the whole process slide.
What Can a Planner Do to Avoid These Pitfalls?
Without becoming a family business consultant yourself, you can sensitize
yourself to the human dimension of the planning process. There are numerous
approaches a financial or estate planner can use to avoid the many pitfalls
that can arise from ignoring the emotional side of the planning process.
Team Tip: Don’t ignore the emotional aspect of planning. Get “tuned
in” to it. We’ve listed some broader questions below that encompass
emotional and relationship issues, and we suggest that you ask your
client these questions early in your relationship. If he resists answer-
ing them or asks what they have to do with estate planning, you can
comment that you know how complex the planning process is, and you
have found with other clients that knowing the answers to these ques-
tions is an important part of your doing a thorough job. Some planners
prefer to have their clients answer these questions in a questionnaire
sent to them before the first visit or given to them at the first visit.
Others find that clients are less intimidated by having the planner
ask the questions personally.
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Here are some of the “human” areas you might explore with a new client:
1. Who else is in your family? Elderly parent? Spouse? Children? Grand-
children? Nieces and nephews? An ex-spouse or children from a prior
marriage or stepchildren who will need to be considered in your plan-
ning?
2. Have you discussed your financial or estate planning project with
these people?
3. What was their reaction? Did they have any questions or points they
want to be sure were included in the process?
4. Are there any conflicts among family members around wealth issues
that it would be useful for me to know about up front before we get
into the process? (For instance, you might ask who in the family would
be the most interested, the most upset, or the most pleased by your
plan.)
5. Would you like any of these issues to be addressed in the plan? Which
conflicts or other issues are you most concerned about? Could you list
them in the order of priority that we might address them?
Team Tip: It is also important to ask the new client if he or she has
ever worked with another planner, has thought about the planning
process before coming to see you, and, if so, what proposals he or she
may wish to include in the plan. This way you become collaborators,
and you are not developing a plan stemming solely from your own ex-
perience and training—that may well be excellent—but is not tailored
to the specific complexities of the client’s life situation.
In addition, knowing yourself and your own reactivity to any of the client’s
issues is vital in avoiding the pitfalls described above. You need to know not
only who you are as a professional and the extent of your own skill sets, but
also who you are as an individual and a member of your own family. What are
your personal “hot buttons” that get pushed when a client begins to talk about
conflicts or other family emotional issues? Most of us have at least four areas
that can get us stirred up, often because they remind us of issues that were
difficult in our own families of origin. These are death, disability, authority,
and money. Very few people are neutral about these issues, and all of them in-
evitably arise during financial or estate planning.
Death
We can’t predict when or how we will die, but we all know, at least intellectu-
ally, that we will die someday. Nobody likes to think very much about the in-
evitability of death, and yet that is exactly what estate planning is about.
What will happen to my assets when I die? How will my loved ones be pro-
vided for? Who will carry on the enormous effort, responsibility and creativity
I have put into my business?
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If talking about death, its realities and implications, makes you squirm
because of your own fears or family losses, then you know this will be a “hot
button” for you, and you need to be extra aware not to shy away from it. It
might also be interesting to think about how death and its consequences for
wills and estates have been dealt with in your own family. Doing any such
self-examination will allow you to be clearer on your own biases in these ar-
eas.
Disability
Similarly long-term disability or serious chronic illness can stir such levels of
discomfort that one would prefer to avoid talking about these realities at all. If
someone in your own family or close friendship circle has struggled with a se-
rious health problem, and you witnessed the devastation that illness brought
to close relatives, this might be another “hot button” for you. But your client
may need to talk about and plan for this fear or perhaps impending reality.
Stick with him and work to create an environment in which he can fully ex-
plore the emotional context for this planning.
It has been our experience that one can get practice in this kind of conver-
sation by talking about these potentially painful topics with members of your
own family.
Authority
Authority is often equated with power. People who have been in charge of oth-
ers throughout their adult lives exude a sense of authority. This is especially
true of older men, who have founded and managed successful business enter-
prises throughout their lives. Being in charge usually means that this person
is used to making decisions and often that means his or her “own decisions.”
Thus he or she may approach you with a sense that all decisions have already
been made. You may have to figure out how to break into this pattern so that
you can actually be of assistance. Incidentally, in our experience men are more
likely to present themselves as authority figures, while women are often more
solicitous of expertise and advice.
Team Tip: If you have had difficult relationships with authority fig-
ures, especially males, during your own life course, resisting the power
of an overbearing parent, teacher, coach, boss, or older sibling, you
may find yourself reacting negatively to a very authoritative client. It
helps to remember that the client is coming to you for a specific serv-
ice and may actually be quite anxious about the process. His aura of
authority in your office may stem from unexpressed concerns about
the future.
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On the other hand, it is easy to become enamored or even cowed by
authority/power, permitting the client to have inappropriate authority or ex-
pertise in your office. You will need to work hard to contain your own reactiv-
ity to his personal style and be open to helping him.
One way to contain your own reactivity is to understand where it comes
from. You can accomplish that goal by examining how decision-making,
authority and power were handled as themes in your own family.
Money
The fourth area of concern that stirs up reactivity is money, or wealth. The cli-
ents who come to see you for financial or estate planning purposes are gener-
ally going to be people with considerable wealth. If they did not have signifi-
cant assets, they would not need to engage in long-term planning. But wealth
is another “hot button” that can create strong responses in people. Wealth in
our society implies power and a kind of freedom or range of choices that most
people do not have. Although wealthy people have the same range of emo-
tional issues as everyone else, wealth can still generate envy and sometimes
even a sense of inferiority in those who are not wealthy.
One of the dangers for those who deal with wealthy clients is to become
fascinated by them and their lifestyle. Perhaps we are enamored by their suc-
cess in earning money and wish we had had the same success. However, the
end result is that we attach too much power to the money and therefore to the
individual with the money. In this situation we tend to not offer the client our
best service.
Again, this is one of the issues that would be important to examine in your
own history. How did your family handle money? What did they teach you
about wealth? About wealthy people? Understanding your own reactions will
help you contain your personal discomfort with wealthy clients. Sometimes we
do not even notice the discomfort but instead notice the way the client reacts
to what we say or do.
Important Elements to Keep in Mind
Thus when a planner starts working with a client (such as John Chase, in our
example below) some of the following elements must be kept in mind:
Family Culture and Business Culture
Usually the word “culture,” when applied to a family or a business, refers to
the patterns that the people in the family or the business have developed for
relating to each other. At its core, what is the family’s reason for being, and
how do they define their mission as a family? How do they make decisions?
Who is in charge of what? How do they handle differences? How do they work
together and play together? Do they have ways of talking with each other
about emotional issues? About finances? About past generations and future
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generations? About their deepest family values? Who should be included in a
long-term planning process?
Getting a feel for the culture of the family is important for the planner in
the first meeting. Is this the kind of family in which one person (the “Patri-
arch”) would be making all the decisions and everyone else would just go
along with him? Or is this the kind of family and business in which everyone
would need to be involved?
Membership Issues
Who the members of the family are, which of those family members are in-
volved in the business, and whether the family views the business itself as a
family member or an extension of the family, are all important questions that
it would be helpful to address with the client. Our experience is that all family
members are related to the business, whether or not they have worked in it.
In addition to family members, it will be important to identify significant in-
dividuals who are involved in the business but are not actual family members.
How the planner handles these various individuals and groups will be impor-
tant to the client’s sense of connectedness to him. Membership issues and how
the planner deals with them may affect stock distribution and management
transition.
Boundary Issues
Boundary issues are also connected to family membership. Boundaries are the
invisible emotional lines that we all draw between others and ourselves.
Membership is the way we draw boundaries within the family. Decisions
about where these lines are drawn vary from family to family. They may de-
pend on blood relationships, privacy, trust, shared values, shared lifestyles, or
many other issues. Does the family you are working with draw boundaries or
emotional lines between insiders and outsiders, including or excluding in-
laws, family business employees, the community, and even professionals?
How decisions are made about boundaries will affect the way decisions are
made about long-term planning. The planner will need to have a good sense of
the way each family handles boundaries. Knowing that most family enter-
prises tend to keep a tight boundary around themselves becomes important
knowledge for dealing with them. Letting others know too much about one’s
internal dynamics can make a family and its business feel more vulnerable.
The planner will of course be an outsider, but he or she will also need to de-
velop trustworthy relationships with individual family members, so that they
can be open with him or her about their deepest concerns.
Harmony
For most families being harmonious is a strong value. Harmony is thought of
as a sign of closeness. For families that manage an asset together, looking
harmonious is viewed as important to survival. If the outside world knows
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that you disagree or that there is a lack of harmony, this can impact your ef-
fectiveness in business.
Some families—though very few—genuinely agree with each other and
see the world pretty much through the same set of glasses. Some families
agree with each other, but at some emotional cost to those who “go along” with
the more dominant members. Some families agree with each other on the sur-
face (and in public), but act out their differences in subtle or not-so-subtle
ways. Some families disagree on many issues, are in constant conflict with
each other, and have not developed skills for resolving or living with differ-
ences.
Some families (again probably not too many) have many differences in
how they see the world, but they are respectful of these differences. They also
have developed skills for moving toward consensus on important issues. These
rather subtle differences in the degree of harmony can be hard for a planner to
get a handle on at first, since most families like to say that they are “close.”
The realities of their true closeness, however, will inevitably emerge with
time, and will be important to bear in mind when developing a strategy for
working with family members on long-term planning.
The impact of money. How money issues are decided in the family and/or
how important money is to the family relationships can have an immense im-
pact on the way the family relates to the planner. In some families, money is
used as a manipulative tool, when parents pressure their children to conform,
make educational, career, and even marital choices. The implication is that
money will be given or withheld depending on the choices a child makes. In
other families, money issues are kept separate from emotional issues.
In some families, money is talked about all the time; in other families,
money is never talked about. In a financial or estate planning process, money
must inevitably be talked about. The comfort level of the family and the sensi-
tivity of the planner to their comfort level will have a profound impact on how
the planning process proceeds.
Life cycle and generational transitions in business management. Financial
and estate planning directly address the preservation of family assets and the
preservation of the family business through generational transitions. When
older generation parents come to a planner’s office, they are beginning to
think ahead to the time when they will no longer be around. They have con-
cerns not only about family resources, but also about how the next generation
will work together, cooperate, choose a leader, and carry on family values and
commitments.
Family life cycle transitions (such as birth, leaving home, marriage, career
choice, retirement, and death) always have a direct impact on transitions in
family business management. The older generation’s life cycle transitions of
retirement and death bring the competence, commitment, and career choice of
the next generation into sharp focus. A planner will need to know where the
various members of the family are in their life cycles in order to have a good
sense of how planning and change will affect them.
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A Case Study
Mr. John Chase called up an estate planner shortly after his 66th birthday.
He and his wife, Jenny, have had wills since the birth of their first child. But
at 66, John realized he needed an estate plan that would encompass the many
complexities of his current life and relationship circle. Their children, John Jr.
(or J.J., as he was called), age 40, and Ruth, age 37, were well educated, mar-
ried and each had several children. J.J. and Ruth both worked for John’s com-
pany, Chase, Inc., a fairly large land development and real estate holding
company. John had founded the company in 1960, and it currently had hold-
ings of $150 million (gross).
At 66, John had begun to experience some health problems, and he real-
ized he was going to have to cut back on the amount of time he had been
spending at work. His wife wanted him to retire, move south, and turn the
business over to the children. John was less confident of his children’s abilities
to run the company successfully and was concerned about its continuation if
he were to retire. He was also concerned about the job security of Matt
Blanding, the CFO, and wanted to reward him for his work as a long-term
trusted, loyal employee.
At the time John went to see the estate planner he owned 60 percent of
the stock in Chase Inc. His wife owned 25 percent, and each of their children
had 7.5 percent. John was considering giving Matt five percent of his stock, so
that Matt would be assured of greater job security, if and when John retired.
The estate planner listened carefully to John Chase as he outlined the
complexities of his family, business, and financial situation. It was immedi-
ately apparent to the planner that this was a very challenging situation, and
that he would need to define the “client” as broadly as possible to include
many of John’s family members in the development of an appropriate plan.
He would also need to think broadly about the needs of the business.
As we discussed, understanding families and their enterprises will enable
you to anticipate the kinds of information you might want, and this richer
knowledge can give you insight into the subtleties of the client’s situation.
How to Intervene
In our example, we would recommend that the planner initially get a complete
picture of the family and the family business from Mr. Chase’s point of view,
since he is the person who made the first appointment. If he did not come in
with his wife, the planner may need to ask Mr. Chase’s permission to meet
with her, and then with each of the adult children (and their spouses, if any)
to get the broadest possible perspective on the situation. The planner should
also consider meeting with Chase Inc.’s CFO, Matt Blanding, to get a view of
the company’s finances and its compensation and retirement plans. In these
meetings, family members (and business associates) may express views that
are in accord with Mr. Chase—or they may have alternate views.
The planner is, of course, gathering preliminary information from a neu-
tral point of view, and does not take sides or develop a personal position about
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any diversity of family perspectives. In meeting with each family member he
would discuss the impact of estate planning decisions on the whole family and
on the various constituent groups within the family and the business. He
would also begin to talk with them early on about how they will make deci-
sions when there are a variety of opinions in the family.
Ultimately the planner will continue to work with and develop an estate
plan with Mr. Chase, who is the principal client, but will also encourage him
to discuss the plan with his family members. Often the principal client feels
uneasy or uncomfortable with such meetings, and you may want to conduct a
joint meeting with him and other family members. If you do not feel comfort-
able conducting such a meeting, this would be the time to invite the collabora-
tion of another professional who has expertise as a family business consultant.
What Is a Family Business Consultant?
A family business consultant is a professional who understands the intercon-
nections between the three circles of the family business enterprise: the fam-
ily, the ownership and the management.
Family business consultants have primary training in one of several pro-
fessions of origin, such as law, management sciences, behavioral sciences or
finance. No matter what their profession of origin, most, if not all, have been
cross-trained in the other areas.
Team Tip: In this situation, the estate planner would do well to look
for a family business consultant whose primary skill is in the behav-
ioral sciences. This individual’s knowledge and skills will complement
the estate planners’ so that, through collaboration with the planner,
the planning can be completed and the necessary documents executed.
It would be a mistake to think that any behavioral science person or
therapist could be effective in this kind of collaboration. Our experi-
ence is that the average mental health professional is not familiar or
comfortable with the kinds of business and financial issues the client
and planner may be struggling with.
You might consider calling on a family business consultant to collaborate
with you in some of the following situations:
• When there are many interrelated issues that the family seems unable
to discuss openly and directly. You may have tried all the approaches
described above, and the family seems “stuck,” probably because the
issues are so complicated, and there is no simple, clear solution. You
personally cannot or do not want to take any more time with the emo-
tional issues, and yet they obviously need to be addressed before the
plan can move ahead.
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• When the anxiety around the topics the family is raising causes you a
lot of discomfort and seems to be beyond your own skill set. These top-
ics may be those which we have discussed earlier (wealth, authority,
disability or death), or they may be completely different. Regardless of
the issue, it is important to be honest with yourself about your own
discomfort level, so that you don’t find yourself contributing to the
situation.
• When the complexity of the issues demands some resolution before a
plan can move forward. You may anticipate that unraveling these
complexities may take more time than you want to put into the proc-
ess. This would be a good time to call in a professional collaborator for
whom the emotional complexities are a normal focus.
If you do decide to collaborate with a family business consultant, you will,
of course, continue to be the professional in charge of the consultation proc-
ess—the team leader. There will be an agreement for open sharing of informa-
tion (of course with client confidentiality assured and their permission
granted) in place from the start of the collaborative work, and the overall goal
of the work is always to complete the planning process.
In Summation
This chapter has presented an overview of some of the components of the
“human dimension” of financial and estate planning. We have described the
types of clients who will generally seek the expertise of a financial planner,
and what some of their nonfinancial emotions and concerns may be. As noted,
these concerns are often not expressed, but it is important for the planner to
be attuned to them in order to complete a successful planning process. We de-
scribed some of the consequences—both for the planner and for the client—of
ignoring the emotional side of the planning process, and detailed how a plan-
ner should work to avoid many of these possible pitfalls. We then included a
brief vignette of a client who is also the founder and manager of a substantial
family business in which his two adult children are employed. We addressed
many of the emotional issues that the planner might have to consider when
working with this family, including family culture, closeness, the impact of
money on relationships, membership and boundary issues, as well as genera-
tional transitions.
Finally, we discussed how the planner might intervene with this client
family, and when he might decide to collaborate with a family business con-
sultant who specializes in the “human” side of family business. It is our belief
that a professional collaboration of this sort can move the planning process
ahead, remove unpredictable emotional obstacles, and lead to a successful
long-term relationship with clients who have complex and often overlapping
family and business concerns.
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Active vs. Passive Investing: Selecting
a Professional Money Manager
BY PAUL J. WILLIAMS*
Expanding your accounting practice to help your clients make
informed investment decisions is a serious business decision, requiring
not only a certain aptitude and interest, but a serious time commitment
as well. Let’s face it, most accountants don’t have the knowledge, time,
and/or the patience to decide what investments are appropriate for
their clients. If the investment marketplace is performing poorly then a
lot of your clients might just decide that it is a lot easier and safer to
leave their money in a money market. As with everything in life, there
are risks and rewards when it comes to deciding where and how to
invest. In this chapter, we will outline the information generally needed
to make appropriate investment decisions and the process involved in
selecting an appropriate money manager for your clients.
When it comes to investing, your clients make their investment decisions
based upon financial facts and how they feel emotionally about their invest-
ment decisions. For those clients that are analytical and decisive they will
have the tendency to make their own investment decisions. If they are indeci-
sive and don’t have the necessary investment knowledge they will need your
assistance as a financial adviser.
Your selection of a professional money manager can range from directing
your clients into a mutual fund, working with a stockbroker, or having an in-
vestment adviser help you choose appropriate investment choices for your cli-
ents. Whatever you decide, make sure that your client investments are diver-
sified and appropriate for their goals and stage in life.
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Team Tip: If you do decide to work with a financial adviser it is im-
portant that you feel comfortable with that person and that you can
easily communicate with them. When the financial adviser makes an
investment recommendation, I would strongly suggest that you get a
second opinion. This can be as simple as running it by another ac-
countant, an attorney, or even another financial adviser. Remember
most accountants don’t always have the necessary skill and/or exper-
tise to make good investment choices.
If you decide to make investment decisions for your clients, then it will
take a lot of time and patience on your part. You will need to learn what is
going on with different types of investments, and how different investments
respond to current economic and political events. During a healthy expanding
economy and stock market it is a lot easier to make sound investment deci-
sions. But during a severe economic recession it becomes difficult to know
where to invest and how to successfully maneuver through the ups and downs
of a potentially volatile marketplace. If you can’t sleep at night worrying about
what is happening with your client’s investments, then use the services of a
professional money manager who has performed well in both up and down
markets.
Active Investing
If you are going to be the money manager for your clients, then you need to
learn the two main components: allocation of investment dollars and ongoing
investment management. You need to have a plan on where you are going to
put your client’s money and how you will manage their money once it is in
place.
Asset Allocation and Diversification
First, let’s talk about asset allocation. Asset allocation is the way you protect
yourself from having too many eggs in one basket. Another name for it is di-
versification. During the bull market of the 1990s people stopped diversifying
their investments. They moved all of their investment dollars into the stock
market. Even mutual funds that normally diversified their investments
started buying nothing but internet and technology stocks. The stock market
was roaring and everyone decided to jump on the moving train. Now, in hind-
sight that was a bad decision. There simply isn’t any way to protect yourself
from a market correction unless you properly diversify your investment hold-
ings.
There are three main ways to diversify: by asset class, within an asset
class, and by time frame. Diversification by asset class simply means allocat-
ing your investment dollars between bonds, stocks, real estate, precious met-
als, and cash. The proper allocation depends on a wide variety of things, most
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importantly, the total amount of assets you have and your conviction about
which investment groups are the strongest and safest.
Within an asset class diversification you simply allocate money to various
subgroups. If you are buying bonds you might allocate your client’s money be-
tween corporate and treasury bonds. If you are buying stocks you might diver-
sify by buying utilities and retailers.
Diversification by time frame is the easiest type of asset allocation to
overlook and one of the most effective. A great way to minimize risk is to
spread out investments over a variety of time frames. For example, you can
offset the risk of long-term bonds by investing some of the client’s money into
short-term bonds.
The key to successful investing lies not just in finding good stocks or bonds
but in effectively managing them. Put together the various types of asset allo-
cation in a way that makes sense to you and you will be protecting your cli-
ent’s capital while maximizing their return. The ability to protect your client’s
investments, while still taking on enough risk to produce good returns, is
what separates the successful professional money manager from an amateur
one.
Secondly, once you have decided where to invest your client’s money you
will need to continuously monitor and readjust their investment portfolio.
This constant readjustment will help you to maximize their return while
minimizing their risk.
Risk
When talking about risk you must be aware of both market risk and the risk
of inflation. With market risk, stocks and bonds go up or down depending
upon the technical and emotional factors that are currently affecting the mar-
ketplace. But to make a profit your clients must outpace the combined effects
of inflation and taxes. Currently, the real U.S. inflation rate (median C.P.I.) is
3.4 percent. Therefore, if an investment is earning 5 percent and your client is
in a 25 percent tax bracket your client’s real rate of return is just .25 percent.
In order to make a profit your client will have to earn more than 5 percent.
Due to the constant changes in the marketplace you must be constantly
on guard to readjust client portfolios to take advantage of the best investment
choices available. Not only do you need to know how different investments
perform, you also need to learn the fundamental and technical aspects of the
marketplace. An example of technical aspects would be: Is the stock or bond
market oversold or overbought? Are corporate bond interest rates too high or
too low compared to U.S. Treasury bond rates? Fundamentals would include
indexes like the rate of unemployment, level of current manufacturing and re-
tail sales.
To make matters worse, you have to sort through the daily news both na-
tionally and internationally. Good news usually drives the investment mar-
kets in a positive direction while negative news can cause a sell-off. The emo-
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tional aspects of the marketplace can make it extremely difficult for you to
make sound client investment decisions.
Before the major pullback of the stock market in 2000, there were a lot of
day traders trying to make a living buying and selling stocks in their own ac-
count through internet brokerage firms. Even with the strong bull market of
1995–1999 a lot of active investors were not outperforming the overall market.
Now, with the collapse of the NASD market (2000–2002) a very high percent-
age of these day traders have lost a lot of money and have stopped trading.
If you actively read financial publications (like the Wall Street Journal
and Barrons) and search the internet for financial Web sites (like
TheStreet.Com), you can become a successful professional money manager.
You can learn when it is the right time to get in or out of certain investments.
The advent of the internet and especially on-line brokerage accounts affords
you all the tools required to become successful.
Above all, remember to stay totally objective and avoid getting emotion-
ally attached to the investments you choose for your clients. You must be
ready to capture client profits (even if means paying taxes) and cut losses no
matter what may or may not happen tomorrow. Avoid getting too greedy and
hanging on too long to portfolio profits.
You must be ready to have an exit plan for investments that start losing
money. When buying a new investment, decide how much of a loss will cause
you to sell that investment. Remember protecting your client’s principal is
more important than holding on to a bad investment hoping that some day it
will turn around and make money.
Passive Investing
If you are not comfortable being a money manager for your clients then you
will need to rely heavily on a professional money manager; one who can help
you in deciding what, when, where, and how to invest your client’s money. It
is important to remember that a professional money manager will prefer one
type of investment to another. If that person’s bias or personality doesn’t
match yours or your client’s then you should decide not to work with them.
Team Tip: Before choosing a money manager you should do a little
thinking about what type of financial adviser you are willing to work
with. For starters, remember it is a relationship. And if any relation-
ship is going to work long-term, your client’s adviser must listen to
you. Your client’s circumstances are unique, and it is important that
the financial adviser hears what makes your clients different from his
or her typical client. The financial adviser should understand your cli-
ent’s objectives and circumstances. The goal here is to determine
whether you, the professional money manager and your client will
make a good team.
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In our discussion of how to choose a professional money manager, I will
not be discussing stockbrokers who are paid on a transactional base. This type
of stockbroker is paid a commission on each and every transaction when buy-
ing or selling stocks, bonds, or loaded mutual funds.
What I will be describing are mutual funds, wrap accounts, and fee-based
accounts. It’s convenient to think of them as distinct choices, but in fact the
lines separating these different categories are getting less and less clear.
When making a choice, it is important to determine three things: first, how
easy it is to diversify client investments, second how liquid are those invest-
ments, and third how much personal service your clients will receive.
Mutual Funds
Mutual funds give your clients professional money management and diversifi-
cation. Because they provide expert portfolio management, mutual funds of-
ten are a better choice than individual stocks or bonds for investors who are
still unsure of their own investment skills. But, with hundreds of families of
funds with over 7,300 individual investment funds to choose from, it becomes
quite a chore to pick a mutual fund that is performing well.
Because of the complexities of making investment choices, many investors
choose a family of funds like Fidelity or Vanguard and spread their invest-
ment dollars between one or more of their funds. The problem with this ap-
proach is twofold. First, no one single mutual fund group has all the best per-
forming funds. Fidelity or Vanguard may have a great government bond fund,
but all of their other mutual funds may be below average in performance. Sec-
ond, during a severe down market, most of the 7,300+ stock mutual funds will
make money only if the market goes up.
An excellent resource to help you research and choose an above-average
mutual fund, is the Morningstar website. Morningstar is an excellent finan-
cial Web site that can help you and your clients to identify which mutual
funds are performing the best given the current market conditions.
Wrap Accounts
Wrap accounts, which are also called managed accounts, are a hybrid. They
are somewhere between owning a mutual fund and working with a personal
money manager. This type of professional money management is becoming
very popular. The investor pays a flat fee, usually 1 percent to 3 percent,
based on size of the account. This fee covers all the costs associated with
trading, consulting, and investment management. The financial adviser then
helps your client to identify suitable money managers from a list of managers
who participate in the wrap program.
When your client is in a wrap account, they don’t always have ready ac-
cess to their money managers. This can make it hard for them to understand
their adviser’s current investment selections and their outlook for the market.
Therefore it is important, each quarter, to contact the advisers for an update
as to their performance. You should request any and all reports available from
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the individual money managers. If their performance is consistently bad
and/or they are losing too much money, you need to terminate the wrap ac-
count and have your client move their money somewhere else.
Fee Based
With a fee-based account, you are dealing directly with a professional money
manager who is going to actively invest your client’s money. As with the wrap
accounts, each year your client pays an ongoing fee of 1 percent to 3 percent of
the account value. The advisory fee is usually negotiable and is normally paid
quarterly in advance and upon deposit of any additional funds or securities in
the account. Fee-based accounts usually start at an asset value of $50,000.
Next, a brokerage account is opened and the professional money manager
will buy and sell no-load mutual funds (including selected load funds pur-
chased at net asset value), stocks, bonds, and other investments approved by
your client based upon their financial net worth, risk tolerance, investment
goals and objectives. All transactions and custody of funds and securities are
handled through the established brokerage account.
Conclusion
This may seem obvious, but, in the end, if you are going to turn your client’s
investments decisions over to a professional money manager, it is important
that you choose one that has been successful in both good and bad markets.
Team Tip: As with any relationship, there has to be give and take.
When it comes to communication and feedback, it is the professional
money manager who should be doing most of the giving. Insist that
they constantly advise your clients as to what is happening to their
investments, and make sure that they adhere to your client’s financial
goals and risk tolerance.
You have helped your client to choose that person to implement their in-
vestment choices. If your client’s wishes are not carried out, the relationship
needs to be terminated. After all, it’s your client’s money.
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Most practitioners already know the importance of bringing in an
attorney well-versed in estate planning issues, early on in a planning
engagement. This chapter will help to illustrate this concept for both
the CPA and the client.
Estate planning appears, on its face, to be a transaction one undertakes
with as much enthusiasm as a trip to the dentist. However,
encouraging clients to take a closer look at the need for planning will
quickly illustrate that it is no more, and certainly no less, than a
process that will enable them to take care of their families after death
in much the same way as they did during life. Once a client truly
understands the scope of what he can do for his family or other loved
ones after death, he will usually embrace the concept and become eager
to educate himself. From our perspective, the sophisticated and
educated client is a pleasure to work with and to work for.
Introduction
In addition to the obvious, estate planning also helps an individual plan for
possible, or even probable, future disability. Statistically, 50 percent of those
over age 65 in 2002 will spend some period of time in a nursing home, and this
percentage is certain to rise as younger clients live to a longer life expectancy.
It is axiomatic that if one becomes mentally disabled, whether temporarily or
permanently, one cannot, at that point, communicate his or her wishes. We
can play ostrich, and hope that it will be “the other guy,” or we can plan proac-
tively for that possibility, making decisions for our own care while we still
can—not depending on a family member, or worse yet a stranger, to wrestle
with the myriad decisions affecting our later quality of life, and even life itself,
without guidance.
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Estate planning is not an individual activity. Planning is done for the be-
loved group of people he or she will leave behind, and is created by a trusted
group of professionals during his or her lifetime—the client’s “team.” An es-
tate plan changes and evolves over time as the desires, needs, circumstances
and identity of the family changes. It requires the collaboration and expertise
of professionals who are familiar with elder law issues, and have the desire
and ability to remain current in their knowledge. A good estate planning at-
torney cannot create an estate plan that will stand the test of time without the
input and cooperation of the client’s accountant, insurance professional, finan-
cial planner and other advisers, all of whom must truly have the best interests
of the client and family at heart. Only professionals who believe in creating
and maintaining a relationship with the client, over the course of a lifetime,
are likely to be successful in creating an estate plan that works as the client
intended when circumstances call it into play.
This overview of estate planning is intended to familiarize the reader with
some of the most common pitfalls that can destroy an estate plan, and identify
how professionals can provide value to their clients by being aware of these is-
sues. Accountants are in the unique position of knowing a client’s full and un-
filtered financial status, unlike any other professional. For whatever reason, a
client will often leave out certain information when consulting with other ad-
visers—resulting in the professional giving advice on incorrect or incomplete
information (whether intentionally or inadvertently so). This is akin to having
the client’s doctor offer a diagnosis and plan of treatment having been given
only half the client’s symptoms.
By becoming aware of the issues important to the other professions, the
accountant will play a pivotal role in providing the client’s family with peace
of mind and security. Just as the client sees the accountant at least once per
year, albeit forced to do so by Uncle Sam, the client must also see his or her
attorney every year or two to make sure the plan remains viable, and his or
her money manager or financial planner even more often to be certain that
investments and assets are performing properly. The relationship between the
client and all of these advisers, and also the relationship among the client’s
group of advisers, is for life—not for an hour or two or ten and then forgotten.
Estate planning is not for the transactionally-minded.
The following is an overview of the important aspects of estate planning
from the attorney’s perspective. A reading list is provided in the Appendix for
a more in-depth review.
Ownership of Assets
Just as the accountant cannot prepare a tax return without knowing, to the
penny, the client’s income, expenses, and assets, an estate planner cannot
provide advice without that same information. In fact, a good estate planner
will ask the client to bring in tax returns as a point of departure in obtaining
this crucial information.
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There are many different ways in which a client can own assets, and one
simply can’t rely on the client to properly identify how an asset is owned (or ti-
tled). The professional must personally view the actual document signifying
ownership, as there may be nuances of which the client is genuinely unaware.
Generally, for a married couple, an estate plan will attempt to equalize the as-
sets between the spouses. Depending on the situation, and the type of assets,
exact equalization is rarely possible, but having an approximated equalization
provides the maximum amount of flexibility while maintaining asset-creditor
protection.
Most married couples in the United States hold their real and personal
property in joint ownership, which is rarely a conscious decision but more a
reaction to the societal pressure that “everyone does it.” Joint ownership can
come in several types: “Tenancy in common,” “tenancy by the entireties,” and
“joint tenancy with right of survivorship.” The accountant has the opportunity
to educate the client, to some extent, about the dangers of each of these types
of ownership. This can be discussed while reviewing information for the
preparation of tax returns, and the accountant can provide a tremendous
service to a client by identifying property that may be inappropriately titled.
Tenancy in Common
Tenancy in common is a simple method of co-owning property with others
which is less common than the others. Similar to fee simple ownership (own-
ing property outright in one name), the property interest owned as a tenant in
common can be given away or sold during the owner’s lifetime and passed to
his chosen beneficiaries upon his death. Problems may arise from a
debtor/creditor standpoint, however, because generally no distinction is made
to indicate what share of the whole each owner owns. Unless specific percent-
ages of ownership among multiple owners are detailed, it is impossible to de-
termine the value of the share of ownership.
Joint Tenancy With Right of Survivorship
Joint tenancy with right of survivorship (JTROS) is the most common method
of co-ownership between married couples and other family members. On its
face, joint ownership is seductive because when one of the owners dies, by op-
eration of law, the other owner or owners will automatically inherit the de-
ceased owners’ share without the necessity of probate. However, there are as-
set protection issues which are rarely considered by non-lawyer professionals;
in most states, a property held jointly will expose the full value to the credi-
tors of either co-owner.
In addition, for estate planning purposes, the primary concern to holding
property in JTROS is that, once the interest passes to the co-owner, there is
no further control, no bloodline protection, and no asset protection. So, for ex-
ample, consider the typical family of a Husband, Wife and three children. The
Husband and Wife own their home in JTROS. Assume that the Husband
passes away. The Wife will inherit the house without the need for probate or
the filing of any paperwork.
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This smooth transition is the part that the typical non-estate planning at-
torney or professional sees, and why they so typically recommend this type of
ownership to the client. What those professionals don’t see is the potential for
tremendous heartache and resentment that can occur later, when the Wife
remarries out of loneliness and, again, puts the house in JTROS with her new
Husband. Then, when the Wife passes away, the children are appalled to
learn that they will not inherit their parents’ house and, in fact, have been ef-
fectively disinherited as to that asset, which may well be the largest part of
their parents’ estate.
Tenancy in the Entireties
Tenancy in the Entireties (TIE), is not available in all states, but is used in
some jurisdictions to provide asset protection to spouses. Unlike a property
held jointly with rights of survivorship, where each party is presumed to own
the whole, a property held by tenants in the entirety is presumed to be fully
owned by neither, and so, in the past, such properties have been effectively
creditor proof. This benefit has been seriously eroded by recent case law and
should be explored carefully before using in the future.
What’s in an Estate?
In its most basic definition, a probate estate is the aggregate of assets that the
decedent had in his name on the day that he passed away. The probate court,
through a series of filings, hearings, and procedures, will ensure that the heirs
are notified of the death; that the creditors are notified and paid; and that the
proper beneficiaries receive their portion of those assets. A taxable estate may
also include the value of other assets which never go through the probate
court and are therefore not part of the so-called “probate estate”—common ex-
amples are jointly held property or property which passes by contract designa-
tion (e.g., IRAs, life insurance, etc.).
Estate Planning Strategies
There are a number of estate planning strategies, ranging from doing nothing
(which, according to the AARP, 70 percent of us choose to do), holding all of
our property in joint ownership, giving everything away, or taking proactive
legal steps to govern the disposition after we’re gone. For those in the first
three categories, this primer can offer little guidance except to consider be-
coming a person in one of the latter two categories—and the sooner, the bet-
ter.
The two primary methods of transferring property after death are a last
will and testament, and a revocable living trust. Both of these documents are
modifiable without limitation as long as the client is alive and of sound mind.
As the client’s wealth increases, other methods of transferring property may
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be considered as a means of reducing taxes, but the more advanced tax plan-
ning strategies are generally irrevocable. And, for the client, the adviser must
stress that irrevocable is irrevocable, and care should be taken in ensuring
that the terms will stand the test of time.
Wills
It is frustrating for an estate planning attorney to hear prospective clients say
over and over, “I have a will, so my family won’t have to go through probate.”
To the contrary, a properly executed will is a legal document that guarantees
probate if that prospective client passes away with any property at all in his
own name. It directs the executor, with the guidance and supervision of the
probate court, how to distribute the decedent’s property.
Significant advantages to wills are that they are relatively inexpensive to
set up, they provide the executor and court with direction after death, and
they go through probate, so that the court will oversee the process each step of
the way.
Significant disadvantages are that a will does not have any validity dur-
ing life and, so, cannot provide the family with guidance if the client becomes
disabled prior to death. It becomes effective, and irrevocable, only upon death
and therefore, by definition, a will cannot possibly prepare a client for all the
contingencies that may face the family. The probate process can be expensive,
there are no guarantees that the court will follow your direction if a provision
is contested (for example, a court may find that the guardian named in the
will is not really the best guardian for a minor, and name another person),
and there can be significant delays in transferring the assets to the benefici-
aries.
Revocable Living Trusts
A revocable living trust (“RLT”) is a contract executed with your trustee, di-
recting that trustee how to manage and distribute your property. In most
cases, the person who sets up the trust (the grantor) is also the person who
manages and distributes the property (the trustee) and, during life, is also the
person who receives the benefit of the property (the beneficiary). Because an
RLT becomes effective upon signing and funding (usually done simultane-
ously), the RLT is an excellent tool in providing for future disability issues. A
client may be as detailed as he likes in the directions he gives his trustee for
his disability care (for example, a client may pre-choose a specific assisted
living facility, or prohibit his placement in a particular facility, depending on
experiences he may have had with his peers).
While the grantor is alive and mentally able, the RLT can be revoked,
amended, or altered at any time. All well-written trusts will have a successor
trustee (usually a family member) who will step in seamlessly to manage and
distribute the property upon the mental disability or death of the original
trustee.
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Contract Designations
There are many different types of accounts which will pass after death by con-
tract. These do not require probate court intervention or assistance to transfer
title, as it occurs automatically upon death. This type of asset will, however,
not do anything to reduce the size of the Estate. On the contrary, all payable
on death (“POD”) accounts are includable in the decedent’s estate.
Typical POD accounts that are available in most states (typically those
that have adopted the Uniform Probate Code), are on savings accounts,
checking accounts, and certificates of deposits.
An RLT is also a type of contract designation, as the assets pass automati-
cally into a successor trust upon death, and will be governed by the successor
trustee in accordance with the terms the original grantor set up. Similarly, life
insurance and many retirement accounts with named beneficiaries will pass
to the beneficiary without the need for any legal filings.
Irrevocable Trusts
Of the dozens of types of irrevocable trusts, detailed descriptions of which are
beyond the scope of this book, the most common is the irrevocable life insur-
ance trust (ILIT), which should be considered whenever a large life insurance
policy is purchased. An irrevocable trust requires that the grantor give up fu-
ture control of the asset, but the advantage is that the asset is then outside of
his estate upon death.
This can have enormous advantages for those clients with a taxable es-
tate, as the estate tax still runs up to 50 percent of the value of the estate in
excess of the exemption. In addition, a business owner considering purchase of
a large amount death benefit for estate planning purposes should consult a
specialist to see whether a VEBA is cost effective for his business (See chapter
on VEBAs for more detailed discussion). In a VEBA, the cost of the death
benefit is fully tax deductible to the business, creating a significant cost sav-
ing, and an irrevocable trust may be named as the beneficiary. As a caveat, a
transfer from an owner into an irrevocable trust may still be included in the
Estate if the owner passes away within three years of transfer.
What Is Probate?
Two basic types of probate proceedings must be considered when counseling
the older client. The first type, “death probate,” is what comes to mind for
most people when they discuss probate. This is the process by which a court
oversees the transfer of assets from an individual to a beneficiary, usually
based upon a will or, if there is no will, based upon the statutory scheme in ef-
fect at the time of death.
If an individual passes away without a will, the court will follow the resi-
dent state legislature’s guidance in determining who is entitled to the assets
of the decedent. Unfortunately, for those people who pass away without any
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legal estate planning, the courts will have to distribute their property in ac-
cordance with the law. The statutes in most states are outdated, and contem-
plate an older person passing away with children of his first and only mar-
riage surviving him. Unfortunately, the realities of the 21st century frequently
cause the “wrong” people to inherit.
For example, contrary to popular belief, a spouse will not automatically
inherit everything. In most states, the spouse will get a share, or a life interest
in a share, and the children or the parents of the decedent will receive the
balance.
For those who pass away with a will, and property in his name on the date
of death, each state has a specific procedure for the transfer of the property,
which is almost always done through the probate court. Depending on the
state, the beneficiaries will be notified, the creditors will be notified and paid,
the federal and state taxes and other expenses are paid, and then the remain-
der is distributed to the beneficiaries as outlined in the decedent’s will. This
has been likened by some to the concept of a water hose with leaks and holes,
which represents the costs off the top, and the amount that trickles out from
the end is that which the heirs receive. This may be, to some extent, an exag-
geration, but there is certainly truth to it as well.
“Living probate” is slightly different in that it is a procedure commenced
while the person is still alive, but deemed mentally incompetent and unable to
care for himself. Like death probate, an inventory of all assets is filed with the
court, and an accounting of income and expenses paid is filed. Like death pro-
bate, family members and creditors are usually notified, and a hearing will be
held on any contested matters. All probate proceedings are public record, and,
as such, almost every document filed with the court is available for the public
to view. These types of proceedings often become long, drawn-out ordeals for
everyone involved.
Planning for the Family
Minor Children
We frequently see parents who will ask for a simple will because they don’t
believe they have “enough” to justify revocable living trust planning. However,
children are a parent’s most precious asset. It is critical to not rely on a simple
statement in a will giving guardianship to a certain individual or individuals.
Every client should be counseled and must fully understand that the probate
court need not follow the instructions in the will, and may make its own de-
termination as to the “best interest” of the child, including the assignation of
guardianship.
Clients should be counseled to write out detailed instructions for the guard-
ian specifying how they want their child raised, which the ultimate guardian will
be obligated to follow. I’ve always found it ironic that most parents leave more
thorough instructions on caring for their child for a Friday night outing, than
they do for those situations (which do occur!) when they never come home and
someone else will raise their child to majority and beyond.
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Special Children
Like minor children, special children require special protection for the future
years when their parents can no longer take care of them. Many clients aren’t
aware that there are organizations familiar with the needs of special children
who will help them create a parenting plan for the child’s later years. It can be
as specific or as general as desired, but the guardian will feel more comfort-
able knowing that the parents’ wishes are being honored, and the children
will be properly cared for after their parents or initial guardians are gone.
Incentive Planning
Particularly for younger children, but sometimes for older “children” as well,
incentive planning essentially protects the child from himself until he has the
financial maturity to care for his own affairs. A child who inherits the pro-
ceeds of a large life insurance policy (or other inheritance) at age 18 will, sta-
tistically, spend the entire amount within 9 to 18 months. That child may see
the inheritance as “Monopoly” money and spend it much more freely, and
generously, than he or she would have had he or she earned it herself. Many
children spend their entire inheritance before reaching age 21, and then spend
many years, possibly their entire lives, regretting their foolish behavior.
Incentive planning is the creation of a unique plan for a child which re-
stricts the use of money, except for items the parent feels are appropriate. For
example, through trust planning, parents frequently restrict use of any mon-
ies for purposes other than education until a child is 25 or 30. Similarly, to
prevent an unjustified standard of living, many parents will require that dis-
tributions be limited to $1.00 for every dollar earned, or $1.00 for every $2.00
earned, or whatever ratio they feel is appropriate to ensure that the child con-
tinues to have a motivation to work and earn a good living. To paraphrase
Warren Buffet, the ideal is to leave your children enough money so they can
do anything, but not enough that they can do nothing.
Blended Families
In the 21st century, many families are “blended” and involve children from
more than one marriage. These situations require special planning and coun-
seling to prevent post-death acrimony. For example, if the Wife has 3 children
and the Husband has 2 children, do they leave their estates 50 percent to each
side of the family (in which case the Wife’s children get significantly less, in
dollars, than the Husband’s children)? Or do they leave each child 20 percent
of the whole? And if each spouse leaves everything to the other, without re-
striction, what guarantee is there that the children of the first to die will ever
receive anything?
Friends and Life Partners
Single clients, without children, are a special challenge to the estate planner
and also require careful counseling. More often than not, families who have
been tolerant of a life partner during their child’s life will take the gloves off
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after death. Claims of undue influence may be used to try to set aside an es-
tate plan not carefully drafted with possible future contests in mind; or the life
partner may be disinherited completely if a plan is not in place, as there will
likely be no biological or familial relationship which would permit the partner
to inherit under the intestacy laws.
Estate Tax Repeal—Real or Not?
Note: As we go to press, Congress is once again considering changes to the es-
tate tax. The discussion in this book contemplates only the law presently in ef-
fect. As with all law changes, practitioners are advised to review clients’ estate
plans in light of any new legislation.
Federal Estate and Gift Taxes
The Estate Tax is a tax on your right to transfer property at your death. It
consists of an accounting of everything you own or have certain interests in at
the date of death. (The estate will need to file Form 706.)
Team Tip: Most relatively simple estates (cash, publicly-traded secu-
rities, small amounts of other easily-valued assets, and no special de-
ductions or elections, or jointly-held property) with a total value under
$1,000,000 do not require the filing of an estate tax return.
Because estate taxes begin at 37 percent and quickly increase to 50 per-
cent, a good estate plan will creatively utilize every means available to ensure
that the estate’s goals and objectives are met, which usually means sheltering
hard-earned dollars from the IRS so that loved ones can be adequately pro-
vided for in the future. As any good accountant knows, the estate tax is the
only “voluntary” tax in America and careful planning with a recognized expert
can protect the wealthiest client from paying such a tax.
Unified Tax Credit
The unified tax credit is a dollar-for-dollar reduction in the amount of taxes an
estate owes. Under current law, every U.S. citizen or resident is allowed this
credit. This credit essentially allows an estate to forego federal estate taxes on
all estates that have a value of less than a certain stated amount. There are
two estate tax laws worth mentioning that allow immediate tax savings for a
couple:
1. The unlimited marital deduction.
2. The applicable exclusion amount.
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Marital deduction. Under current law, upon the client’s death, providing
the decedent’s spouse is a U.S. citizen and the decedent made arrangements
to leave his entire estate to his spouse, the spouse can inherit all of the prop-
erty without any federal estate tax consequences. But, what is the IRS wait-
ing for? The IRS knows that the property will increase in value and they will
be able to collect that much more when the second spouse passes away.
Applicable exclusion amount. The applicable exclusion amount is, in effect,
a coupon given by the IRS to each and every U.S. citizen, permitting them to
transfer a certain amount of money to their heirs without tax. Under current
law, this amount will increase steadily until 2009, and will then be an unlim-
ited amount during calendar year 2010. In 2011, if Congress does not extend
the current law or otherwise amend it, the previous exclusion amount will go
back into effect. This variable, and the corresponding changes to the capital
gains tax in 2010, requires careful maintenance of each client’s estate plan.
The conventional wisdom at this point is that each client should review his
plan with an experienced professional at least every 2 years, annually for
wealthier clients.
Advanced Tax Planning Strategy Basics
Irrevocable Life Insurance Trusts
An irrevocable life insurance trust (“ILIT”) can create a pool of liquid assets
which may be used to pay estate taxes at death, or replace wealth lost to
taxes. Ideally, the ILIT should be funded with a life insurance policy pur-
chased by the yrust (and not the individual) by way of gifts from the individ-
ual to the trust. The trustee of the ILIT then uses the gifts made to the ILIT to
pay the insurance premiums on a second-to-die life insurance policy, for ex-
ample, that covers the client’s life and his spouse. Upon the death of the dece-
dent and his spouse, the life insurance proceeds are paid estate tax free to the
beneficiaries.
Generation Skipping Trusts
When setting up an ILIT, the drafter may also include generation-skipping
provisions. These provisions will enable the decedent’s children, and eventu-
ally the grandchildren, access to the funds without their own estates being
taxed. Under current law, just over a million dollars in assets can be held in a
trust for the benefit of the decedent’s children to be ultimately distributed to
the grandchildren. The regulations for avoiding the Generation Skipping
Transfer Tax (GSTT) are complex, so a client considering this strategy would
be well served to consult a professional who frequently drafts this type of
trust, and avoid the general practitioner.
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Disability Planning
Although most of us do not like to think we could become disabled, as men-
tioned above, statistics repeatedly show that almost 50 percent of those cur-
rently over age 65 will suffer from some type of debilitating illness at some
time during their life and require the assistance of others. Disability planning,
therefore, is a large component of a thorough estate plan.
Living Wills and Medical Directives
In general, a living will is a document that states that the signer’s life shall
NOT be artificially prolonged by extraordinary measures when there is no
reasonable expectation of recovery from an extreme physical (or mental) dis-
ability. Most states have specific “authorized” language but, certainly, a living
will can be as detailed and provide as much instruction as the signer deems
appropriate.
Durable Power of Attorney for Financial Matters
A durable power of attorney (POA) for financial matters is a document that
appoints a fiduciary to make financial decisions. Like the living will, many
states have specific “authorized” language but, almost certainly, a generic
POA will be insufficient for later purposes. A POA should be carefully drafted
to include all necessary powers including, for example, the power to make
gifts and/or create or amend estate planning documents.
While the signer generally intends a POA to be effective only if and when
the signer becomes incompetent, many powers of attorney are signed which
are immediately effective. The immediacy of the power, and lack of account-
ability can be dangerous, and the media abound with stories of agents misus-
ing the POA given to them. To combat this problem, many states have
authorized so-called “springing” powers of attorney, which are ineffective until
disability.
Unfortunately, financial institutions may seek “proof” that the signer is
incompetent which can be difficult without obtaining a court order—usually
the exact proceeding the signer hoped to avoid by signing the POA. An addi-
tional caveat is that many financial institutions will refuse to accept a POA
which is more than 3 or 6 or 9 months old (each institution has its own inter-
nal rules on this issue). While a POA is incredibly important and useful, it
does not carry the weight of an RLT, and should be relied upon with extreme
caution.
Durable Power of Attorney for Health Matters
A durable power of attorney for health matters specifically appoints an agent
to make health care decisions when the signer becomes incompetent or is
temporarily unable to make such decisions for himself. The agent’s authority
can be broad or limited, depending on the document and the signer’s wishes.
Non-legal professionals do not always realize that while most health care
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POAs give an agent authority to make a decision, they do not give the chosen
agent any guidance as to how to make the necessary decisions. The author
strongly suggests keeping in mind that the agent, through the POA, may ul-
timately and literally make life and death decisions for the principal at some
point, so the signer is well served by writing out instructions and/or having a
frank discussion as to what medical decisions should be made. Many thorough
checklists are available to help clarify a client’s position on the more common
health care issues.
Working With a Qualified Estate Planning Attorney
Most clients, and even some professionals, think of the attorney as a neces-
sary evil—the person who, more often that not, “kills the deal.” Because of this
misperception, some clients and advisers will put off calling the attorney until
something occurs which forces the issue. Regrettably, playing ostrich is rarely
in the client’s best interest, and a proactive approach to estate planning, like
in most other areas of law, permits the attorney to exercise much greater
flexibility and offer much greater protection than a reactive response will
permit.
The law has become incredibly complex in every niche area, but particu-
larly in the area of estate planning, where the complicated regulations of fi-
nance, taxes, retirement planning, and compassion and empathy for the client
are inherently intertwined. Many well-meaning clients have hired a general
law practitioner who is also their cousin, brother-in-law, or their neighbor’s fa-
ther’s cousin’s best friend, to their great financial and personal detriment. A
client should use the same care in choosing their estate planning attorney
that he or she would in selecting a heart surgeon—in the former, as in the lat-
ter, it is foolish to hire less than the best in the field.
The best and most experienced estate planning attorneys will simultane-
ously stress that estate planning is, and should be, a true collaborative team
effort with the full participation of several professionals from different disci-
plines. The client’s other respected and trusted advisers should feel comfort-
able relying on the estate planning attorney’s thorough understanding of tax
and finance law and cutting-edge estate planning techniques, and expect to
take part in joint discussions prior to presenting the client with a plan or ad-
vising the client on likely future changes to the legal landscape.
Although conventional wisdom has always suggested periodic review by
the client and his professional advisers, recent tax law has built in changes
which mandate regular (annual or biannual) reviews to maintain the flexibil-
ity afforded under its terms. As noted above, the current law is scheduled to
remain on the books through 2010, although there have already been at-
tempts to modify it. The prudent client will retain an attorney who has a for-
mal updating program, and believes in the importance of establishing a rela-
tionship with the client and other professionals. The wealthier client, in par-
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ticular, should avoid a transactional estate planning attorney, just as she
would avoid a generic accounting service, or a transactional financial planner.
Team Tip: A qualified estate planning attorney may be found
through associations such as the National Association of Elder Law
Attorneys (NAELA) or National Network of Estate Planning Attor-
neys (NNEPA). Many NNEPA members incorporate a unique “3-step”
process which includes thorough initial planning, a formal updating
and maintenance program, and reduced settlement fees for those in
the maintenance program.
As a member of the NNEPA, the authors believe this process will become
the norm in the future, as attorneys increasingly take responsibility for ulti-
mate success of the estate plans they create.
Collaborative Planning With Other Professionals
Estate planning, as indicated above, is analogous to the teamwork of a good
soccer game, rather than the lone athlete, such as a long distance runner. No
one professional, no matter how knowledgeable and intelligent, can possibly
give the client sufficient perspective from all the necessary disciplines. Com-
mon participants in the process may include a number of professional advisers
in various disciplines. The CPA and the attorney are always necessary par-
ties.
Interestingly, we have observed that the client may not know, of his own
accord, when there has been a change in the law that dramatically affects his
estate plan. Unless he is engaged in a formal updating program which man-
dates periodic reviews, he may be blissfully unaware that disaster lurks
around the corner. Most clients (again, exclusive of those in formal updating
programs) consider their dealings with the attorney to be merely a transac-
tion. To illustrate that thinking, I was recently made aware of an attorney
who conducted an informal, purely anecdotal study of his own. He asked each
client who entered his office over the period of 1 year how long it had been
since an attorney had reviewed his estate plan. The average time period was
19.6 years! Just think of the assets your clients owned 20 years ago, the
changes in asset values and family dynamics—how well would a plan written
20 years ago take care of that client’s heirs if he passed away today?
This unconscious dismissal of the attorney forces us to be reliant on other
professionals to educate their clients about the need for further planning. The
CPA is a key player in this process, as the client tends to look at his interac-
tions with his CPA as a trusted relationship and, forced by Uncle Sam if
nothing else, will visit his accountant at least annually, baring his financial,
and often his personal soul. Therefore, the sophisticated, educated and for-
ward-thinking CPA is in the unique position of being able to advise the client
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when it is time to revisit his estate plan, and when to bring the attorney in on
the engagement.
Another perspective is that once an estate plan has been drafted, and per-
haps fine-tuned over a period of years, it is frequently beneficial to include the
successor trustee (often an accountant or trusted family member) and respon-
sible beneficiaries in meetings. Broader inclusion becomes increasingly impor-
tant as the years pass, so that the client can begin to train the heirs to man-
age their inheritance, and introduce the financial professionals to the family.
When handled properly, usually within the context of trustee or inheritance
training at the attorney’s office, there is no pressure and it is truly perceived
as an educational benefit. When the client’s death or disability ultimately oc-
curs, the beneficiaries and fiduciaries have a relationship with the client’s
trusted advisers which, if nurtured properly during life, will likely continue
long after death, to the benefit of all.
Conclusion
Most of us prefer to ignore the specter of death but, as Benjamin Franklin
once said, “in this world nothing is certain but death and taxes.”1 This author
may not agree with the latter because, with planning, there are often ways to
avoid (some) taxes but, as of this writing, there is no known way to avoid
death if your number is up. Estate planning is not for the client who creates
the plan—it is for the family that might have been forced to care for a severely
disabled family member without insight as to what he wanted; or the family
grieving after the death of a loved one, now also facing a confusing and frus-
trating ordeal sorting through the decedent’s financial affairs.
The gift that all professionals give clients is our encouragement to stop
procrastinating, and provide guidance in maneuvering through complex and
ever-changing rules, so that they can concentrate on the more important
things—the people they love—with complete peace of mind.
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Using Life Insurance and Annuities
for Asset Protection
BY PETER SPERO*
Depending on state law, annuities and life insurance may be exempt
from creditors’ claims. This article examines these exemptions and
analyzes an array of asset protection strategies featuring life insurance
and annuities. If you do not currently offer life insurance services
yourself, understanding some of these strategies is key to knowing
when to invite an insurance professional to join your “team.”
For purposes of asset protection, exemptions from creditors’ claims are avail-
able in both bankruptcy and nonbankruptcy situations. In bankruptcy, the
debtor is entitled to exemptions under the laws of the state in which he has
been domiciled for 180 days before filing the bankruptcy petition.1 Domicile is
determined in an ordinary conflicts-of-law sense. Generally, domicile is the
place where a person has a permanent residence to which he intends to return
after an absence and where that person exercises political rights.
Unless the state has “opted out” of federal exemptions, the debtor may
also use the relatively minor exemption under the federal bankruptcy laundry
list of exemptions.2 A debtor may have moved to a state that has favorable ex-
emptions, such as exemptions for annuities and insurance. Whether such a
maneuver is successful depends on a variety of factors, such as whether the
debtor had prior contacts with the state in question or whether it appears that
the move to the state was solely for the purpose of obtaining generous exemp-
tions. In the latter case, the exemptions will be deemed abusive and ordinarily
will be denied.3
Some states have enacted special legislation to prevent abuses of exemp-
tions. For example, a Florida statute provides that the conversion of an asset
that results in the proceeds of the asset being exempt from the claims of a
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creditor can constitute a fraudulent transfer regardless of whether the credi-
tor’s claim arose before or after the conversion of the asset, if the conversion
was made with the intent to hinder, delay, or defraud the creditor.4 Further,
Florida law provides that property acquired as the result of a fraudulent
transfer will not be exempt.5 Texas has a similar statute.6 It is possible that
these restrictions on so-called pre-bankruptcy planning are preempted by the
federal rules that grant exemptions as a federal right.7
In a nonbankruptcy situation, “[t]he local law of the forum determines
what property of a debtor within the state is exempt from execution unless
another state, by reason of such circumstances as the domicile of the creditor
and the debtor within its territory, has the dominant interest in the question
of exemption. In that event, the local law of the other state will be applied.”8
Insurance
Insurance is usually defined by reference to applicable state law. This is true
even for income tax purposes.9 A major income tax benefit of insurance is that
it can accumulate income tax-free and proceeds are not subject to income
tax.10
Exemptions from creditors’ claims vary from state to state, but for the
most part are minor and often protect only the insurance element of the con-
tract.11 This can be a valuable right if the insured later becomes uninsurable.
Moreover, protection varies depending on whether the debtor is the insured or
a beneficiary.12 Among the states that have generous exemptions are Flor-
ida,13 Hawaii,14 and, under some circumstances Louisiana.15 Some states also
extend spendthrift protection for a beneficiary’s interest in a policy.16
Other methods can be used to protect life insurance. These methods fre-
quently correspond to the estate planning goal of excluding the proceeds of life
insurance from the insured’s estate for death tax purposes.
One method is to have the policy owned directly by the heirs. When this
method is used, premium payments on the policy are often made by transfer-
ring directly to the heirs the amount of the premiums. If these payments are
less than the annual exclusion, then there is no gift subject to gift tax (or use
of the donor’s unified credit). One problem with this arrangement is that the
donees of the annual gifts, which have been given to pay the premiums, may
divert the funds either voluntarily or involuntarily. Further, life insurance
proceeds are often needed to provide liquidity to the settlor’s estate. Heirs re-
ceiving the insurance proceeds may be tempted to use the proceeds for other
purposes, again, voluntarily or involuntarily.
Another common estate planning device for life insurance is the irrevoca-
ble life insurance trust (ILIT). Funding of the ILIT will place both the premi-
ums and the policy beyond the reach of the settlor’s creditors, assuming the
funding is not a fraudulent transfer. Whether a transfer to an ILIT constitutes
a fraudulent transfer depends on the intent of the settlor, and, among other
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things, whether the settlor was insolvent at the time the transfer is made.17
Case law indicates that a continuation of established estate planning may not
constitute a fraudulent transfer.18
Normally, a beneficiary’s interest in a trust established by another can be
protected from the claims of the beneficiary’s creditors—i.e., through the use
of a spendthrift or a discretionary trust.19 In most states, however, a self-
settled trust (i.e., one in which the settlor is also the beneficiary) is not pro-
tected from the claims of the settlor/beneficiary’s creditors. A beneficiary who
contributes property to a trust is treated as the settlor to that extent. When an
irrevocable life insurance trust is used, the trust is often funded through the
use of so-called Crummey powers that render the gifts to the trust present in-
terest gifts for purposes of qualifying for the $10,000, as adjusted, gift tax an-
nual exclusion. A Crummey power allows the beneficiary the right to with-
draw the $10,000 gift and constitutes a general power of appointment.
Usually, this right to withdraw lapses or the beneficiary indicates in
writing his/her refusal to exercise the power of withdrawal. The lapse or af-
firmative refusal likely causes the trust to be self-settled to that extent.20 To
avoid this result, in most states a disclaimer effective under applicable state
law would have to be filed in connection with the interest subject to the
Crummey power. Under the laws of most—but not all—states, a disclaimer
creates a fiction that the beneficiary never owned the property. Consequently,
a disclaimer with respect to a Crummey power would, under the law of most
states, prevent the trust from being self-settled.
Depending on applicable state law and the age of the beneficiary, a dis-
claimer could be awkward and time-consuming. For instance, a disclaimer for
a minor Crummey beneficiary could require the appointment of a guardian
and explanation of the Crummey power mechanism to a probate judge. For
this reason, Crummey powers usually remain unexercised through means
other than a qualified disclaimer under applicable state law. Under those cir-
cumstances, property attributable to the Crummey power would be subject to
the claims of the Crummey beneficiary’s creditors.
This result can be altered by statute, and at least one state has done so.21
In addition, the problem can be avoided with respect to a Delaware- or
Alaska-type trust (which is permitted to be a self-settled asset protection
trust), at least with regard to a beneficiary who resides in one of those
states.22
Annuities
For asset protection purposes, exemptions for annuities vary from state to
state. Florida’s exemption is most generous, as is the Texas exemption. The
federal bankruptcy exemption is subject to the “reasonably necessary stan-
dard,” which provides minimal protection, and applies to annuities payable by
reason of illness, disability, death, age or length of service.23
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The definition of annuity for this purpose may vary from state to state and
is highly dependent on applicable state law. Florida’s annuity exemption is
generous and liberally interpreted. In LeCroy v. McCollam,24 a divided Florida
Supreme Court held that an annuity is exempt from the reach of creditors un-
der Florida state law even though it is being paid to the debtor in lieu of a
lump sum. The court also suggested that the annuity would have been exempt
even if the debtor had created it herself. In this regard, in In re Mart,25 the
debtor engaged in what appeared to be a private annuity transaction, i.e., a
promise to receive an annuity in exchange for the transfer of property. The
court upheld the arrangement—even though the debtor’s daughter acted as
trustee—on the grounds that there was an absence of fraudulent intent.
Florida’s exemption requires that the annuity be in the name of the
debtor. Thus, where an annuity was purchased to satisfy an obligation to
make payments to the winner of a Connecticut state lottery, it did not qualify
for the exemption because the annuity was in the name of the state rather
than the debtor.26 In another case arising under Florida law, the result was
just the opposite.27
The Texas exemption for annuities is broad as well. In In re Walden,28 the
court upheld an exemption for an annuity that was issued in connection with
the settlement of matters arising out of an employment agreement, including
the violation of an agreement not to compete. In so holding, the Walden court
relied on the Texas policy to interpret exemptions liberally. The Texas exemp-
tion for annuities was also allowed in In re Alexander,29 for an annuity that
constituted a structured settlement paid to the debtors to compensate them
for the death of their children. The court there noted that the statute does not
restrict the source of funds used to purchase the annuity, nor does it look to
the underlying purpose of the annuity.
Types of Annuities
A common type of annuity is one issued by an insurance company or similar
entity. There are a number of different types of annuities that are created for
estate planning purposes. Many such annuities are authorized under the anti-
freeze statute, IRC Section 2702. Under this statute, a split-interest trust is
created pursuant to an arrangement in which the settlor retains an interest
for a term of years, with the remainder being transferred to heirs (or remain-
ing in trust for the benefit of heirs).
The estate planning advantage of this arrangement is to transfer property
and any appreciation thereon to heirs at a reduced gift tax cost. The interest
retained by the settlor is excluded from the gift, so that only the value of the
remainder is treated as a gift for gift tax purposes. (Valuation of the term in-
terest and remainder are computed under IRC Section 7520.) If the settlor
outlives the term interest, the property and any appreciation thereon are ex-
cluded from his estate for estate tax purposes.
Whether these types of interests qualify as annuities under applicable
state law exemptions from creditors’ claims depends on the state statute. Ex-
cept for states such as Florida, the exemption for an annuity is only margin-
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ally relevant, since most exemptions are modest. The split-interest trust, how-
ever, has other asset protection benefits.
First, the remainder interest is clearly not subject to the claims of the set-
tlor’s creditors because the settlor lacks a property interest in the remainder.
The term interest retained by the settlor should be subject to the claims of
his/her creditors. Accordingly, annuity payments would be subject to creditors’
claims unless protected under the applicable state law exemption for annui-
ties.
The portion of the trust corresponding to the term interest is a self-settled
trust (i.e., the settlor is also the beneficiary). Hence, in most states, it would be
subject to the claims of the settlor’s creditors. There could be some question as
to how a creditor could reach the interest. Specifically, applicable state law
would have to allow the creditor to effectively liquidate trust assets and dis-
tribute the portion of the proceeds attributable to the retained term interest.
This is possible in a state such as California,30 but the rule may vary from
state to state. If trust assets can be liquidated to satisfy the creditor’s claim,
then the respective interests of the settlor (who holds the term interest) and
the remainder beneficiary could easily be determined actuarially. Of course,
the value of the term interest diminishes while any litigation progresses,
which in some jurisdictions can take several years.
The bankruptcy trustee clearly can seize the debtor’s interest in the self-
settled trust (i.e., a term of years), unless the trust is an asset-protected trust
under applicable state law.31 Also to be considered is the trustee’s power un-
der Bankruptcy Code Section 363(h) (11 U.S.C. §363(h) 11 U.S.C. §363(h)) to
sell the entire interest with respect to which the bankruptcy estate owns “an
undivided interest as tenants in common, joint tenant, or tenant by the en-
tirety,” provided that certain conditions are met. A split-interest trust does not
appear to be one of the interests enumerated in Section 363(h); consequently,
the bankruptcy trustee may not be able to proceed under this provision.32
Private annuity. A private annuity involves a transfer of property by the
annuitant in exchange for an unsecured promise to pay the annuity. The asset
protection benefit of this technique is that the assets transferred in exchange
for the annuity are not subject to the claims of the annuitant’s creditors be-
cause the annuitant has no interest in the transferred property. Similarly, the
property transferred in exchange for the private annuity is not included in the
annuitant’s estate for estate tax purposes.
The initial transfer of property from the annuitant to the obligor is not a
taxable sale or exchange because an unsecured promise to pay an annuity has
no value.33 To ensure this nontaxable treatment, no escrow or similar device
can be used to secure the annuity payments. (An irrevocable trust can be the
obligor under some circumstances, which effectively secures payments and
prevent dissipation of property by an individual obligor.34)
The obligor may sell the property received in exchange for the private an-
nuity. If the obligor does so, its tax basis will equal the “total of the annuity
payments made under the contract up to the date of disposition plus the value
of the prospective payments remaining to be paid at the date of such disposi-
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tion,”35 assuming that the annuitant is alive at the time of the sale. Accord-
ingly, in many cases, the obligor obtains a step-up in tax basis equal to the fair
market value of the property at the time of exchange. If the property is sold
immediately after the private annuity exchange, the obligor will not incur
taxable gain.
Thereafter, the proceeds of the sale by the obligor are invested—usually in
income-producing assets—to satisfy the private annuity. If the obligor is sub-
ject to U.S. income tax, these post-transaction/post-sale earnings are subject to
U.S. income tax. The obligor’s income tax cost may make it difficult for the ob-
ligor to meet its obligation under the private annuity arrangement. This
problem can be alleviated through the use of a private annuity/life insurance
arrangement, discussed later in this article.
Rev. Rul. 69-7436 describes the IRS’s position regarding the income tax
consequences of a private annuity. In general, each payment has the following
three components: (1) recovery of tax basis of the property transferred in ex-
change for the annuity, (2) taxable gain, and (3) ordinary income. The taxable
gain is equal to the excess value of the annuity over the tax basis. This gain
will be capital gain if the asset transferred is a capital asset. The remaining
portion of the payment received is ordinary income.
These components will be reflected in payments made for the annuitant’s
life expectancy, and if the annuitant lives longer, each payment received
thereafter will be ordinary income. Further, if the fair market value of the
property transferred exceeds the present value of the annuity payments, the
excess will be a gift, assuming that the transaction is not in the ordinary
course of business.37 The tax cost basis of the property subject to gift tax will
be increased by the amount of the gift tax, but not greater than the property’s
fair market value.38
Payments made by the obligor are nondeductible.39 The obligor’s tax basis
in the property is the present value of the expected payments, although if ad-
ditional payments are made, the tax cost basis will increase accordingly. The
IRS has ruled that the tax basis for loss purposes is the amount of the pay-
ments actually made, but payments made after the sale are treated as a loss
in the year of payment.40 After the annuitant’s death, the tax basis is adjusted
to reflect what actually occurred.
Ordinarily, a private annuity is not an executory contract that can be re-
jected by the bankruptcy trustee. After the annuitant has paid for the annu-
ity, the obligations are not mutual, which is one of the prerequisites of an ex-
ecutory contract that can be rejected by the bankruptcy trustee.41 Therefore,
the trustee, who steps into the shoes of the annuitant/debtor,42 would have to
wait for payments to be made over the life of the annuity contract and may in
fact merely abandon the bankruptcy estate’s interest in the annuity.43
Exhaustion Regulations. Treasury Regulations assume that for purposes
of valuing an annuity, the annuitant will survive to age 110, and the Regs. re-
quire use of the applicable interest rate under IRC Section 7520 (the “exhaus-
tion Regulations”).44 If these Regulations were valid, they would have the ef-
fect of reducing the value of the annuity and making it more likely that a gift
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would result from a sale of property in exchange for a private annuity. The
Tax Court rejected this position prior to the enactment of IRC Section 7520.45
With the enactment of IRC Section 7520, Congress authorized the IRS to
issue “tables” to implement that Section.46 The “exhaustion Regulations” are
not tables. Accordingly, it appears that these Regulations are not “legislative
Regulations” (i.e., Regulations issued pursuant to a specific grant of authority
by Congress) but rather simply interpretive Regulations.47 The difference is
that legislative Regulations are entitled to greater weight and deference than
are accorded to interpretive Regulations.48
Interpretive Regulations are invalid if they “fail to implement the con-
gressional mandate in a consistent and reasonable manner.”49 Even if the ex-
haustion Regulations constitute legislative Regulations, they are invalid be-
cause they are “arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not
in accordance with law.”50 The best that can be said of the chance of survival
to age 110 is that it is remote. To assume that people will live to age 110 is
contrary to present reality; consequently, it is arbitrary (i.e., based on one’s
preference) and capricious (i.e., fanciful).51 It naturally follows that the ex-
haustion Regulations are invalid if they constitute interpretative Regulations,
which are accorded less weight and deference.
Combining a Private Annuity and Insurance
The benefit of a private annuity can be enhanced through its use with a for-
eign variable life insurance policy. Use of a life insurance policy can shield in-
come derived from the proceeds of the sale of property (“the property”) trans-
ferred by the annuitant. In general, a foreign life insurance policy is pur-
chased, usually by an ILIT. The policy can make a variety of investments, in-
cluding forming an entity, such as a corporation. In the private annu-
ity/foreign life insurance policy scenario, the policy would form and fund a
corporation, which in turn enters into the private annuity arrangement with
the annuitant, i.e., the annuitant transfers property to the corporation in ex-
change for an unsecured promise to pay the annuity.
The tax goals of the transaction are as follows:
1. No gain on the sale of the property in exchange for the annuity, which
is the usual result in a private annuity transaction.
2. No gain on the subsequent sale of the property by the obligor. This is
often accomplished by the step-up in tax basis the obligor receives on
receipt of the property. Moreover, the obligor in the private annu-
ity/foreign transaction configuration is usually not subject to U.S. in-
come taxation.
3. Tax-free or deferred accumulation of earnings attributable to the pro-
ceeds of the sale of the property resulting from the general rule that
earnings of a life insurance policy are not subject to income tax.
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4. Tax-free distribution of accumulated earnings on the death of the an-
nuitant, which results from the general rule that distributions of the
proceeds of a life insurance policy on death are not subject to income
tax.
5. Exclusion from the annuitant/insured’s estate for federal estate tax
purposes of the proceeds of the policy and any accumulated earnings.
This result is derived from two rules. First is the rule that at the
death of the annuitant of a private annuity, the private annuity has
no further value because payments end at death. Second is the fulfill-
ment of the goal of the ILIT—namely, to exclude policy proceeds paid
at death from the estate of the insured for estate taxes purposes.
6. Asset protection for both the annuitant/insured and the beneficiaries
of the ILIT.
Achieving these goals requires a review of the insurance policy, due dili-
gence relative the insurance carrier, an ILIT that incorporates the appropriate
planning, and a configuration of the transaction that incorporates, balances
and takes into account the issues and considerations noted below. The ar-
rangement should be tailor-made for each client so as to take into account
each client’s unique circumstances and needs.
Team Tip: The key issue in the private annuity/foreign life insurance
transaction is retained control by the annuitant/insured. If the annui-
tant/insured exercises excessive control over any portion of the ar-
rangement, this will cause adverse income tax and estate tax conse-
quences. Among other issues that must be analyzed are the following:
1. Does the policy qualify as life insurance under applicable for-
eign law, and are the various tests set forth in the Internal
Revenue Code met (i.e., the cash value accumulation test, or the
guideline premium requirements/cash value corridor)?52 The
answers will depend on the terms of the policy and the practices
of the carrier. If the policy fails to qualify as life insurance for
U.S. tax purposes, income earned by the policy will be subject to
income tax.53
2. Is the policy a modified endowment contract?54 If it is, certain
distributions from the policy will result in taxable income.55
3. Consider the configuration of policy investments and the appli-
cation of the diversification requirements of IRC §817. (Under
the diversification rules, in most circumstances, the policy must
maintain five investments, the values of which must fall within
specified percentage parameters.56) It appears that these re-
quirements are imposed only with regard to policies subject to
the laws of a state of the United States.57
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4. The exchange of the property for a private annuity issued by
the foreign corporation owned by the policy must be structured
to avoid the potential income tax on outbound transfers.58
5. There are also numerous issues relative to the effectiveness of a
private annuity for both income tax and estate tax purposes.59
Conclusion
The exemptions for life insurance and annuities vary from state to state. Un-
less the taxpayer lives in a state such as Florida, the exemption is relatively
minor. There are a variety of methods available to protect an interest in life
insurance and annuities that are also effective for estate planning purposes.
With regard to life insurance, the insured can transfer the interest to the
intended ultimate beneficiary or establish an ILIT. Either method will protect
the policy from the claims of the insured’s creditors. The interest of the benefi-
ciary, whether through the ILIT or as the result of direct ownership of the
policy, is usually in jeopardy, depending on applicable local law.
An annuity can be created either through a split-interest trust authorized
by IRC Section 2702, or pursuant to a private annuity. An annuity pursuant
to a split-interest trust may be protected by an exemption, depending on ap-
plicable state law. In any event, the remainder interest in the trust is pro-
tected from the claims of the settlor’s creditors because the settlor no longer
has an interest in the remainder. Depending on applicable state law, it is pos-
sible for the settlor’s creditors to reach the term interest, which is treated as a
self-settled trust.
A private annuity results in protection of the property transferred in ex-
change for the annuity because the annuitant retains no interest in the prop-
erty. The annuity payments may be exempt, depending on applicable state
law. In any event, no portion of the property transferred in exchange for the
annuity will be included in the annuitant’s estate for estate tax purposes.
The favorable benefits of life insurance and a private annuity can be com-
bined through the use of a private annuity/foreign life insurance configuration
that must take into account and balance several technical issues and numer-
ous considerations.
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Adding a Pension Specialist
to the Team
BY ROGER E. NAUHEIMER AND LANCE WALLACH, CLU, CHFC, CIMC*
Over the past 20 years, the Defined Benefit plan has all but
disappeared among small businesses—but it may be ready for a
revival. With the flogging the stock markets have given 401(k)s and
other defined contribution retirement plans over the past few years,
many older business owners are asking whether there are other choices
available.
While an age-weighted or super comparability profit sharing plan may
need a design specialist, most defined contribution plans, such as
401(k), SEP, and Simple plans are as readily available from many
sources as an IRA. The same is not true for a Defined Benefit plan,
which is a highly technical plan requiring special expertise. The CPA
who is in tune with the market should look around for a good
independent pension specialist to add to the financial planning team
and bring the benefits available there to his clients.
Recent IRC changes have sweetened the pot for many business owners in
five separate areas. The Code changes have:
• Created tax credits for new plan installation or participation.
• Simplified plan concepts.
• Repealed IRC 415e and made defined benefit plans practical again.
• Greatly expanded contribution and benefit limits.
• Repealed family aggregation rules.
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Retirement Plan Basics
Before we examine the Defined Benefit world, let’s do a quick review of the
basics of qualified plans.
Under code section 401(a), a retirement plan must:
• Exist for the exclusive benefit of the participants and their beneficiaries.
• Be established and communicated to the employees in writing.
• Be permanent and ongoing.
• Be nondiscriminatory.
• Adhere to specified limits.
• Include vesting and funding standards.
Not all employees must automatically be included. IRC 410(b) establishes
the minimum eligibility rules for all qualified retirement plans. Among those
who may be excluded are:
• Employees subject to collective bargaining agreements.
• Under age 21.
• Under one year service.
• Under 1000 hours per year.
In addition, you may also exclude a large percentage of employees as long
as certain testing ratios are met. These exclusions can shrink an employee
group dramatically.
Vesting
A participant leaving employment before a specified period of participation
may be entitled to only a small portion of plan proceeds—and perhaps none.
The schedules most commonly used with small business plans are:
Year Cliff Graded
1     0%     0%
2     0%   20%
3 100%   40%
4   60%
5   80%
6 100%
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In addition, the vesting schedule need not recognize all service. It may ex-
clude any service prior to the plan effective date and any service accrued be-
fore age 18.
Forfeitures
When a participant who is not fully vested leaves employment, monies are left
behind. These are called Forfeitures. Depending on the plan document, they
are most often used to reduce the ensuing plan contribution, but also could be
added to the contribution and apportioned among remaining participants.
Highly Compensated Employees
A plan may not discriminate in favor of “highly compensated” employees, who
are defined as anyone who:
• Earned over $90,000 in the prior year. (This is indexed and changes
yearly.)
• Owns more than a 5 percent interest in the sponsoring employing en-
tity.
• Is a lineal family member (one generation up or down) or spouse of a 5
percent owner.
• Is in the top 20 percent of employees in wages. (This category may be
deleted at the option of the plan sponsor.)
A method called discrimination testing can allow substantial freedom to
tailor plans that benefit specific groups. This concept is very important when
constructing “carve out” and “cross tested” plans.
Reporting and Documentation
A qualified plan is established when a sponsor adopts a plan document that
specifies how the plan will be operated. Each participant must then be given a
summary plan description, a brief synopsis of the plan structure. Any changes
to the plan must also be communicated in writing at least one month before
the effective date of the changes.
A valuation of all assets must be done at least once a year, and reported to
the IRS on Form 5500, except for a plan that covers only the owners and their
spouses. In that case, reporting is not required until plan assets exceed
$100,000.
The plan trustees are fiduciaries, hold the plan assets in trust for the ex-
clusive benefit of the participants, and can be held liable for poor decisions
when choosing investments. Fiduciaries must act in the best interest of the
plan, and not deal in “their own self interest.” Fiduciary liability for a plan is a
personal liability.
If a plan allows the participants to select investments (as most 401(k)
plans do), then to satisfy the safe harbors of ERISA 404(c), the sponsor must
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provide individual account statements at least quarterly. Usually, a plan with
this option will use daily valuation investment choices. A plan set up correctly
will provide:
• Investment education.
• Telephone access to account information.
• Online access to account information.
• Extensive enrollment materials.
• Participant newsletters.
Under ERISA 404(c), a participant in a self-directed plan without these
features may be able to hold the sponsor and trustees liable for poor perform-
ance of the investment choices.
Two concepts to consider for self-directed plans that will improve plan per-
formance and limit fiduciary liability are:
1. A co-fiduciary arrangement with a financial adviser where the adviser
is part of the selection process and participates in the plan review and
change recommendations.
2. An open platform plan actively managed by a professional money
manager who accepts full fiduciary liability in return for management
of all assets of those participants who wish the service on a fee basis,
and selection of the investment choices for those who do not.
Defined Contribution vs. Defined Benefit
A defined contribution plan provides a tax deduction for a contribution that is
limited by the type of plan selected. The contributions are invested by the plan
and grow tax deferred until received at retirement as ordinary income. The re-
tirement benefit depends solely on the investment yield achieved on the con-
tributions, thus the final retirement benefit is unknown.
A defined benefit plan, however, works in reverse. The benefit at retire-
ment is known (selected by the plan sponsor), and the necessary contributions
are calculated to achieve that benefit at “Normal Retirement Age” (NRA). The
nature of the plan dictates that the fewer the years until retirement, the
larger the required contribution, regardless of the assumed rate of growth.
The maximum benefit allowable is currently 100 percent of pay, not to ex-
ceed $160,000 per year beginning at age 62 if (and only if) the participant has
ten years participation in the plan. This creates a maximum monthly retire-
ment benefit of $13,333.33.
Using this formula, let’s compare the results of a DB plan and a profit
sharing plan for a 50-year-old small business owner earning $160,000 per
year. He plans to retire at age 62, and we assume a 6 percent investment
yield.
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Contribution Accumulated Value Monthly Benefit
Profit Sharing Plan $40,000 $   674,798 $   4,946.39
Defined Benefit Plan $96,333 $1,818,963 $13,333.33
Assuming the business can afford the required contribution, the choice is
obvious if the cost for other employees can be minimized. There are methods
to do that if the demographics of the business fall within certain parameters.
• The plan sponsor can make at least a five year commitment.
• The sponsor needs or wants contributions well above the current DC
limit of $40,000 or 25 percent of pay.
• The ratio of employees to owners is 4:1 or better.
• The owners are over age 45 and have younger employees.
• The sponsor is willing to assume the risk.
With regard to the last point, a DB plan must have sufficient assets to
equal the present value of the participants’ accrued benefits. This means that
if the plan assets are not growing at the projected assumed rate, additional
contributions will be necessary to bring the plan into compliance. In this sce-
nario, the employer assumes all the risk, while in a DC plan, the employer is
only required to make the planned contribution.
The 412(i) Exception
Some employers are not willing to assume the risk of guaranteeing the re-
tirement benefits. Section 412(i) is the answer for some of these employers.
This code section allows a DB plan to be funded using fixed annuity and/or life
insurance contracts, thus shifting the risk from the employer to the insurance
company by using guaranteed funding vehicles. After all, at its heart, a DB
plan is a guaranteed monthly check for life (or its lump sum equivalent). An
insurance company can guarantee this monthly income and the amount nec-
essary to fund the benefit.
Because the life insurance contract guaranteed rates are lower than cur-
rent assumed investment return rates, larger initial contributions are re-
quired to fund the plan. However, if the insurance company earns interest
higher than the guarantees or pays dividends, future contributions could be
reduced.
By shifting the risk to the insurance company, the employer can get larger
initial deductions and a potentially greater retirement accumulation. If the
insurance contracts perform better than the guaranteed rate, future contribu-
tions will decrease, as it is the benefit that is defined.
Returning to our 50-year-old business owner, let’s assume the plan trustee
elects to fund the plan with an annuity contract that satisfies the IRC 412(i)
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exception. The contributions are calculated using the contract’s guaranteed
rate. Since contracts differ from company to company, here are the possible
outcomes using different guaranteed rates, but a common mortality table.
Guaranteed Required Monthly Accumulation
Rate Contribution Benefit at Retirement
4.5% $129,067 $13,333 $2,214,784
3.5% $137,453 $13,333 $2,214,784
Making It Work for the Client
Let’s take a look at real life, and see what a difference a DB plan can make for
the right client. Here is a medical practice owned by two physicians. They
have four physician employees, two nurse practitioners, and two full-time ad-
ministrative staff on payroll. The owner physicians own mostly term life in-
surance, are married, and in excellent health. They currently have a 401(k)
with no match, and a Profit Sharing plan which averages a 5 percent year-end
contribution. They have stated that they would contribute $500,000 per year
to a plan if it clearly favored the owners. Let’s look at their existing Profit
Sharing plan.
Employee Existing Plan
Class Age Salary Contribution
Roger 54 $200,000+ $10,000
Victor 51   200,000+ 10,000
Physician 1 51   160,000+ 8,000
Physician 2 55   155,000+ 7,750
Physician 3 46   150,000+ 7,500
Physician 4 42   150,000+ 7,500
Nurse 1 53     50,000+ 2,500
Nurse 2 44     45,000+ 2,250
Clerical 1 37     25,000+ 1,250
Clerical 2 23     25,000+ 1,250
Total Contribution $58,000
Total to Owners $20,000
Percentage to Owners 34%
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A review of the existing plan tells us a few things:
• The owners have very little retirement savings in relation to their in-
come.
• The Profit Sharing plan may be a necessary business expense to re-
tain the other physicians and nurses, but it clearly offers little benefit
to the owners.
Now, let’s take a look and see if a 412(i) plan covering all employees will
help them achieve their goals.
Employee 412(i)
Class Age Salary Contribution
Roger 54 $200,000+ $  242,524%
Victor 51   200,000+ 204,550%
Physician 1 51   160,000+ 179,666%
Physician 2 55   155,000+ 193,945%
Physician 3 46   150,000+ 116,978%
Physician 4 42   150,000+ 84,060%
Nurse 1 53     50,000+ 56,994%
Nurse 2 44     45,000+ 29,991%
Clerical 1 37     25,000+ 9,893%
Clerical 2 23     25,000+ 4,477%
Total Contribution $1,122,778%
Total to Owners $  447,174%
Percentage to Owners 34%%
While this plan would get the owners the amount they want to put away
for themselves, the cost of bringing everyone else along is too high to even
consider.
There is another option we can introduce, called a “carve-out.” The ques-
tion posed to the owners is “Can you exclude some of the HCEs to make this
work?” The answer was “Yes, as long as we don’t disturb the existing plan
structure.” This is the necessary answer to move forward.
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Ratio Percentage Test and Minimum Coverage Test
IRC 410(b) mandates a minimum ratio of non-highly-compensated employees
(NHCE) to highly compensated employees (HCE) of 70 percent. In our medical
practice, we have 6 HCE (two 5 percent owners and four employees earning
$90,000 or more). There are 4 NHCE in two distinct job classes (nurses and
clerical). If we carve out two of the four NHCE (50 percent) and two of the six
HCE (33.33 percent), our ratio (50 percent divided by 33.33 percent) is 150
percent, clearly higher than the 70 percent minimum.
Mathematically, if we only included one NHCE, the ratio (25 percent di-
vided by 33.33 percent) of 75 percent would appear to satisfy the requirement.
While this would be allowable in a DC plan, both DB and 412(i) plans must
also satisfy a minimum coverage test under IRC 401(a)(26). This is a simple
test. For small businesses, no fewer than 40 percent of the eligible employees,
down to as few as two employees, must be included. Our coverage test is satis-
fied since we have four out of ten employees participating in the 412(i), 40 per-
cent. The only exception to this rule is a one person business, then one par-
ticipant is okay.
Here are the results:
Employee 412(i) Profit Sharing
Class Age Salary Contribution Contribution
Roger 54 $200,000+ $242,524 $      0
Victor 51   200,000+ 204,550 0
Physician 1 51   160,000+ 0 8,000
Physician 2 55   155,000+ 0 7,750
Physician 3 46   150,000+ 0 7,500
Physician 4 42   150,000+ 0 7,500
Nurse 1 53     50,000+ 0 2,500
Nurse 2 44     45,000+ 0 2,250
Clerical 1 37     25,000+ 9,893
Clerical 2 23     25,000+ 4,477
Total Contribution $461,544 35,500
Total to Owners $447,174 0
Percentage to Owners 96% 0%
Here’s a plan that clearly meets their stated goals. In addition, we can add
death benefits of up to $4 million on each of the owners based entirely on their
need. If the owner’s income is $500,000 per year, this amount may be neces-
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sary for income replacement alone. Additionally, because the life insurance is
cash value coverage, and that cash value is accounted for in the plan design,
the actual contribution may vary by as little as 25 cents for each dollar of
premium added. This may be the ideal vehicle to replace the term insurance
each owner carries. After all, the “PS 58” cost, additional taxable income based
on one year term rates, become the cost basis in the insurance contract should
a rollout or distribution be deemed appropriate at retirement. Their current
term insurance only returns a cancelled check unless they die.
When a pension specialist is called into the picture, his or her first step is
to examine and completely understand the existing plan(s). He or she then
will ask the necessary questions to determine the flexibility of the owners, and
to determine whether the employees can be separated into clearly separate
groups. He or she will determine whether there are ideal HCE to exclude,
such as young children of a 5 percent owner, who are considered HCE even if
only making minimum wage. Perhaps a small bonus would be more appropri-
ate than their inclusion in a plan at a very young age. He or she will deter-
mine whether the existing plan can be maintained for those not in the carve-
out, or whether it can be modified to include both. The last point is problem-
atic, since IRC 404 limits the employer tax deduction to no more than 25 per-
cent of “eligible payroll” if the same participants are covered in more than one
plan.
Another practical consideration is employee turnover. In our example,
what happens if a doctor leaves? How about a nurse or one of the clerical em-
ployees? If turnover may be a problem, this situation can be handled by de-
signing the plan with minimum eligibility rules that allow the replacement
employee to be covered immediately. In any event, close contact with a pen-
sion specialist will keep the plan in conformance and avoid future problems.
Buyer Beware
As 412(i) plan popularity has soared, some planners and consulting firms are
sacrificing the assuredness of the tax deduction by introducing untested and
risky interpretations of the IRC defining how these plans may be funded.
Some plans that use this design are known as “pendulum plans.”
This development was addressed at the Fall 2002 American Society of
Pension Actuaries (ASPA) meeting. We were there, having addressed the
members on the topic of VEBAs, and heard these types of 412(i) plans dis-
cussed at length by the IRS Chief Actuary. He cautioned the actuaries of a
planned IRS attack on abusive plans, and also offered (informally) some other
possible reasons for retroactive disallowance of deductions:
1. The life insurance component is not “incidental to the plan.”
2. The plan trustee has not acted properly as “expert fiduciary,” and has
paid too much for the projected benefit.
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3. The life insurance component does not have guaranteed level premi-
ums from inception to normal retirement age.
4. The plan does not meet the ERISA rule of permanence, since it is not
intended as a permanent plan.
A defined benefit plan may only be established one of two ways:
1. The IRS/Actuary model which is subject to certain limitations.
2. An insurance contract method that is not bound by tax and fiscal pol-
icy, but relies on contractual guarantees made by certain insurance
contracts. As these contracts often use very conservative lifetime
guarantees, using this method will often result in far larger contribu-
tions and a larger retirement accumulation to guarantee the same
monthly benefits due to the guaranteed values being lower than actu-
arially assumed investment rates of return.
We operate under the premise that a 412(i) plan should be used, where
appropriate, to eliminate risk and assure large tax deductions and a retire-
ment benefit. It is our opinion that planners who recommend aggressive and
untested plans offering additional benefits or ways to circumvent prohibitions
are doing their clients a disservice.
Team Tip: We suggest that the pension specialist you add to your
team adhere to these guidelines and be able to demonstrate to you
that they have carefully examined the Code requirements, selected
products that are well supported by Revenue Rulings, design plans
using the safe harbors specified in Treasury Regulation 1.401(a), and
offer full service to your client.
                                                  
* Roger E. Nauheimer is President of The Insurance Marketing Research & Development (IMRAD) Corporation, a Charter Member,
Wealth Care Centers, Inc. Roger has been a Financial Services professional for more than 35 years.
After more than a decade providing split funded retirement supplements for employees, it is believed that Roger wrote the first 401(k) in New
York State, and proceeded to build the largest independent provider and administrator of 401(k)s in the Northeast during the 1980’s. His plan
installation and administration services companies were endorsed by seven major trade associations. These companies were sold to a major
insurance carrier, and Roger and his wife moved to Florida in 1989. His activities since then have been split between writing about the
technical aspects of the business and working with the clients of CPA firms.
He was the editor of “Tax Planning and Asset Protection Using VEBAs,” which has Continuing Education Credits for Insurance Agents,
Certified Financial Planners, and CPAs. He has been published in Bloomberg Wealth Manager, was a contributor to the American Association
of Life Underwriters Bulletin, a contributor to Panel Publishing’s Life Insurance Answer Book, and is currently a member of the Editorial
Advisory Board for Small Business Tax News, a monthly national publication to which he is also a regular contributor.
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Roger is a member of both the Executive Advisory Board of Washington Mutual Life Insurance Company, and the President’s Cabinet of
Security Mutual Life Insurance Company.
As Pension Specialists, we would be pleased to evaluate the merits of 412(i) for any of your clients you feel may benefit from this approach.
You may call us at 516-938-5007.
Lance Wallach, CLU, ChFC, CIMC, teaches accountants how to expand their practices by incorporating VEBAs, pensions, insurance,
financial and estate planning concepts. His practice focuses on asset protection, business succession, tax-deductible life insurance, and tax-
oriented strategies by using VEBAs, 412(i) pension plans and other unique tax-reduction techniques. Mr. Wallach is a frequent speaker at
accounting, insurance, legal, and industry conventions throughout the United States, including Baruch College (Taxes on Tuesdays), Long
Island University, C. W. Post Graduate School of Accountancy, Louisiana State University, as well as the annual national conventions of the
National Association of Tax Practitioners, National Association of Enrolled Agents, American Society of Pension Actuaries, Employee Benefits
Expo, Health Insurance Underwriters, and the International Association of Financial Planners, various state CPA societies, Tax Institutes,
medical society conventions, CLU Societies, NAIFA, NAPFA, and Estate Planning Councils.
Mr. Wallach has authored numerous books about VEBAs, writes for over 50 publications, including The AICPA’s Planner, CLU Journal,
Advisor Today, Accounting Today, CPA Journal, Tax Practitioners Journal, the Law Tribune, The Barrister, Health Insurance Underwriter,
Employee Benefits News, National Public Accountant, Enrolled Agents Journal, and the American Medical Association News.
Mr. Wallach has been interviewed numerous times on financial talk shows. The author can be reached at 516-938-5007/516-935-7346; fax
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As an accountant, you have likely encountered many situations where
business-owning clients were in a situation where they absolutely
needed to have a business valuation completed. Typically, these
valuations have not been strategic in nature, where an owner is
considering an acquisition or is proactively planning for retirement.
Rather, all accountants have been asked to provide valuation
consultation when an owner is going through a divorce, a shareholder
has passed away or a partner wants to be bought out of the firm.
As an accountant and a provider of financial services, you could likely achieve
a moderate degree of success advising individual clients as to their investment
and insurance needs. Your ability to truly excel as a financial adviser, how-
ever, will be determined by your ability to leverage your unique advantage in
the business-owner market. As an accountant entering the financial planning
realm, you are in a position that would be the envy of any newly minted fi-
nancial adviser. You have likely built a stable of business-owning clients who:
• Have great trust in your judgment and advice.
• Have done little, if any, transition and estate planning relating to
their businesses.
• Wish to retire in the next five years.
• Will either solicit, or be receptive to, your advice concerning these key
issues.
• Present outstanding prospects for planning services, insurance prod-
ucts (life, disability) and investment vehicles.
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Pre-Existing Client Base and Unprecedented Demographics
Having been a practicing accountant for many years, you are likely in the en-
viable position of having established relationships with many business-
owning clients. The fact that you have provided outstanding services on the
most important business issues facing your clients places you in a unique po-
sition of trust and confidence compared to any other advisers. The power of
this relationship is not merely anecdotal or trade hype. Rather, independent
surveys have repeatedly verified that accountants represent the most trusted
outside advisers to business owners. Most recently, the MassMutual Ameri-
can Family Business Survey confirmed this finding, with accountants being
classified as “the most trusted business adviser” by a 2 to 1 margin over the
second place advisers, the lawyers.1 Against this backdrop, you have a power-
ful first-mover advantage relative to other financial planners who lack that
same type of relationship with your clients. Even without additional favorable
elements, you would be in an outstanding position to start a lucrative finan-
cial advisory practice.
But, there are additional elements in your favor: The size, age and finan-
cial make-up of the business-owner market. There are nearly 10 million own-
ers within about 7.5 million established (i.e., proven track record with em-
ployees beyond owners) privately-held companies in the U.S.2 Of these 10
million owners, nearly half are classified as affluent ($1 million net worth ex-
cluding home/business) or emerging affluent ($500,000 net worth excluding
home/business) with the majority of these owners being 50 years old and
older.
Notwithstanding the business assets, which are generally the most valu-
able in the owners’ portfolios, your business-owning clients represent excellent
financial planning prospects. By including the business assets in the planning
process, the opportunities for you in working with these owners increase sig-
nificantly.
Business Valuation as a Catalyst to Client Action
To achieve maximum success in the financial services realm with these clients
requires taking a far different view of business valuation. Simply put, you
must proactively use valuation with your existing clients. The reasons are ob-
vious if you reflect upon your current business-owning clients. Despite the
value of their business assets, these owners have typically done little, if any,
transition or estate planning involving the business. There are many reasons
for this inertia, including fear, frugality, lack of time, or a sense of invulner-
ability.
The owners’ time is running out and all of the work that must be done re-
quires having a true understanding of the fair market value of the assets,
rather than a “back of the envelope” estimate or blind reliance on book value.
Failure to address these critical issues, which will be discussed in more detail
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later in this chapter, will at best result in your clients not maximizing the po-
tential benefits of the business while at worst, render years of hard work
worthless.
Worst case scenarios, such as being forced to work well past their desired
retirement age to assure their financial livelihood and the survival of the
business or having to liquidate for lack of interested buyers, are not a remote
possibility for owners who fail to plan adequately. Although the majority of
business owners are poorly prepared to transition their firms and to achieve
liquidity from the asset, large numbers of the most affluent owners wish to re-
tire in the next decade. The leading edge of the Baby Boomer generation is
approaching retirement and the numbers wishing to retire by 2010 are pro-
jected to triple over 2000 levels, with more than 2 million of the most affluent
owners seeking to retire by the end of the decade.3
On the surface, these statistics may not appear to be troublesome for
Boomer business owners or encouraging for financial advisers. It is safe to as-
sume that the would-be retirees will simply either transition the firm to fam-
ily members or place the business up for sale where the market will determine
the value. If only reality were so simple. In the first instance, the majority of
privately-held firms will not be transitioned within a family, unless there is a
major change in the historical transition pattern. Moreover, even if such an
intra-family transition occurs, planning must be undertaken to assure that
the transition is carried out financially and from a tax perspective in a man-
ner that is beneficial to all involved.
For owners who have otherwise worked diligently over the years to build
firms that provided well for their families and employees, but who do not have
the option of an intra-family transition, there awaits the dirty little secret of
the privately-held business market. It is extremely difficult to sell a privately-
held business. Indeed, each year approximately 1.25 million private firms are
offered for sale, but only 250,000 sales are ever transacted.4 The news will not
get better in the near term as the number of firms being offered for sale in the
next decade will increase significantly over the historical levels given the in-
creasing numbers of owners seeking to retire. Although we will discuss the
primary cause of these troubling transaction dynamics—namely the lack of
transparency of financials in privately-held firms—suffice it to say that the
situation is bleak for owners who fail to plan properly for their near-term re-
tirements.
Business Valuation Expertise: Partner or Build?
As will be discussed in detail, comprehensive and holistic financial, estate and
transition planning all have business valuation as a core component. The
valuation process and planning that will grow out of it will further solidify
your relationship with your business-owning clients, resulting in many lucra-
tive cross-selling opportunities for your other products and services. But,
given the central role played by valuation, would it not make sense to simply
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offer valuation services in-house to be able to offer the full complement of
services for clients from planning to implementation? Simply put, the answer
is a resounding no.
Offering valuation within the typical small- to mid-size account-
ing/financial planning practice makes little sense for a variety of reasons.
Most significantly, to competently practice valuation requires a level of exper-
tise, training and experience that a typical accountant simply does not pos-
sess. To even begin offering valuation services requires a significant level of
training and apprenticeship to meet even minimal levels of competency, which
cannot be justified from a time or profit standpoint for most firms. Moreover,
each engagement in a new industry presents new learning and data acquisi-
tion requirements. As a field dominated by finance and the law, there is a
need to keep current on the latest valuation research and case law from the
courts around the country. It is a time-consuming practice with little opportu-
nity for streamlining for the practitioner who only does an occasional valua-
tion, which is the case for most small practices. The time-intensive nature of
the valuation process also means that for every hour devoted to valuation
practice means time not spent on your far more lucrative financial planning
practice. Given the complexity of the financial analysis and the constantly
changing case law and academic research, issues of liability cannot be over-
looked by the sporadic practitioner nor can concerns about “independence”
when carrying out a valuation for an audit client. Finally, there is the matter
of independence of the business valuation analyst. If the valuation is to be
used in litigation, the accountant who provides review and tax services to a
business as well as a valuation is increasingly not viewed as sufficiently inde-
pendent to be considered credible by the courts.
Team Tip: Despite the myriad difficulties associated with creating a
profitable in-house valuation practice, you must have access to expert,
objective and cost-effective valuation expertise to build a successful fi-
nancial advisory practice catering to business owners. Given the need
for valuation expertise, the most sensible alternative is to form a stra-
tegic alliance with one or more talented valuation professionals. As
will be explored extensively at the end of this chapter, carefully se-
lecting a valuation professional who can complement your practice by
offering expert valuation advice will allow you to leverage the benefits
of valuation in the many important planning situations discussed be-
low without the costs and risks associated with building a valuation
practice.
When you begin the process of financial planning for any client, one of the
first steps you typically undertake is to get an understanding of all of the cli-
ent’s assets and liabilities. In financial planning for a business owner, quanti-
fying the value of the business asset presents unique challenges compared to
other asset classes (e.g., stocks, bonds, and real estate). Notwithstanding the
challenges, to perform competent and holistic financial planning for the busi-
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ness owner, it is absolutely essential that the business valuation exercise be
completed with the outcome of the process being highly beneficial to both the
owner and the adviser.
Understanding Firm Value—Client Benefits
Creating a financial plan for a business owner represents the first step in ad-
dressing many of the issues that we will discuss in detail throughout this
chapter such as estate planning, buy-sell agreement planning for multi-owner
firms and, ultimately, transitioning the business and retirement. The busi-
ness will be, at a minimum, among the most valuable assets that a business
owner possesses. The business may also be the critical determinant of the
owner’s ability to finance a retirement that will permit the owner and his or
her spouse to live in the manner to which they have become accustomed,
while also funding new activities, such as travel and other leisure pursuits.
Although there may be significant value in the business that is capable of
satisfying the owner’s goals, the financial planner must devise and execute a
plan for unlocking the value of the unique and illiquid business asset. A finan-
cial plan that incorporates the business value is, simply put, a necessity.
Although it is easy to conceptualize the need to create a financial plan
with the business value at its core, ascertaining a reliable value to use in the
plan is more challenging. Recognizing the valuation complexity presented by
the business asset, while also wanting to—at least superficially—incorporate
the business value, many financial planners simply ask the owner questions
such as:
• What do you think the business is worth?
• How much would a buyer have to offer today to get you to sell your
business?
Although these methods represent an expeditious way to obtain a value to
plug into a financial plan, they suffer from one critical defect: they are almost
always wrong.
Most owners do not, nor can they be expected to, have a firm handle on
the value of their businesses. The lack of owner clarity with respect to firm
value is a function of two primary factors. First, most owners are so intricately
involved with their businesses that they lack the detachment necessary to
view the value questions objectively. Thus, when asked what the business is
worth after they have landed a large contract or made a sizeable sale, an
owner might inflate the value of the firm given the seemingly bright prospects
for the firm. This value inflation may occur, despite the fact that a valuation
expert, taking a broader view of the firm within the macroeconomic environ-
ment and its industry, may conclude that there is trouble on the horizon.
Conversely, an owner who has just gone through a troubling stretch
where, despite having many promising prospects on the horizon, deals simply
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are not closing, might say that the business is worth very little. Yet, given the
pipeline, solid track record for the business and bright prospects for the indus-
try, a competent valuation professional might conclude that the firm is quite
valuable. Thus, by simply punting the ball to the owner, the value determina-
tion received by a financial adviser is nearly always inaccurate because of the
owners’ limited perspective.
Another problem in relying on owner-estimated value relates to the use of
industry multiples. Owners typically will have contact with other owners in
their industry and will often hear “average” purchase multiples or “rules of
thumb” bandied about throughout the industry. On the surface, multiples are
attractive because they are readily available and easy to understand. It is that
very simplicity, however, that renders them so dangerous when they are erro-
neously relied upon.
What is often misunderstood about multiples is that businesses within the
very same industry typically trade at very wide ranges around the average
multiples that are used by owners and advisers. For instance, dental practices
sell at P/S ratios of “a” to “b” which implies a difference in value of “c” on a
practice with $xM in annual billings. Metal fabricators sell at P/S ratios of “d”
to “e” equating to a range of value of “f” on a company with $yM worth of
sales.5 As is the case in most industries, in both of these examples, the aver-
age multiple that an owner in these industries may rely upon is not based
upon any real firm. Rather, the multiple is simply an average of sales of what
are very different firms, which are similar, if at all, only in the fact that they
are in the same industry. An owner who relied on the average multiple in ei-
ther of these examples in all likelihood would either significantly over- or un-
derestimate the true value of the firm.
Given the problems of rules of thumb, financial advisers should counsel
business-owners to obtain objective, third-party estimates of value that will
tell them the true value of their particular firm by calculating where precisely
their firms fit on the value spectrum. Later in the chapter, we will explore the
types of estimates of value that may be most appropriate for this type of fi-
nancial planning. Once the current value of the asset is understood, the owner
and adviser can begin to undertake meaningful, informed financial planning
that includes the business assets.
Valuation and Financial Planning: Adviser Benefits
From the planner’s perspective, making the business a central part of the
planning process along with the owner’s other assets has many benefits be-
cause it leads to a discussion of many issues that would otherwise have gone
unnoticed. You will touch upon many key issues for the owner that present
other opportunities for you to work with the owner including:
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1. Insurance planning—As you work with an owner on a financial plan
that incorporates the business, you will often learn that multi-owner
firms lack a buy-sell agreement between partners or have an agree-
ment that is either not funded or inadequately funded with life insur-
ance or disability insurance to fund a buy/out. For single owner firms
where the business is being transitioned to some but not all of the
children, you have the opportunity of developing a key person life in-
surance plan to help fund an equitable distribution of the parents’ es-
tates. You may also be able to get involved in group insurance and
other group benefits opportunities for the business.
2. Transition planning—As you discuss the owner’s plan for the busi-
ness, the issue of next generation leadership will arise. You can pro-
vide advice on tax-effective strategies for transferring the business ei-
ther to a third-party or within the family or you may be able to pro-
vide input on setting up an ESOP or helping to organize a sale to key
employees.
3. Investment advisory services—At the outset, you will likely be plan-
ning for the handling of the owner’s current, liquid portfolio. If, how-
ever, you play a central role in the planning for the succession of the
business, your position of trust and confidence will likely put you in
place to manage assets that far exceed those that the owner originally
brought to you.
Valuation and the Client’s Buy-Sell Agreement With Co-Owners
Accountants, attorneys, financial advisers and many owners recognize the
importance of having written buy-sell agreements between co-owners of busi-
nesses that reflect the current fair market value of the firms and are funded
with some form of life and, preferably, disability insurance as a means of af-
fecting the buyout. Despite the widely recognized importance of having ade-
quately funded buy-sell agreements, a startling number of multi-owner firms
have no buy-sell agreement in place or have agreements that either do not re-
flect fair market value of the asset or are unfunded.
This lack of planning is not limited to small firms—for which some might
speculate that agreements are absent because the firms have little value to
anyone beyond the current owners. In MassMutual’s recent “American Family
Business Survey” of over 1,100 family-held businesses with average annual
revenue of $36M, only half of the firms have any sort of buy-sell agreement in
place while less than half undertake any sort of regular valuation. Given the
fact that the respondent firms were well-established, with a median founding
date of 1959, and of good size in the small business realm, it is fair to ex-
trapolate that an even larger number of the typical American privately-held
businesses, which are the type that most of you deal with regularly, are at
least as poorly prepared with respect to buy-sell agreement valuation, imple-
mentation and funding.6
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The dangers presented by a lack of buy-sell agreement planning are not
academic. Common problems that firms encounter include:
1. No buy-sell agreement: When a buy-sell is lacking, there is no frame-
work on which to determine what will happen if an owner passes
away or wishes to terminate his or her relationship with the firm.
Thus, if an owner dies, the deceased owner’s spouse will likely now be
in control of the deceased partner’s business interests and the re-
maining partner(s) have a new partner.
2. Buy-sell agreement that lacks fair market valuation: Even if a buy-sell
agreement is in place, many agreements fail to peg a fair market
value for the firm, use a valuation methodology or metric that is not
reflective of market value (e.g., book value) or lack a mechanism for
keeping the valuation current. Thus, even if a buy-sell is in place, if
the valuation is nonexistent or outdated, and the mechanism for up-
dating the valuation is lacking or unreliable, there exists a high likeli-
hood for disagreement and possible lawsuits between the remaining
shareholders and the family of a deceased shareholder or a departing
stockholder. If fair market value is established using an unreliable
valuation methodology, the family of a deceased owner may end up in
a dispute not only with the remaining shareholder(s), but also with
the IRS as a value must be established for estate tax purposes.
3. Buy-sell agreements are unfunded, underfunded or overfunded: Al-
though having a buy-sell that reflects current fair market value is an
important first step, it is by no means the final step. A buy-sell
agreement must have a funding mechanism to implement a buyout of
a deceased partner at the current fair market value. If the agreement
is unfunded, or understates current market value, the deceased part-
ner’s family will not receive compensation for what the interest is le-
gitimately worth and they may lack adequate funds to pay potential
estate taxes. Preferably, the buy-sell will also be funded by some form
of disability buyout insurance that will permit the firm to purchase
the interest of permanently disabled partner. Such a policy assists the
disabled partner by providing a much needed lump-sum payment for
their hard work in building the firm while relieving the firm of paying
compensation to an employee who is no longer able to contribute and
freeing funds to replace the partner and share the workload. From the
client’s perspective, it is also important that the fair market value cal-
culation not overestimate the value of the firm. If overestimation oc-
curs, the firm will either be overpaying for insurance based upon an
erroneous valuation or may not have sufficient funds to buy back the
shares at the inflated valuation if the buy-sell is unfunded by insur-
ance.
From an informed owners’ perspective, funded buy-sell agreements are a
necessity with firm valuation being the centerpiece of the plan. Valuation is
necessary to prevent the worst-case scenario of an owner who dies or is dis-
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abled and fair market value is not paid for their interest. But, owners also do
not want to over-fund buy-sells. Thus, advisers should position buy-sell
agreement planning and an objective valuation as necessary business and
family protection sought to be completed while incurring the minimum neces-
sary insurance cost. The same issues apply to the single owner firm where the
business is being transitioned to one or more, but not all of the children, and
the owner wants to use key person insurance to fund distribution of equal as-
set amounts among the heirs. Having an accurate and up-to-date valuation
and the appropriate amount of insurance are essential elements of meeting
the client’s needs.
Buy-Sell Agreements and Valuation: Adviser Benefits
Given the objective importance of buy-sell or key person agreement planning
and funding, advisers are presented with an outstanding opportunity to raise
their stature in the eyes of their clients by advocating critical planning that is
relatively inexpensive to implement. While this planning provides much-
needed protection for the client, it also presents among the most lucrative
planning opportunities for advisers. The necessity of funding buy-sell agree-
ments, coupled with the broad array of different insurance funding options in
both the life and disability areas, positions the adviser to earn significant
commissions by assuring that the owner has adequately funded the buy-sell
agreement.
In many ways, valuation is the most important step in the buy-sell
agreement process in that it assures that all interested parties, be they the
family of a deceased partner, a disabled shareholder or a departing owner, re-
ceive fair market value for their interests while the remaining owners pay
market-based compensation. Absent a current valuation, coupled with a plan
to obtain regular updates, there exists the real possibility that parties can be
inadequately protected, with acrimonious circumstances arising. Moreover, a
valuation removes the financial adviser from the conflicted position of offering
guidance on the appropriate level of insurance funding to obtain where the
adviser stands to receive a commission on the insurance. Thus, it is in the mu-
tual best interest of the client and the adviser to have an objective and profes-
sional estimate of value completed on a regular basis in buy-sell agreements
in order to assure that all parties are adequately protected.
Estate and Transition Planning
Estate planning is a central issue that you will encounter with any of your fi-
nancial planning clients. As with all planning for business owners, the busi-
ness asset presents the adviser with additional challenges, as well as oppor-
tunities, within the estate planning process. As part of any estate planning,
the most critical question that the owner must answer for the issue is what
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the owner plans to do with the business for its next generation. The answer to
this question relates to the critical issue of transition planning for the busi-
ness and, given the interdependence of these planning issues, we will discuss
them together. Only after the adviser understands the owner’s plan for the fu-
ture of the business can they begin to formulate an estate plan that satisfies
the owner’s goals and does so in a manner that minimizes all relevant taxes
(e.g., estate, gift, or capital gains). In considering all of these issues, under-
standing the current, and possibly future, value of the business asset is criti-
cal.
There are many different business transition goals that you may encoun-
ter among owners, but they generally break down into two primary classes. In
the first instance, you may encounter an owner who is fortunate enough to
have a child, family member or key employee who represents the future lead-
ership of the firm. This presents a potential best-case scenario for the owner,
in that there is (presumably) a trusted person to carry on the business, and
the owner will not have to face the uncertainties and challenges of attempting
to market the business for sale as discussed earlier. Although intra-family
transfers do occur, the clients that come to you for help will most commonly be
situations where the owner will be seeking to sell to a third-party. In either
situation, the most common goals are:
1. Take steps to fashion a buyout that represents fair compensation for
the owner.
2. Structure the buyout terms and financing that is not so onerous that
the business cannot both satisfy the financing obligations and con-
tinue to flourish.
3. Minimize capital gains tax exposure for the owner.
4. Minimize the estate tax payable by the owner’s estate on any retained
business assets or proceeds from a transfer.
There are many creative strategies that can be pursued to achieve these
goals with appropriate planning. For intra-family transfers, options to con-
sider include selling to an intentionally defective grantor trust, gifting shares
directly to the next generation or to a Family Limited Partnership or LLC or
compensating the owner with some form of deferred compensation rather
than a straight sale. The earlier these strategies are pursued the better, in
most cases, as they lock in a lower value now—if the business is increasing in
value over time.
In the case of a third-party sale, value maximization and tax minimization
goals will be the central priorities with the options of gifting and creative use
of deferred compensation likely being off the table. All of these goals can be
addressed with the appropriate planning for which you can serve as the
“quarterback.”
Although a comprehensive explanation of the many options available to
the owner to transfer the business in a manner that provides adequate com-
pensation while minimizing taxes is beyond the scope of this discussion, it
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should be apparent that there is one common necessity to every one of these
strategies: Understanding the value of the business. At the outset, one point
must be made clear when considering any business transitions, regardless of
whether or not they are within the family: Fair market value is the standard
the IRS will use in reviewing any matter. Thus, fair market value will be the
basis upon which any intra-family gifts of company stock or LLC interests are
judged or in determining the capital gain on any sale.
The key reasons that a fair market valuation is necessary with respect to
any estate and transition planning include:
1. Owner’s need to understand fair market value: The owner will require
a valuation to understand the fair market value of the asset they are
transferring to assure that they receive a value they are comfortable
with.
2. Anticipating tax exposure: The tax considerations for any transfer are
probably most important:
a. Estate Tax—An owner must understand the potential estate tax
for any company stock, or the proceeds from the sale of any such
stock, in his or her estate at the time of death.
b. Gift Tax—In order to implement a gifting program, the owner
must understand the FMV of the asset and the applicable market-
ability and minority discounts that may apply and permit larger
blocks of stocks to be gifted than in the absence of the discounts.
c. Capital Gains Tax—A consideration for all owners, especially those
who have held businesses for a long time and have a low cost basis,
valuation will assist in understanding the potential gains tax and
in the exploration of strategies to minimize or defer payment of the
tax.
3. Deal structure: Whether the transfer is intra-family or arm’s length,
valuation will provide assistance in formulating the structure of the
buyout. Particularly in third-party sales, deal structure and value are
often a function of the seller’s expectation of the buyer’s strategy for the
use of the purchased assets. This is particularly the case where the
third party is a strategic buyer whose strategy is to combine the assets
purchased with the assets owned to achieve an expected level of cash
flow that would not be achievable by an acquirer that could not obtain
the same leverage from the purchased assets. A business valuation pro-
fessional could determine what this leverage is worth to the seller, and
thus enable the seller to extract some of the value the buyer expects to
create in the form of a higher purchase price. The final transaction’s
price is made up of two components: the value of the firm to a non-
strategic buyer plus a percentage of the value created by the strategic
buyer. This percentage will, of course, be subject to negotiation, and the
availability of like firms for sale. Be that as it may, by knowing the
strategy and the value that the buyer hopes to emerge from imple-
menting this strategy puts the business owner seller and his accountant
adviser in a position to obtain maximum value for the business.
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Transition and Estate Planning: Benefits of Valuation
to the Financial Adviser
As a financial adviser, you are presented with many potential opportunities in
assisting clients to understand the value of their business assets and then im-
plementing the appropriate planning to achieve the client’s personal and
business goals. In the short run, assisting a client with estate and transition
planning creates opportunities for hourly billings or fee-based plans as you
work to define goals and strategies, assemble a team of advisers and then exe-
cute the plan. There are also opportunities with respect to general life and
disability insurance products that the owner may wish to have in place, in-
surance policies to cover potential estate taxes or buy-sell agreements with
partners in the business.
Over time, when all or portions of the business interests are transferred,
the opportunities available to you increase dramatically because you were the
catalyst who helped the owner achieve liquidity; a feat 80 percent of owners
fail to achieve. You will now be in a position to assist the owner in devising
strategies for investment of the wealth that has been taken out of the busi-
ness. Moreover, if the transfer of the business was among family members,
the possibility exists for you to continue as an adviser to the business into the
next generation. These opportunities simply would not have been available if
you had not played a key role in helping the owner uncover and realize the
goals for the future of the business.
Valuation and the Client’s Plan to Buy or Sell Business
As we have discussed throughout this chapter, the odds of selling a privately-
held business are generally stacked against the owner. There is one reason
that accounts for much of this difficulty: The uniform lack of transparency in
financial reporting in privately-held firms.
Unlike investors in public companies, who can rely on SEC filings or real
estate buyers, who have access to the registry of deed, there is a dearth of in-
formation readily available to potential buyers of private firms. Given that the
purchase of a business will likely be the biggest transaction ever undertaken
by a would-be buyer, they will rely heavily on the document that represents
the true and legal financial condition of the firm: The tax returns.
Tax returns present some comfort to business buyers because there is a
degree of uniformity created by the forms and definitions and, most impor-
tantly, the documents are signed under oath with legal consequences related
to falsification. From an owner’s perspective, however, the tax returns are
typically not the preferred method for setting forth the most favorable finan-
cial condition of the firm. Throughout the life of their firms, upon the advice of
their accountants, most business owners have pursued a strategy of tax
minimization. Thus, they have made every legal attempt to minimize the tax-
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able income of the business, principally by maximizing business expenses. Al-
though these “owner discretionary expenses” are perfectly legal, it presents a
real problem when it comes time to sell the business. This tax minimization
strategy is, in reality, tantamount to value minimization because inflated ex-
penses lower profitability and, by definition, lower value. Thus, at the very
time owners want to put their best business foot forward, they have under-
mined many sales opportunities by portraying a bleak profit picture.
Given the challenges facing business buyers (hard-to-sell firms) and sell-
ers (risky-to-buy firms), the benefits of objective valuation analysis are readily
apparent. When you represent the buyer in a transaction, the standard of
competent practice should be to recommend a valuation based upon tax return
performance. By undertaking a valuation, a buyer will know they are paying
fair market value and will have a much easier time convincing investors or
the bank to finance the transaction. Any buyer who fails to heed this advice
and undertake this basic due diligence has rightfully earned the problems
they will invariably encounter during their ownership of the business.
Team Tip: In representation of business owners, advance planning is
the critical issue. Immediate planning is most critical to your busi-
ness-owner clients who wish to retire in the next five years and who
will depend upon the business to fund any portion of that retirement.
As the adviser, it is critical that you counsel these owners to obtain
some form of valuation as soon as possible so that they can get a sense
of the value of the firm based upon their current financial reporting.
This valuation must include a careful review of all expense items to
determine if these are truly business necessary expenses that a future
owner would find essential to the operation of the business. The types
of expense categories that should be reviewed as part of any compe-
tent valuation include:
1. Owner Compensation: Is it at market rate or significantly above
such that profit or distributions are being reflected as expenses.
2. Family Members on Payroll: These employees should be scruti-
nized to determine if they are necessary to the operation of the
business and, if so, if their wages are above market rate.
3. Pensions/Profit Sharing: Are these expenses at levels necessary
to incent and retain key employees and owners or above that
threshold.
4. Other Expenses: Expenses such as automobiles, insurance, club
memberships, marketing, etc., should all be reviewed with the
goal to determine only the business-necessary level of those ex-
penses.
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Once a determination of the business-necessary expenses has been made
in every expense category, a plan should be devised so that, in the years prior
to the planned sale of the business, the non-business necessary expenses are
eliminated and, hopefully, drop straight to earnings. This process will likely
result in higher taxes given the increased profits. Most significantly, however,
these profits will increase the value of the business at a significant multiple
over and above any tax savings that would have been realized through the
prior tax minimization strategy.
During the years prior to sale, regular valuation updates should be per-
formed for two reasons. The owner will be able to see how he or she is tangibly
increasing the value of the firm. A track record of objective valuations showing
steadily increasing profits and value will be available to the potential buyer.
Finally, this record of valuations showing value growth will be consistent with
the tax return data and give the buyer confidence that the financial picture for
the firm is legitimate and it is a business worth acquiring.
Benefits of Valuation to the Financial Adviser
As an accountant and financial adviser, you are in the ideal position to explain
to the owner the dichotomy between value maximization and tax minimiza-
tion. You have likely been working as the accountant for the firm for years
and have assisted the client in their tax planning. Now, as the owners reach
retirement, you can be the one to give them the critical advice necessary to as-
sure that they can achieve liquidity from their business by properly position-
ing the firm for the marketing process. Once the owner achieves liquidity from
the business, as the key reason that the owner was able to smoothly work
through the sales process from preparation through transaction execution,
you will be in a prime position to assist the owner in managing the resulting
investable assets.
Valuation and the Client’s Divorce
Although there are many positive and rewarding reasons to do a valuation,
divorce is one of the unfortunate, but common, reasons that owners or their
spouses come to their accountant or financial adviser seeking valuation ad-
vice. Divorces represent the most difficult and divisive situations in which the
valuation process will play out. Given that people do not wish to believe that
divorce is a possibility, despite its frequency, agreements between spouses
that deal with the disposition of the business assets in the case of divorce are
typically not in place.
There are many reasons that the valuation of a business is ripe for contro-
versy in a divorce proceeding. To understand the genesis of the problem, one
need only reflect upon the basic fact that we discussed earlier: even in good
times, most owners simply do not have a realistic grasp on the value of their
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firm. Owners are generally too close to the business to have the necessary de-
tachment and economic knowledge to objectively value the firm. Moreover, in
cases where you represent the spouse who is not active in the business, you
are faced with someone who has little knowledge of the workings of the busi-
ness and, thus, is even less likely to be able to estimate value accurately.
Combine those impediments with all of the emotions implicated during a di-
vorce, and the differing agendas of the parties (active spouse wants low value,
inactive spouse wants high value), and it becomes quite apparent why the
valuation issue can be problematic.
Despite the challenges presented by the valuation issue, completing an
objective valuation can often make the divorce proceed more smoothly. Once a
party has a realistic understanding of the value of the firm, the emotional as-
pects relating to the business have the potential to be put in the context of the
objective value of the asset. For a spouse who is inactive in the business, hav-
ing a trusted third party place a value on the business will often eliminate
much of the fear that they will be taken advantage of by the active spouse. It
can play a role in reining in unrealistically high valuations that some inactive
owners place on firms because they lack the insider’s view of the problems and
challenges facing the firm. Once an objective valuation is complete, the client
can then begin to devise their strategy for dealing with the distribution of the
marital assets. If both parties have an objective valuation completed, the case
has the potential to resolve itself more quickly and in a manner that is mutu-
ally beneficial.
One point to keep in mind, however, is that a valuation undertaken to in-
tentionally over- or understate the value of the business will likely only make
the matter more contentious and less susceptible to a negotiated settlement,
which is generally what all parties in a divorce should strive for. Although
parties who have an objective valuation completed may still attempt to nego-
tiate a disposition of assets that they deem most favorable, those who are
dealing with a valuation that is in larger part advocacy, than fact-based
analysis, are likely to unnecessarily prolong a miserable and unproductive
process. Moreover, an antagonistic approach will likely undermine the nego-
tiations and leave the disposition up to the court, where the likelihood of a
“just” disposition is as uncertain as a particular judge’s understanding of the
facts of the business at issue. Thus, as the adviser to a party in a divorce pro-
ceeding, your client is best served by obtaining a realistic valuation at the out-
set and framing the negotiations in that context.
The other type of “divorce” is the common occurrence of a disagreement
between business partners. Unlike a divorce between spouses, who typically
lack a prenuptial agreement or a buy-sell agreement dealing with divorce,
well-prepared business partners should have buy-sell agreements that explic-
itly addresses the issue of a buyout in the event the parties decide that they
can no longer work together. Given that business breakups are common, espe-
cially when the economic environment is challenging, advisers have yet an-
other reason to advocate sell agreements among their multi-owner clients. In
the absence of buy-sell agreements supported by objective valuations, part-
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ners who wish to go their separate ways should be advised to undertake a
business valuation for the same reasons that such a course of action is advis-
able for spouses during a divorce.
Benefits of Valuation to the Financial Adviser
In spousal or partnership breakups, clients with business interests are best
served by undertaking a valuation. It is in the best interest of the adviser to
encourage clients to get a valuation in this setting so that the client can be as-
sured that they are getting the best possible advice and are not running the
risk of being taken advantage of with respect to the business asset. Once the
divorce is complete and emotions begin to return to normal, the business
owner will likely be grateful for the sound advice to obtain an objective valua-
tion of the business, which could lead to a continued relationship. Moreover, if
the client does not view the disposition of the business as part of the divorce to
have been favorable, you have some separation from the issue.
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The Business and Financial Interest
Valuation Primer for Advisers
BY CARL LLOYD SHEELER, CBA, AVA*
There is no asset that appears to confound advisers more than
ownership in a business enterprise; perhaps more so, a partial interest
in a business or real property. The sheer number and impact of legal
and financial issues has profound implications on value. It is human
nature to steer clear or minimize the net result of these issues, as they
can be daunting. However, in the absence of substantial and
independent conclusions that are empirically supported, opinions of
value are mere guesses. Such estimates can lead to egregious losses of
thousands, if not millions of dollars for your clients. A working
relationship with a seasoned business valuation analyst (appraiser)
can secure your advisory role with clients who require your advice in
areas ranging from estate and succession planning to enhancing value
via a thorough review of current operations.
Business appraisal and economic damages analysis is a niche specialty. The
CPA credential itself is unlikely to provide the requisite skills and resources to
render opinions of value and may pose some conflicts of interest as well. Even
after performing well over 350 written business valuation and damage as-
sessment reports, holding membership and/or accreditation in all of the na-
tional business valuation organizations and providing testimony in over 100
depositions and court, this author finds there is still much to learn about the
industry. This chapter will provide insights into many of the issues confront-
ing the business valuation analyst, primarily in the context of estate-related
work.
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Thinking Like an Investor
Regardless of the property held, the business appraiser’s role may be simpli-
fied by attempting to simulate and quantify the most likely decisions made by
a pool of investors. Obviously, marketable securities of publicly traded compa-
nies represent highly liquid, minority interests that can be bought and sold (in
minutes) with cash changing hands in a matter of days (or sooner). An inves-
tor principally examines several factors, but inevitably is concerned with the
degree of risk compared to the economic benefit or return. Returns may be
achieved by growth (capital appreciation), income (distribution of dividends)
or both. The greater the likelihood that growth and income will be achieved,
the lower the risk. The lower the risk, the higher the value of the property and
the investment necessary to acquire it. In simple terms: How much cash can
be readily and consistently received during what time frames? This is basic fi-
nancial theory where the property owner has to be aware of the market and
economic climate for the specific investment as well as others, which may offer
less risk or higher returns.
Holding Period and Liquidity
If the asset cannot be readily sold because there is a limited pool of buyers,
then the holder of an interest in this property may not be readily able to
achieve a “cash equivalent” value as of a specific date when the seller wishes
to sell—without adjusting the price sufficiently to attract a buyer. Therefore,
the adjustment or “discount” becomes more profound in cases where the inter-
est held generates little or no income or when the investor has little or no con-
trol over the performance and subsequent sale of the asset.
This is certainly the case when one holds, for example, an undivided 10
percent interest in raw land, which may have appreciated in value, but the in-
terest holder is unable to find a buyer without the consent of a majority of the
other interest holders. The absence of the legal “bundle of rights” places re-
strictions on liquidation, sale or transfer, which, in turn, emphasizes why the
10 percent interest is not simply worth one-tenth of the pro rata value of the
entire property held. These concepts are the underpinning thoughts that lead
to the establishment of trusts, tenancy-in-common, Limited Partnership
(LP)/Limited Liability Companies (LLCs) and subsequent gifts of partial in-
terests in everything ranging from an operating manufacturer to an LP hold-
ing marketable securities and income-producing real estate.
The Fair Market Value Standard
Valuation methodology is built upon the following basic premise: The value of
property is equal to the present worth of the estimated future benefits to be
derived from its ownership. This is a fundamental premise of business valua-
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tion. A rational buyer normally will invest only if the present value of the ex-
pected benefits of ownership is at least equal to the purchase price. Likewise,
a rational seller normally will not sell if the present value of those expected
benefits is more than the selling price. Generally, a sale will occur at an
amount equal to the benefits of ownership.
Value is not always a single number. The valuation process is comprised
of judgments and estimates. No one can predict with certainty the amount of
benefits a company’s owner(s) will receive. Informed investors may have dif-
ferent opinions about the amount of those benefits; hence the differences be-
tween asking and offering prices. Value will depend not only on these benefits,
but also on growth, profitability, size of the interest, number of interest hold-
ers and other risks. Investors may require different rates of return based on
their opinions with respect to the risks of ownership. The business appraiser’s
task is to determine a “most likely” scenario where a hypothetical buyer and
seller will agree.
Valuation Date(s)
Value is based on a specific point in time, the valuation date. An investor’s re-
quired rate of return and amount of available benefits are based solely on the
information that is discernible and predictable at the valuation date. This is
highly relevant in estate tax valuations when events that would be unknown
to the decedent are taken into consideration. Opinions may differ if another
valuation date is used.
Definition of Value Used
Reports written for consideration by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) must
be supported by documentation that explains the methods, procedures, quan-
titative and qualitative analysis, and calculations, as well as assumptions
used to arrive at an impartial opinion of the fair market value (FMV) of the
property. As used below, the definition incorporates some of the following as-
sumptions and standards:
1. The prospective purchaser is prudent and profit seeking, and without
synergistic benefit.
2. The business will continue as a going concern and not be liquidated.
3. The business will be sold for cash or cash equivalent.
4. The business will be held on the market for a reasonable period of
time.
Fair market value has been defined as:
The price at which the property would change hands between a willing
buyer and a willing seller, neither being under any compulsion to buy or
sell and both having reasonable knowledge of the relevant facts.
Treas. Reg. Sec. 25.2512-1, 20.2031-1(b) and Rev. Rul. 59-60, 1959-1 C.B. 237
Court decisions frequently state that in addition, the hypothetical buyer
and seller are assumed able, as well as willing, to trade and are well informed
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about the property and the market for such property. This definition is widely
used in valuation practice. Also implied in this definition is that the value is
stated in cash or cash equivalents and that the property would have been ex-
posed on the open market for a period long enough to allow market forces to
interact to establish the value.
Team Tip: This definition is critical to the process of business ap-
praisal. It creates a considerable obligation on the part of the business
appraiser to simulate the thinking of arms length buyers and sellers
(the hypothetical persons above) when there may be no market, and,
in fact, no buyers or sellers. Let’s examine this language carefully.
The Price at Which the Property Would Change Hands. Fair market value
assumes that a (hypothetical) transaction occurs, even if no actual transaction
will occur. The standard is therefore a transactional standard.
Between a Willing Buyer and a Willing Seller. The hypothetical buyers
and sellers are willing to engage in a transaction. If there are no buyers or
sellers, the appraiser may need to consider the universe of potential (hypo-
thetical) willing buyers and sellers in an appraisal.
When the Former Is Not Under any Compulsion to Buy and the Latter Is
Not Under any Compulsion to Sell. Fair market value is not dealing with
forced transactions. In the real world, buyers and sellers always have reasons
that they engage in transactions. Financial distress or other reasons that
might compel a hypothetical seller or buyer to engage in a transaction may
not be considered.
Both Parties Having Reasonable Knowledge of Relevant Facts. The hypo-
thetical willing buyers and sellers are informed buyers and sellers. They are
informed about the subject of the appraisal, as well as with alternative in-
vestments, as the remaining guidance makes clear.
Court Decisions Frequently State in Addition That the Hypothetical Buyer
and Seller Are Assumed to Be Able, as Well as Willing, to Trade. Our buyers
and sellers must not only be willing to engage in transactions, they must be
able. In other words, hypothetical buyers and sellers must have the financial
capacity and knowledge to engage in a transaction.
And to Be Well Informed About the Property and Concerning the Market
for Such Property. Hypothetical willing buyers and sellers are required to be
informed, not only about the specific subject of the appraisal, but also about
the market in which the property trades. If there is no market, then the hypo-
thetical sellers and buyers must be informed about the markets for alternative
investments that would shed light upon the value of the subject of the ap-
praisal.
So the definition of fair market value has brought us full circle back to the
concept of alternative investments. It has also made clear that the valuation
process—which the definition of fair market value is supposed to simulate—
requires an in-depth understanding of the entity which is the subject of the ap-
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praisal, and that the process is information-intensive. In addition, the princi-
ple of substitution is considered. The principle states “the cost of an equally
desirable substitute [investment], or one of equivalent utility, tends to set the
ceiling of value (i.e., it is the maximum that a knowledgeable buyer is usually
willing to pay for a given asset, interest or property).”
Hypothetical Buyer. The prospective purchaser under the fair market
value standard is hypothetical. The prospective purchaser is anonymous, rep-
resents a composite of all arms-length purchasers, and is usually presumed to
be a financial (as opposed to a strategic) purchaser. This assumption may ex-
clude the buyer who by virtue of some other business relationship will benefit
from some “value-added” effect on the respective values of some other busi-
ness and the subject.
This standard of value also usually excludes from consideration the value
of the business to specific existing shareholders, creditors, or a related or con-
trolled entity, which may be willing to acquire the subject at an artificially
high or low price. This is distinguished from a synergistic purchaser who may
benefit in his own enterprise from the purchase of the subject. This is because
their motivations are not typical of an arm’s-length financial buyer. A strate-
gic purchaser is implied in the fair market value standard. If the identity of
the prospective purchaser is known, the investment value standard is often
more appropriate. This is an area that the IRS frequently struggles with when
gifts are made, or in their attempts to assemble assets upon death in order to
minimize or eliminate applicable discounts under this standard.
Hypothetical Seller. The seller under the fair market value standard is
also anonymous, and is assumed to know all relevant facts regarding the ef-
fect of market forces on the value of the subject, the effect of risk on value, the
return available from alternative investments, the effect of control and liquid-
ity characteristics on value.
Factors Influencing Fair Market Value
The market reality is that investors recognize that even a direct ownership in-
terest in a thinly traded property is absent cash equivalent liquidity, limiting
a viable and timely exit strategy. This may be more risky than other alterna-
tive investments, which have an active market, are freely-traded and otherwise
unencumbered. The seller may wish to achieve this liquidity in order to rein-
vest in a higher return than presently obtained. The investor wishing a higher
return must consider those factors that are perceived to impair the achieve-
ment of this goal. There are numerous recognized studies reflecting sophisti-
cated investor required return expectations. The observed factors influencing
these transactions include all of the following:
• Market, revenues, earnings and capitalization size and volatility
• Enterprise, asset, revenue, earnings and profitability history and fu-
ture
• Credit risk, limited access to ready capital and existing debt/leverage
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• Access to an active market and “exchange listing” (e.g., OTC v. NYSE)
• Record of earnings distribution and share redemption
• Investor sophistication and existence of agreements, restrictions, con-
tracts, etc.
• Risk requirements of investor based upon market alternatives
• Evidence of mean discounts from empirical studies
• Knowledge of, availability, access to, current and quality financial in-
formation
• Size of block, number of shareholders and degree of control
• Pool of available buyers
• Volume of comparable private transactions
• Desirability of the business by industry type and risk of no sale
• Contingent liabilities, such as embedded capital gains, and/or pending
litigation
• Susceptibility to regulations, market, economic and industry volatility
• Period to market/sell the enterprise (holding period) and terms of sale
• Company management (may include key personnel and advisers)
• Transaction costs (brokerage plus financial and legal fees)
When a factor is perceived to impair (discount) or improve (premium) the
asking or offering price, an informed investor will seek an adjustment. The
implication of most studies of “typical arm’s-length” transactions indicates
that there are substantial discounts for lack of marketability (DLOM) when an
impairment is believed to exist.
The principal issue(s) is/are the magnitude of the discount at the share-
holder level. Judge Laro, in Mandelbaum (1995), established a benchmark
range of marketability discounts of 35 to 45 percent considering many of the
factors listed above. The burden of proof was to quantify and explain higher or
lower discounts and the increment of return required by the investor.
Typically, on less liquid holdings a dollar held in equity is not equivalent
to the cash equivalent. This is especially true for partial real estate or LLC or
LP interests.
The pool of available buyers for such an interest would likely be sophisti-
cated investors and may no longer reflect the larger set of hypothetical buyers
intended under the FMV standard. Regardless, the return requirements as
compared to alternative investments would likely be significant. The holding
period of these types of investments in order to realize a gain, through conver-
sion into cash, would be greater due to the relative illiquidity of the interests
held than more freely traded alternatives. This time-value issue further un-
derscores the illiquidity of the portfolio.
The financial information, where applicable and/or available, are not held
to the same fiduciary requirements as found under SEC guidelines. The ab-
sence of reliable information would require the investor to obtain current ap-
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praisals and perform other due diligence at considerable cost of time and re-
sources.
Finally, the skills and time required to effectively manage closely held or
private assets may require investors to consider more passive activities with
higher returns unless they are willing to hire an asset manager, which re-
duces the entity’s profitability. This expense may be offset, to some degree, if
the hired management is competent and is able to recommend investments to
maximize returns.
Adjustments
Many of the factors one must consider in determining the appropriate ad-
justments are significantly influenced by numerous impairments for which an
investor would demand a concession in order to achieve a return consistent
with the perceived risk.
Adjustments (“discounts”) would have to be adequate enough to induce
the investor. Growing consensus exists that direct ownership, in and of itself,
does not provide a greater financial reward than minority shareholder owner-
ship in marketable securities. The FMV standard suggests the investor would
consider actual net cash proceeds. It is important to emphasize that the stan-
dard of value is fair market value. The IRS Valuation Guide (1994) requires
an analyst to make a reasonable estimate of the hypothetical price in a “cash”
sale and that it is irrelevant who are the real  buyers and sellers.
Support for these aforementioned discounts may be obtained from a vari-
ety of sources, such as Restricted stock and IPO studies.
Revenue Ruling 59-601 advocates the consideration of sale transactions for
stock of comparable companies that occur in public markets. This is noted as
follows: “As a generalization, the prices of stocks which are traded in volume in
a free and active market by informed persons best reflect the consensus of the
investing public as to what the future holds for the corporations and indus-
tries. . . .”
When assets held are thinly traded where no ready secondary market ex-
ists, the inability to readily sell increases the owner’s exposure to shifting
market conditions and increases risk of ownership.
The studies we will review clearly indicate that which the marketplace
knows intuitively: Investors covet liquidity and loathe the lack thereof. When
prudent and well-informed investors accept illiquid investments, they do so
only when the price is sufficiently low to increase the rate of return to a level
that brings risk and reward back into balance.
Ultimately, as in any investment, the buyer is concerned with the holding
period, the risk exposure and the cash return. The longer the term to liquidity;
the greater the risk of sale on unfavorable terms and the lower the dividend
yield, the higher the imputed discount.
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The IRS’s 8 Commandments of Valuation
All valuations must be performed consistent with the guidelines set forth in
IRS Revenue Ruling 59-60 pertaining to the valuation of business interests for
estate tax purposes as well as generally accepted appraisal principals. RR
59-60 was originally formulated for federal estate and gift tax purposes; how-
ever, its approaches, methods, and factors to be considered embody the opera-
tional characteristics that willing buyers and sellers consider in buying or
selling stock in most closely held businesses. The valuation factors listed in
Revenue Ruling 59-60 among those to be considered in valuing stock of closely
held corporations are:
1. Nature and history of the business.
2. Economic outlook in general and outlook for the specific industry in
particular.
3. Book value of the stock and financial condition of the business.
4. Earning capacity.
5. Dividend paying capacity.
6. Existence, or nonexistence, of goodwill or other intangible value.
7. Sales of stock and size of block to be valued.
8. Market price of traded stocks of companies engaged in the same or
similar line of business.
The Revenue Rulings and Regulations emphasize that the valuation fac-
tors do not necessarily have equal weight. Section 3.01 of RR 59-60 states the
following:
A determination of value, being a question of fact, will depend upon the
circumstances in each case. No formula can be devised that will be gen-
erally applicable to the multitude of different valuation issues arising in
estate and gift tax cases. Often, an appraiser will find a wide difference
of opinion as to the value of a particular stock. In resolving such differ-
ences, (s)he should maintain a reasonable attitude in recognition of the
fact that valuation is not an exact science. A sound valuation will be
based upon all the relevant facts, but the elements of common sense, in-
formed judgment and reasonableness must enter into the process of
weighting those facts and determining their aggregate significance.
The above items are relevant in that it is not uncommon for inexperienced
or “slick” appraisers to blend several approaches or methods to influence the
value conclusion in the absence of prevailing investor wisdom from both the
hypothetical buyer and seller perspective.
Highest and Best Use. It is an axiom of appraising that the value of prop-
erty is estimated in anticipation of its being used for its “highest and best
use.” It may be defined as follows:
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the legally permissible and reasonably feasible present use, or series of
uses, that will result in the greatest economic benefit to the owner or
user of the property.
A determination is necessary as to whether the best use of the property
may be a continuation of its present use, as a going concern, where applicable
or whether some form of liquidation might be more sound. These premises as-
sume that the management is operating in a rational manner with a goal of
maximizing owner value of the underlying asset(s). The value assumes a cove-
nant not to compete.
There are, of course, other rulings and codes addressing valuation issues;
several, of which, will be addressed later, but let’s visit each ruling and their
relevance to estate related work.
Nature and History of the Business. Here is where the appraiser will ex-
amine whether the business is an asset holding company or an operating
business. Copies of Operating Agreements, Articles of Incorporation, Bylaws,
leases, contracts, financial and operating history will be gathered and ana-
lyzed. Outlined below are some of the factors an appraiser must consider:
• Industry and type of company. Select a similar business to current
owner skills or something permitting diversification. What bearing
does product selection have on profitability and growth? Is the busi-
ness cyclical and what is the competition like? Would it be easier for a
buyer to purchase or start the business from scratch? Are they buying
your job or a business? What have other similar businesses been sold
for in the past?
• Level of sales and profit margin. A business with smaller sales volume
and a higher margin or a higher margin with lower sales, whose op-
erations may allow for improvement and/or growth?
• Financial strength. Does the company have undervalued assets? Are
there inventories that can be used as collateral for financing? How
much preacquisition leverage is acceptable?
• Geographic location. Where to buy? Is that the only acceptable loca-
tion? Will any efficiencies of scale materialize only if the target is
within a certain area?
• Purchase price, financing terms. How much budgeted? What is the
seller’s financing? Is an earnout provided for? What financing re-
sources are available? How much value is perceived in the eyes of the
lender?
• Management strengths and weaknesses. Can current management as-
sume responsibility for the target’s operation? Will current manage-
ment stay? Are there specific management strengths not present?
• Market and market strategy. Is the acquisition designed to increase
market share? Is there a particular segment of the market desired?
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• Number and strength of competitors. If the acquisition is for diversifi-
cation, who are the target’s competitors? Are they new to the market?
Are they gaining or losing market share?
• History and reputation. Is the acquisition candidate a family business?
Will it be difficult to persuade the owner(s) to sell or the key employ-
ees to remain?
• Property, plant and equipment. Are assets at or under capacity? Has
the equipment been well maintained? Is it paid for?
• Distribution networks. Is this acquisition designed to increase distri-
bution networks to lower distribution costs?
• Liability issues. Are there identifiable or contingent liabilities? Are
there proposed changes in safety or environmental regulations that af-
fect the industry? Will the target have difficulty complying? Can the
target help you comply with new regulations?
• Trademarks, patents or proprietary technology. Will their acquisition
increase the price charged for products or increase market share?
• Research and development (R&D). Can the cost of the R&D invest-
ment be spread over a broader product or earnings base?
Planning an Exit Strategy
The manner in which the business has operated is often considered a proxy of
the future and closely considered by an investor. Here is a wonderful opportu-
nity to offer advisory services; especially prior to exploring potential future
exit strategies. Many business owners are baby boomers, who have begun to
think about retirement. They have spent their lives building a business; re-
tiring may not be an easy prospect either emotionally or financially.
An exit strategy involves developing a plan for passing on responsibility
for running the company, transferring ownership and extracting the owner’s
money. Developing an effective exit strategy involves planning on several lev-
els.
Because a stable business is worth more than an unstable one, creating a
seamless transition is essential to maximizing the owner’s investment. This
means planning ahead, while the company is in good economic health. The
first step for creating an exit strategy involves assessing needs. Some impor-
tant questions include:
1. Is a family member or trusted manager identified to take over when the
owner retires? If not, consider selling the business to maximize value
and avoid a crisis.
2. Have you planned for estate taxes?  If the liquidity necessary to cover
estate tax liabilities is not present, consider life insurance or creating
a gifting program.
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3. Will other factors, such as relationships with other shareholders or
changing market conditions, play a role in the business’ future? Dis-
agreements with other shareholders or changing market conditions
that increase risk may dictate the type of plan.
4. Is the current legal structure most conducive to the intentions of the
business owner? Certain structures such as an LLC may be more ideal
depending upon whether the owner wishes to maintain control while
minimizing tax liabilities.
5. Are the articles of organization or incorporation current? Often these
important documents are dated and may not have provisions for indi-
cating succession or in what manner the ownership interest(s) will be
valued.
Team Tip: The cornerstone of any exit strategy is knowing what the
business is worth, which isn’t necessarily its book value. Having a pro-
fessional valuation performed will lay a solid foundation for creating
the client’s strategy as well as increasing the business’ profitability.
Economic Outlook in General and Outlook for the Specific Industry in Par-
ticular. If a business has had sagging sales and reduced profitability, in the
absence of an understanding of what is the overall industry performance, how
would an investor know whether this was a “good” or “poor” performance? In
another example, if sales prices for a particular industry appear higher than
historic transactions, is it as a result of an industry consolidation and do these
purchases reflect fair market value. The general point is understanding the
impact on local, regional and national market and industry influences will
paint a much clearer picture of investor attitudes. This requires thorough re-
search and can easily be one of the most costly areas of an appraisal report.
More importantly, it is an area where the business owner can consider mak-
ing operating changes to increase business performance to have it meet or ex-
ceed industry “norms.”
The business appraiser must be familiar with the wealth of data sources
utilized to address this factor. Examples of data sources are: Dun & Brad-
street (www.dnb.com/us/), The Risk Management AssociationTM (RMA, for-
merly Robert Morris Associates, www.rmahq.org), Almanac of Financial Ra-
tios (IRS), National Institute of Business Management (www.nibm.net), and
Trade Associations, Department of Commerce, Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS), National Economic Review and World Economic Forecasting Associa-
tion (WEFA), and other resources available on the Internet.
Book Value of the Stock and Financial Condition of the Business. Particu-
larly, with the advent of impairment testing under Statements of Financial
Accounting Standards (SFAS) 141 and 142 having a greater understanding of
the business beyond tax ramifications are imperative. SFAS 141 and 142 took
effect July 1, 2001 and they change how investors measure the wisdom of a
merger or acquisition by measuring the premium paid—also called goodwill.
These reporting standards recognize the amount exceeding the book value of
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the company’s assets, which are intangible, such as customer lists and brand
loyalty and must be allocated by type. A way of looking at the standards is to
recognize historical cost accounting may be easing towards a fair market ac-
counting in the purchase method (i.e., market value vs. cost). As an example,
the “value-in-use” of operating equipment may be more than 50 percent of
their cost, despite their purchase 10 years earlier, if such equipment had a
significant role in the income generation of the business. Clearly, the current
market value and book value, if fully depreciated, would differ significantly.2
A trend analysis of the income statements and balance sheets will be per-
formed, typically over a 5-year period. This compares the business against it-
self; however, to only perform this step is to suggest the business operates in a
vacuum.
Comparative ratios will be made to identify any anomalous line items on
both the balance sheet and income statement. This will require the use of in-
dustry operating data in order to evaluate how the business is operating com-
pared to its competition. Areas where there are differences need to be explored
and addressed as the implication is that adjustments may be required. An ex-
ample might be inventory, where there is excess that may require adjustment
as it will never sell at cost. Conversely, inventory should be valued at its cost
plus net profit as the true value to the buyer/seller under the fair market
value standard.
By simple example, if the owner’s spouse works part-time and is receiving
three times the normal full-time salary for an office assistant, would this be
an expense normally incurred by an investor wishing to maximize the distri-
bution potential? This would in turn serve to increase the company’s value.
Certainly, when an investor does not have control over such an election, they
are willing to pay less as they may assume they will receive less economic
benefit, such as distributable income.
Another example might be the remaining term of a real property lease. If
it is a restaurant, a three year lease with no renewal option may be considered
adverse, regardless of the profitability of the business, if sales are derived
from location. Alternatively, if the business is a gas station, a three year lease
may be considered customary as renewals are generally expected, although
not guaranteed.
The adjusted book value method is usually the least controversial; how-
ever, often fails to recognize the full market value of the assemblage of tangi-
ble and intangible assets. This approach appraises all assets and liabilities as
a method of valuing the entire business.
The net asset value (NAV) method is most commonly used and is an ag-
gregate (total) value of all assets held in the “structure.” This adjusted NAV is
reduced by any existing liabilities to determine NAV and assumes that the
willing buyer is interested primarily in the assets after discounts for lack of
marketability as recognized by IRS Revenue Ruling 77-287, and portfolio mix
(what are the assets in the structure) and restrictions (obstacles placed on in-
terest holders), loss of a key person, absorption (time required to sell) and em-
bedded capital gains (taxable appreciation of assets held).
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One of the most disturbing oversimplifications of adjusted book value is to
fail to recognize the element of time and investor motivation. Consider the
following: How long would it take to assemble all the assets of business “B” to
be comparable to the existing business “A.” Obviously, there is time to assem-
ble the workforce, stationary, leases and client relationship. Now add to the
equation that these assets in place are not sitting idle but are generating
sales. If it would take three years for business “B” to achieve business “A’s”
sales, how much more than book value would one pay?
A general way of determining a value indication of a business’ assets
and/or equity interest is using one or more methods either as a going concern
or in liquidation.
The assets appraised under this approach will include current assets, op-
erating tangible and intangible assets, and non-operating assets; however,
goodwill and other related intangible assets are not normally included.
The premise of the cost approach is that a prudent investor/buyer would
pay no more for an asset than the amount for which the asset could be re-
placed. A variation of this approach is called the underlying assets approach
(Excess Earnings, Hybrid, or Treasury Method). It quantifies the value of a
business as being the combined value of each of the individual assets, both
tangible and intangible (goodwill, intellectual property, and non-compete).
If the company has surplus capital on hand in the form of marketable se-
curities or cash, this may not generate any additional sales or income and
should either be reinvested into the business’ expansion, pay down debt, ob-
tain a line of credit or be distributed.
Earning Capacity. By examining the past and future cash needs of the
business, one can assess the ability and potential to make a profit and to grow.
In the absence of this capacity, the reason for investing will typically be to
achieve growth in value, which is more dependent on external factors.
Dividend Paying Capacity. While confused with earning capacity, the
dividend paying capacity tends to deal with the willingness, frequency and
priority to make distributions to interest holders.
By way of example, a preferred shareholder may be entitled to the major-
ity of earning capacity leaving a smaller amount available for holders of com-
mon stock.
Here are applied the various Income Approaches to value such as Dis-
counted Cash Flow and Capitalization of Earnings. The Income Approach is a
way of determining the value indication of a business or equity interest using
one or more methods wherein a value is determined by converting anticipated
benefits (i.e., normalized cash flows, pretax earnings, or after-tax earnings)
over a period of time into a value. The methods under this approach will usu-
ally apply some form of capitalization rate or discount rate to the defined
earnings of the subject being appraised.
The value of an economic asset is generally considered to be a function of
its ability to produce future economic benefits. Income producing concerns
which are expected to continue operating are commonly valued either by capi-
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talizing a single year estimate of sustainable earnings or by discounting to
present value a projection of future earnings.
On the other hand, Asset Holding Companies (AHC), such as many LPs
and LLCs, have two predominant methods used to value equity interests
whose earnings are derived from invested capital. The Income Approach
which assumes ownership will continue operations (as was decided in Watts
(51 TCM 60-1985) and Ward (87 TC 78-1986) and the Asset Based (Cost) Ap-
proach which examines the cost of asset replacement or liquidation value of
assets, where the present value of the corporate assets are sold at one time in
total liquidation, which assumes the entity can and will liquidate. Judge
Whalen in the Estate of Catherine Campbell (62 TCM 1514-1991) opined that
both methods should be considered and weighted citing the Estate of Andrews
(79 TC at 938, 945) and reduced a one-third interest by 56.8 percent. Support-
ing these discounts also requires the use of the market approach.
In the Capitalization of Earnings Method the Cost of Capital is forward
looking and includes three basic components of market value: The rate of re-
turn investors expect on a riskless or “risk free” basis; the uncertainty about
when and how much cash flow or other economic benefit will be received and
the expected inflation while money is invested. The capitalization of a single
period’s return tends to be more appropriate when it appears that a company’s
current operations can reasonably be considered indicative of its future opera-
tions.
The application of the method requires three critical decisions: (i) the se-
lection of a return to be capitalized; (ii) the selection of a capitalization rate
appropriate to the type of return selected; and (iii) whether to use a measure
of selected return applicable to equity or invested capital. The value of intan-
gible assets are included in the opinion of value indicated by this method. This
is true as the method uses the company’s total earnings, as adjusted. The
earnings are the product of the employment of both the tangible and intangi-
ble assets. Hence, the value derived is one for the entire enterprise inclusive of
all operating assets.
This capitalization rate would be applied to benefit stream, which would
result in an indicated value and tends to be the most reliable reflection of a
business based on historic performance, if it is not too asset intensive. This
“cap” rate is the discount rate (see below) less an expected sustainable long-
term growth rate.
I = Income of $250,000
R = Rate of 20% (Equivalent to multiple of 5x)
V = I/R or $250,000/.20 = $1,250,000
The Discounted Earnings Method is based on the theory that the total
value of a business is the present value of its projected future earnings (bene-
fits) from operations, plus the present value of the terminal value. The pro-
jected future earnings are discounted back to the present using an appropriate
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discount rate to reflect risk. The discount rate represents the time value of
money plus risk.
IRS Revenue Ruling 59-60 states that “A determination of the proper
capitalization [discount] rate presents one of the most difficult problems in
valuation... Thus, no standard tables of capitalization rates applicable to
closely held corporations can be formulated.”
The capitalization/discount rates selected must be a reasonable surrogate
for the return necessary in the marketplace to attract the capital of the “will-
ing buyer” inherent in the fair market value standard. The rate is the time
value of money, inflation and the risks (degree of uncertainty of benefits that
may not be realized) associated with ownership of a specific business interest
that is the subject of an appraisal. There are different methods in deriving the
rate with the more common referred to as the “Build Up Method.” There is
also CAPM and WACC as well as lesser-used methods.
In developing a rate, we consider risk premium studies/theories promul-
gated by James Schilt, Ibbotson, PriceWaterhouseCoopers, and others. An es-
timate of the required rate of return is derived from market evidence and is
the sum of the following: Appraisal date long-term Treasury bond yield (low-
risk or risk-free rate) and a premium for risk, which is the sum of the follow-
ing: (1) An equity risk premium, which is the expected premium over the risk-
free rate that investors expect to get by investing in the common stock mar-
ket; (2) An additional premium for extra risk associated with the small size of
the subject compared to average-sized companies; and (3) An additional pre-
mium for company-specific risk factors relative to comparative public compa-
nies in its industry.
The value conclusion is on an “as if freely traded” basis as the capitaliza-
tion rate used was derived from returns on publicly-traded securities in which
the investor received both the relevant rates of return indicated and the li-
quidity which comes from the marketability of a freely and actively traded
market. Closely held securities do not; hence, a discount for the lack of mar-
ketability of the company’s shares may be needed.
Average Return Standard Deviation (Risk)
Venture Capital 45.0% 115.6%
Small Company Stocks 17.2%   25.0%
International Stocks 15.2%   21.6%
Large Company Stocks 13.3%   15.7%
Long-term Gov’t. Bonds   7.6%   11.4%
Treasury Bills   6.0%     2.7%
The chart above reflects the various alternative investments and average
long-term rates of return since 1960, as reported by Ibbotson Associates. As
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the risk of the investment increases (reflected by volatility measurement of
standard deviation), the expected rate of return increases.
Build Up Method
Risk “Free” Safe Rate of Return 5.4%
(30 year treasury bond)
Equity Risk Premium 9.0%
(Difference between total returns on common stocks
and long-term government bonds over a 70 year period:
14.4%–5.4)
Small Company Risk Factor 3.8%
(Difference between total returns on small company
stocks and common stocks over a 70 year period:
18.2%–14.4)
Specific Company Risk Premium 4.0%
(Based on appraiser’s judgment of all associated risks)
Net Cash Flow Discount Rate 22.2%
Less: Sustainable Growth (Estimated for industry) 6.0%
Capitalization Rate for next year 16.2%
Existence, or Nonexistence, of Goodwill or Other Intangible Value. Truly,
in the absence of any intangible value, what would be the principal motivation
for an investor to acquire the book value of assets? This is an excellent area to
understand that going concerns with little debt and high levels of fixed assets,
such as manufacturers, may have nominal goodwill value as the expected re-
turn generated by the investment in these tangible assets far exceeds the ac-
tual income generated by the business. Goodwill is considered to be present
when cash flow indicates a greater return than would be expected on the ef-
forts of the people involved in the investment in tangible assets. Goodwill can
be attached to the identity of a specific person, the business trade name, a
specific product, trademark, or physical location. If there is goodwill, the eq-
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uity value of the business is typically a combination of net asset value and
goodwill value.
In the case of an enterprise, commercial goodwill may be most reflective of
the subject’s reputation and knowledge as the benefits that accrue to the pur-
chaser by reason of being able to enter into the business quickly and economi-
cally through the acquisition of an established client base, trained staff and an
in-place operational organization.
If the subject relies upon product, service and reputation, some goodwill
may be created through solid relationships with clients, suppliers and em-
ployees, which may be less transferable if associated with a specific owner.
Examples of other intangibles are:
• Trademarks, noncompetes, customer lists and relationships, order
backlogs.
• Creative intangibles such as books, musical compositions, and photo-
graphs.
• Contract-based intangibles such as licensing agreements, leases,
mortgage servicing rights, and timber rights.
• Technology-based intangibles such as patented and unpatented tech-
nology, domain names, databases, and trade secrets.
Sales of Stock and Size of Block to Be Valued. This factor examines what
prior transactions have occurred with the enterprise, which may influence
what the business or business interest(s) may be worth. The size interest
would have a significant bearing as a 100 percent interest would likely be val-
ued at a premium to a 25 percent interest in the same business; therefore, the
size interests should be specifically identified. This becomes significant when
addressing partial interests.
Market Price of Traded Stocks of Companies Engaged in the Same or
Similar Line of Business. This is the requirement to examine actual transac-
tions between buyers and sellers. As is expressed, the business does not have
to be the same as those compared, but attributes should be common. The
valuator usually chooses from at least five businesses for comparison. This
methodology is commonly the most overlooked usually because less experi-
enced business appraisers do not have the access or knowledge to apply this
method properly. In the perfect world, this approach should generally agree
with the results found in the Income Approach. Listed below are some repre-
sentative data sources. (See a comprehensive listing of business and invest-
ment internet resources at the back of this book.)
Public: EDGAR, Moody’s, Standard & Poor’s, Mergerstat, Mergers &
Acquisitions, Justquotes, Partnership Profiles, Discount Studies
and WSJ
Private: Bizcomps, Mid-Market Comps, Done Deals, IBA Market Database
& Pratts Stats
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While publicly traded company information is more abundant, its utility
can be difficult when applied to smaller closely held businesses; however, this
data can provide a useful industry perspective. The privately-held databases
have grown in recent years and provide thousands of transactions in many in-
dustries.
These databases tend to examine transactions of business with annual
revenues from under $1 million to about $10 million. This makes sense as
over 90 percent of businesses have annual sales in this category. They do lack
the detailed information that public SEC filings offer; however, are more
likely to reflect the proximate hypothetical investor transaction of a 100 per-
cent closely held business.
This approach offers a value indication of a business or equity interest
using a number of barometers that compare the subject to similar invest-
ments that are sold daily on listed stock exchanges or of public and private
company acquisitions. This is achieved by applying appropriate units of com-
parison and making adjustments, based on the elements of comparison, to the
sales prices of the comparable(s).
Multiples of price to earnings, cash flow, assets and/or revenues are units
of comparison determined from the market and applied to the subject. The
more frequent the transactions, the more reliable the results are and the
greater ease to determine a value. If these transactions are “arms length” they
provide strong empirical support for capitalization rates and value. Similari-
ties are not restricted to product and location; however, adjustments and
“weighting” may be needed for differences in size and profitability as well as
other factors. Five to seven comparable companies is the goal.
Revenue Ruling 59-60 advocates the consideration of sale transactions for
stock of comparable companies that occur in public markets. This is noted as
follows: “As a generalization, the prices of stocks which are traded in volume in
a free and active market by informed persons best reflect the consensus of the
investing public as to what the future holds for the corporations and indus-
tries. . . .”
The Guideline Publicly Traded Company Method derives the value for a
subject from an analysis of the market for guideline publicly traded companies
in the same or similar industry. This approach, from which expected investor
attitudes and expectations are developed, utilizes companies with the same or
similar general financial conditions as the entity being examined. Adjust-
ments are made for comparability differences.
The most common multiple is the ratio of price to earnings (P/E); however,
other multiples may be helpful. An alternate market approach is employed if
directly comparable public-issue companies are unavailable. The utility of this
method is highly debated by both business appraisers and economists. Due to
the significant influence of institutional investors and variables beyond the
scope of knowledge of even the most astute investor, the theory that stock
prices reflect what the buyer knows about the company and market is ques-
tionable.
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This may be readily evidenced by the significant differences in capitaliza-
tion between public and private concerns. Investor motivations are usually
dissimilar as well. A typical investor in a publicly traded concern has a very
small interest with no control in a very large company. The investment tends
to have a view towards how the stock will perform versus the company’s fu-
ture performance.
The investor in a closely held business, on the other hand, is often pur-
chasing a substantial portion of ownership in a business with the expectation
that he or she will be active in its future operation.
Given these differences, there appears to be little or no basis for assuming
that prices of publicly traded and more liquid stock are immediately relevant
to the value of a closely held business in the same industry.
The Market Data Comparable (or Transactional Analysis) Method derives
the value for the Company from an analysis of actual transactions involving
interests in publicly traded or closely held companies for which sufficient in-
formation regarding these transactions is available. Data regarding sales
price as a function of several measures of financial and economic performance
is analyzed. This data is then applied to the same measure of economic per-
formance of the subject company in order to determine a value of the subject.
To be useful for comparison purposes, transactions should be of similar char-
acteristics to the subject and purchase criteria of the potential “hypothetical”
buyer should have similarities including investor’s risk, anticipated holding
period, degree of investor’s involvement in management as well as, but not
only limited to, investor’s expectation of profit.
A potential problem is “interpretations” by entities reporting data on what
constitutes “earnings,” particularly when the price to earnings (P/E) ratios are
desired. A second problem exists when the business(es) report operating
losses. Often ratios, such as price to revenues (P/R) may be relied upon as an
alternative. There are a number of empirical studies that reflect that there is
good statistical correlation between sales price and gross revenues and that
revenues are less “subjective” in interpretation than earnings data. There
tends to be lower statistical confidence with other performance ratios, such as
assets.
In the Direct Market Data Method (DMDM), the appraiser gathers suffi-
cient quantities of transactions involving closely-held businesses of the same
or similar Standard Industrial Classification (SIC). A minimum of five trans-
actions are needed to determine the mean or median P/E and/or price to gross
ratio (P/G) of market with reasonable confidence with 10 or more providing a
statistically adequate sample and 20 or more transactions permitting dividing
the market into quadrants showing the upper, lower 25 percent and up-
per/lower 50 percent. Segmentation can be reduced to 10 percent with 50 or
more transactions. The DMDM is about markets, whereas the Guideline
Company Method is about companies.
Many novice valuators confuse “rules of thumb” with the market approach
or opt to “suggest” that no viable comparable sales existed, so the approach
was not used. It begs to raise the question, “If there is no market data, how
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then was the capitalization rate developed for the Income Approach?” Rules of
thumb are appropriate when there is sufficient support that they are used in
the industry and the company’s performance is “typical” for its industry. They
may also be good sanity checks for more empirical means of valuation; how-
ever, even rules of thumb have very wide ranges within the same industry
with no data indicating what companies were used to support the multiples
used. Finally, the appraiser must explain which methods were considered and
those that were discounted in the reconciliation of value. There is controversy
as to whether subjective or empirical weighting is preferable; however, an ex-
planation supporting a selection is required. An application of discounts or
premiums may be needed to reflect the interest valued. We will address these
next.
Adjustments (“Discounts”) to Value
Having arrived at the value of a 100 percent interest, (sometimes referred to
as base value) we may need to now examine the value of a fractional interest,
which may or may not possess control. Generally, a noncontrolling (minority)
interest is defined as less than 50 percent of the total. Adjustments to reflect
lack of control (minority interest discount) are applied, and then further dis-
counted to reflect lack of marketability (DLOM). Typically, both lack of control
and marketability are inherent in many fractional interests.
Revenue Ruling 77-2873 indicates that a discount should be prepared and
used to reflect reductions in value when items such as the following are pres-
ent: (a) significant fluctuations in earnings; (b) few stock sales; (c) a company
with at least some shares sold on the public exchange; (d) poor resale ability of
shareholders; (e) shares valued have less protection [rights] from loss than
other shares; future earnings may not be similar to historical ones; and, (f)
tight financial times within the company.
In accordance with Judicial Preference and Revenue Rulings, the value
may reflect appropriate and empirically supported discounts, as discussed
below.
Minority Discounts
Several factors combine to make the value of a minority interest lower than
its directly proportionate share of the total value of the entity. The minority,
or noncontrolling, interest is unable to exercise influence over management of
the entity held.
The minority shareholders’ income, and future sale of the interest, is de-
pendent upon the actions of others. Hence, the application of asset-based ap-
proaches to value, when access to such assets is unlikely, should usually be
given less weight than other methods of value, such as the income approach.
A controlling co-owner may obligate other owners. Elements of control
may include appointment of management and determination of compensation;
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deciding articles, bylaws and policy making/changing acts; acquiring and liq-
uidating assets; selection and termination of business relationships; liquidat-
ing, dissolving, selling out or re-capitalizing company; selling or acquiring
treasury shares; registering for a public offering and declaring and paying
dividends as an example.
Size of block can matter where 49 percent can be considered as having op-
erating control if there are numerous, fragmented shareholders. A 20 percent
shareholder may be in a better position with four other 20 percent owners
than one holding 80 percent.
A “swing vote” value may be created if combining with an interest would
provide some level of control and tends to increase proportionately with
shareholder dissention. Approximately 50 percent of all states require a su-
per-majority (usually two-thirds vote) to effectuate certain corporate actions,
with certain states permitting minority shareholders of a certain size to take
action to dissolve an entity usually involving a minority oppression action.
However, quantifying the lower minority discount is not empirically avail-
able. Articles of Incorporation, Operating Agreements and By Laws may have
the same effect as statutes in most states; however, rights are usually ana-
lyzed on a case-by-case basis.
Noncontrolling shareholders must be compensated for this lack of control,
usually in the form of some reasonable discount. One way to estimate the size
of a minority interest discount is to reference discounts historically required in
the public securities market to induce investment. The Mergerstat Review, is a
highly regarded annual study of acquisitions compared to prices five trading
days prior to their announcements. This study includes an analysis of histori-
cal acquisition premiums compared with levels of market. This implies a dis-
count that may be calculated from the control premium, that is inversely pro-
portional (1 – 1/(1 + Premium) = Minority Discount). An average five-year dis-
count is often determined for the period of analysis. Other empirical studies
are found in public closed-end mutual funds, Public LPs and REITs.
Closed-End Investment Funds. Although their asset structures, organiza-
tional form, distribution policies, investment policies and other attributes can
differ markedly from a closely held business, their valuation corresponds, in a
generic sense, to almost any fractional interest in assets, especially ones
holding primarily securities. The fund issues a fixed number of shares that
does not change over the life of the fund. Investors wishing to own shares in
the fund must buy those shares from other closed-end fund shareholders, not
the fund itself. Prices paid represent minority interests in fully marketable se-
curities. Therefore, if the net asset value (NAV) of a closed-end fund can be
found and compared with the freely-traded price of the fund, it can be deter-
mined when and under what conditions the market affords a discount (or a
premium) to the NAV of a minority interest.
Real Estate Investment Trusts (REITs) are establishments primarily en-
gaged in closed-end investments in real estate or related mortgage assets. A
REIT, like a closed-end mutual fund, is established with a pool of money
raised from a number of investors and invested by the company that manages
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the REIT. REITs can be observed trading at discounts to their net asset val-
ues. Like closed-end funds, there are peculiarities of REITs that diminish
their direct comparability to a closely held business, such as: (a) They are re-
quired to pay out 95 percent of their taxable income on an annual basis; (b)
Quality of financial information and industry scrutiny is superior; (c) Per-
formance history; and (d) Quality and diversity of assets are higher. Despite
these limitations, REITs can give both an indication of the direction and mag-
nitude of discounts to net asset value in a given market and provide an indica-
tion of long-term return expectations of minority interest investors in real es-
tate portfolios.
Limited Partnerships. With a real estate limited partnership, or RELP,
you invest in a company that buys and manages different kinds of properties,
often of a particular type like shopping malls, warehouses or apartment
buildings. Private limited partnerships are generally restricted to high-asset
investors and have a limited lifetime, generally 8 to 12 years. There are some
real drawbacks. RELPs often impose large fees and are virtually impossible to
get out of before the term expires. Partnership Profiles, Inc. (Dallas, Texas), an
LP market research and publishing firm, has conducted a partnership resale
discount study. The study measures “price-to-value” discounts reflected in dif-
ferences between observed purchase prices and estimated net asset values of
LP units. The study is generally supportive of discounts within the range of 20
to 60 percent from estimated net asset values.
Assignee Interests. In a notional market, an assignee interest is assumed
transferable, which is frequently prohibited within LLC/LP agreements. This
would often require a cash or financed transaction with conventional loans
being difficult. This would limit the number of qualified buyers to principally
those with sufficient cash. This buyer would have no influence in the way the
entity is operated. By virtue of being an assignee interest, the “principal of
substitution” would likely suggest that such an investment, which is solely
economic with no voting rights, would be less appealing due to its absence of
marketability, liquidity and use as collateral. The benefits are limited with
their value being determined by assessing present worth of future benefits.
The “bundle of rights” that creates value such as the right to use, sell, im-
prove, and mortgage are not retained as ownership is in the interest held not
the asset itself.
An assignee interest does offer an excellent business, lifetime and estate
planning opportunity for controlling interest holders who desire to make gifts
and do not wish to see mismanagement by unqualified interest holders. Re-
sidual interest holder rights may be disposed of by use of a buy-sell agreement
with a fair market value purchase price and/or a beneficiary designation con-
tained in the originally agreement.
In the 1993 case of Gordon B. McLendon v. Commissioner, 96-1 USTC
60,220 (5th Cir Dec. 28, 1995), rev’g in part and remanding without published
opinion 66 T.C.M. 946 (September 30, 1993), the 5th Circuit Court opined that
assignee interests commanded substantial discounts (90.48 percent) from
those of a GP interest and the IRS acknowledged that these discounts were
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real. Similar decisions were made in Estate of Watts 823 F.2d 483 (8th Cir.,
Aug. 4, 1987), aff’d 51 TCM 60 (Dec. 9, 1985)—85.62 percent; Novak v. U.S.,
87-2 USTC 13,728 (June 29, 1987)—45.97 percent; and Estate of Daniel J.
Harrison, Jr. v. Commissioner, 52 TCM 1306 (Jan. 6, 1987)—44.59 percent.
Marketability Discount. Subsequent to applying the minority discount dis-
cussed above, we must consider the additional factors of lack of liquidity
(marketability) in the fractional interest. Marketability can be defined as the
ability to convert property into cash quickly, at minimal cost, and with a high
degree of certainty of realizing the expected amount of proceeds from a sale.
The market reality is that the fractional interest holder will have difficulty
converting a holding into cash without further reducing its pro rata sales
price.
All other things being equal, an interest in a business is worth more if it is
marketable or, conversely, worth less if it is not. The ability to sell the interest
is severely limited if the buyer has no reason to believe that the underlying in-
terest will be liquidated in the foreseeable future. In other words, the sale of
an interest in a publicly traded company can be affected in a single day by
simply placing a sale order, whereas sale of a stock in a closely-held company
could take months or be indefinite.
Dr. Shannon Pratt, an often cited business appraiser in Tax Court cases,
has expressed that discounts for lack of marketability have long been recog-
nized. “Shares of closely-held companies, most of which will never be freely
tradable, suffer much more lack of marketability than even restricted shares
of publicly traded companies. . . . Courts have tended to recognize higher dis-
counts for lack of marketability in recent years. . . .” In his compendium of re-
stricted stock studies, provided as an exhibit in this report, average discounts
ranged from 25.8 to 45 percent, with the majority midway between these two.
Both restricted stock and pre-IPO studies reflect discounts from publicly
traded values. Restricted stock is identical in all respects to freely traded
stocks of public companies except they are restricted from trading on the open
market for a certain period. Studies on these stocks have tended to provide an
average of 33 percent. Presumably, because the subject’s stock is not readily
traded and its sale is restricted with no rights to return of the initial capital
contribution, a discount greater to this sum may be assumed.
Tax Court Judge David Laro, an often-cited source on business valuation
and legal matters, and known for his decision in Mandelbaum, indicates that
an unlisted stock should be discounted as it is not easily marketable. A
benchmark range of 30 to 45 percent based on each case’s merits has been
recognized.
A private entity’s lack of marketability causes the interest owner to hold
the investment for a longer period of time or liquidate at a discount relative to
its pro rata marketable value. The Business Reference Guide (10th Ed.) by
Thomas West indicates that of closely-held businesses that do sell takes over 6
months from listing to closing, which ignores time to prepare for listing and
discounting the sales price from the listing price as well as all the businesses
that never sell. This differs considerably from the cash in 3 days for most pub-
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lic businesses. Mr. West indicates that only about 1 out of 4 businesses are
successfully sold, at an average commission of 10 to 12 percent. Discounts for
nontransferable, restricted common stock can sometimes be in excess of 60
percent relative to the publicly traded value of equivalent shares in the same
corporation.
Objective Sources of Marketability Discounts
The discount applied by investors is based upon the extant facts and circum-
stances and can often be substantial when compared to the indicated value.
Investors lacking readily applied discount factors rely upon empirical studies
to estimate discounts for marketability. Several studies have been completed
over the years and are described below. However, such studies can be grouped
into the following categories:
• Restricted Stock Studies—These studies range from 1972 through
1995 and found marketability discounts ranging from 25.8 to 45 per-
cent and averaging 34.1 percent; however, in a period of heavy market
activity and a bullish market, the perceived holding periods (of, say,
only a year) would be less risky.
• Pre-IPO Studies—These studies found discounts ranging from 40 to
45 percent and averaging 35 to 45 percent.
• Court Decisions—These decisions, while they cannot be applied
across-the-board to derive discounts do provide some guidance for dis-
count determination. Some of the more noted cases found discounts
ranging from 10 to 35 percent.
• Independent Studies—Various studies have been performed to either
analyze actual application or to develop more empirical methods to
derive marketability discounts, such as costs of flotation (issue costs).
Discounting for Trapped in Capital Gains. This adjustment is believed to
be appropriate as a result of the repeal of the General Utilities Doctrine until
the Tax Reform Act of 1986. The holding company owned a large timber prop-
erty and was believed best valued under the Asset (Cost) Approach. The gains
taxes were between 31 and 34 percent. An overall 47 percent discount was ac-
cepted. Clearly, the expected holding period of the interest held will likely in-
fluence the discount. Based on the cost basis of the original purchase price, the
gain could be considerable.
In the Estate of Artemus D. Herzog v. Commissioner (110 TC 1998-35), the
issue of low historic cost bases of assets to their appreciated fair market val-
ues represents a potential imbedded or “trapped in” capital gain liability and
can deter potential buyers of interest as the tax would flow to the individual
partners.
This position appears to be supported by the Second Circuit’s released de-
cision on Eisenberg (August 18, 1998) and the Estate of Richard R. Simplot
(TC Memo 1999-13), with the court recognizing a discount for the full imbed-
ded gain. Both the expert for the IRS and the taxpayer suggested an addi-
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tional 15 percent discount added to discounts for restricted stock, minority in-
terest and marketability discounts. Ultimately, the Court allowed for a 34
percent reduction of the imbedded liability.
Generally, unless liquidation, disassociation or termination is likely, the
attribution of this impediment is best evidenced in an increase in the discount
for lack of marketability.
Key Man Discount. Based on the relative contribution a party may have in
the business’ daily operations and on earnings performance, the unique na-
ture and transferability of an individual’s knowledge, skills and contacts,
whether company is a beneficiary of a sufficient life insurance proceeds (Rev.
Rul. 82-85); if a succession plan exists and compensation required to replace
with a competent manager. Revenue Ruling 59-60 recognized the depressing
effect on value if there is a lack of suitable personnel to succeed management.
Similar discounts may apply to key customer, product or technology depend-
ence; however, may be already considered in the earnings dis-
count/capitalization rate. This was decided in both Feldman v. Commissioner,
TCM 1988-429, and Rubin Rodrigues v. Commissioner, TCM 1989-13.
A key man discount may be applicable as the loss of the principle owner
would have a significant impact on the subject’s profitability. This issue is
particularly germane when considering small businesses or professional prac-
tices. Arguably, personal reputation is a key element. The IRS Revenue Rul-
ing 59-60 states: “Loss of a manager of a so called “one man” business may
have a depressing effect on the value of the stock of such a business particu-
larly if there is a lack of trained personnel capable of succeeding the manage-
ment of the enterprise.”
Items to consider include, but are not necessarily limited to, the availabil-
ity of an adequate replacement and associated costs to replace, the extent of
the key person’s daily involvement in the enterprise, the degree of control ex-
ercised over clients and suppliers, and motivation to assist in a transfer of
ownership. This was accepted in C. Stephen & Betty Boehm Babin vs. Com-
missioner  65 T.C.M. 1816 (1993).
Portfolio Discounts. May exist when a conglomerate exists of dissimilar
operations or in the event of inadequate diversification and quality and condi-
tion of underlying assets. The difference between the fair market value of an
asset holding entity and the asset held is called a portfolio discount. This is
readily supported by data relating to closed-ended investment funds, which
are allowed to act as pass-through entities and fluctuate to whatever market
levels buyers and sellers dictate. Most sell at a discount of 10 percent or more.
Built-in gains, diversification of the portfolio, management quality and his-
torical expectations of buyers to pay some discount are all determinants of the
discount.
The Estate of Barge supported the premise that the costs associated with
partitioning are explicit. Inherent to the sale of the underlying asset would be
potential legal, accounting and professional fees assuming all involved parties
are in agreement to sell. This is also supported by Estate of Piper TC Memo
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1062 (1979), which also allowed for a discount for lack of diversification which
appears to be the case of the subject.
Blockage/Absorption. Usually considered for public companies and ex-
amines how a large block of stock may depress price due to the time for the
market to absorb the additional shares traded above the average trading vol-
ume, usually 0–15 percent based upon facts of case. Helvering v. Safe Deposit
& Trust Company of Baltimore 35 BTA 259, 263 (1937) was a landmark deci-
sion.
These outlined valuation adjustments (discounts) are significant events in-
fluencing both the value of the underlying assets as well as the transferred in-
terests. “Allowed” versus “required” provisions of the agreement are germane
and are likely to impact value. They include, but may not be limited to the en-
tity’s, (a) Term or life; (b) Ownership and capitalization; Nature and extent of
management and voting rights; (c) Restrictions on transfer and withdrawal;
(d) Methods allocating income/loss; (e) Cash distribution requirements.
Beware of “Cherry Picking” Discounts
In the Estate of Norman L. Bell v. Commissioner TCM 1987-576, the Court
rejected the “expert’s” opinion because “Petitioner did not offer evidence to
support any discount for lack of marketability.”
In Nancy N. Mooneyham v. Commissioner, TCM 1991-178, the Court re-
jected the expert’s report and testimony as he failed to provide quantitative
support for the selection of the fractional interest discount.
And even when studies are used, as in The Estate of Etta H. Weinberg v.
Commissioner TCM 2000-51, Judge Whelan did not agree with the taxpayer’s
use of restricted stock studies, as the analyst failed to adequately take into ac-
count the partnership’s characteristics.
An Illustration of an Adjustment
The Smith’s own separate property assets with a combined net fair market
value of $5 million. They formed a limited partnership containing restrictions
for valid business and estate planning purposes. They contribute these assets
in exchange for a 1 percent GP interest and a 49 percent LP interest each.
Due to a series of restrictions, a qualified appraiser applies a downward ad-
justment to the 49 percent LP interest of a 25 percent minority (noncontroll-
ing) and a 35 percent lack of marketability discount, which would be reflected
as follows:
$5,000,000 x 49% = $2,450,000 limited partner interest
$2,450,000 x (1 – .25%) = $1,837,500 LP interest on a noncontrol,
marketable basis
$1,837,500 x (1 – .35%) = $1,194,375 LP interest on a noncontrol,
nonmarketable basis
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The ($2,450,000 – $1,194,375 =) $1,255,625 or 51.25 percent overall reduc-
tion in value does not constitute a gift, as no transfer has been made; no other
person’s worth has increased as a result of the adjustment. This is a legiti-
mate loss in value particularly should one attempt to pledge, sell or borrow
against such an interest.
Examples of Empirically Derived Discounts
Lack of Control: Closed End Funds
Identified in the Wall Street Journal, based upon the given date(s) of value
and categorized by asset type for comparative purposes. Assets are compared
to similar funds with comparable, risk, growth and income objectives. The
closed-end funds are divided into quartiles by Price-to-NAV ratio. The first
quartile establishes a low end of a range for the ratios. Closed-end funds
trading within the first quartile are in low demand relative to the other funds.
The second and third quartile represent funds trading in the middle of the
range that possess average demand. Closed-end funds trading within the
fourth quartile represent funds that are in high demand. Factors that tend to
result in selecting the first quartile are as follows:
1. The funds are smaller in size (revenues/earnings/capitalization) rela-
tive to publicly-traded funds. A smaller entity is generally less able to
diversify and deemed more risky by investors. This factor would tend
to lower demand for the subject 1.00 percent interest.
2. Closed-end funds generally have a staff of analysts and professional
managers devoted to the full time management of the fund invest-
ments.
3. The publicly-traded funds’ depth of management reduces risk.
4. Most publicly-traded closed-end funds have a five to ten year perform-
ance history.
5. Closed-end funds’ financial information is audited annually. Gener-
ally, independently audited financial statements provide greater as-
surance to a buyer as to the accuracy and quality of the financial in-
formation.
6. Closed-end investments may be liquidated in a relatively short time
horizon and do not require additional capital contributions.
In order to estimate a noncontrolling, marketable value, the Price-to-NAV
ratios of 36 closed-end funds were identified that invested in General Equity
Funds. The first quartile of the funds (9) traded are indicated below:
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Tri-Continental Corp. (TY) $ 33.12 $ 10.82 67.3%+
Royce Value Trust (RVT) $ 20.59 $ 13.06 36.6%+
Central Securities (CET) $ 35.05 $ 27.25 22.3%+
Castle Convertible Fund (CVF) $ 26.20 $ 21.81 16.7%+
Adams Express Co. (ADX) $ 40.20 $ 33.56 16.5%+
Source Capital (SOR) $ 57.73 $ 48.38 16.2%+
Bergstrom Capital Corp (BEM) $276.74 $236.00 14.7%+
Blue Chip Value Fund (BLU) $ 9.09 $ 8.69 4.4%+




Lack of Control: LPs
We examined Partnership Profiles data of distributing equity partnerships as
well as previous years. Overall the liquidations of partnerships have impacted
P/NAV discounts due to secondary market efficiencies to achieve a quick capi-
tal gain in a shorter holding period. Over 200 public partnerships are expected
to liquidate this year. This compares to about half that number just one year
earlier. In the prior year, there were 95 liquidated partnerships with an aver-
age discount of 27 percent. The average discount on distributing, moderate-to-
high equity partnerships was 25 percent. There were 24 partnerships with
moderate-to-high equity with an average yield of 9.2 percent for the current
year that reported an average discount of 24 percent with a low of 12 percent
and a high of 37 percent. Conversely, non-distributing partnerships reported
an average 35 percent discount. There are certain fundamental factors that
appear to be drivers of the magnitude of the discounts: LPs that pay regular
cash distributions to investors are generally priced at lower discounts than
non-distributing LPs (for which effective discounts are often quite large).
Lack of Control: Indirect Ownership
Because the interest is noncontrolling and does not possess the ability to sell
the underlying assets owned, an investor would look primarily to a return
from distributions of available cash flow. Using the Income Approach, the es-
timated value is derived based upon actual or “expected” returns. This ap-
proach is based upon the theory that the total value of a business is the pres-
ent value of its projected future earnings (benefits) from operations, plus the
present value of the terminal value.
The projected future earnings are discounted back to the present using an
appropriate discount rate to reflect risk. For purposes of developing a reason-
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able rate a long term historical average of comparable securities derived from
Ibbotson Associates SBBI 2001 Yearbook, Wall Street Journal and other fi-
nancial periodicals believed to be accurate were used. The long-term total
weighted, annual return of comparable investments to the portfolio held by
the entity is reported as having a mean of 11.4 percent. A sustained growth
rate of 1 percent is consistent with current economic indicators.
Accordingly, the reasonable rate of return including capital appreciation
for the portfolio’s assets was estimated as 11.4 percent. To this rate, an incre-
mental premium was added to account for the additional risks associated with
ownership of a non-controlling interest. This increase is required because the
owner does not possess the same elements of control as an individual that has
a direct ownership interest in the underlying assets.
Whereas an acceptable return through direct ownership of the underlying
assets was estimated to be 11.4 percent, indirect ownership and the resulting
loss of control would cause a hypothetical buyer to require a higher return.
Based upon an analysis of numerous studies of market transactions, com-
parable rate of return premiums typically range from 2.0 to 6.0 percent to
compensate for the increased risk. In light of the asset mix, a risk premium of
5.0 percent was deemed reasonable and added to the rate of return previously
calculated. By using the build up method, we determined the rate as follows:
Average Risk 11.4%
Specific Risk   5.0%
Discount Rate 16.4%
Less: Growth Rate   1.0%
Capitalization Rate 15.4%
Accordingly, a discount rate for the interest was estimated to be 16.4 per-
cent of $3,286,000 (or $539,000). From this we deducted 1.0 percent ($33,000)
of the assets’ value to reflect reasonable management compensation of the
portfolio, which appears consistent with sums taken by the decedent in 2001.
The next step is to use the capitalization of pretax earnings/cash flow
($506,000 rounded) method to forecast expected return assuming an ongoing
operation with no liquidation plans. We would then apply the terminal value
using the 15.4 percent rate of return expected by an investor with (no)minal












Estimated Cash Flow $506 $506 $506 $506 $506 $3,286
Present Value Factor
16.4%
.8591 .7182 .6004 .5020 .4196   .4196
Cash flow x PVF $435 $363 $304 $254 $212 $1,379 $2,947
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The estimated value reflects a price at which the interest would trade be-
tween a hypothetical buyer and hypothetical seller provided that a public
market existed in which the interest could be sold. This reflects a proxy dis-
count for lack of control of 10.3 percent ($2,947,000/$3,286,000).
Lack of Marketability
Since the cash flows to fixed-income securities are typically known, the proc-
ess of valuation is primarily that of risk assessment and the measurement of
uncertainty. Issue-specific risk is one consideration. A key aspect of this risk is
duration (or holding period). A longer duration is usually associated with a
higher yield expectation. This is readily evident when comparing required
yields of treasury bonds between one week and thirty years as an example.
This is evidence of the securities’ susceptibility to interest rate changes. This
would be minimized by established payment structures, which does not exist
for the entity being valued. Compounding this issue is the yield is not fixed or
guaranteed.
The difference between the holding periods of short-term securities and
long-term provide insight to how investors measure risk with long-term secu-
rities causing investors to be exposed to greater risks despite their market-
ability, which would not be sold at par value unless it is held till maturity.
Therefore, to compensate for the risk, the investor expects a higher rate of re-
turn, which translates into a discount.
The variance in the yield of a short-term U.S. treasury bill versus a 5-year
note has fluctuated from 17.0 to 50.5 percent during the past 5 years, which
reflects the required compensation investors require for the risk of the longer
holding period. Even the recent yield between the 6-month and 1-year Treas-
uries suggested a 23.5 percent discount given to the present market volatility.
We also examined the illiquidity risk between 6-month and 5-year CDs
via 2001 BankRate. The national average yield for a 6-month CD was 2.0 per-
cent compared to 3.99 percent for a 5-year CD. This suggests a 50 percent dis-
count similar to that of the U.S. Treasury instruments above.
Therefore, we may infer that a marketability discount due in part to the
long holding period of 17 to 50 percent is reasonably supported and have
elected a midpoint of 35 percent given the current restrictions on the interest
and yield.
Items in a Credible Report
• Date of value. Things change. Interest rates, consumer taste, competi-
tion, etc. The date at which the report concludes a value should reflect
the date nearest to the event where there would be reasonable knowl-
edge by buyer and seller.
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• Purpose and standard of value. A value for estate purposes may differ
from a dissenting shareholder action. A going-concern premise is
likely to differ from a value in liquidation.
• Interest being valued. If there is more than one class of stock or the in-
terest held does not have control or is otherwise restricted will likely
impact the base value.
• Company history and description. Be certain to be acquainted with the
business and not simply compare its performance against prior peri-
ods but within the context of markets served. This was discussed
briefly above.
• Ownership. Prior transactions should be analyzed as to existing
agreements, rights of first refusal, equity vs. enterprise value.
• Management. Existence of key personnel, functions and impact should
be addressed.
• Financial analysis and normalization. Certainly, this is an area where
competence and support for assumptions is imperative. This will pro-
vide evidence of growth, liquidity, leverage, profitability and relative
performance—all influencing risk for company specific risk.
• Economic and industry outlook. Interest rates, inflation, unemploy-
ment, spending, growth and industry specific risks and the company’s
relative position in the marketplace will also assist in developing an
overall risk profile.
• Valuation methodology overview and reconciliation. Simply selecting
and weighting the various approaches and methods without a ration-
ale as to which was weighted how much and why that reflects the
market would be simple guessing without support.
• Development of discount or capitalization rate. The impact of risk on
the future economic benefit (cash flow from earnings and capital ap-
preciation) to ownership is a critical step, which needs to explained in
detail and well supported.
• In-depth discount and premium analysis. A discussion which includes
empirical support referencing studies and current market analysis is a
critical step when the base value of the company is adjusted.
• Statement of assumptions and limiting conditions. Their inclusion in
the report prevents misleading the reader and covers the analyst.
• Certifications and qualifications. A statement of independence and
objectivity as well as demonstration of prior skill, experience and
training will create a more valid report.
• Data and reference sources. Use of industry and market comparative
and transactional data as well as company specific information should
be clearly stated within the final report.
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Importance of Quality Appraisals and Ethical Standards
IRC 7491 established that after July 22, 1998, burden of proof shifts to IRS in
a court proceeding; however, the taxpayer has the burden of presenting
“credible evidence.” This requires the empirical substantiation of their posi-
tion as was decided in Welch v. Helvering, 290 U.S. 111, 115 (1933) as well as
have a net worth of less than $7 million.
Under Regulation Section 1.170A-13(C)(3) and (5), a “qualified appraisal”
is made no earlier than 60 days before the date of contribution; is prepared,
signed and dated; fees are based on time and difficulty and fee arrangement is
specified; includes a property description; date of value; any applicable terms
of agreement; appraisal purpose; used fair market value standard as well as
an explanation of methods considered and selected. The appraiser must have
the qualifications and regularly perform appraisals.
A Competent Analyst Uses Empirical Support for a Conclusion and Meth-
odology. Impartiality and substantiation comes from being able to compare
the performance of an enterprise to similar operating or asset holding compa-
nies.
Objectivity and Independence Are Paramount. An effort to remain accu-
rate and consistent while recognizing that there are often subjective determi-
nations using information that is believed to be reliable, but which may be
impaired. An example of this would be rates of growth and industry “aver-
ages.” It is reasonable that these measures are no more static than the opera-
tion of a business.
Therefore, a value expressed as a specific number can create the illusion of
precision that is not a guaranty. What stock price of a publicly traded com-
pany ever remains the same every day? Also consider a dollar outcome of
$100,000. If it was not paid in a lump sum, but payments were made over a
period of time would it still equate to the same amount?
Team Tip: Even an “honest” neophyte can do more harm than assis-
tance. If a CPA, economist, broker or financial adviser spends the ma-
jority of his or her time performing functions other than rendering
opinions of value the veil of competency is quickly pierced when chal-
lenged. A fine looking report that is “computer-generated” or was ob-
tained at a “bargain” price is useless if it fails to meet the standards of
practice for the industry.
Competence Exists Through Depth and Breadth of Specialized Experience
and Training. Valuations from qualified analysts: Daubert & Kuhmo Tire:
Admissibility of “expert” testimony.
• Presence of credentials and experience directly relating to the testi-
mony
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• Testimony is based on fact and not solely opinion (“empirically sup-
ported”)
• Testimony is relevant and reliable (authoritative sources and replic-
able)
• Other factors that bear upon question of admissibility
Estate of Berg v. Commissioner, 61 TCM 2949 (1991), aff’d in part, rev’d in
part, 976 F.2d 1163, (8th Cir. 1992), provided clear focus on appraiser qualifi-
cations, formal business valuation education, BV affiliations and specificity in
supporting analysis.
In the Estate of Norman L. Bell v. Commissioner TCM 1987-576, the
Court rejected the “expert’s” opinion because “Petitioner did not offer evidence
to support any discount for lack of marketability.” In Nancy N. Mooneyham v.
Commissioner, TCM 1991-178, the Court rejected the expert’s report and tes-
timony as he failed to provide quantitative support for the selection of the
fractional interest discount.
Examples of inadequate valuations:
• Out-of-date valuation
• Limited or no management interviews
• Faulty or baseless assumptions
• Inadequate selection/analysis/explanation of data
• Inadequate support for valuation risks, multiples or adjustments
• Arbitrary application of discounts
• No mention of hypothetical buyer or seller
• Absence of discussion of asset composition or earnings/revenues his-
tory
• Absence of discussion of dividend history
• Data selected has no comparative or is limited
• Failed to use all applicable approaches/methods or explain their ab-
sence of use
Concurrent (or Undivided Fractional) Interests
A common practice by experienced estate advisers is to place assets in trusts.
The aim of this section is to discuss the rationale for discounting of partial in-
terests held in real property as well as by trusts. Other chapters within this
book discuss the use of trusts and the benefit of recording legal title in prop-
erty in a certain manner. We will first briefly address the commonly applied
revocable trusts and the distinction between tenancy-in-common and joint
tenancy.
A revocable living trust is a legal entity for federal tax purposes and is
created during a person’s lifetime with the trustor retaining 100 percent con-
trol of the property; however, generally, upon the trustor’s death it becomes
irrevocable. It cannot exist without the trust being “funded” by property,
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which is transferred and held. In most cases, the trustor acts as a trustee and
is the primary beneficiary. This is permissible so long as, upon the death of
the trustor, the contingent beneficiary is named in the trust to receive the
trust estate assets. This entity is often used to avoid probate, as legal title is
not held in the trustor’s name, only the beneficial interest. It cannot be subject
to claims of the trustee’s creditors, as the individual does not hold title in their
name, but in a fiduciary capacity. The tax basis of the property on the trus-
tor’s interest is based upon the fair market value at or near the date of death
or an alternate date 6 months later. The most common types are a standby
holding title only living trust; a management living trust or a combination of
the two. Trustees are typically entitled to reasonable compensation.
Tenancy-in-common is co-tenancy with no right of survivorship. First the
value of the overall property is determined in which the co-tenants hold inter-
est and then the pro rata interest (percentage) is multiplied to determine the
pre-discounted undivided interest value. A discount is commonly applied to
the fractional interest to reflect the impairments of forced sharing inherent to
ownership to include, but not limited to, disputes among interest holders,
which can also be family members. This can also imply that some discounts
may be applicable to interests that are greater than 50 percent. Most impor-
tantly, IRS arguments that the property should be valued as a single unit cus-
tomarily fail with the Service relenting in Revenue Ruling 93-12, although
this is commonly attributed to shares in closely held companies.
Joint tenancy differs from co-tenancy in that the interest rights of the de-
cedent commonly terminate upon death and augments the rights of survivors.
These rights can usually be severed/terminated by either tenant, which would
then create co-tenancy.
Joint tenancy with right of survivorship might be challenged based upon
the Service’s position about family attribution; however, there can be formida-
ble arguments to address this position. In joint tenancy, the value of the co-
tenancy is just prior to the moment of death. The standard of fair market
value requires examination of ownership by a hypothetical buyer/seller. The
Regs. do not expressly admit application of discounts; however, these issues
are real and relevant. The valuation is generally addressed under 2040(a) and
several preliminary items can be addressed: (a) Did parties furnish considera-
tion for acquisition and/or improvement, thereby the value is reduced by con-
tribution and (b) Was an interest gifted and when?
Also, state statutes addressing joint tenancy should be examined. Does
the right of severance exist (to partition) or obtain a tenancy-in-common inter-
est? If there is no right to severe then the future contingent interest is “inde-
structible” as no partition is allowed. This approach tends to use actuarial ta-
bles to determine present value after appropriate discount; however, discounts
should be at or above those applied in tenancy-in-common.
As is the case of LPs, LLCs or other entities owning real property, a trust
may be seen as an Asset Holding Company (AHC), which is treated as follows,
under Revenue Ruling 59-60, particularly as it pertains to Section 5(b), in re-
gard to valuation.
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Weight to be accorded various factors. The value of stock in a closely-held
investment or real estate holding company, whether or not family owned,
is closely related to the value of the assets underlying the stock. For com-
panies of this type, the appraiser should determine fair market value of
the assets of the company. Operating expenses of such a company and the
cost of liquidating it, if any, merit consideration when appraising the
relative values of the stock and the underlying assets. The market values
of the underlying assets give due weight to potential earnings and divi-
dends of the particular items of property underlying the stock, capitalized
at rates deemed proper by the investing public at the date of the ap-
praisal. A current appraisal by the investing public should be su-
perior to the retrospective opinion of an individual. For these
reasons, adjusted net worth should be accorded greater weight
in valuing the stock of a closely-held investment or real estate
holding company, whether or not family owned, than any other
customary yardsticks of appraisal, such as earnings and divi-
dend-paying capacity.
Let’s discuss what a fractional real property interest is from the perspec-
tive of a business appraiser. The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, (3d. Ed.
—1993) defines fractional or partial interests as rights of real estate that rep-
resent less than the whole, which suggests that the property is more valuable
if kept together than attempting to sell a portion or pro rata share.
Undivided partial interests are made to provide an estimate in an interest
in a specific property that is shared by co-owners with no co-owner unilater-
ally able to convey or encumber any specific part thereof. Possession and use
rights are best described as “forced sharing of access.” The distinguishing
characteristic of an undivided partial interest is co-ownership by more than
one individual. This co-ownership can diminish each individual’s benefits of
ownership as a lack of controlling ownership restricts the marketability of the
property; restricts the minority owners’ managerial control; significantly re-
stricts asset liquidity; and may eventually entail disputes among owners,
which may only be resolved through the expensive process of litigation.
If any of the co-owners become dissatisfied with the current status of
property ownership, they may be able to realize asset value by selling their
fractional interest; seek voluntary partition; or demand partition by a court.
Minority interest holders have little or no ability to force partitioning or sale of
property and may resort to a court-ordered action to gain liquidity. Such costs
may exceed the value of the investment. This was found in the Estate of Cam-
panari v. Commissioner 5 TC 488, 492-493 (1945) and supported by the Es-
tates of Herter, Stewart, Henry, Pillsbury, Claflin and Cervin.
Sale of Fractional Interest. This would require a cash or financed transac-
tion with conventional loans being difficult to obtain. This is because the in-
terest held is fractional, which would limit the number of qualified buyers to
principally those with sufficient cash. This buyer would likely have little in-
fluence in the way the property is operated. By virtue of being a fractional in-
terest, the “principal of substitution” would likely suggest that such an in-
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vestment would be less appealing due to its absence of marketability, liquidity
and use as collateral.
The benefits of fractional interests are limited with their value being de-
termined by assessing present worth of future benefits. The “bundle of rights”
that creates value, such as the right to use, sell, improve, and mortgage, are
not retained as ownership and is in the interest held not the asset itself. In
Propstra v. U.S., 680 F.2d 1248, 1251-53 (9th Cir. 1982), the Court opined that
a transfer of an undivided fractional interest in property may be entitled to a
discount. Estate of Baggett v. Commissioner, TCM 1991-362, supports this
whereby in order to attract a buyer of a partial interest, some discount is re-
quired. The Estates of Gregory, Whitehead, Climer, Zable and Reitz support
this premise.
Simply put, “Would a stranger want to buy it?” Given the option of abso-
lute fee simple ownership; the absence of (m)any viable undivided interests on
the market; ability to obtain financing for same; and small likelihood of being
able to obtain the other co-owned interests making the property whole—per-
haps few. Such an absence of a market does not result in no opinion of value,
as the appraiser, under the fair market value standard assumes a “notional”
market even when no known market exists.
Partition of the Property. A court may demand the sale of entire property,
if physical partition is not feasible. This will incur cost associated with this ac-
tion, such as surveying and recording fees as well as closing costs, attorneys’
fees and court costs associated with this action. The Estate of Barge supported
the premise that the costs associated with partitioning are explicit. Inherent
to the sale of the underlying asset would be potential legal, accounting and
professional fees assuming all involved parties are in agreement to sell. By
virtue of the sale being forced versus a fair market sale under no duress to
sell, the sales price is likely to be below market as the normal listing period of
6 to 12 months is not accomplished. Such distress sales typically result in a
discount of 10 to 20 percent from FMV.
Due to these factors that tend to depress or discount value, adjustments are
made to determine the value of the interests held. In Mooneyham v. Commis-
sioner, TCM 1991-178, the Tax Court held that the fair market value of a frac-
tional interest in real property cannot be derived by applying the percentage of
the interest in the value of the property as a whole and referenced precedents
such as Propstra, Campanari, Henry, Stewart, Youle, Bright and Minahan.
In the Fifth Circuit’s 1996 ruling in the Estate of Bonner, the Tax Court
ruled that fractional interest discounts were appropriate in the property held
in trust as neither trustee had individual control to ultimately dispose of it.
The Court noted that a hypothetical “willing seller” could not negotiate a sale
of the property free of “handicaps associated with fractional undivided inter-
ests” and that the valuation of the property should reflect that reality.
More recently the Tax Court in Shepherd, Petitioner v. Commissioner4
held for a 15 percent fractional interest discount applied to the undivided 25
percent interests in land, and a 15 percent minority discount applied to the
entity’s stock was supported by Estate of Bosca v. Commissioner.5
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A discount may be determined by examining the distribution yield, debt
leverage, property and lease types according to a study published in the ASA
March 2000 Business Valuation Review titled “A Practical Approach to Esti-
mating Discounts for Real-Estate Limited Partnerships” by Christian Ben-
dixen, ASA. The study demonstrated that estimated base discounts for proper-
ties were 35 percent with zero debt and zero yield. Lack of Control (LOC) and
Lack of Marketability (LOM) discounts are based on transactions on relatively
illiquid, secondary market, which file statements with the SEC; therefore, a
private undivided interest would likely have a higher LOM discount.
The IRS has indicated it will consider the costs of partition, but that the
burden falls on the taxpayer to substantiate such costs. Further, analysis of
many cases relating to fractional discounts seems to show small discounts of
between about 5 percent and 15 percent.
Rationally considering the range of outcomes in a partition to a buyer
suggests this is not the case, but that discounts ought to be higher in many
circumstances. First, we must examine the time value of money in terms of
cash as the fair market value standard tells us we must examine in a hypo-
thetical transaction. Given the period of legal filing, calendaring and potential
for appeals a waiting period of as short as 6 months to 3 years is not improb-
able.
The Estates of LeFrak TCM 1993-526 and Sels TCM 1986-501 v. Commis-
sioner address this specific point as well as Barclay and Brown.
In the meantime, funds have to be expended by the party seeking parti-
tion for legal fees, surveying costs, appraisal fees, and other expenses, which
may have been invested in more liquid, lower risk enterprises.
There is also the inherent risk that after all these expenses are paid, the
result may be unfavorable to the petitioner! Therefore, to properly gauge the
potential returns and pricing of a fractional interest, the first step is to model
the potential outcomes under best and worst case scenarios, along with the re-
sulting value implications.
An analysis must take into account the timing of the inflows and outflows
associated with the process, the range of outcomes, and include a rate of re-
turn to the investor to compensate for the risk and uncertainty.
Additionally, if the property is partitioned rather than sold, there is no
guarantee that the portion of the property that the holder will receive will be
choice or undesirable. Further, the parts, when separated, may be worth less
individually than their summed values as a whole. These and other risks
must be captured in two ways: The rate of return used to discount the timing
of the inflows and outflows of cash in the partition process, and the range of
outcomes used.
Once a real property appraisal has been obtained, the fractional interest
in real property may be valued using the income approach to obtain the mi-
nority-nonmarketable value. In Estate of Sidney Katz (27 TCM 825-1968), the
Court held that the absence of a ready market severely limits capital gains
possibilities; therefore, a willing buyer would look to dividends for a return on
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his/her investment almost exclusively. This would be estimated as the present
worth of future benefits with holding period a key factor for consideration. The
cost and sales approaches are often considered too limited.
Note that the above methodology does not mention an additional discount
for lack of marketability as is common in the valuation of investment inter-
ests, or more specifically, undivided interests in real estate.
The cost of partition for a fractional share of real estate effectively consti-
tutes the cost of liquefying the asset, that is, achieving marketability. There-
fore, taking a discount for lack of marketability over and above the cost of par-
tition would effectively be double-counting.
Additionally, if partition is not viable, as is the case with most small prop-
erties, this limits ownership interests options and increases the discount.
Holding Period
A key aspect of this risk is duration (or holding period). A longer duration is
usually associated with a higher yield expectation. This is readily evident
when comparing required yields of treasury bonds between one week and
thirty years as an example. This is evidence of the securities’ susceptibility to
interest rate changes. Compounding this issue is that yield is not guaranteed
or even expected. As is the case when illiquidity is an issue, an investor may
look to treasuries to determine the level of discount for lack of marketability
based on the yields found for differing holding periods over a reasonable pe-
riod of time.
The difference between the holding periods of short-term securities and
long-term provide insight to how investors measure risk with long-term secu-
rities causing investors to be exposed to greater risks despite their market-
ability, which would not be sold at par value unless it is held till maturity.
Therefore, to compensate for the risk, the investor expects a higher rate of re-
turn, which translates into a discount.
The variance in the yield of a short-term U.S. treasury bill versus a longer
term bond has fluctuated from 17.0 to 34.0 percent during the past 5 years,
which reflects the required compensation investors require for the risk of the
longer holding period.
If lack of liquidity is viewed as a factor of a restriction on a freedom of
choice, then the longer duration that access to cash flows is restricted, the
higher the discount for lack of marketability. Therefore, we may infer that a
marketability discount, of 17.0 to 34 percent, due in part to the long holding
period is reasonably supported.
The largest difference between 100 percent direct ownership of the un-
derlying asset and co-ownership is a lack of liquidity and the potential for suit
by co-ownership. As the combined fractional interests held are different than a
100 percent direct ownership of an underlying asset, some consideration must
be given that the aggregate pro rata shares held are not equal to the value of
the net underlying asset.
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The rationale for a fractional interest discount is based on the rights under
local law, arising from the unity of interest and unity of possession. A frac-
tional interest discount is appropriate when a partial interest in property
would sell for less than its proportionate share. Estate of Iacono v. Commis-
sioner, T.C. Memo. 1980-520.
In Estate of Williams v. Commissioner, 75 T.C.M. (CCH) 1758 (1998), the
Tax Court approved of the use of discounts for sales of interests in privately
held companies as analogous to discounts necessitated by fractional real es-
tate interests. The Tax Court also supported the 30 percent lack of control dis-
count and refused to limit the fractional interest discount to estimated parti-
tion costs.
There is a prohibition against the aggregation of separate ownership in-
terests as one block for valuation purposes. This absolute prohibition is re-
corded in following cases: Victor Minahan v. Commissioner, 88 T.C. 492
(1987); Ward v. Commissioner, 87 T.C. 78 (1986), citing Estate of Bright v.
United States, 658 F.2d 999 (5th Cir. 1981) (en banc); Harwood v. Commis-
sioner, 82 T.C. 239 (1984), affd. without published opinion 786 F.2d 1174 (9th
Cir. 1986); Estate of Andrews v. Commissioner, 79 T.C. 938, 940 (1982); Estate
of Zaiger v. Commissioner, 64 T.C. 927 (1975); Estate of deGuebriant v. Com-
missioner, 14 T.C. 611 (1950), revd. on other grounds sub nom.; Claflin v.
Commissioner, 186 F.2d 307 (2d Cir. 1951); Hooper v. Commissioner, 41
B.T.A. 114, 129 (1940); Sundquist v. United States, an unreported case (E.D.
Wash. 1974, 34 AFTR 2d 74-6337, 74-2 USTC par. 13,035); Obermer v. United
States, 238 F. Supp. 29 (D. Hawaii 1964); Drybrough v. United States, 208 F.
Supp. 279 (W.D. Ky. 1962).
The minority discount is also recognized because the holder of a minority
interest lacks control over corporate policy, cannot direct the payment of divi-
dends, and cannot compel a liquidation of corporate assets. See Harwood v.
Commissioner, 82 T.C. at 267; Estate of Andrews v. Commissioner, 79 T.C. at
953; Drybrough v. United States, 208 F. Supp. at 287–288; Carr v. Commis-
sioner, T.C. Memo. 1985-19; Estate of Kirkpatrick v. Commissioner, T.C.
Memo. 1975-344.
A discount for lack of marketability, on the other hand, reflects the fact
that there is no ready market for shares in a closely-held corporation. Estate of
Andrews v. Commissioner, 79 T.C. at 953. The Tax Court has stated that the
lack of marketability discount reflects the absence of a recognized market for
closely held stock and accounts for the fact that closely held stock is not read-
ily transferable. Mandelbaum v. Commissioner, 69 T.C.M. (CCH) 2852 (1995)
91 F.3d 124 (3d Cir. 1996).
Obviously, the lengthier and more restrictive the owner’s access to the
underlying assets, the less relevant the asset value and the more relevant the
value of distributions.
In Estate of Dougherty v. Commissioner, 59 T.C.M. (CCH) 772 (1990), the
Tax Court allowed a 35 percent lack of marketability discount for a decedent
who owned a 100 percent holding of stock in a corporation holding real estate.
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The Tax Court stated that the valuation of an investment company would not
always be in proportion to the company’s net asset value.
In 1995, the Tax Court decided a case that potentially undermines § 2704
and the Harrison legislative fix. In Estate of McCormick v. Commissioner, 70
T.C.M. (CCH) 318 (1995), the Tax Court held that the decedent’s general
partnership interests qualified for 18 to 32 percent minority interest dis-
counts, and 20 to 22 percent marketability discounts. The Tax Court found
that general partnership interests could be discounted notwithstanding the
general partner’s power to dissolve the partnership and invoke liquidation
rights. The estate had argued that dissolution and liquidation would be a
lengthy process because of the nature of the business and the underlying as-
sets.
In their Limited Partnership Discount study published in June 1997,
Bruce Johnson and James Park reported a discount from NAV from 22 to 59.3
percent, with an average of 39.4 percent with relatively stable yields of 9.5
percent (8 to 10 percent desired by investors). There was a strong correlation
that the higher the yield as part of total return (the other being capital gains),
the lower the discount.
Considerations by Buyer and Seller. If the property was to liquidate today,
how long would it take to sell and what would be the probable cost? This ques-
tion addresses holding period and costs associated with liquidation as well as
related risks in order to arrive at a cash equivalent result. Is the asset held
subject to fluctuations in interest rates, inflation or deflation? Is the asset held
affected by influences in local, regional, state, national or global economies?
The limited asset diversification would likely expose an investor to the risk of
these forces in the future. As the interest valued is noncontrolling, the follow-
ing expressed investor risks, restrictions and limitations may exist:
1. Market size of potential buyers
2. Restriction of undivided interest holders’ ability to transfer or sell
3. Income history and likelihood
4. Asset(s) holding period(s)
5. Assets not professionally managed and management not under strin-
gent regulation
6. Inadequately diversified assets portfolio that does not appear to have
a defined objective, which may contribute to its total return perform-
ance
7. Greater risk created by the unknown maturity of the investment
Based upon the various items of discussion, it is clear that some level of
discount and/or price adjustment is supported when valuing real property
fractional interests. The skilled business appraiser will do so in a manner to
quantify and support their adjusted values.
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Summary
This chapter began discussing the investor’s perspective. This perspective is
captured by the IRS within the fair market value standard and Revenue
Ruling 59-60. We discussed these 8 factors and their application to the various
approaches to value. We culminated our discussion by addressing the empiri-
cal support for valuation discounts to base value and ended discussing what
characteristics a qualified appraisal should embody. While not all-
encompassing, this chapter should allow the CPA adviser to better assist his
or her client(s) in making an informed “investment” in the selection of an ap-




How does a practitioner go about finding a knowledgeable appraiser? What
should one look for in an appraiser? What are the professional designations
and what do they mean? How much business valuation experience is consid-
ered “good”?
In most of the aforementioned associations’ experiential requirements,
there is at least an implication that a well-prepared report reflecting a work-
ing knowledge of business valuation is necessary. ASA suggests 5 years, full-
time. There are many “financial” people rendering opinions who may conduct
2 to 4 analyses or actual reports annually. In this case, even with 10, 15 or 20
years of experience; there is not likely to be adequate degree of documented
skills, continuing education and “shirt-sleeve” experience if the “opinion” is
challenged.
How an Engagement May Be Treated When Many Documents Are not Pro-
vided. Even the above list is not always all-inclusive and may lack specific
items, unique to the entity being valued, its industry, market or circum-
stances. It is also not unusual that information will not be provided either in-
tentionally or due to time and access delays. The appraiser will usually indi-
cate in their report what items were requested, omitted and the impact of the
absence of data, if any, on the value conclusion. Sometimes less data creates
additional substantiation burdens on the appraiser. The appraiser may have
to conclude and represent in assumptions and limiting conditions certain op-
erating and governance levels based on industry norms in order to “fill in the
blanks.”
Nature of Questions by Appraiser in Initial Phone Call
This is the beginning of the “cost-benefit” made by the client. How can a
quality appraiser reasonably provide a quote before having sufficient knowl-
edge of the business and situation? Therefore, the following is an example of
what should be learned from the client, which provides a sense of time and
difficulty:
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Purpose of the Appraisal: Estate Planning
Type of Business: Steak & Seafood Restaurant (not a franchise)
Location: Downtown
Years in Business: 10+
Annual Sales: $900,000–$1,200,000 during the past 3 years
Availability of Information: Financial Statements and Tax Returns
Legal Structure: LLC
Present Ownership: Spouse owns 50 percent/Brother owns remainder;
Spouse works at restaurant 50 hours weekly
Time Frame for Completion: 2 months or less
Real Estate Owned/Leased: Leased by “related party”
Popular designations of professional business appraisers:
CBA—Certified Business Appraiser  Awarded by the Institute of Business
Appraisers (IBA: 561-732-3202). Formed in 1978 with approximately 3,100
members. Approximately 10 percent are designated CBA, which is granted af-
ter satisfactory completion of examination and review of two demonstration
reports.
CVA/AVA—Certified Valuation Analyst/Accredited Valuation Analyst  
Awarded by the National Association of Certified Valuation Analysts
(NACVA: 801-486-0600), which was founded in 1991. Originally designation
only awarded to CPAs in good standing after completion of 5-day workshop
and passing 60-hour exam, which includes a case-study and report
submittal. Expanded to include non-CPAs. Has about 3,500 members. Most
are designated.
ASA—Accredited Senior Appraiser  Awarded by the American Society of Ap-
praisers (ASA: 800-ASA-VALU), which is a multi-disciplinary appraisal or-
ganization with a business valuation section formed in 1981 with approxi-
mately 2,000 members. Completion of (4) 3-day courses or successful chal-
lenge exam completion and submission of two reports. Must have minimum of
5 years of full-time experience.
ABV—Accredited Business Valuator  Awarded by the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants (AICPA: 888-777-7077); which began to be
awarded in 1998 to CPAs who took a one day exam and represented comple-
tion of 10 business valuation engagements.
                                                          
* Carl Lloyd Sheeler, CBA, AVA is the managing partner of the nationwide business valuation and economic damages firm, Allison
Appraisals. Since 1954, the company has provided thousands of valuations for purposes ranging from Estate and Gift Planning, ESOPs, FLPs,
LLCs, “C” to “S” Corporate change, Condemnation, Partnership Buyouts, Dissenting Shareholder Actions to Marital Dissolutions. During his 13
years as a professional valuator, Mr. Sheeler has personally performed 350 business appraisals of professional practices, manufacturers,
retail/wholesale and distribution companies with annual sales of under $100,000 to $100 million. He has been designated an expert witness and
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testified in federal and state courts numerous times and has authored a plethora of articles on fractional interest discounting as well as litigation
and estate planning valuations in publications such as Valuation Examiner, Valuing Professional Practices, Accounting Today, Practical
Accountant, Professional Accountant, Tax Strategies, Estate and Trusts, Business Journals as well as other regional and local legal and financial
periodicals. He may be reached by calling 1-800-286-6635 or via e-mail at csheeler@allisonappraisals.com.
1 Revenue Ruling 59-60, 1959-1 CB 237; IRC Sec. 2031.
2 For additional information, see the AICPA (www.aicpa.org/news/2003/030207.asp) and FASB (www.fasb.org/st/summary/stsum141.shtml)
Web sites.
3 1977-2 C.B. 319, Section 170—Charitable Deduction.
4 2000 U.S. Tax Ct. LEXIS 77; 115 T.C. No. 30.
5 T.C. Memo. 1998-251.
6 For additional reference, see the following important rulings on business valuation:
• Revenue Ruling 59-60: Well-written guidance on valuation of closely held stock for estate and gift tax
• Revenue Ruling 68-609: The “formula” or excess earnings method
• Revenue Ruling 77-287: Relevance of restricted stock studies in quantifying discounts for lack of marketability
• Revenue Ruling 83-120: Valuation of preferred stock
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BY JOSEPH W. MACZUGA, LIC*
The CPA will usually find it helpful—and will often find it necessary
(especially if you are not licensed to sell insurance)—to bring an
insurance professional in on a planning engagement. The following
article highlights one type of life insurance that is becoming
increasingly popular in certain situations.
History
Life insurance was created to provide capital when an unexpected contingency
(death) came upon someone at a time when accumulated assets were insuffi-
cient to provide for the resultant liability. These liabilities take many forms:
• Income replacement (loss of earnings)
• Family protection (child care, etc.)
• Educational funding
• Estate taxes
• Business continuation, etc.
It may also be a simple economic decision whether the client prefers to use
the discounted dollars of life insurance as opposed to liquidating assets or de-
pleting accumulated assets.
A brief description of the evolution of life insurance itself will help us to
understand where we are today in the marketplace.
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Term Insurance
The first iteration of life insurance was Term, which set a fixed death benefit
for a defined period of time. Term was attractive at the onset, but as the in-
sured aged, premium payments became prohibitively expensive for most in-
sureds, causing many policies to lapse.
Whole Life
To counteract this problem (which was more of a problem for the consumers—
as they were dying without coverage), the whole life form of contract was cre-
ated, providing a method in which the policyholders could have level premi-
ums over their lifetime to insure that the coverage would be in force at their
death. This concept provided contractual lifetime guarantees to the three eco-




Death Benefit:  Guaranteed
Premium:  Guaranteed
Cash Value:  Guaranteed
Variable Life: Assumed Market Returns & Current
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Since life insurance deals with the statistics of mortality, we know that
the cost-per-thousand of face amount of coverage increases in each age year
for every insured. There is no way around this fact. An actuarial curve would
look very much like the curve on the previous premium chart that illustrates
the increasing cost of annual renewable term.
Team Tip: Whole life clearly illustrates that “premium” and “cost”
are not the same, although most consumers percieve them to be iden-
tical. Premium is a strategy to control cost. It is apparent that the
premium of the whole life policy at the start is much higher than nec-
essary to cover the cost of the death benefit (mortality rate). Likewise,
in the later years, the premium is less than the cost of mortality. This
concept allowed the insured to control cost with a premium strategy
through a method of self-insuring (cash value build up with decreas-
ing net death benefit).
Understanding these guarantees, which are mandated by the contract, we
know that there can be no such thing as a “vanishing premium” in a whole life
policy, because the premium is contractually required to be paid each and
every year the policy is in force.
Team Tip: If a future premium requirement is not paid, the contract
may allow for an automatic loan provision which provides that the
monies required for the premium payment can be “borrowed” from the
cash value in the contract. This “loan” reduces the death benefit and
the cash value guarantees by the amount borrowed. The only way to
access cash from a whole life contract is by borrowing. This is one of
the major differences from universal life (UL) and variable universal
life (VUL) as these contracts allow a “withdrawal” provision, up to
your cost basis (total premiums paid), as well as a loan provision. The
other major difference is that future obligations of UL and VUL are to
the “costs” of the policy, not to the planned premium strategy.
Participating Whole Life
An expansion of the whole life concept was developed by Mutual Companies
where the policyholders owned the company, as opposed to stockholder own-
ership of the stock companies that issued nonparticipating, or regular whole
life. These participating policies paid dividends to the policyholders and the
dividends had tax preferential treatment, since the IRS had concluded that
they were a return of premium and not dividends in the true sense of the
word. (This dividend activity was based on excess premium charged). If the
insurance company was successful in controling operating and other costs, a
portion of the overcharge was returned to the policyholders in the form of
dividends.
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Team Tip: The inclusion of dividend potential was our first introduc-
tion to the concept of projecting future values. The participating whole
life contract still maintained the guarantees on the three economic
elements of the policy (death benefit, premium, cash value) but added
to the mixture a non-guaranteed component . . . dividends.
There were several option selections for the use of future dividends, the
most common being that of paid up additions, which would increase the death
benefit and cash value over and above the guaranteed elements of the con-
tract. New sales concepts then came into play, such as “minimum deposit,”
which lead the consumer to believe that they could pay premiums in 4 of the
first 7 years and then not have to pay any more premiums as the projected
and illustrated future dividends would cover premium loans (remember, the
premiums had to be paid in a whole life contract). Dividends were also pro-
jected to provide additional death benefit which was needed to offset the de-
clining death benefit due to increasing loans. History has shown that these
plans fell apart and rarely came to completion.
Compensation Structure
Before we move into the next generation of product lines, the compensation
structure for life insurance agents should be understood, since that also
changed with the advent of new products.
Compensation for insurance agents was based on a commission developed
on the basis of several marketing realities. These commissions were fixed on
the guarantees, and because the premium of whole life was also fixed, they
were known by the agency at the time of the sale. The liability created to the
insuring company under this commission structure could range from 85 per-
cent to almost 200 percent of the first year premium. These commission pay-
ments were amortized over a period of years through the use of surrender
charges that reduced the cash value during the early years of the contract.




Intense pressure from the “buy term and invest the difference” campaign that
took place in the early and middle 70s, even though a failed concept since
Participating Whole Life:
Guaranteed: The 3 basic economic elements
Non-Guaranteed Dividends = hypothetical projections
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most failed to “invest the difference,” caused a new generation of policies to be
introduced.
Interest Sensitive Whole Life and Universal Life. While interest sensitive
whole life did not have much success in the market, universal life has become
very popular. This new generation policy had a number of unique design con-
cepts. It:
1. Provided the consumer with the advantage of paying current mortal-
ity assumptions which were lower than the older CSO tables used
with whole life, thus passing the advantage of lower cost on to the
consumer.
2. Provided the benefit of receiving current interest rate returns as op-
posed to the fixed low rates offered by the whole life policy (which
were used to actuarially develop the fixed premium strategy).
3. Offered an additional method to access cash value through the use of
“withdrawals,” which provided more flexibility and a less costly
method of retrieving capital.
4. Allowed for increased flexibility as the “premiums” became an indi-
vidually designed strategy of addressing policy “costs.”
5. Also added flexibility to the death benefit, allowing that the face
amount could be changed by a simple request without having to issue
a new policy. Hence, all elements of premium, costs, returns, cash
value and death benefit became flexible.
Note: This allowed increased flexibility in premium strategy as there were
no fixed premiums required!
Premium strategies were designed based on an assumption of interest
rates and costs which projected future hypotheticals. The obligation was to
pay the “minimum” or “target” premiums (built around the cost of the cover-
age) as well as all commission-related liabilities (loads). Future premiums
were flexible: The client could pay less, skip a payment, or hypothetically
“vanish” the premium (costs never vanish). The contract mandated that all
associated costs be paid, but there was no required fixed premium.
This contract also put forth the availability of allowing internal earnings
on capital (cash value) to be allocated for the payment of costs without the ac-
tivity being treated as a loan. This is a very important concept—and different
from whole life.
Universal Life:
Guarantees: Minimum Interest / Maximum Costs
Non-Guaranteed: Current Interest and Current Charges = hypothetical
projections
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With the UL concept, the industry expanded the use of hypothetical pro-
jections through the distribution of software. The contract reduced costs as
related to whole life and kept these cost “bundled” in the premium strategy.
This approach created a new paradigm by shifting our focus to assumed fu-
ture returns. As the box above indicates, guarantees became less of an ele-
ment of focus and the non-guaranteed influence on the three financial ele-
ments of the contract was expanded.
Variable Universal Life
VUL expanded the concept of universal life by allowing the consumer to expe-
rience the growth potential (and also the downside risk and volatility) of the
market as an option to the fixed interest rate/savings type of component that
existed in the UL policy. Another advantage was that the investment sub-
accounts were managed by independent money managers, and the assets
were not part of the general assets of the insurance company. Therefore, if an
insuring company got into financial difficulty, the cash values were not en-
cumbered during the “rehabilitation” period.
Team Tip: The VUL policy created an environment which allowed a
projected hypothetical rate of return of 12 percent, energizing and ex-
panding the focus on projected returns. Remember that premium
strategies are developed on the basis that assumed rates-of-return
(ROR) are allocated to pay the costs of the contract. In our current
selling environment, this unfortunate focus on high potential return
has obliviated any discussion of cost.
The evolution of product development incorporated many changes to the
three economic components of the policy. Some were obvious, others were not.
Participating Variable
Whole Life Whole Life Universal Life Universal Life
Death Benefit: Guaranteed Guaranteed Maximum Costs Maximum Costs
+ Guaranteed Guaranteed
Hypothetical Dividends
Premium: Guaranteed Guaranteed Flexible Flexible
Cash Value: Guaranteed Guaranteed Minimum Interest No Guarantees
+ Rate Guaranteed (Market Performance)
Hypothetical Dividends (Current Rates Credited)
Variable Life:
Guarantees: Current Charges
Non-Guaranteed: Everything Else = creating hypothetical projections
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Premium Strategy
The reason it is so important to understand the sequence of product evolution
is that we can then step back and analyze, through circumspection, the very
subtle changes that have taken place in product design while many agents,
planners and advisers maintained a “whole life” perspective that no longer
prevailed. UL and VUL, with the elimination of “fixed premium,” mandates
that the planner/adviser has to design a “premium strategy.” In other words,
the freedom of obtaining current mortality rates and current return potential
demands a responsibility of designing a financially sound premium strategy.
Team Tip: These policies, by design, will vary in performance from
year to year. We need to understand that we cannot view illustration
hypotheticals with the old whole life mindset of guarantees! As the ta-
ble above illustrates, UL and VUL guarantee a maximum cost of pol-
icy continuance and provide the advantages of flexibility due to all
current assumptions. These policy structures create an environment
of a financial planning process due to all of the flexibility provided, in-
cluding the variance of current assumptions to guarantees.
Commission Policies
As discussed, UL and VUL, by concept and structure, do not have required
guaranteed fixed premiums. This premium flexibility altered the commission
structure where full commissions were no longer paid on total premium. How-
ever, commission policies have a target premium, which pays the full amount
of commissions and loads. If the policy also has a minimum premium that is
lower than the target, full commissions and loads will usually be paid on pre-
miums until the target premium has been paid by the client, whether it be in
the first year or over several years. Very reduced commissions are then paid
on any excess premium above that target.
Understanding the “Financial Planning” Aspect
to Policy Development
The UL and VUL policy structure contain assumptions on rates of return
(ROR) and policy costs. Gross ROR is easy to ascertain as it is clearly stated
on the illustration and may be changed by the planner/adviser who is devel-
oping the premium strategy for the client.
Policy costs are a different matter. Many of these costs are bundled to-
gether and are void of full disclosure. Hence, the planning activity is ham-
pered by the lack of knowledge of such costs, which include COI Base / Lapse
Factor / Premium charge / M & E / Loan Spread / Loan Factor / Monthly Ad-
ministration Expenses / Rider Charges / Transfer Charges / Commissions /
Commission Overrides / Training Allowances / Office Support Allowances /
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Convention Credits / etc. Although some of these costs may be stated on some
UL illustrations, and a few more may be stated on VUL illustrations, all of the
pertinent costs that make up the base charges are hidden in the illustration
software and are not accessible. The only thing we know about these costs is
that the maximums are guaranteed.
While one of the advantages to these policies is that of charging the poli-
cyholder only the actual current costs, there is currently no way of isolating
what they are in the illustration software or evaluating if the assumptions
being illustrated are sound.
Therefore, just like any method of financial planning or asset manage-
ment, we need to have a blueprint with benchmarks on assumptions, knowing
that the “plan” is a work in progress. In all other forms of planning and man-
agement, we know what costs are. With UL and VUL, we only have the first
year costs to work with since all things are subject to change. It is not the
Gross ROR that compounds to illustrate future cash value, but the “net” ROR
that compounds, after all costs are taken from the gross. Hence, if we do not
know what that “net” figure is—because we do not know what the costs asso-
ciated with the plan (policy) are—the illustration is without basis in future
years.
Pressure to be competitive and capture market share has led companies to
play with the current cost assumptions so that the net compounding can project
a more competitive illustration. Comparing one policy to another by the use of
illustrations is no comparison at all. This method of analysis, used by everyone
today, is baseless and misleading.
By acknowledging the futility of analyzing illustrations, the plan-
ner/adviser needs to step “out of the box” and use a new paradigm for policy
analysis, a method that can compare policy efficiencies, not illustrated projec-
tions. By using a new paradigm of policy efficiency analysis, the plan-
ner/adviser creates an environment in which the client is informed of the re-
alities of the policy. Then, a fully disclosed process of premium strategy is de-
veloped. The lack of full disclosure in these policies creates illusions and mis-
use which can turn into issues for litigation.
Full Disclosure Advantages With Low-Load Life Insurance
Case Study: Male / Age 55 / N.S. / $1 Million Policy / Level Death Benefit /
Variable U.L.
(All comparisons are based on premiums paid in the first year only.)




Commission Policy $10,032 $    0
Low-Load Policy $  3,595 $910
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2) Comparing Like-Kind Minimum Required Premium:




Commission Policy $10,032 $       0
Low-Load Policy $10,032 $7,771
The Target premium of the commission policy is $26,000
3) Comparing Like-Kind Target Premium:
Surrender Value
Premium Projected
Commission Policy $26,000 $  7,298
Low-Load Policy $26,000 $24,777
4) “7-Pay” Maximum Non-MEC Premium:
Surrender Value
Premium Projected
Commission Policy $71,800 $51,246
Low-Load Policy $71,800 $73,559
It is important to note that, having satisfied the “minimum” premium in
the low-load policy, additional cash deposits increase the asset base (cash
value) which is liquid (no surrender charges). This gives the planner in-
creased flexibility for plan design. Not only does this expand the control
and flexibility of the policy (plan), but it creates a premium strategy that
leverages capital, which is the primary design advantage to the concept of
UL and VUL.
Policy “Continuation Efficiency Factor”
Using the same sample case study, let’s see how will the different policies
function if no additional premiums are deposited (Continuation with Like-
Kind Commission Target Premium):
Premium Projected
Commission Policy $26,000 2 Years
Low-Load Policy $26,000 7.5 Years
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Note that in all examples illustrated in the sample study case there were
no “Guaranteed” figures stated. This is logical as there are no guarantees as to
the result in the first year. The contract does provide for guaranteed maxi-
mum charges/cost, but we cannot ascertain what the market/investment re-
turn will be.
If illustrating a fixed UL contract, there will exist guarantees due to the
guaranteed maximum charges/cost tables and the guaranteed minimum in-
terest rate. The same dramatic spreads of minimum and target premiums to
cash surrender values will still prevail in comparisons.
“I still want to use illustrations for analysis.” Using our sample case of the
Male, age 55, non-smoker, with a $1 Million policy, we decide to establish a
premium strategy $60,000 per year for four years, and request illustrations
from three insurance companies.
Once received, we compare the cash value accumulation at age 100 and
find the following:
Company A ...... $13,498,410
Company B ...... $17,877,813
Company C ...... $23,303,830
It appears that our recommendation is a no-brainer; Company C.
Guess again! All three are the same policy!! The agent from Company A
used an investment sub-account that had the highest annual administrative
charges, while the agent from Company B used an investment sub-account
that had the lowest annual administrative charges. And what about Company
C? That agent was able to get into the software and “tweak” the lapse expense
ratio by 30 percent. The point is, that there is as much risk of fluctuation on
the “cost” side of the equation as there is with the return side. This also reveals
a need to consider client risk and suitability issues as they relate to cost
spreads.
Confusing “Product” With “Planning”
Your client needs comprehensive planning development. Wouldn’t it be an ad-
vantage to be able to accomplish this without the pressure of needing the
product used to provide cash flow for the adviser/planner? Develop the plan
for the plan’s sake. Then discuss product implementation, explaining all of the
positives and negatives of the product. In other words, provide full disclosure!
Low-load insurance was designed for use by fee-based planners and advis-
ers. Proper policy design and development of premium strategy can provide
the client maximum control and flexibility of the policy and the plan. For ex-
ample, let us suppose our 55-year-old male is a top executive of a corporation
and there is discussion of a Key Person policy. Instead of paying a non-
deductible premium on term insurance, why not provide the coverage with the
leveraged 7-pay maximum premium strategy? By having the corporation de-
posit $71,800 of premium, there is a booked asset of $73,553 cash value that is
fully liquid with no surrender charges. Or, when reviewing a “split dollar” de-
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ferred compensation arrangement, you may find that the client/executive has
personal assets at risk without his knowledge.
Under the standard “employer-pay-all” collateral assignment approach, no
one ever discusses what happens if the agreement is terminated and the cash
surrender value of the policy used is less then the total outlay by the employer.
The insured is responsible for the shortage! However, with low-load life, the
product can be designed so that the first year cash surrender value equals or
exceeds the premium outlay by the employer, therefore keeping the insured
out of harm’s way right from the start.
Note: Certain proprietary leveraged split dollar plans appear to conform
to the proposed IRS regulations, and also offer guarantees of full payment of
the collateral assignment in year one while using commission products.
Flexibility and Control: Key Words in Financial Planning
In today’s environment, with evolving tax legislation and the uncertainty of
estate taxes, it is imperative that the client and the adviser/planner establish
concepts that have maximum control and flexibility. The low-load life policy
provides that with full liquidity of high cash value assets in the first year. This
latitude allows for a variety of conceptual designs and leveraged strategies
that the commission policy cannot provide. Even the old argument of “buy
term and invest the difference” (were it actually practiced as preached), has
lost substance when the low-load policy functions even better, providing a tax-
advantaged wrapper around the investment portfolio while maintaining full
liquidity.
Proponents of the low-load concept believe that the debate should not be
fees vs. commission, but that of full disclosure and product functionality. It
would be wise for the adviser/planner to understand that, in this universe of
feeding frenzy litigation, what you don’t know or fail to disclose may come
back to bite you.
                                                  
* Joseph W. Maczuga, LIC is a Life Insurance Counselor in the State of Michigan and President of Capital Planning Strategies, Inc. a
comprehensive financial planning firm. Entering the insurance and securities industry in 1973, he was recognized as a top producer by such
companies as Western Reserve Life, Mariner Financial, First National Life, American Skandia, American Investors, Kansas City Life, First
Commonwealth, and ProEquities.
His personal practice is concentrated in the area of corporate and business planning, executive enhancement benefits, estate planning, tax
advantaged engineering, wealth accumulation and asset protection strategies. Mr. Maczuga is also a Nationally Registered Instructor for
CPE, ChFC, CLU, and CFP CE Credits, including registration in many states as an Insurance Instructor for Insurance CE Credits.
Since 1983, Mr. Maczuga has been engaged in comprehensive fee planning with low-load life insurance and has become a nationally
recognized expert on the concepts and strategies of such planning techniques. His consulting services are retained by several independent
broker-dealer and advisory firms and he has served as a consultant to an international financial conglomerate for product development. As
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Executive Director of the Fee Planners Network, his responsibilities include training and assisting financial planners and advisors across the
country, providing a resource of expertise to independent advisors.
His published articles include Life Insurance Selling, Financial Planning, Probe, Advisor Today, Journal of Financial Planning, and
Financial Advisor. He has been quoted in the National Underwriter, Investment Advisor, Financial Advisor, A.M.Best, and Bloomberg
Wealth Management. For more information, please visit his websites: www.capitalplanningstrategies.com and www.feeplannersnetwork.com.
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Due Diligence and Analysis of Life
Insurance Companies
BY ROGER E. NAUHEIMER AND LANCE WALLACH, CLU, CHFC, CIMC*
In a recent study by Russ Alan Prince, 91.5 percent of business owners
stated that they would purchase financial products from their CPA, if
such products were offered. The study also noted that clients do not
expect their CPA to be a technical expert, but rather, expect the CPA to
use sound professional judgment in monitoring financial decisions.
The results of this survey provide an insight into the opportunity for
CPAs in personal and business financial planning.1
Such opportunity, however, does not come without its share of risks. At
whatever level a CPA is involved in the planning process, whether as
the provider of financial services or partnered with an experienced
adviser, the CPA may be exposed to liability for recommending a
product or service that does not perform as expected. Due diligence
serves to mitigate those risks, by demonstrating an effort to understand
the issues involved and to make the appropriate recommendations in a
client situation.
Overview of Due Diligence
Due diligence is a two-part process. The first level of analysis must include a
review of the financial strength of the companies under consideration. Once
the field has been narrowed to a handful of highly-rated companies, our focus
shifts to product performance and design.
Furthermore, due diligence is not a one-time process conducted at the
point of purchase. After the initial purchase, the contracts should be reviewed
on an ongoing basis to ensure and verify that the policies are performing as
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proposed and illustrated. This review process ensures that any issues or defi-
ciencies will be caught early, when they are simpler to correct.
When considering the effects of company financial strength and product
performance on the results a client will achieve, it is important to note that it
is highly unlikely that any one insurer will have the best policy of each type,
or even a high quality policy of each type. The simple fact that an insurer has
a very high quality whole life contract, for example, does not reflect on the
strength or merits of its other product lines. It is necessary to conduct an
evaluation, not only on the company as a whole, but with focus on the specific
product under consideration.
Insurer Financial Strength
To begin the first level of due diligence analysis, it is important to understand
the ways in which insurers may be capitalized or structured. Commercial life
insurance companies are generally structured in one of two ways, as either
stock companies, either privately or publicly held, or mutual insurance com-
panies.
To acquire capital to begin operations, or to obtain capital to continue or
expand operations, many insurers choose to sell shares of stock in their com-
pany. As owners of the company, these stockholders will benefit from the suc-
cessful operations of the company, as a stock insurer is organized for the chief
purpose of returning profit to the shareholders.
By contrast, the capital to operate a mutual insurance company is gener-
ated by a combination of borrowing and policy premium payments. As a re-
sult, a mutual insurance company is owned by the policyholders and the com-
pany is obligated to serve the best interest of the policyholder, and policyhold-
ers share in the company’s surplus.
With an understanding of company structure, we can then move on to dis-
cussion of the general ratings criteria, their use by the various ratings firms,
and the due diligence tests an adviser should perform.
A series of six financial ratios or indicators can be used to evaluate the fi-
nancial strength of an insurer. 
Leverage: A measure of debt in relation to equity/net worth in a company’s
financial structure.
Liquidity: The ability of a firm to quickly convert an asset to cash.
Profitability: The excess of revenue over expenses.
Surplus: The equity or net worth of the company. Adjusted surplus is gen-
erally considered to be a combination of the capital and surplus reported by
the insurer and the asset quality reserve mandated by insurance company
statutory accounting.
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Capitalization: The financial framework of the insurer, a combination of
debt, stock and net worth.
Asset Quality: The composition of an insurer’s asset base, i.e., are the as-
sets concentrated in one region, one industry, etc? What is the ratio of invest-
ment grade bonds to non-investment grade bonds?
Review of Ratings Firms
It should come as no surprise that each of the four major rating agencies
evaluate insurers based on the same financial ratios and criteria. The value of
reviewing ratings from more than one rating service lies in the fact that each
agency concentrates its review in slightly different ways. All ratings firms re-
view and update the ratings periodically, and new ratings are issued at least
annually. Regardless of their focus, the rating firms are primarily concerned
with the ability of the company to meet its obligations across all lines of busi-
ness.
Standard & Poor’s: Standard and Poor’s (S&P) Insurer Financial
Strength Ratings conducts its review as a prospective evaluation of the in-
surer’s financial capacity. S&P focuses its review on the capitalization of an
insurer, as well as liquidity, expenses and claims. In addition, management,
strategy, and operating effectiveness are key factors considered as part of the
rating.
Fitch: Fitch, in generating its Insurer Financial Strength Ratings, is con-
cerned with the long-term solvency and liquidity of the insurer. As a result,
Fitch focuses on leverage, profitability, and efficiency as the key determinants
of strength. Factors such as the economic fundamentals of the insurer’s pri-
mary businesses lines and asset/liability management also play a key role.
AM Best: AM Best conducts its review using overall company performance
to evaluate the insurer’s ability to meet claims and obligations, with the
analysis derived from the company’s balance sheet (leverage, liquidity), oper-
ating results (profitability) and business plan/profile. Additional weight is
given to peer and industry comparisons and management philosophy.
Moody’s: Moody’s considers the insurer’s long-term performance to evalu-
ate its ability to meet its contractual obligations. Capital adequacy, profitabil-
ity, and liquidity are key features of the Moody’s model, with additional focus
on business fundamentals, management, and subsidiary/affiliate relation-
ships.
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The shaded rows in the table below indicate ratings from each rating firm
that are approximately equivalent to an A+ or higher rating from AM Best.
Ratings below the thick black line are considered to be below investment
grade, and as such carry additional risks.
Standard & Poor’s Fitch AM Best Moody’s
AAA AAA A++ Aaa
AA+/– AA A+ Aa1/Aa2/Aa3/A1
A+/– A+/– A/A– A2/A3
BBB+/– BBB+/– B++/B+ Baa1/Baa2/Baa3
B/B–
BB+/– BB+/– C++/C+ B1/B2/B3
C/C–
CCC+/– CCC+/– D Caa
CC/C E Ca
D F C
In conjunction with a review of the insurer’s ratings from the above firms,
it is appropriate to focus on several areas within those reports to gain a clear
understanding of the company, its management and its financial position.
Surplus Adequacy: Ratios should consistently match or exceed the thresh-
old limits of actual to benchmark level of surplus, as found in such tests as
Moody’s Risk Adjusted Capital Ratio. Adequate surplus provides a financial
cushion and a means to expand operations.
Asset Quality: The ratio of high risk assets to adjusted surplus should not
exceed 150 percent, and the assets should be well diversified.
Liquidity: A review of an insurer’s liquidity position should take into ac-
count the matching of the insurer’s liabilities with assets of similar matur-
ity/durations.
Earnings: Earnings should be evaluated at the total company level and
also at the individual product level. A profitable company may have several,
or many, unprofitable lines of business. Consistency of earnings from year to
year should also be reviewed.
Management Stability: Company strategy as well as ratings firm assess-
ment of current and prior management should be taken into account.
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Categories/Types of Life Insurance
After a review of insurer strength and performance, a due diligence review
must also include a basic understanding of the categories of insurance and the
various types of contracts within each category. Basically, there are two cate-
gories of insurance available to a client, temporary and permanent.
Temporary Insurance
Temporary insurance provides financial protection for a temporary or speci-
fied period of time, and is not usually designed to meet a long-term need. At
the outset, premiums are lower in comparison to permanent plans of insur-
ance, but over time the premiums increase based on plan of insurance pur-
chased. Temporary, or term, insurance does not pay a benefit if the client out-
lives the term period, i.e., there are no cash or surrender values.
Term Insurance. There are three main categories of term insurance:
1. Yearly renewable term: Face amount of insurance remains level, how-
ever, policy premiums increase as the insured ages. The policy can
typically renew the term coverage without proving insurability, and if
the policy contains conversion privileges, the term coverage may be
converted into a permanent plan of insurance, also without proving
insurability. While you may find clients with this form of coverage in
place, very few carriers are still writing new policies.
2. Level term: Face amount and premium are specified as level amounts
for the initial policy period. Initial policy periods are commonly 5 year,
10 year, 15 year, 20 year and 30 year level. The policy may be renew-
able at the end of the initial period. Those that offer continued cover-
age after the guaranteed period become the equivalent of yearly re-
newable term, with the premium increasing each year. The policy may
also be convertible to a permanent plan at attained age without evi-
dence of insurabililty. Both of these features can be very important to
a client who needs protection past the guaranteed period and has de-
veloped a medical condition that would cause him to be rated up or
possibly uninsurable.
3. Decreasing term: The face amount of insurance decreases during the
contract period and the premium remains level. This type of policy is
typically used to cover a mortgage or other loan obligation, and is con-
sidered a specialty product.
Permanent Insurance
Permanent insurance is designed to offer insurance protection throughout the
insured’s lifetime. Premiums are higher than those for any type of temporary
plan. Permanent insurance typically generates cash or surrender values, and
since the client cannot outlive the coverage period, permanent insurance will
pay a benefit to heirs or survivors if policy performance is monitored closely.
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There are four categories of permanent insurance:
1. Whole life: Face amount is guaranteed to never be less than the initial
purchase, and is typically designed to increase. Premiums are guaran-
teed level and are designed to be paid throughout the insured’s life.
Mortality and expense charges are set at the beginning of the contract
and do not change. Whole life contracts contain guaranteed cash val-
ues and generally pay dividends, which result in cash value higher
than the guaranteed cash values. Policy performance is tied to com-
pany strength, guarantees and portfolio returns.
2. Universal life: Two face amount options (Option 1—Level; Option 2—
Current cash value plus initial face amount), which may be increased
or decreased subject to the policy limits. Premiums may be skipped,
increased, or decreased according to the policy provisions. Mortality
and expense costs are charged against the policy every month and in-
crease with age, subject to maximum charges. Interest is credited to
the cash value account on a periodic basis. Policy performance is tied
to the prevailing interest rates. If annual premium payment plus the
interest earned on the cash value account are less than the mortality
and expense charges, the excess is taken from the cash value account.
If the cash value account reaches zero, the policy will terminate.
3. Variable life: Typically two face amount options which are similar to
universal life. A fixed scheduled premium guarantees a minimum face
amount, and premium payments are directed, by the insured, into a
selection of equity-based sub-accounts. As with universal life, mortal-
ity and expense charges are deducted from the policy account every
month, and increase with age. Cash value is determined by the per-
formance of these sub-accounts, and is not guaranteed. Regardless of
investment performance, a minimum death benefit is typically guar-
anteed to 70 or 75 years of age. At that point, if performance has not
been as illustrated, additional premiums may be required to maintain
the policy.
4. Variable universal life: Similar in function to universal life, variable
universal life includes flexible premiums and flexible face amounts.
However, the death benefit is not guaranteed, and may fluctuate
based on the performance of the equity-based sub-accounts. Mortality
and expense charges are charged against the policy each month and
increase with age. The cash value also accumulates based on sub-
account performance. As with universal life, if premiums and interest
on the cash account are not sufficient to cover the mortality and ex-
pense charges, the cash value account can be depleted, and if it
reaches zero, the policy will terminate.
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What to Ask for in All Cases
When performing a due diligence review of life insurance, it is vital to have as
many resources and as much information as possible available to you. As
noted earlier, it is important to obtain a copy of all rating company analyses
for the insurer(s) under consideration. Combined, these reports will give a
very detailed picture of the company’s financial strength and claims-paying
ability. Furthermore, a copy of the insurance company’s annual report will
provide insight into the management and operations of the company.
In addition, there are two documents which are crucial to any due dili-
gence review. A.M. Best’s Historical Performance Numbers indicate the over-
all performance of a company, across all lines of business, and while useful,
does not reflect how an individual product performs. To narrow the focus onto
the one specific product under consideration, it is useful to obtain “Schedule M
from Blue Book.” Insurance companies are required by law to file reports with
the State Insurance Commissioners. Specifically, Schedule M provides detail
on every product and every series issued by an insurer. Insurers issue new
policy series periodically, to reflect changes in expectations and assumptions
(expenses, mortality, investment returns, etc.). As a result, performance will
vary from one series to the next.
Policy illustrations, or ledgers, form the basis of product design and analy-
sis. These illustrations are based on the current policy series being offered by
the company and make certain performance assumptions. Illustrations can be
used to demonstrate how a policy performs by showing the schedule of premi-
ums, as well as the accumulation of cash values and the design of the death
benefit. In addition, illustrations can be used to test how a product will per-
form when assumptions such as dividend payment and market performance
as well as changes in mortality and expense charges are made. As such, it is
vital to obtain not only the proposed illustration, based on current assump-
tions, but also illustrations that reflect changes in the underlying policy as-
sumptions.
In order to conduct a complete review, the following illustrations should be
obtained from the agent(s) and/or insurers. For our examples, we have illus-
trated a $1,000,000 policy for a 45-year-old male, non-smoker, receiving pre-
ferred rates.
Temporary Insurance
Yearly Renewable Term. Illustrations should indicate the scheduled premium,
as well as the maximum annual premium that may be charged.
• Level term: Illustrations should indicate the premium for the initial
period, as well as the renewal premium at the end of the initial pre-
mium. The illustration in Exhibit 1 in the Appendix shows level pre-
miums for 10, 15, and 20 years. The subsequent premiums (years 11,
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16, and 20 and thereafter) make a convincing case for planning cor-
rectly for the needed temporary coverage.
• Decreasing term: Illustrations should indicate premiums throughout
the term period, as well as the change in face amount each year.
When being used as mortgage or loan payoff protection, be certain not
to use a product that decreases straightline, but rather one designed
to decrease at the rate of loan amortizatiton.
Permanent Insurance
• Whole life: The policy should be evaluated on several fronts, with sev-
eral changes in assumptions. The first set of illustrations should dem-
onstrate policy performance under a “full pay” scenario, i.e., premiums
are paid for the insured’s entire life. Given that mortality and expense
charges are set at the beginning of the contract, the only changes in
assumption should be to run illustrations that reflect 50 and 100 basis
point drops in the dividend. This assumes as a worst case scenario
that at some future point the insurance carrier will not be able to sus-
tain the current dividend level. With the current interest rates at his-
toric lows, it could also be a distinct possibility that policies purchased
during this period could benefit from rising interest and dividend
payments.
As can be seen from these illustrations, a 50 basis point drop in the divi-
dend, from 5.5 to 5 percent, results in a reduction in cash value at the end of
policy year 25 from $$902,244 at 5.5 percent (see Exhibit 2 in the Appendix) to
$838,359 at 5 percent (see Exhibit 3 in the Appendix), and to $779,971 at 4.5
percent (see Exhibit 4 in the Appendix).
Finally, policy performance should also be measured under a “premium
offset” scenario, i.e., when the policy values have grown to the level that divi-
dends and policy values can be used to support the policy, those dividends and
values are used to pay the premium and the policy owner makes no additional
contributions to the policy.
As the illustrations show, premium offset is reached at the end of policy
year 13 (see Exhibit 5 in the Appendix) at the current dividend rate. Fur-
thermore, the cash values in year 25 are still $555,578 in spite of the fact that
the policy has been self sustaining after a total premium payment of $236,405.
Under this scenario, were the client to die at age 85, the death benefit of
$1,615,002 would have been purchased for $0.146 on the dollar. Not a bad
deal.
• Universal life: As noted earlier in this chapter, the performance of a
universal life contract is tied to the prevailing interest rates in the
economy. Universal life reached its peak in the 1980s when interest
rates were very high. The best example of the need for due diligence
comes from a retrospective look at the performance of a hypothetical
policy purchased during that time period.
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Let us assume that in April 1985, a client, a 46-year-old male, pur-
chased $125,000 of universal life coverage, for a premium of $1,200
per year. The sales illustration, projecting a 12 percent rate of return
for every year thereafter, would have indicated that the face amount
would remain in force, significant cash values would accumulate, and
the premium would not increase for the life of the policy (typically to
age 95 or 100). We now know that this projection was unrealistic, and
the policy would be in jeopardy of collapsing over time.
Moving forward to 1997, the client receives an annual policy statement
stating the following:
• If you continue to pay premiums as scheduled ($1,200), on the basis of
current interest rates and cost of insurance (mortality and expense)
charges, the coverage will remain in effect until July 2021. (Client’s
age 82.)
• If you continue to pay premiums as scheduled, on the basis of mini-
mum interest rates and maximum costs of insurance charges, the cov-
erage will remain in effect until December 2005. (Client’s age 62.)
• If you make no further premium payments, on the basis of current in-
terest rates and cost of insurance charges, the coverage will remain in
effect until June 2011. (Client’s age 68.)
• If you make no further premium payments, on the basis of minimum
interest rates and maximum cost of insurance charges, the coverage
will remain in effect until October 2002. (Client’s age 59.)
In our hypothetical policy, none of those options make sense for the client.
In order to guarantee that the policy remain in force to age 100 under mini-
mum interest rates and maximum insurance charges, the premium would
need to increase from $1,200 to $4,200 per year. Under interest or dividend
rates being paid from 1997 through today, the policy could possibly sustain
until age 100 with premiums in the $2,200 to $2,400 per year range. Had the
client or an adviser been reviewing the contract periodically, the deficiencies
would have been noticed earlier and remedial action could have been taken
earlier, at less cost to the client. This remedial action might have included
funding the contract properly, or obtaining a new contract with some built-in
guarantees at a younger age.
• Variable life: Typically, illustrations for variable policies use an aver-
age rate of return of 10 percent each and every year. While this may
be useful for comparison of variable policies from two different compa-
nies, it gives no indication of how a policy will perform under real
world conditions. Illustrations should be used which recognize the po-
tential for lower rates of return and/or reflect the variable nature of
the investments which underpin the cash value and any increase in
the death benefit. Because of the NASD and SEC rules regarding
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compliance and disclosure, the volume of documents necessary to il-
lustrate specific examples of variable policies are virtually impossible
to furnish in a publication such as this. Needless to say, the market
conditions over the past few years have clearly shown the vulnerabil-
ity of these products to market conditions, and no illustration that
does not reflect the possibility of years with significant loss should be
presented to a client.
• Variable universal: Again, these policies are typically illustrated at an
average rate of return of 10 percent each and every year. As with
variable life, illustrations should be used that reflect lower rates of re-
turn on the underlying investments and take into account the variable
nature of the market and the fact that there may be years with losses
significantly affecting the cash values of the policy.
As can be seen from the above examples, due diligence requires that we go
beyond the initial proposed illustration and determine how the product will
perform under less than ideal circumstances. To reiterate, due diligence is not
a one-time effort, but rather requires ongoing review of the performance of
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* Roger E. Nauheimer, President, The Insurance Marketing Research & Development (IMRAD) Corporation, Charter Member, Wealth
Care Centers, Inc., has been a Financial Services professional for over 35 years.
After more than a decade providing split funded retirement supplements for employees, it is believed that Roger wrote the first 401(k) in New
York State, and proceeded to build the largest independent provider and administrator of 401(k) in the Northeast during the 1980s. Since
1989, his activities have been split between writing about the technical aspects of the business and working with the clients of CPA firms.
He was the editor of “Tax Planning and Asset Protection Using VEBAs,” which has Continuing Education Credits for Insurance Agents,
Certified Financial Planners, and CPAs. He has been published in Bloomberg Wealth Manager, was a contributor to the American
Association of Life Underwriters Bulletin, a contributor to Panel Publishing’s Life Insurance Answer Book, and is currently a member of the
Editorial Advisory Board for Small Business Tax News, a monthly national publication to which he is also a regular contributor.
Roger is a member of both the Executive Advisory Board of Washington Mutual Life Insurance Company, and the President’s Cabinet of
Security Mutual Life Insurance Company. He can be contacted at (727) 526-1991 or email: RogerN@imradcorp.com.
Lance Wallach, CLU, ChFC, CIMC, advises accountants on how to expand their practices by incorporating VEBAs, pensions, insurance,
financial and estate planning concepts into their engagements. His practice focuses on asset protection, business succession, tax-deductible
life insurance, and tax oriented strategies by using VEBAs, 412(i) pension plans and other unique tax-reduction techniques. Mr. Wallach is a
frequent speaker at accounting, insurance, legal, and industry conventions throughout the United States, including Baruch College (Taxes on
Tuesdays), Long Island University, C. W. Post Graduate School of Accountancy, Louisiana State University, as well as the annual national
conventions of the National Association of Tax Practitioners, National Association of Enrolled Agents, American Society of Pension Actuaries,
Employee Benefits Expo, Health Insurance Underwriters, and the International Association of Financial Planners, various state CPA
societies, Tax Institutes, medical society conventions, CLU Societies, NAIFA, NAPFA, and Estate Planning Councils.
Mr. Wallach has authored numerous books about VEBAs and HRAs, and writes for over 50 publications, including The AICPA’s Planner,
CLU Journal, Advisor Today, Accounting Today, CPA Journal, Tax Practitioners Journal, the Law Tribune, The Barrister, Health Insurance
Underwriter, Employee Benefits News, National Public Accountant, Enrolled Agents Journal, and the American Medical Association News.
Mr. Wallach has been interviewed numerous times on financial talk shows. He can be reached at 516-938-5007/516-935-7346; fax 516-938-
6330, email lawallach@aol.com , or visit www.vebaplan.com for copies of his most popular articles.
1 The poll surveyed 1,521 individuals whose income is $75,000 or more annually, and 719 small business owners who have been in business at
least 10 years, with over 500 employees and revenues of $10 million or more. Conducted in September 2000 by Prince & Associates, LLC, the
survey sample was randomly drawn from individuals and business owners. The sample was screened to meet the income criteria. The results
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With a debt-management, or financing professional, on your team, you
are uniquely positioned to provide for your clients’ overall financial
well-being. A savvy banking (loan) professional can—with your
input—provide financing solutions for a variety of situations faced by
your clients. Very simply, these solutions can be structured to enhance
your service and/or product offerings. This professional should have
access to financing for both business clients and the individual clients
you serve. This will add further value to your services, by giving your
clients access to a debt-management expert. It can also generate
additional income through billable client time, reciprocal referrals
from the mortgage professional, and referrals from your satisfied
existing clients. (In this chapter we’ll refer generically to a “mortgage”
or “financing” professional. This team member, however, can be any
one of a number of loan professionals. Some states, for example, define
“Mortgage Bankers” and “Mortgage Brokers” differently, so we will
refrain from applying those titles.)
With additional competition from Internet sources, it becomes
increasingly important to maintain control of your client database.
By having solid relationships with like-minded, non-competing
professionals you close the “back door” of your practice even tighter.
This “back door” is the one through which your clients can wander—
if you are not vigilant—into the eager arms of your competition.
Why a Mortgage Professional?
When a potential financing situation arises, it is best to know that your client
is going to a professional who won’t be soliciting other business from them by
actively cross-marketing other services. For example: Many banks have in-
surance departments and investment advisers, in addition to loan officers.
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Even if the bank itself doesn’t have a cross-marketing effort in place, the loan
officers may have referral relationships with their group of associates who do
use cross-marketing.
Don’t kid yourself . . . if banks offer these extra services, they will market
them to their entire database! Even worse, if the loan officers don’t like the
service their customers get from their own bank on these extras, they may
seek to refer these other services to the relationships they have in place out-
side of the bank. This can result in twice the effort of cross-marketing your cli-
ent! As you can see, it is easy to unwittingly expose your clients to competitors
by referring them to any bank they choose. By controlling the financing refer-
ral, you can sidestep this issue entirely by making sure your client is commu-
nicating with an entity that isn’t interested in selling any of these extra serv-
ices.
Your part in the team approach must be to protect the relationships your
clients have with other members of your team. Their part is to do the same for
you by continually adding value to your relationship with these clients.
What to Look for
The gauges to employ when choosing a mortgage professional for your team
would be the level of professionalism, ease (and willingness!) of communica-
tion, adherence to the “team-player” ethic, and access to programs for both
your business and individual clients. The ability to explain choices among
various options—both visually and verbally—demonstrates the role of trusted
adviser the mortgage professional must assume in helping to meet your cli-
ents’ needs. It is important to convey understanding to both your client and
you.
You can judge the level of professionalism by the approach the mortgage
professional uses when engaging your clients. The “pitching” of products, rates
and closing costs is not an acceptable way to assist anybody. In fact, it is ex-
tremely unprofessional to handle client communications in this fashion. The
only acceptable way is with a consultative approach, using probing questions
to determine your client’s goals and objectives. As the CPA, it is most appro-
priate that you handle the foundation for this communication by outlining the
client’s current situation and sharing where he or she wants to be as a result
of the proposed financing. The line of questioning can then be focused to en-
able movement toward the most valid set of solutions.
A sampling of some of the questions: How long will the client be living in
the property? Do they view their home as a fearsome debt to be paid off, or do
they see it as a financial vehicle to be used as part of their overall financial
plan? Does the client understand how an adjustable-rate mortgage can be a
cash-flow tool? When would they like to be debt-free? Only after finding an-
swers to probing questions like these can there be a logical presentation of al-
ternatives. Deviation from this can result in misunderstandings and false
starts . . . not a good way for your client to be coached through a large a finan-
cial move! This would reflect poorly on you. An informed decision (rather than
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blind faith) will eliminate the “buyer’s remorse” often associated with a major
financing decision.
Another important aspect is how you are going to be kept “in the loop”
when your client is in communication with your financing team member.
Communication—or lack thereof—is a good measure of any professional rela-
tionship. In this area, we have found that “preemptive” communication is the
most efficient way to keep you informed of a client’s progress. E-mail is an ex-
cellent tool in this regard. Simply cc’ing team members on (all) client e-mail
communications will keep everyone updated on the progress of the client en-
gagement. It’s also a quick, convenient way to share any analysis you’ve done
for the client.
Team Tip: What happens when your client contacts your mortgage
professional directly for any subsequent financing? Your input must be
requested! This enhances your value because it shows your client that
your guidance will always be sought when any financial situation
arises. To do otherwise is not in the interest of the “greater good” of
your client, nor is it good for the solidarity of the team. This is abso-
lutely critical and there must be a mechanism in place to ensure this
communication occurs.
Many firms use a database that enables them to flag the original source of
the referred client. When any subsequent financing activity occurs, they can
refer the client back to you because you made the initial referral. Knowing
from whom the initial client came allows this to happen. This critical concept
is very important for the growth of all the team members’ businesses.
The ability of a mortgage professional to clearly explain the complexities
of proposed financing can be ascertained in two ways: The first is by reviewing
the analysis tools and illustrations they possess. Your clients should be shown
a variety of options in an easy-to-understand format. The second is with posi-
tive feedback from your clients after they have consulted with your team
member.
1. Team Tip: Remember, building your team to championship levels
will take an investment of time and effort on all the team mem-
bers’ part. While there are no glaringly obvious clues when it
comes to adding the ideal finance professional to your team, you
can go into your marketplace and identify one by searching and
engaging as follows. Do any of the professionals I know have a fi-
nance professional they know? Look first to any professionals you
know or who are now on your team. Maybe they have used the
services of a non-competing finance professional with whom they
enjoy doing business. As you know, a referral from a respected
professional person is a good litmus test for doing business with
anybody.
(continued)
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2. Does the finance professional adhere to good business practices?
Get a Better Business Bureau directory of members in your area.
This is a good place to look for businesses with which you would
want to be associated. You can check the complaint status of any
entity you might consider before ever starting a conversation with
them. A good reputation and adherence to the standards as set by
the BBB will only reflect well on you in the eyes of your clients.
3. Is the finance professional properly licensed? Check with the State
Banking Department or other such jurisdiction to which the entity
is held accountable. Do they have the appropriate licensing? Have
there been any actions against them? How long have they been in
business? Who is the owner?
4. Can he or she handle the volume of business? Ideally, the finance
professional’s business should be large enough to handle the in-
creased flow of business you may be sending to him or her, but
small enough so you can reach the person you want when you
need to. A “one-person shop” would be appropriate if that’s the size
of your business. If you have several people in your firm, it would
be imperative to have a finance professional who has at least one
separate person in his/her business to handle processing. If you re-
fer a “one-person shop” 2 or 3 of your clients per month, they may
not be able to effectively handle the additional work flow . . . which
wouldn’t reflect well on you if your clients receive less than the
service they deserve!
5. What types of financing do you have access to? Ideally, the finance
professional will be able to obtain residential mortgage financing
and commercial financing. This way, you only have to go to one re-
source for both your individual clients and your business clients in
need of financing solutions.
6. What are some of the questions you ask borrowers? A professional
line of questions (as mentioned previously) will seek the goals and
objectives of the client first, then provide some appropriate solu-
tions. The focus should be the overall financial well-being of the
client.
7. What visual aids or tools are used to educate and inform borrow-
ers? Ask to have this e-mailed to you. If they can’t do this, they ei-
ther lack the tools or don’t have the ability—or desire—to use e-
mail as an alternate means of contact. Neither of these will serve
you or your clients well.
8. How will you keep me informed on my clients’ progress through the
loan process? Obviously, you want to remain in the loop on any-
thing affecting your clients.
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9. Do you handle referrals differently than borrowers you generate
from your own resources? You want to see that they don’t handle
them differently from other sources. If they say they do, they’re
acting more like a sales person than a professional by trying to
place referral business on a false pedestal. The fact is, when it gets
busy in a finance professional’s office, all the business will end up
being treated the same way. This is not a problem when there is a
good system in place, so why be untruthful about “preferred”
treatment. Why should anybody be treated differently? This just
isn’t the case in a professionally-run organization.
10. What kinds of professional relationships do you now have in place?
Ideally, you’ll want to see a mix of realtors, attorneys, financial
planners and CPAs. This way you’ll know they have experience
operating within a team. As a corollary to this question, ask how
your referrals will be prevented from being mixed up with any
other referral sources the finance professional has. You’ll want to
know that a good database system is employed for this purpose.
Positioning for Referrals
Referrals don’t happen by accident. As the “team leader” you must properly
position the client whenever the need for another professional’s expertise is
observed. A referral should be given at an appropriate time . . . a time when
there is already a perception of added value.
The best time to make such a referral is when the client is being given
“feel good” news. For example: “After reviewing your fiscal year-end, it ap-
pears you’re in a better position than we first thought. I think it might be a
good time to speak with a finance professional about that loan you’ve been
thinking about.” If the client feels good about you—and who wouldn’t on the
heels of good news—then he or she will often feel good about the professional
you are referring simply by association.
The financial professional will often use a form that sets the stage for re-
ferrals when taking a mortgage application. It’s a form that lists a client’s in-
surance professional, wills/estates/probate avoidance professional, bank-
ruptcy/divorce or other legal professional, financial planner and CPA/tax pro-
fessional. This serves three purposes:
1. Makes it easier to process the client’s loan—in case any additional
documentation is needed from other professionals (e.g., bankruptcy
documents, divorce papers, tax returns, investment statements, etc.).
2. Enables the mortgage professional to create new affinity relationships
with any of the professionals listed.
3. Empowers us to make a referral to one of our professional team mem-
bers when there is no relationship in a particular area of expertise.
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For the savvy mortgage professional, the loan origination is often the be-
ginning of a long-term relationship. This relationship starts with the closing of
the loan.
As motivational guru Zig Ziglar says, “When you give enough people what
they want, in fairly short order you’ll get what you want.” As a CPA, you will
often have the opportunity to refer a finance professional to a client when
there is a need. Sometimes there are opportunities that would never occur to
you unless you were on the lookout to add value for clients and your other
team members. (I will share a number of circumstances to illustrate this point
later in this chapter.) As the quote above suggests, this is not going to be a tit-
for-tat circumstance. Expecting a referral automatically every time you give
one doesn’t make the magic happen. By seeking first to add value for others,
value will be added to you in turn.
Many referral situations exist right now within your existing client data-
base. Opportunities are present for you to enhance your value to your clients
by making the proper referrals to the other members of your professional
team. Your clients win by getting the service they need, and your team mem-
bers win by doing additional business as a result of your referral. You win by
creating billable “review” time for products/services proposed by you and your
team member, or from referrals from the other team members, or both!
Do not take for granted the perception you have in your clients’ eyes when
you’ve gone that extra mile with your service. Take the bull by the horns and
remind them (at the “feel good” points in your service) to provide you with re-
ferrals to others they know.
Referral Situations—Cafeteria Style
Whether your client is young or not-so-young, an investment novice or expert,
a business or an individual, there arises an opportunity that can be easily
handled with financing of some type. By maintaining a heightened level of
awareness for these and other scenarios, your clients can face their challenges
with solutions provided by your financing professional.
Following is a “menu” of situations where referrals to the financing pro-
fessional’s services and creativity can be valuable to the CPA and his or her
clients. By remembering these circumstances, you’ll find you can apply them
to the trials faced by your clients at any time. Be aware that there are many
possible situations now faced by your clients for which there are solutions . . .
solutions in which you are the catalyst and where you get to shine.
1. “Bundling” the services of you and your professional team members
for business clients as “preferred providers” of these services to the
employees as an added benefit (e.g., tax preparation, financing, insur-
ance services, financial planning, wills/trusts and estate planning,
etc.).
2. You are the trusted adviser/conduit to resources of capital for acquisi-
tion of business, business expansion, etc.
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3. You can coordinate refinancing efforts for commercial/industrial real
estate to access equity, consolidate business debts, and restructure
cash flow.
4. Help your clients choose among multiple finance options simultane-
ously with an easy-to-understand “Total Cost Analysis.”
5. Help your clients rid themselves of debt faster by restructuring their
financing intelligently after reviewing a “Debt-Free Analysis.”
6. Help clients see how they can accumulate wealth faster by investing
the savings realized from a debt-consolidation loan. Ask the finance
pro to create an “equity repositioning” report to accomplish this.
7. Showing your clients how/when to tap into equity for opportunities
(business purchase or expansion, fallback position for education ex-
penses, home improvements, personal debt consolidation, buying a
second home or investment property).
8. Showing your clients the advantages of refinancing real estate for
cash rather than selling it (e.g., avoiding taxes and keeping an appre-
ciating asset).
9. Showing senior (over 62) clients the benefits of reverse annuity mort-
gages when they are considering retirement alternatives while pre-
serving their estate values.
Referral Situations for “No-Income” Loans
Since “no-income” loans are among the most widely misunderstood loans in
the mortgage finance industry, they deserve attention all by themselves. Un-
fortunately, far too many people still think they can’t get mortgage financing
because they don’t have enough income to qualify conventionally. They pay
their bills on time, but they are in a cash business or other business that lends
itself to aggressive tax avoidance (not evasion!). The proverbial “double-edged
sword” is that the business lends itself to minimizing tax burdens, but it’s not
good for obtaining conventional financing. This is where the no-income loan
provides an alternative for the otherwise good borrower to obtain financing for
the refinance or purchase of a home or investment property, business pur-
chase or expansion.
Here are some additional referral situations to be on the lookout for:
1. Self-employed clients: Contractors (plumbers, electricians, landscap-
ing, painting, lawn mowing etc.), consultants, professionals, house
cleaners and others. All are good candidates because they often show a
lower income to the IRS . . . one of the perks of owning a business.
2. One spouse/partner has good credit: This is a common situation. One
spouse (or partner) has good credit while the other’s has suffered—due
to divorce, medical situation, bankruptcy, etc. This leaves the “good
credit” borrower to qualify on his/her own. When this spouse or part-
ner cannot qualify for a loan due to insufficient income, the no-income
loan can save the day and get the job done.
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3. Commission-income clients: Salespeople, people receiving 1099 income
as subcontractors and independent representatives. After expenses,
these folks typically show less money on their tax returns and qualify
for lesser amounts as a consequence. Most are capable of paying on a
higher mortgage amount, and can do so with a no-income loan.
4. Divorced and soon-to-be divorced clients: If credit has not suffered too
badly, the financial burden of qualifying solo for a loan is more than
will be accepted by most conventional lenders. Divorced/divorcing peo-
ple often choose not to buy because they don’t want to add insult (a
loan denial) to their existing injury. The no-income loan can help cli-
ents faced with this situation move forward with their financial lives.
5. Clients who want to maintain privacy: Some people have an aversion
to sharing their personal financial information with anybody. For
these folks, the no-income loan enables them to maintain this higher
degree of privacy. Income and assets can be left out of the qualifying
process.
6. Clients who have cash: Cash is a four-letter word for most lenders in
the finance industry. For clients who have cash “under the mattress”
or in a safe-deposit box, the no-income (or “no documentation”) loan
will enable them to bring their cash into the purchase situation with-
out any question as to its source.
7. Large gift: Clients who have access to a large gift (of cash toward a
purchase) will benefit from a no-income loan. A program where the
source of the gift isn’t a concern works well for this situation. It also
keeps the donor of the gift from having to be considered as a co-signor
on the loan, enabling the client to do the transaction on her or his
own.
8. Social security or pension income: For these clients, the income from
social security and/or a pension isn’t enough to qualify. These people
have—in some cases—taken on a “cash” job where the income is not
reported to the IRS. (Of course, we are not recommending or condon-
ing this practice; only observing that it does happen.) “No-income”
loans can assist these clients to obtain financing when they may need
it most.
9. Clients between jobs: Timing is everything. It’s best to borrow when
there is a stable source of income to support the repayment of a loan.
As the saying goes, it’s best to borrow when one doesn’t need to. If
your client needs funding, the no-income loan is the perfect fit.
10. Rental property investors: For situations where your client has a large
down payment for the purchase of investment property and she/he
wants to minimize the paperwork involved in the loan, a no-income
loan would be appropriate.
As you can see, there are numerous situations for which there would be a
solution through a finance professional.
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Conclusion
Your clients will be exposed to many marketing efforts during their lifetimes.
Your job is to help them make informed decisions when they need professional
expertise. If you don’t have the needed expertise, just be sure you control
where they go for this expertise. By having a well-rounded team of profession-
als to whom you can refer your clients, you’ll be helping to further cement
your relationship with them. At the end of the day, you can retain a higher
visibility with your clients and can grow your business immediately by looking
within your own back yard-your existing database! By adding the value of the
team to your existing client relationships, you can enhance your income with-
out any heavy lifting.
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Every year, CPAs with high income, high net worth business-owner
clients face the same dilemma: they have done everything they think
appropriate, and the frustrated client still has to write a huge check to
Uncle Sam. I’m certain you’ve heard clients lament “Isn’t there
anything else that can be done?” more often than you want to.
If you haven’t explored VEBAs (Voluntary Employees Beneficiary
Associations) for these clients, it might be a good time to do so—before
someone else tells them about the huge tax deductible contributions for
great benefits that legitimately favor the highly compensated
employees.
To prepare to show your clients how they can utilize these powerful
plans, it is necessary to take two preparatory steps. First, you must
learn enough about what these are and how they work so you will be
able to discuss and recommend them, if appropriate. Second, you must
find a reputable provider of VEBA plans who can implement and
administer them for your clients.
Adding the correct player to your team is extremely important, since
these plans are very complex in nature. There are many plan providers
who, as you will discover in this chapter, claim to have VEBAs or
something identical in design which are in fact non-VEBAs, and would
be a serious mistake for your clients.
A legitimate VEBA provider will be able to show you a current Letter of
Determination from the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) (a sample is
provided in the chapter Appendix), and describe to you why your client
is eligible to join it; or, he or she will provide you with documentation
of his or her ability to acquire a Letter of Determination for a plan
designed just for your client.
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VEBA Basics
VEBAs have a long, rich history of providing important benefits to employee
groups. These plans take many forms, but have as their core the intent to
provide “current benefits,” such as death or disability benefits, severance
benefits, or medical reimbursement rather than future benefits, such as
retirement or deferred compensation. Very large contributions to fund these
benefits are fully deductible to the sponsoring employer. Typically, insurance
products are purchased by the VEBA; the contributions guarantee the
payment of benefits to the beneficiaries, and are used to accumulate funds for
the payment of future benefits.
There are three types of VEBAs: Single employer plans, multiple
employer plans where a group of employers share the costs of establishing and
maintaining a plan with similar benefits for each employer group, and lastly,
10 or more employer plans which attempt to gain approval under 419A(f)(6).
In each case, the plan has been examined by the IRS, and granted a Letter of
Determination granting tax exempt status. Because of the current uncertain
status of the 10 or more employer plans, we will not discuss them here.
A VEBA is a Voluntary Employees’ Beneficiary Association, described in
§501(c)(9) of the 1986 Internal Revenue Code. It is an organization which has
received a Letter of Determination from the IRS granting tax exempt status.
Generally, this type of organization guarantees the payment of life, sickness,
accident, or other benefits to its members, their dependents, or specifically
designated beneficiaries. The VEBA is a nonprofit corporation or a trust,
normally having a bank or a trust company as its trustee.
VEBAs provide the means by which employers may provide certain
specified “current” (as opposed to “future”) welfare benefits to a group of
employees, as determined by the employer. The employer makes annual
contributions to the VEBA to pay or to fund for the benefits provided, and
receives a full tax deduction for all current contributions as they are paid to
the VEBA. The VEBA trust’s earnings from its investments are tax exempt
during the accumulation period of the trust. Employees do not derive any
taxable income on contributions made on their behalf, except for a small
amount of P.S. 58 costs, relating to the economic benefit of any life insurance
on their lives.
In the multiple employer scenario, employers are able to gain the
advantage of using a plan that already been examined and preapproved by
the IRS as a tax-exempt organization under IRC §501(c)(9). This allows any
adopting employer who qualifies for membership to participate, which
normally results in some saving in legal fees for drafting the appropriate
VEBA documents, and in similar savings in accounting and administrative
fees to maintain the VEBA. A single employer VEBA, however, offers an
employer the option of designing a plan which exactly suits his or her needs,
rather than one which may have features not desired, or not have features
which would be advantageous.
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Employer participation in multiple employer VEBAs is restricted to those
with an “employment related bond.” For instance, a construction related
VEBA cannot accept employees in the medical field. In a single employer
VEBA, this is not an issue, but in a multiple employer VEBA, you must match
the business with the stated employment demographics of the plan. There is
also an issue of geography. A multiple employer VEBA may only serve a three
contiguous state area. Thus, a medical VEBA in California may not accept
members in Florida or New York.
A VEBA may be organized as either a trust or a nonprofit corporation.
While either entity qualifies to operate a VEBA, the trust form is almost
always used, and in most instances, a bank or trust company serves as
“trustee.” Usually, a small employer simply joins an existing multiple
employer VEBA formed to allow participation by employees in businesses
similar to theirs that already has obtained an exemption letter from the IRS,
under IRC §501(c)(9).
VEBAs receiving only employer contributions are subject to Title I of
ERISA (Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974), especially those
rules pertaining to employee welfare benefit plans. These rules provide that
the employer or plan administrator must prepare a summary plan
description, which must be filed with the Department of Labor and
distributed to all plan participants. Also, the employer or plan administrator
must file IRS Forms 5500 annually, reporting on all financial aspects of the
VEBA. The VEBA’s trustee is subject to and responsible for all of the
fiduciary, disclosure, and reporting rules of ERISA. Since the participants
customarily never make any contributions to the VEBA, the plan is exempt
from the participation and vesting provisions of ERISA as well as its funding
requirements, as authorized by ERISA §201 (3)(A).
Tax and Other Benefits
The basic tax advantages of a VEBA are as follows:
• The plan sponsor is allowed a current deduction for contributions to
the VEBA equivalent to the reasonable cost of funding VEBA benefits.
• Participants generally pay no federal income tax on the majority of
contributions made on their behalf.
• Participants generally recognize income only when benefits are
actually received, unless the employer elects to take a conservative
position and decides that employees should pay tax on the current
amount of life insurance protection.
• Earnings of the VEBA are tax exempt, permitting tax-free
accumulations of income and gains on cash value within the insurance
policies.
• There are no limits on the proportion of VEBA assets that may be
committed to providing life insurance benefits.
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• Life insurance benefits distributed by a VEBA can escape both income
and estate taxation.
• Unlike the general rules which prohibit a company from taking
deductions for permanent life insurance coverage, the employer gets a
deduction for insurance benefits provided by the VEBA.
There are also important non-tax reasons for establishing a VEBA which
would include:
• Attracting quality employees
• Reducing employee turnover
• Increasing employee incentive
• Rewarding loyalty
Asset Protection
The VEBA assets are safe against claims of creditors of both the employer and
the participants.
The employer has no interest in the assets of the VEBA trust. The
employer has no ownership of the funds, and under the terms of the VEBA
there is no right to have any assets ever revert to the employer. Similarly, the
participants have no current interest in the funds in the hands of the VEBA
trustee, who is an independent trustee not under control of the participants.
Therefore, the VEBA assets cannot be subject to claims of creditors of any of
the parties to the VEBA.
Businesses That Can Benefit From VEBAs
In addition to large corporations and unions who have had their “welfare
benefit plans” for many years, many smaller employers have benefited from
either joining a multiple employer VEBA or implementing their own VEBA.
They fall primarily into the following categories:
1. Businesses and individuals who need to protect their assets from
creditors, especially individuals who are in high risk businesses—
surgeons, contractors, real estate developers, manufacturers, etc.
2. Professional businesses seeking a way to reduce tax liabilities and
provide benefits to their employees, especially owner employees, with
large deductible contributions.
3. Companies whose owners have estate tax problems, who wish to
minimize estate taxes and state inheritance taxes with large death
benefits purchased with deductible corporate contributions.
4. Companies that can no longer make contributions to their qualified
retirement plans, because the plans have been over funded.
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5. Companies that have pension plans no longer favorable to the
business owners, due to the cap on compensation (IRC §415) in the
Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1993.
VEBA Benefits
A VEBA may provide the following benefits: Life (a death benefit), sickness
and accident, disability, severance, education, supplemental unemployment
compensation, dependent care, and vacation. Benefits may, in many cases, be
pre-funded because the time when they must be paid is generally unknown.
VEBAs and Other Retirement Plans
A VEBA is not to be considered a retirement plan, and is not subject to the
IRS rules for qualified retirement plans because it does not fit the definition of
a retirement plan, in that it does not provide “future” benefits. It is therefore
not subject to the voluminous body of law governing retirement plans, nor is it
subject to the very restrictive rules under which those plans must operate.
VEBA distributions are not subject to the rules for premature withdrawal
penalties prior to age 591/2, nor are they subject to the minimum distribution
rules for mandatory withdrawals beginning at age 701/2. More importantly,
the VEBA is not subject to maximum limitations under IRC §415, or to the
excise tax for excess accumulation under §4980A. Properly structured, a
VEBA is not concerned with compliance with the pension rules, nor with the
constant updating of plans as the tax law continually changes in that area.
There is no reason why both a qualified plan and a VEBA cannot operate
separately in the same corporation, because each accomplishes its own stated
purpose. One provides welfare benefits, whereas the other provides retirement
benefits. A VEBA should not be considered as a replacement for a qualified
plan, but rather as a separate plan to accomplish a different goal.
If an employer has an existing qualified retirement plan, that plan should
be continued after adoption of a VEBA so that it is clear that the purpose of
installing the VEBA is not to replace the retirement plan. If the retirement
plan has life insurance as one of its investments, consideration should be
given to terminating the insurance portion of the retirement plan once the life
benefit in the VEBA becomes effective.
A VEBA may not offer a deferred compensation benefit, and is not subject
to the rules for non-qualified deferred compensation plans because:
1. It is not set up to pay benefits at a specific time in the future.
2. It does not provide benefits only for highly compensated or key
employees.
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3. A VEBA is a plan that must benefit all eligible employees while,
typically, a non-qualified deferred compensation plan is one which is
only for key employees.
In a non-qualified deferred compensation plan, the employer receives no
current deduction, and gets a deduction only when the plans funds are
actually distributed to the key employees, while the current contributions
made by the employer to a VEBA are deductible under IRC §162.
Within a VEBA, all employees must be eligible to participate except:
• Employees with less than three years of service
• Employees under age 21
• Seasonal employees or less than half-time employees (interpreted to
mean less than 1,000 hours of service in any one year)
• Union members
In addition, uninsurable employees may be excluded if the plan provides
death benefits. [IRC § 505(b)]
When structuring benefits for the participants, the general rules are:
1. Each class of benefits under the plan must be provided under a
classification of employees set forth in the plan that does not
discriminate in favor of highly-compensated individuals.
2. No class of benefits can discriminate in favor of highly-compensated
individuals.
These rules are set forth in IRC §505(b). This section specifically provides
that life insurance, disability benefits, severance pay and supplemental
unemployment compensation benefits do not violate the second requirement
merely because the benefits bear a uniform relationship to total compensation
or to a basic or regular rate of compensation. It therefore follows that plan
benefits will always be higher for the highly compensated than for the rank
and file employees.
In addition, if the particular benefit is subject to nondiscrimination rules
contained in some other provision of the IRC, those other nondiscrimination
rules supersede the general rules in IRC §505(b)(1). These would include the
following IRC sections:
• §79 (group term life insurance)
• §105(h) (self insured medical plans)
• §125 (cafeteria plans)
• §129 (dependent care assistance)
Death benefits from the VEBA are includable in the estate for tax
purposes if the insured possessed any incidents of ownership in, or had the
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right to designate the beneficiary of the policy at the time of death. Under
ordinary circumstances all life insurance is includable in the estate unless
some action is taken to insulate it from taxation.
If the participant makes an irrevocable designation or names an
irrevocable trust as the beneficiary of the policy, then lives for at least three
years, the proceeds of the policy will be excluded from his estate.
Plan Contributions
A deduction is permitted for the contribution if it is an ordinary and necessary
business expense. Because VEBA benefits also bear some resemblance to
compensation, the amount of benefits and their cost must be considered in
light of all compensation; the total must be reasonable.
In any event, generally speaking, there is no limit on an annual
contribution to a VEBA as long as income replacement-type benefits, such as
life, disability, and severance benefits, bear a uniform relationship to
compensation for all eligible employees. Basically, the permitted deduction
depends on facts and circumstances. It would seem clear that a contribution
which reflects the actual cost of insurance needed by a VEBA and a
reasonable allowance for plan expenses would be deductible.
Although a VEBA is intended to be a permanent welfare benefit plan for
the employees, there is no obligation to make a certain fixed payment each
year. The VEBA must be actuarially sound when installed at the initial
contribution level selected by the employer. However, the contributions can be
varied each year, and the employer specifically retains the privilege of not
only reducing or discontinuing contributions, but also to amend the plan in
the future. The plan may also be terminated, although the employer must
initially have the intention to continue the plan in order to meet IRS
requirements.
To the extent that the VEBA owns insurance policies on the lives of the
participants as investments, care must be taken to have enough funds in the
VEBA to carry that insurance without the danger of lapsing. However, so long
as there is enough funding to maintain the insurance contracts, the annual
contributions may be varied.
Termination of a VEBA
Under the terms of the VEBA, no funds can ever revert to the employer. This
means that in the event of termination by the employer, the funds must be
distributed to the current participants of the VEBA on a pro-rata basis. A
calculation is made at the time of the termination, attributing all
compensation paid to each current employee during the entire term of the
existence of the VEBA, and calculating each participant’s percentage of the
whole. With normal turnover, the owner group should derive the most
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significant portion of the fund, since that group has been employed the
longest, and additionally has received the largest portion of compensation.
Once that calculation has been made, the funds are distributed to the
participants. They are subject to ordinary income tax in the year the funds are
received.
The plan is exempt from the participation and vesting provisions of
ERISA since there are no employee contributions allowed. Therefore, former
employees who were participants are entitled to nothing upon termination of
the plan.
When the participants receive their VEBA benefits from the plan,
ordinary income tax is due in the year of receipt. Since most employees are on
the cash basis of accounting, this tax would be attributable to the year in
which the benefits are received. Termination should not be an expected result
of participation in a VEBA.
Pseudo VEBAs and “Non-VEBAs”
A VEBA is a type of IRC Sec. 419 welfare benefit plan. There are many plans
being marketed as “419 plans,” claiming to be structured under Sec. 419A(f)(6)
of the Code. But only those that have submitted their plan documents to the
IRS, and have been granted a Letter of Determination may legitimately call
themselves VEBAs. While many 419 plans are carefully drafted to attempt to
comply with the Code, some are packaged by insurance marketers merely to
sell product, and if scrutinized by the IRS, would not be granted VEBA status.
Some make claims that they are exempt from the ERISA rules, may
discriminate in favor of owner-employees, exclude employees at random, and
provide benefits that are clearly prohibited under the Code.
There are also plans being marketed as “union sponsored” plans, where
through some convoluted formula or arrangement which defies logic, only key
or highly compensated employees and owners of a company are able to “join” a
union and participate in benefits not available to the rank and file of the
company. These plans have been under scrutiny for some time and in the
author’s opinion will eventually have all deductions for contributions
disallowed.
The IRS has attempted for years to have legislation enacted to limit the
“non-VEBAs.” Their proposed changes would have limited the types of
insurance products able to be used in a plan, and severely limited the amount
of pre-funding currently available. These changes would have limited the
significant accumulation and growth of deductible contributions currently
developed within the plans. They have, to date, been unsuccessful in their
attempts.
While their legislative meddling has been unfruitful, the Service has been
busy in other areas. It is the author’s understanding that the Service has
routinely disallowed deductions they find for contributions to 419 plans they
feel are abusive.
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Recent IRS Actions
In apparent frustration over their inability to influence legislative changes
they deem appropriate, the Service has made an effort to create their own
legislation through Regulations released over the past few years (see
appendix). In Notice 2000-15 and Notice 2001-15, the Service has labeled
these plans “listed transaction,” which requires those employers currently
making contributions over a certain dollar amount to a 419 plan to state so on
an attachment to their tax return.
Under Treasury Decision 9000, the disclosure requirement was extended
to include participants, and the tax effect test of Notice 2000-15 was
eliminated, now requiring all employers and participants to attach a
notification to their tax returns disclosing their participation in a “listed
transaction.” Failure to disclose participation carries criminal penalties.
It is our belief that, upon receipt of these attachments, IRS will
automatically disallow all employer deductions, and institute audits of plan
administrators to identify all employers and participants. Unlike a VEBA,
which the Service has examined prior to issuing a Letter of Determination,
the existence of many, and possibly most of the “419 plans,” is not known. It is
highly likely that all previous deductions will automatically be disallowed
upon discovery, and penalties will be imposed.
It seems clear that any clients known to be participating in either a 419
plan or a 10 or more employer VEBA should be given some options other than
those being threatened by the IRS. The comprehensive solution to the problem
would be to create a single employer VEBA, or join an existing multiemployer
VEBA, roll all existing assets from one trust to the other, and terminate the
current plan before having to report participation in the “potentially abusive
tax shelter.” This is easily accomplished by providers of legitimate VEBAs,
and will conserve the assets currently in such plans, thus avoiding the
necessity to terminate the plan, and take a taxable distribution in order to
avoid the possible disallowance and potential penalties being threatened.
Are You Playing Audit Roulette With the IRS?
Consider the following notice direct from the IRS:
I have been assigned the above named taxpayer’s case for Appeals
consideration of the disputed issue regarding the deduction for
welfare benefit plan contributions,
The plan in question . . . is one of several similar type plans
currently coordinated by the IRS as part of its Industry
Specialization Program at the national level. These plans have been
reviewed by the IRS Industry Specialist and Industry Counsel, as
well as by the Brooklyn District Counsel office, which would be
handling any Newark cases in any potential Tax Court litigation.
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Notwithstanding the decision reached in the Booth case [Booth v.
Commissioner of Internal Revenue, 108 TC No. 25] involving the
Prime Trust, it is still the litigating position of the IRS that the
deduction in question is not allowable for the following alternative
reasons . . . .
IRS Scrutiny
Will your clients receive a similar letter because of their so-called “VEBA”
contributions? Their plans may, in fact, be IRC Section 419 or welfare benefit
plans, or “non-VEBAs,” as I call them, and they are on the IRS radar screen.
Consider the following excerpts from the CPE Exempt Organization Technical
Instruction program for IRS personnel in FY 1999:
A VEBA cannot provide deferred compensation, so there have been
attempts to disguise it.
Certain entrepreneurs have undertaken to market insurance products
to employers and employees at large claiming these products to be
ERISA covered plans. For instance, persons whose primary interest is
profiting from the provision of administrative services are establishing
insurance companies and related enterprises. The entrepreneur will
then argue that his enterprise is an ERISA benefit plan, which is
protected under ERISA’s preemption provision from state regulation.
We are concerned with this type of development, but on the basis of the
facts provided us, we are of the opinion that these programs are not
‘employee benefit plans’ as defined in Section 3(3). As described to us,
these plans are established and maintained by entrepreneurs for the
purpose of marketing insurance products or services to others. They are
not established or maintained by the appropriate parties to confer
ERISA jurisdiction, nor is the purpose for their establishment or
maintenance appropriate to meet the jurisdictional prerequisites of the
Act. They are no more ERISA plans than is any other insurance policy
sold to an employee benefit plan. (H.R. Rep No. 1875, 94th Cong., 2d
Sess 48 . . .)
In view of the many exceptions within IRC 501(c)(9) and IRC 419 that
apply to collectively bargained plans, it’s not surprising to discover
creative practitioners attempting to use these rules to their clients’
advantage... Such creativity usually falls into two categories: creation of
a sham union, or use of a pre-existing union.
More recently, ventures wishing to market insurance products in the
guise of a VEBA have joined with pre-existing labor unions to create
entities based on purported ‘collective bargaining agreements.’ In these
cases, the union may have bona fide collective bargaining agreements
with some employers yet also be engaged in sham transactions as
described below. The motivations of these unions are not entirely clear,
but are probably financial.
This problem is becoming so large that changes have been proposed to
limit deductions and change the way most of these plans operate.
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Why such a fuss? Because VEBAs and IRC 419 Welfare Benefit Plans
provide huge tax deductions to business owners and professionals, with no
vesting for employees. Large amounts of life insurance are purchased with
pretax dollars, and, with some planning, there is a good possibility that the
death proceeds will bypass both income and estate taxes. Some of the more
ludicrous plans are marketed as being tax deductible going in, with the
capability of borrowing the money out later without paying taxes.
Huge interest is building for these plans, and the IRS is paying attention
to this interest.
Traps to Avoid
Planners also need to be aware that, if the sponsor or promoter of the program
does not have a letter of determination addressed to him, he does not have a
VEBA. Many plans being marketed as VEBAs provide VEBA-like benefits,
but, in fact, are not VEBAs.
Another caution concerns geography and industry. The VEBA can only
cover a certain geographic territory and a specific industry. Consider, for
example, a promoter of medical VEBAs in California who is allowing doctors
in New Jersey into his plan. You would not be able to obtain information
about whether such a plan complies with regulations just through the letter of
determination. You would need to review the plan documents. Business
owners have been denied the promised deductions for such plans.
If you want to help your clients get large tax deductions with VEBAs,
make sure the promoter has numerous letters of determination, follows VEBA
rules, and doesn’t promise ridiculous benefits. Insurance companies and
agents heavily promoted some of these plans. They are now in tax court.
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INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE





Date: XX—x x x xx xx
OCT. 9, 1998 DLN:
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx
RED RIVER VALLEY VEBA TRUST Contact Person:
D. A. DOWNING
C/O LANCE WALLACH Internal Revenue Code
68 KESWICK LANE Section 501(c) (9)







Based on information supplied, and assuming your operations will be as
stated in your application for recognition of exemption, we have determined
you are exempt from federal income tax under section 501(a) of the Internal
Revenue Code as an organization described in the section indicated above.
Unless specifically excepted, you are liable for taxes under the Federal
Insurance Contributions Act (social security taxes) for each employee to whom
you pay $100 or more during a calendar year. And, unless excepted, you are
also liable for tax under the Federal Unemployment Tax Act for each
employee to whom you pay $50 or more during a calendar quarter if, during
the current or preceding calendar year, you had one or more employees at any
time in each of 20 calendar weeks or you paid wages of $1,500 or more in any
calendar quarter. If you have any questions about excise, employment, or
other Federal taxes, please address them to this office.
If your sources of support, or your purposes, character, or method of
operation change, please let us know so we can consider the effect of the
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change on your exempt status. In the case of an amendment to your
organizational document or bylaws, please send us a copy of the amended
document or bylaws: Also, you should inform us of all changes in your name or
address.
In the heading of this letter we have indicated whether you must file
Form 990, Return of Organization Exempt From Income Tax. If Yes is
indicated, you are required to file Form 990 only if your gross receipts each
year are normally more than $25,000. However, if you receive a Form 990
package in the mail, please file the return even if you do not exceed the gross
receipts test. If you are not required to file, simply attach the label provided,
check the box in the heading to indicate that your annual gross receipts are
normally $25,000 or less, and sign the return.
If a return is required, it must be filed by the 15th day of the fifth month
after the end of your annual accounting period. A penalty of $10 a day is
charged when a return is filed late, unless there is reasonable cause for the
delay. However, the maximum penalty charged cannot exceed $5,000 or 5
percent of your gross receipts for the year, whichever is less. This penalty may
also be charged if a return is not complete, so please be sure your return is
complete before you file it.
You are not required to file Federal income tax returns unless you are
subject to the tax on unrelated business income under section 511 of the Code.
If you are subject to this tax, you must file an income tax return on Form 990-T,
Exempt Organization Business Income Tax Return. In this letter we are not
determining whether any of your present or proposed activities are unrelated
trade or business as defined in section 513 of the Code.
You need an employer identification number even if you have no
employees. If an employer identification number was not entered on your
application, a number will be assigned to you and you will be advised of it.
Please use that number on all returns you file and in all correspondence with
the Internal Revenue Service.
Cash and non-cash benefits realized by a person on account of your
activities must be included in gross income to the extent provided in the Code.
No opinion is expressed or implied as to whether there is any provision
available under the Code to exclude from gross income contributions to you or
payments made by you. Further, no opinion is expressed or implied as to
whether you are liable for taxes under the Federal Insurance Contributions
Act (social security taxes) or the Federal Unemployment Tax Act on the
payment of benefits. If you have any questions about these matters, please
contact your key district office.
No opinion is expressed or implied as to whether employer contributions
to you are deductible under the Code.
If we have indicated in the heading of this letter that an addendum
applies, the enclosed addendum is an integral part of this letter.
Because this letter could help resolve any questions about your exempt
status, you should keep it in your permanent records.
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We have sent a copy of this letter to your representative as indicated in
your power of attorney.
If you have any questions, please contact the person whose name and





You are required to make available for public inspection a copy of your
exemption application, and supporting documents, and this exemption letter.
If you are required to file an annual information return, you are also required
to make a copy of the return available for public inspection for three years
after the return is due. Failure to make these documents available for public
inspection may subject you to a penalty of $10 per day for each day there is a
failure to comply (up to a maximum of $5,000 in the case of an annual return).
See Internal Revenue Service Notice 88—120, 1988—2 C.B. 454, for
additional information.
Contributions to your organization are not deductible by donors under
section 170(c) (2) of the Code.
Under section 6113, any fund—raising solicitation (including a solicitation
for membership dues payment) you make must include an express statement
(in a conspicuous and easily recognizable format) that contributions and gifts
are not deductible as charitable contributions for federal income tax purposes.
This express statement does not apply, however, if your annual gross receipts
are normally $100,000 or less, or if your solicitations are made to no more
than ten persons during a calendar year. The law provides penalties for
failure to comply with this requirement, unless the failure is due to reasonable
cause. See Internal Revenue Service Notice 88—120, 1988—2 C.B. 454, for
additional information.
We have concluded that your organization satisfies the nondiscrimination
requirements of section 505(b) and currently satisfies the requirements of
sections 501(c) (9) and 505 of the Code.
Letter 948 (DO/CG)
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* Lance Wallach, CLU, ChFC, CIMC, advises accountants on how to expand their practices by incorporating VEBAs, pensions, insurance,
financial and estate planning concepts into their engagements. His practice focuses on asset protection, business succession, tax-deductible
life insurance, and tax oriented strategies by using VEBAs, 412(i) pension plans and other unique tax-reduction techniques. Mr. Wallach is a
frequent speaker at accounting, insurance, legal, and industry conventions throughout the United States, including Baruch College (Taxes on
Tuesdays), Long Island University, C. W. Post Graduate School of Accountancy, Louisiana State University, as well as the annual national
conventions of the National Association of Tax Practitioners, National Association of Enrolled Agents, American Society of Pension Actuaries,
Employee Benefits Expo, Health Insurance Underwriters, and the International Association of Financial Planners, various state CPA
societies, Tax Institutes, medical society conventions, CLU Societies, NAIFA, NAPFA, and Estate Planning Councils.
Mr. Wallach has authored numerous books about VEBAs and HRAs, and writes for over 50 publications, including the AICPA’s Planner,
CLU Journal, Advisor Today, Accounting Today, CPA Journal, Tax Practitioners Journal, the Law Tribune, the Barrister, Health Insurance
Underwriter, Employee Benefits News, National Public Accountant, Enrolled Agents Journal, and the American Medical Association News.
Mr. Wallach has been interviewed numerous times on financial talk shows. He can be reached at 516-938-5007/516-935-7346; fax 516-938-
6330, email lawallach@aol.com , or visit www.vebaplan.com for copies of his most popular articles.
Ira Kaplan, MBA, JD, CPA, President, VEBA Specialists, Inc., is a national authority on Employee Benefits, VEBAs, Welfare Benefit
Plans, and Health Reimbursement Arrangements (HRAs). He is a graduate of SUNY Stonybrook, has an MBA from Hofstra University and a
JD from St. Johns University. Ira is a member of the New York State Bar Association and the New York State CPA Society.
Roger E. Nauheimer, President, The Insurance Marketing Research & Development (IMRAD) Corporation, Charter Member, Wealth Care
Centers, Inc., has been a Financial Services professional for over 35 years.
After more than a decade providing split funded retirement supplements for employees, it is believed that Roger wrote the first 401(k) in New
York State, and proceeded to build the largest independent provider and administrator of 401(k) in the Northeast during the 1980’s. Since
1989, his activities have been split between writing about the technical aspects of the business and working with the clients of CPA firms.
He was the editor of “Tax Planning and Asset Protection Using VEBAs”, which has Continuing Education Credits for Insurance Agents,
Certified Financial Planners, and CPAs. He has been published in Bloomberg Wealth Manager, was a contributor to the American
Association of Life Underwriters Bulletin, a contributor to Panel Publishing’s Life Insurance Answer Book, and is currently a member of the
Editorial Advisory Board for Small Business Tax News, a monthly national publication to which he is also a regular contributor.
Roger is a member of both the Executive Advisory Board of Washington Mutual Life Insurance Company, and the President’s Cabinet of
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For years many “financial planning” wizards have given us bad
information regarding the arrangement of our personal assets and
investment programs in order to fund for education. This package is
bursting with the secrets that have only been known, prior to this
publication, to a select few individuals who have mastered the system
of tuition assistance.
We will dispel the myths of how to gain tuition assistance. We will
clearly demonstrate that hocking your retirement comfort or
mortgaging every asset you own, through the use of student loans, are
not the only methods to financing a quality education.
You will learn the systematic process of how to accurately and most
advantageously complete the myriad forms for college financial aid. We
will help you identify the timetables to be aware of, to be among the
first in line for potential aid. We will assist you with recommendations
as to how to position your assets, so as to maximize the amount of aid
you will receive. And, perhaps most importantly, we will dispel the
rumor that tuition aid is only for the poor. The truth is that this aid is
available to all good students who are simply seeking an opportunity to
receive a quality education from some of America’s finest colleges and
universities.
The Process
Congratulations—you have a son or daughter who’s going off to college. As a
parent, you are no doubt very proud of their achievements and are probably
patting yourself on the back for lending a little guidance and encouragement
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to them over the years . . . as well you should. Enjoy these moments of pride,
fulfillment and joy, for they are fleeting.
You are about to trade these emotions for terror, confusion, and frustra-
tion. It’s real world time. How are you going to pay for this experience over the
next four to five (or more) years? You are now looking ahead at one of the big-
gest expenses of your lifetime. If you are like most people, you’ve been putting
a little money away on a regular, semi-regular, or when-you-can basis so when
Johnny or Mary is ready for college, you’ll have a pretty good start. After all,
you thought, college is a long way off, and it’s been hard enough to make a
living and keep up on a daily basis. Well, wake up and turn around. They’re
ready. Are you?
In the pages that follow, we will be offering some guidance and preparing
you for what to expect, hopefully allowing you some time to develop a game
plan. Although the previous paragraph may sound a little scary, understand
that this chapter was written by someone who has gone through the process. I
want you to benefit from all the mistakes that I have gone through, and to
understand just how important timing is, to have a timeline to work with.
This chapter will provide you with a systematic approach to the process—and
most importantly, no surprises. We will go through this together step by step.
By taking charge now, you will have an advantage over those who will en-
ter the process (as most do) uninformed and unprepared. This knowledge will
put you in a better position to be eligible to receive not only greater financial
assistance (loans), but also more favorable awards (scholarships and grants).
As you will learn, scholarships and grants do not have to be paid back; how-
ever, student and parental loans must be repaid.
You will learn many new terms and acronyms such as COA (Cost of At-
tendance), EFC (Expected Family Contribution) and FAFSA (we’ll get to that
one soon). Get used to it. You are going to learn a lot of new phrases and terms
before completing this chapter. Without these, it becomes impossible to make
informed decisions. Let’s start by dispelling some of the more common myths
surrounding financial aid.
Myth: “I make too much money.”
Fact: Wrong. I have had clients making well over $100,000 who have
gotten financial aid.
Myth: “I have a business, so I won’t qualify.”
Fact: Wrong. You are in the driver’s seat. You can control your own in-
come and who owns what assets.
Myth: “My son or daughter, with the help from our high school’s guid-
ance department, will take care of these forms.”
Fact: Big wrong, unless you are prepared to turn over all your tax rec-
ords and a list of all your assets and liabilities.
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Myth: “My son or daughter is receiving a big scholarship. That, with
what financial aid we receive, will cover the cost of college.”
Fact: Wrong. We will cover the effects of scholarships or awards in
later pages.
Myth: “We have plenty of time.”
Fact: Wrong, wrong, wrong. I don’t care how old your student is; you
must start preparing NOW!
Myth: “State schools are cheaper than private schools.”
Fact: Often, wrong. With the ability of some private colleges to offer
substantial financial aid awards and the lack of funding of state
colleges, it may be cheaper to go to the private school.
Myth: “As parents, if we don’t have enough cash, our son or daughter
can just take out more loans. I’m not going to use my home eq-
uity or use money set aside for my retirement.”
Fact: Wrong. First of all, Uncle Sam limits the amount a first-year
student can borrow on their name alone. The first year is a
maximum of $2,625 in a Stafford Loan. Beyond this, there is the
Perkins Loan, but this is reserved for the neediest of the needy. I
know of no bank that will lend money to a student who has no
means of income to demonstrate. So parents, you’re next in line.
Myth: “They won’t expect me to tap into my life savings, home equity or
my retirement.”
Fact: Wrong, there are only three ways that I know of to pay for college
without financial aid or borrowing: 1) savings, 2) current cash
flow, or 3) equity, be it in the home or retirement funds. If you
know of any others please let me know. I am always looking for
other means to cover my sons’ college bills.
Myth: “I am an alumnus, so it’s not going to be a problem. The college
will accept my son or daughter and provide me with the help I
may need.”
Fact: Wrong, although the student may have somewhat of an advan-
tage in the application process, let’s not forget that the cost of
college has far outpaced inflation and, as much as they may want
to help you out, that college that cost you $5,000 to $8,000 is now
$25,000 to $30,000.
Myth: “We will just have them file on their own. After all, they are 18
and have had a job for years. We will just divorce them.”
Fact: Wrong. Nice try though. There are many qualifications required
in order to file as an independent student. It is not that easy. But
we will cover this later.
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Now let’s consider some truths about financial aid.
1. If you don’t apply, you will not receive any aid.
2. The cost of a college education is by far outpacing inflation and wage
increases.
3. With few exceptions, everybody can qualify for some aid.
4. The rules are constantly changing.
5. Some schools have the ability to offer more in aid than others, based
on the same applications.
6. Aid does not necessarily go to the neediest. More often than not, it
goes to those who are well informed about how to work the system.
7. No matter how great the need, if you start too late in the process, the
college will have already run out of money.
8. The process is hard work and must be endured every year.
Depending upon which books you read and which experts you listen to,
the average cost of a state university for 1999/2000 was approximately
$10,500 (for a resident) student compared to $22,150 for a private college. If
that isn’t scary enough, tuitions are increasing at a rate of between 5 and 10
percent each year. In 5 years, the costs will be $16,900 and $35,600 respec-
tively—and that is for the average school. What will the tuition be in 5 years
for the school that’s now $35,000? And who will be able to afford it without
substantial debt?
If college costs rise by only 5 percent per year over the next 18 years, the
total costs for four years of college could range from $80,000 for a public uni-
versity to $200,000 for a private university.
Source: Trends in College Pricing 1999, the College Board
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When beginning the process, be prepared to not only bare your soul to the
financial aid department, but also to expose yourself, as you never have be-
fore. Nothing will be sacred—not income, assets, trusts, real estate holdings,
stock, bonds, or the equity in your home. They will want to know of everything
you have ever owned, currently own, or ever foresee owning (Okay, just kid-
ding about that last one). But they will certainly know more about you than
does anybody that you have developed trust and a relationship with—such as
your accountant, your lawyer, or your banker. The difference is that you gen-
erally select your personal advisers, and you have provided information to
each of them, as they have needed it to help you accomplish your goals. They
have always been working toward your best interest.
Now perfect strangers in the financial aid department step in and they
ask for all this information now—on their terms, on their forms, and on their
timetable—and you must provide it or be left aside. They are certainly not
going to take the time to get to know you as your other advisers have. And,
like it or not, you will probably be dealing with three or four different people
within each department. Everything is available to all within the department.
Based on their impersonal formulas, they’re going to tell you what you’re go-
ing to pay for college. Remember, these forms are meant to disqualify you for
aid. People who may be thousands of miles away will make decisions about
you—decisions that you will take no part in making. Your only communica-
tion with them will be the forms you submit (and any additional written
documentation they may request). A phone call, at best, is a wild card.
If you have ever talked with a parent who has tried to call a financial aid
office, you will understand why they invented automatic redial. During the
busier times of the year, you will need an abundance of two things in order to
reach a real person: time and patience. And then you will probably reach a
work-study student who is there only to help out in the office for a few hours a
week.
Is It Worth It?
Is all of this aggravation worth it? Without a doubt, YES! Even with the ever-
climbing expense of college and the mountains of paperwork involved, a col-
lege education is a good investment. College grads have much lower rates of
unemployment than their counterparts who have only a high school educa-
tion.
Department of Education statistics show that a male college graduate will
earn over 39 percent more during his working years than a male high school
graduate. A female with a college degree will earn over 40 percent more than
a female with just a high school diploma. Mean household incomes for those
with a degree will be 50 percent higher.
This is an investment, albeit a very large one. Your investment in your
student’s education is probably the most rewarding venture you’ll ever invest
in. Don’t you owe it to yourself and your student to approach this as you would
any other investment?
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Mistakes People Make
What are some of the biggest mistakes people make when filing for financial
aid?
11. They don’t believe they qualify.
12. They file too early. The FAFSA (Free Application for Federal Student
Aid) may not be filed until after January 1st.
13. They file too late. Late filing puts you at the bottom of the list for aid.
14. They fail to bring special circumstances to the attention of the finan-
cial aid department.
15. They fail to fill out the applications correctly, or they omit answers.
All questions must be answered or the application will be rejected.
16. They make mathematical errors. Nobody is going to take the time to
check your math.
17. They fail to determine what the form is asking, knowing what’s ex-
empt and what isn’t.
18. They fail to take the time to understand the process.
19. They believe that they have plenty of time to prepare.
10. They fail to respond in a timely manner to inquiries made by the fi-
nancial aid department.
Misconceptions, Questions and Answers
The question parents ask me most often is probably “Why should I apply for
financial aid? I make too much money and I won’t qualify.” And, that’s proba-
bly the biggest myth! Quite frankly, I have had clients earning as much as
$200,000 a year—but based on their individual circumstances, these people
can get financial aid.
There is a deceivingly simple formula that financial aid offices ultimately
present you with to calculate the amount of aid that the family is eligible for
and the amount the family will have to pay.
Cost of Attendance (COA)
–Expected Family Contribution (EFC)
= Financial Need (Loans/Scholarships)
There are many variables that factor into consideration, however, when
calculating the Expected Family Contribution to arrive at the Financial Need.
The size of the family, the number of family members in college, and income
and asset levels are only one part of this formula. Remember: the only one
thing that can be guaranteed about this process is that if you don’t apply, you
will not receive financial aid.
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I often meet with parents for private sessions, to discuss personal and fi-
nancial matters. Among other things, we often discuss college aid and what it
means to them as parents and a family unit. I may present several case stud-
ies and do a financial snap shot, to see if there is anything we can do to im-
prove their financial position. During these sessions I encourage them to ask
questions, for I will answer them as openly and as honestly as I can. But what
often strikes me as surprising is that more often that not these people—suc-
cessful, educated, sophisticated people—don’t even know the right questions
to ask. Or, as their student-age children would say, “They don’t even have a
clue.” Consequently, the conversation becomes rather one sided.
If parents were aware of what they were about to face—the process of fi-
nancial aid, the never ending forms, the constant communications with the fi-
nancial aid departments, and the frustration of sitting back while some
stranger is making decisions on their financial future—they would be able to
at least ask the right questions to help them through this financial aid maze.
In fact, if they knew what they’d be up against, I cannot believe that there
would not be a great outcry from these parents directed to their high schools
to provide courses to prepare them for this process as early as their student’s
freshman and sophomore years!
The bottom line is, if you don’t know—ask! Ask your financial advisor, ask
your child’s high school career/guidance counselor, ask the college’s financial
aid officer. Just ask! The following section is a compilation of some of the
common (and not-so-common) questions I have entertained over the years. It
is presented here to help familiarize you with many of the terms, acronyms,
and steps in the financial aid process.
100 Questions You Must Ask
Do the forms have to be filled out every year?
Yes. They have to be filled out every year for each individual student all the
way through their freshman, sophomore, junior and senior years and also
graduate school. The good news is that online filing makes the process some-
what more palatable; some sites allow you to save and later recall a prior
year’s form for easier updating.
How many forms are there to fill out?
Well, to start with, there is the “Free Application for Federal Student Aid”
(the FAFSA). This form is generated by the federal government, and places
the applicant in line for any of the available federal loans and government
grants. Then there is CSS/Financial Aid PROFILE,® the financial aid applica-
tion service of the College Board—a national, 100-year-old, not-for-profit
membership association. Many of the member colleges, universities, graduate
and professional schools, and scholarship programs use the information col-
lected on PROFILE to help them award nonfederal student aid funds. If there
is a small business involved, there is the “Business/Farm Supplement.” And if
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a divorce situation exists, there is a “Divorce/Separated Parent Statement.” In
addition, check the financial aid applications that will come from all the indi-
vidual colleges; some colleges have their own forms to fill out along with fed-
eral/national variety.
After all these forms are filled out, why is it necessary to fill out indi-
vidual college forms?
Because many colleges have individual grant and scholarship programs. Some
of these have particular requirements and criteria that they judge potential
students on, depending on how they were set up and where the funding comes
from (endowments, etc.). Some may favor students with an interest in the
arts, while others may favor athletics, etc., and those specific criteria are used
to determine who is eligible and who is not.
How do you know which forms to use?
All schools will require the FAFSA. When you apply to a particular school,
they will likely send you all the information on their unique grant and schol-
arship programs. Because each school is different, check with the individual
college you’re applying to and talk with the financial aid department; they will
direct you in this area.
How many schools should a student apply to?
Typically, I ask my clients to consider about a dozen universities at the outset.
We then try to narrow the list down to about five or six. I recommend keeping
it at a minimum of four, thereby allowing some flexibility.
How do we make a fair comparison from one award to another?
When you are looking at the award, look at the specifics of how the award is
granted. For example, does it involve work-study (where the student must
promise to work a specified number of hours per week—usually on campus,
for the university)? If so, how many hours or days/week are required? How
much of the award is in loans (as opposed to grants or scholarships)? What are
the specifics of the loan(s), i.e., interest rate, other repayment criteria? What
portion of the award is comprised of grants and scholarships (that need not be
paid back)? Obviously, all other things being equal, you’ll want to give the
grants and scholarships more weight than loans.
Will all schools meet 100 percent of our need if we can, in fact, show a
need?
No. Not all colleges are well endowed; therefore, some colleges may only meet
80 percent of your need, others may meet only 50 percent of your need, and
some may not meet any of it at all.
How important is it to file early?
Extremely important! Money is given out on a first-come, first-served basis.
As rudimentary as it may seem, those who “get in there” first are going to
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have a better chance to get the money. If you wait too long, you’re liable to be
in the situation where there are no dollars left—regardless of how well the
student is doing in his or her studies or how great the need is.
Is there a fee for processing these forms?
Not for all forms. The FAFSA, as its name implies, is processed for free. There
is a nominal charge to submit the CSS/Financial Aid PROFILE—a base regis-
tration charge ($5.00) for the form itself and an additional ($17.00) charge for
each school or program that you apply to. In addition, once you submit the ap-
plication, there is an additional $7 service charge to add a school.
What if we cannot afford to pay the processing fees?
There may be waivers available. Contact your high school guidance counselor
for forms and information.
What types of loans are available through the Federal Direct Loan
Program?
There are four types of Direct Loans:
Federal Direct Stafford/Ford Loans (Direct Subsidized Loans)
Students must demonstrate financial need to receive this type of loan. (The
school determines financial need based on the information provided on a fi-
nancial aid application.) The federal government pays the interest on these
loans while students are in school at least half time and during certain peri-
ods, such as grace and deferment. (http://www.ed.gov/offices/OSFAP/Direct
Loan/avoid.html)
Federal Direct Unsubsidized Stafford/Ford Loans (Direct Unsubsidized Loans)
Students can get these loans regardless of financial need but will have to pay
all interest charges.
Federal Direct PLUS Loans
Parents of dependent students can get these loans to pay for their children’s
education. Parents are responsible for all interest charges. (http://www.ed.gov/
offices/OSFAP/DirectLoan/glos.html#anchor388090)
Federal Direct Consolidation Loans
These loans combine one or more federal education loans in one new Direct
Loan. Only one monthly payment is made to the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion. In certain circumstances, students who have loans under the Federal
Family Education Loan Program may consolidate them into Direct Loans.
How do I apply for a Direct Loan?
Students fill out one application—the Free Application for Federal Student
Aid (FAFSA). Parents must complete a separate PLUS Loan application
available from postsecondary institutions.
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How much can I borrow?
The amount students can borrow each year for Direct Subsidized and Direct






1st year undergraduate $2,625 $16,625
2nd year undergraduate $3,500 $17,500
3rd and 4th year undergraduate $5,500 $10,500
Graduate/professional NA $18,500
The amount a student can borrow is also limited by the student’s school
costs, other financial aid the student may receive, and (in the case of Direct
Subsidized Loans), the student’s Expected Family Contribution. (http://www.
ed.gov/offices/OSFAP/DirectLoan/glos.html#anchor443887)
These are the overall limits for all subsidized and unsubsidized loans (in-
cluding a combination of Federal Family Education Loans and Direct Loans):
• $23,000 for a dependent undergraduate student
• $46,000 for an independent undergraduate student
• $138,500 for a graduate or professional student (including loans for
undergraduate study)
Note: The unsubsidized loan limits may be higher for health professions
students who are enrolled in certain degree programs at a school that partici-
pated in the Health Education Assistance Loan Program. Please contact the
Servicing Center for more information.
The parent of a dependent student can borrow up to the cost of the stu-
dent’s education minus other financial aid the student receives.
What repayment options are available for my Direct Loan?
There are four ways to repay a Direct Subsidized Loan or Direct Unsubsidized
Loan. Direct PLUS Loan borrowers may choose from the first three options.
1.  Standard Repayment Plan
This plan requires fixed monthly payments (at least $50) over a fixed pe-
riod of time (up to 10 years). The length of the repayment period depends on
the loan amount. This plan usually results in the lowest total interest paid be-
cause the repayment period is shorter than under the other plans.
2.  Extended Repayment Plan
This plan allows loan repayment to be extended over a period from gener-
ally 12 to 30 years, depending on the total amount borrowed. Borrowers still
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pay a fixed amount each month (at least $50), but monthly payments usually
will be less than under the Standard Repayment Plan. This may make re-
payment more manageable; however, borrowers usually will pay more inter-
est because the repayment period is longer.
3.  Graduated Repayment Plan
This plan allows payments to start out low and increase every two years.
This plan may be helpful to borrowers whose incomes are low initially but will
increase steadily. As in the Extended Repayment Plan, the repayment period
will vary from generally 12 to 30 years, depending on the total amount bor-
rowed. Again, monthly payments may be more manageable because they are
lower, but borrowers usually will pay more interest because the repayment
period is longer.
4.  Income Contingent Repayment Plan
This plan bases monthly payments on the borrower’s income and the total
amount of Direct Loans borrowed. As the borrower’s income rises or falls each
year, monthly payments will be adjusted accordingly. Borrowers have up to 25
years to repay; after 25 years, any unpaid amount will be discharged, but bor-
rowers must pay taxes on the amount discharged.
What should I consider when choosing a repayment plan?
Making a monthly budget can help you see what you can afford. A budget will
show you what’s coming in (income) and what’s going out (expenses), as well
as where it’s going. It could show you that you can afford larger monthly loan
payments than you thought, or it could show you that you need to cut back on
nonessential spending so you can meet your loan obligations. Remember that
you don’t necessarily want to choose a plan just because it has the lowest
monthly payments. That may seem tempting, but it may not be the best
course of action for every borrower.
The Servicing Center staff can also help you choose a repayment plan.
Once you’ve considered your options, give the Servicing Center a call if you
need advice.
Can I change my repayment plan later?
If you ever decide that the plan you selected no longer meets your needs, you
can switch plans. The maximum repayment period for your new plan must be
longer than the amount of time your loans have already been in repayment.
Call or write the Servicing Center if you decide you want to switch plans.
What is the interest rate on Direct Loans?
Below are the interest rates for student loans first disbursed on or after July
1, 1998. The rates are effective for the period July 1, 2001 through June 30,
2002: the interest rate for new student loans (Direct Subsidized and Direct
Unsubsidized loans) in repayment is 5.99 percent. During in-school, grace,
and deferment periods, the rate is 5.39 percent. The interest rate for new par-
ent loans (Direct PLUS loans) is 6.79 percent.
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What is loan consolidation?
Consolidation means combining your eligible federal education loans into one
new Direct Loan and making only one monthly payment.
Because the interest rate will be the same as for Direct Loans, you may be
able to pay less interest on a Direct Consolidation Loan than you’re paying on
your current loans. You may be able to reduce your monthly payments. And
you can choose the repayment plan that best fits your financial circumstances.
What if I have difficulty making my payments? What if I’m going back
to school? Can I ever postpone repayment?
You have two options for postponing repayment: deferment and forbearance.
A deferment means you may postpone making payments on your loan under
certain specific conditions. During forbearance, you may make either no pay-
ments or smaller payments than originally scheduled for a limited period of
time.
You must contact the Direct Loan Servicing Center to request a deferment
or forbearance. (http://www.ed.gov/offices/OSFAP/DirectLoan/avoid.html)
Can I prepay to get ahead on my loan?
As a Direct Loan borrower, you always have the option to pay more than your
monthly payment without penalty.
If you make a payment that exceeds the required monthly payment, the
prepayment will be applied in this order: first to any charges or collection
costs, then to outstanding interest, and last to principal.
However, if your account is current and your additional payment is equal
to or greater than one monthly installment, the entire prepayment will be ap-
plied to the principal and your next payment due date will be delayed. You
will be notified of a revised due date for your next payment.
If you do not want your due date delayed, you should make a note on the
bill that accompanies your prepayment. Your prepayment will then be re-
flected as a reduction in your principal, and there will be no change in your
next payment due date.
What happens if I don’t repay my Direct Loan?
If you fail to make a payment on time, you’re considered delinquent on your
Direct Loan. If you do not make payments for 270 days, you are considered to
be in default. Default has severe and long-lasting consequences, including the
following:
• The Department of Education can immediately demand repayment of
the total amount due on the loan.
• The Department will attempt to collect the debt and may charge you
for the costs of collecting.
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• The default will be reported to national credit bureaus. Your credit
rating will be damaged, which will make it difficult for you to make
purchases such as a car or house.
• You are ineligible for Title IV student aid.
• You are ineligible for deferments.
• The Internal Revenue Service can withhold your federal income tax
refund.
• Your wages may be garnished.
Can my loans ever be discharged?
Yes. A discharge releases you from all obligations to repay your loans. You can
receive a discharge with proof of the following:
• You become totally and permanently disabled. (This cannot be for a
condition that existed at the time you applied for the Direct Loans,
unless a doctor certifies that the condition substantially deteriorated
after the loans were made.)
• You are unable to complete a course of study because your school
closed or because your eligibility was falsely certified by the school.
• Your obligation to repay a loan is discharged in bankruptcy (in rare
cases).
• You die.
• You may not avoid repaying your loans because you did not complete
your program of study (for reasons other than school closure or false
certification of loan eligibility), did not like your school or program of
study, or did not obtain employment after completing your program of
study.
If awarded a Stafford Loan, will the colleges handle the details and
paperwork?
Some colleges will handle the entire package. In other instances you will have
to go to a local lending institution such as a bank and fill out the forms and
have it returned to the college. You should shop around because some states
do offer Stafford Loans at lower rates than what is available through the col-
leges.
If there is more than one family member going to college, is one form
adequate?
No. Student forms must be filled out for each individual student.
If there are special circumstances, should one enclose a letter of these
circumstances when filling out the Profile?
No. Although it probably can’t hurt, you may be wasting your time. So, the
general advice is to just send the form; anything beyond that will likely be de-
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stroyed. There is, however, a section on the Profile under Unusual and Special
circumstances where you can include a narrative of any special circumstances.
If financial aid is given out on a first-come first-served basis, what if
you have to wait for your employer to give you your W-2 and banks and
brokerages to supply 1099s and other information to fill out the form?
If all those things can be pulled together and your taxes done by the end of
January (or no later than the first week in February), then by all means wait.
If that appears unlikely, you can file on an estimated basis. I do recommend
this, as the colleges will put together award letters based on that information.
I do caution you, however, to try to be as accurate as possible and keep your
estimate realistically within 5 percent of what is actual. The college will re-
view the documents and tax returns when they do come in; if your estimate is
not accurate, the award may consequently change.
What is EFC?
This is a biggie. It’s the “Expected Family Contribution.” After filing your ap-
plication (in the case of Federal programs, the FAFSA), a formula is applied to
your information. This formula has been known by various names over the
years. The Federal version, once called “Congressional Methodology” is now
better known as “Federal Methodology.” Individual schools may use what they
call “Institutional Methodology” for campus-based programs. In any event,
chief among the results of this calculation is the EFC figure; this is what (the
powers that be believe) you-as a family unit—can afford to pay for college (af-
ter scholarships and grants have been applied).
Does the EFC change depending on the cost of college? Will it be
greater at a more expensive institution?
No. The EFC is universal to all colleges. The only thing that may change is
the need (more on “need” later).
How is a financial award determined?
Typically, the financial aid officer will use everything in his or her arsenal to
come up with 100 percent of the need (or as close to 100 percent as they can
possibly get). They first start off with money that is not the college’s, i.e., they
spend Uncle Sam’s money first. They will look at work-study programs, Staf-
ford Loans, Perkins Loans, Pell Grants, and SEOG (Supplemental Educa-
tional Opportunity Grant) before they tap into their own money. The better-
endowed schools can make up that difference of the need out of their own
pockets using endowments and grants they have received.
If a student has applied for early admission, should we file the early
version Profile or just wait until all of the information is available at
the end of the year and file the standard FAFSA and Profile then?
Certainly, file early. Again, money is given out on a first-come first-served ba-
sis, even under these programs; therefore, I would certainly contact the finan-
cial aid department and obtain any of the forms that are required.
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What is the basis for determining financial aid eligibility?
The short answer is income and assets—although there are numerous factors
that enter into the equation. From the income side, they look at the year prior
to entrance into college. From the asset side, they look at an asset structure as
of the date you fill out the form. They will look at both the parent’s and stu-
dent’s circumstances.
Do the FAFSA and Profile applications require submission of 1040s?
No. Again, anything other than the forms will be destroyed. If required, those
forms will likely be requested by the colleges themselves.
With regard to divorced parents, must each parent complete a finan-
cial aid form?
No, only the “custodial parent” need file the forms. Some colleges may require
you to fill out a Divorce/Separated Parent Statement. Note: There may be tax
implications with regard to who is the custodial parent. You may wish to con-
sult your tax adviser if this is an issue.
What is the Divorced/Separated Parent Statement?
Typically, it asks the same questions as the FAFSA and the Profile. Financial
aid officers generally will not look at this, however, to adjust the award letter,
believing that both parents have an obligation for the education of their chil-
dren.
Who is considered the custodial parent?
By definition, the custodial parent is generally the parent who provides most
of the student’s support, either housing or financial means.
If the parents are divorced, who signs the application with the stu-
dent?
The custodial parent.
If a divorced parent has remarried, is the stepparent required to pro-
vide financial information on the financial aid forms?
Yes. The stepparent’s asset and income information will be required on all the
forms, including the FAFSA and the Profile.
Is it still required if the stepparent has not adopted the student?
Yes.
If a student’s parents are divorced, but the student spends half the
year with one parent and half the year with the other, which parent
should the student include when filling out the forms?
The parent that provides most of the student’s living expenses and who is con-
sidered the custodial parent.
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What if a student’s parents are divorced and the non-custodial parent
refuses to help in any way, with financial aid or the application proc-
ess?
In this situation it is best to deal directly with the financial aid department of
the individual universities. There are instances where you may request an ex-
emption from the Divorced/Separated Parents form, but keep in mind that
they may ask for third-party statements. This could either be from an attor-
ney, guidance counselor, or priest, to verify the situation.
What is the effect of multiple students going to college in one family
unit?
They become a divisor. The Expected Family Contribution is based on the en-
tire family. The more going to school, the less each individual will be paying.
For example, if an Expected Family Contribution was $12,000 for one student,
and we were to add another student, then the Expected Family Contribution
for each student would be approximately $6,000. It’s not exactly half but it is
very close. It depends on the student’s individual income and assets.
If one parent is attending night school working toward a degree, is
that parent counted as a second student?
The Federal Government and most universities will not count the parent as a
second student. I have run into situations where the financial aid department
has said quite frankly, “We don’t care if the student’s mother is sitting beside
her in every class and rooming with her in the dormitory.” They still wouldn’t
include her. It is advisable, however, to check with the university’s Financial
Aid Department for special circumstances.
What if the parents own a business and its fiscal year does not coin-
cide with the calendar year?
For the current year, they will probably have to estimate, and provide copies
of tax returns from previous years. When the tax returns are completed for
that fiscal year, they will be required to send copies to the financial aid de-
partment. The Business Farm Supplement will have to be completed, based
on whatever information is currently available. Any special circumstances can
be so noted on the form.
If a student does volunteer work at a local hospital, for example, while
working toward a medical degree, does the fact that she is not earning
an income adversely affect her college financial aid situation?
Under the “Institutional Methodology,” for the first year, the student is con-
sidered to have earned between $900 and $1200 dollars of income whether it
is actually received or not. In subsequent years this level will be raised, based
on the college’s specific standards.
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What is “Institutional Methodology,” “Congressional Methodology” or
“Federal Methodology”?
A formula. The Federal Methodology is the formula applied to the FAFSA-
supplied information, and which generates the Expected Family Contribution.
The Institutional Methodology is, again, nothing more than a formula—gen-
erally more stringent than the Federal Methodology formula, because it does
include assets which are not included on the FAFSA (such as the equity in the
home). Beginning with the 1993–94 award year (July 1, 1993 to June 30,
1994), the EFC formula replaced both the Congressional Methodology (CM)
and (yet another formula,) the Pell Grant Formula.
Must assets and income from a 401(k), 403(b) or a TSA be included on
the financial aid forms?
There are actually two different events here—one from the income side (the
money going into those programs) and one from the asset side (the money al-
ready in those programs.) From the income side, the answer is “yes.” It is a
voluntary contribution; therefore, it will be added back into your adjusted
gross income. From the asset side, the answer is “no,” it does not have to be
included. The money that has been accumulated within those funds is exempt
from the view of the colleges; however, some colleges will ask for the values of
these retirement programs on the Profile application—not necessarily ex-
pecting you to drain them down to cover college costs but rather use them as a
means to subsidize these costs (especially if there is a borrowing provision in
the retirement program). They are also looking for what they would consider
excessive amounts being put into these programs in an attempt to hide them
from consideration.
What about government workers who do not have or contribute to so-
cial security and have a pension plan? Is that exempt?
Yes, up to the point of what they would have paid into social security at their
particular income level (which would be 7.65 percent up to $84,900 to a
maximum of $6,495).
The forms ask what you have paid in federal taxes. Is the money that
you pay in state taxes considered at all?
Yes, but it is a flat rate taken from a table that could go anywhere from 2 per-
cent to 11 percent.
What happens next after completing and mailing in the Profile and
FAFSA?
In about five to six weeks you will receive a “Student Aid Report” which is
a compilation of all the information that you have put on the FAFSA. It
should be reviewed for accuracy when received. You will also receive a re-
port from CSS summarizing the information you have reported on the Pro-
files application.
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Is there anything specific on this Student Aid Report that should be
looked for?
Yes. The most important thing on the form is the Expected Family Contribu-
tion (EFC). In the upper right-hand corner there will typically be a six-digit
code with three letters in front of it: EFC (Expected Family Contribution).
This is what the federal government expects you, as a family unit, to pay.
If you receive your financial aid award letter and you’re not happy, is
there anything that can be done at this point?
Yes. In specific circumstances you can contact the financial aid department
and ask for a review. This is usually done by writing a letter to the univer-
sity’s financial aid officer, asking for the formal review. And in this letter you
can list any special circumstances or conditions that may warrant further re-
view.
What if your student receives a financial aid award letter from a local
university and receives a scholarship at graduation? Do you report
this to the university and, if so, when? And what effect will this have
on the student’s financial aid package?
You must report this to the university immediately, and, typically, the money
you receive in scholarships and awards will be subtracted from your financial
aid package. In effect you have helped the college do their work. The only
thing that you may be able to do is, in speaking with the financial aid depart-
ment, you may be able to have some leverage and ask them to reduce loans
that may have been given to you, rather than having them take the scholar-
ship off any grants or scholarships they were going to give you anyway.
What constitutes an Independent Student?
You are considered an independent student if (for the 2002/2003 school year)
you were born before January 1, 1979, if you’re a member of the U.S. Armed
Forces or are a veteran, if you’re enrolled in a graduate or professional pro-
gram beyond a Bachelor’s degree, if you’re married, if you’re an orphan or
ward of the court, of if you have legal independence. This is an either/or case.
If you meet any of those criteria, you are classified as an Independent Stu-
dent, but under the guidelines of other legal dependents, it must fit some
qualifications. The dependent has or you must provide at least half of the sup-
port for the dependent, and you will then be classified as an independent stu-
dent.
If one parent has passed away, does the student include that parent’s
partial income for the year on the Profile or FAFSA?
No. Only include the income of the surviving parent, but also make the col-
leges aware of the circumstance when filing the individual forms for each col-
lege. Never wait for them to contact you. This will cause delays and could cost
you dollars.
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If a student’s parents are divorcing but will be filing jointly in the tax
year that the Profile and FAFSA must be submitted, should both in-
comes be included?
No. Only include the income and assets of the custodial parent.
When should you start planning for your child’s educational ex-
penses?
Now! This is a very broad question. At early ages of the child, you should only
be concerned with accumulation of money. As your child gets closer to the pro-
cess (in their sophomore year in high school, for example) you should then be
planning your strategy to shelter those assets, converting some of those non-
exempt assets into exempt assets, while still maintaining access to the asset
or being able to leverage against it.
How important is the essay in the application process?
Extremely important because it is not always possible for a student to visit all
the colleges for a personal interview on campus. This is probably the only for-
mat the colleges have to get to know the student as an individual. All the
other forms are just numbers and statistics. This also gives the students a
stage to market themselves. There are scholarships out there for writing,
dance, music, and others. They should not hesitate to stand on their soapbox
and express themselves as to who they are their interests, and their abilities.
There are several books available at your local bookstore on essay writing, and
I encourage you to browse through them and take one home.
Do private scholarship searches work?
I have seen and been subjected to the constant flow of offers with many guar-
antees and promises, ranging in price from $49.99 to over $200.00. Just be
careful. Many of the services they charge for are free from your state agencies
or from your local library. Ask your librarian and he or she can direct you to
these reference materials.
How much can a student borrow the first year?
There are two loan programs available to the student, and both are at the dis-
cretion of the financial aid officer. The first is the “Stafford Loan,” formerly the
GSL (Guaranteed Student Loan). The maximum for a freshman is $2,625.
The second is the “Perkins Loan,” which is capped at $3,000. Both of these
loans require the family to demonstrate need.
Does the student start making payments on these loans immediately?
No. In the case of the Subsidized Stafford Loan, all interest and payments are
deferred until six months after graduation or graduate school. The Perkins
has the same guidelines, but the deferral is nine months.
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What’s the difference between the Subsidized Stafford Loan and the
Unsubsidized Stafford Loan?
The Subsidized Stafford Loan has its interest subsidized by the federal gov-
ernment while the student is attending school. The Unsubsidized Stafford
Loan does not, but the interest that is accruing can be deferred. Loan limits
are the same. The unsubsidized loan does not require the family to demon-
strate need.
What if your student needs more money than what is loaned to them?
Where do you go then?
The federal government understands that, if a student is going to drop out,
they are most likely going to drop out the first year, and the repayment record
for those that do is less than desirable. Limits for student loans in the fresh-
man year are quite low but will increase each year. Beyond the Stafford and
the Perkins, there is the Plus Loan, which is a parental loan.
How much can be borrowed on a “Plus Loan?” Is it also based on
need?
The Plus Loan is a non-need-based loan and is only limited to the cost of the
college minus the financial aid award. There are no dollar limits; however, the
parents must demonstrate creditworthiness.
Does work-study received in the financial aid package reduce the cost
of tuition?
No. These is money paid directly to the student for work performed at the
university, usually jobs working in the library, cafeteria, etc. for no more than
10 to 15 hours per week.
Will the work-study employment money that is received hurt the stu-
dent for financial aid next year?
Income for work-study programs, provided it is need-based, is reported as ex-
clusion income and is not added in when calculating the Expected Family
Contribution.
If a student receives five different award letters, but the college the
student wants to attend is unable to match the award of some of the
others, can you negotiate?
In most cases you can. Right now it is somewhat of a buyer’s market, and
there is some horse trading that can be done. I caution you, though, not to go
overboard and keep going back to the well. But if your student really wants to
go to a particular university, I certainly would make every effort to let that
university know of greater awards. In most cases, they will come up with ad-
ditional money. Every school’s policies are different.
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How hard can you push for more money?
Keep in mind that the person on the other end of the line has the upper hand,
and that hand holds the dollars. Always be courteous, never confrontational.
You are in contact with them to explain your circumstances, not emotions. Be
prepared to document any special circumstances. Their time is valuable, too,
so get to the point. I have found that it is best to set up a phone appointment
with the financial aid officer, as you will have their undivided attention and
all the files he or she needs will be available to them.
What does it mean when a student qualifies for aid but doesn’t receive
it? Is the student not wanted?
No, not at all. Keep in mind that all colleges are not well endowed. They may
just not have the money. When looking into a college, it is just as critical to
look at their financials as well as the academics.
If your student is a pretty good athlete, will this help get financial
aid?
Yes, provided you are honest with yourselves. A “pretty good” athlete probably
will not do well in a Division I school but may do very well in a Division III.
Know your student’s abilities and target those colleges where he or she can
shine.
What about Division III schools?
By their nature, Division III schools are not permitted to give out athletic
scholarships. But your student’s abilities as an athlete may help them
through the door. Once in, financial aid packages are based on “need.”
When do you start the process if you have a student who is a good ath-
lete and wants to play sports in college?
You would get the same answer from me whether sports were a consideration
or not. Their sophomore year is not too early. Your student should start by
writing to those schools they are interested in, asking about sports programs.
They should talk with their coach, their guidance counselor, and, just as im-
portant, you, their parents.
What’s next?
Remember that your student is out there to market themselves. They should
start a portfolio of their successes, newspaper clippings, articles from their
school newspaper, letters of recommendation from their coaches, videos of
their performances—all of the things that would be done to market any
product.
Then what?
By the end of their junior year, your son or daughter should know what the
college coaches are looking for—if it’s summer sports camp, or clinics, or
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summer leagues, they should be there. Their coach can help them make those
recruiting contacts. Senior year will be upon them quickly and go by just as
fast. By December they should have it narrowed down to four or five schools
and have started the application process.
Note: The student must balance their abilities on the sports field with
their academic abilities. It will do no good to be able to throw a football 100
yards into the top of a trash can if their grades aren’t good enough to get into
college. There are very few athletes that can make it into the pros and stay
there long enough to amass an income that will sustain them for life. Your
student’s education is the most important thing. The object of college is to
graduate with a job.
Is there an upper limit on income that eliminates your family from fi-
nancial aid?
No, in almost all cases. I know of families with incomes over $200,000 who
qualified for aid and received it. Remember that everyone’s situation will dif-
fer.
How do you know if you can qualify?
Fill out the forms. These forms and their related formulas change every
year—cost of living indexes, law changes, and the family’s income and ex-
penses change. Other than time, you lose nothing in the attempt.
If you receive aid for your student’s freshman year, are you pretty
much guaranteed the same amount for subsequent years?
Probably not. There are too many variables that can change an award from
year to year. And remember you must apply each year. But if you are dealing
with a good school and your circumstances have not changed, your chances of
holding onto such an award are pretty good.
What schools should you target to maximize your chances for finan-
cial aid?
I suggest looking into schools that would put your son or daughter into the
upper third academically of the entering class. In the past, I’m sure you were
told that admission is need-blind and the financial aid department was aca-
demic-blind. This is no longer the case.
During the application process, if a student indicates that they wish
to enter “undecided” or “general studies,” does this hurt their chances
of getting in because they’re just not sure of a major?
No. Keep in mind that as much as 80 percent of the incoming class will
change majors before graduating. With very few exceptions, this is not a
problem to be concerned with.
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If colleges are going to take away from your student’s award if they
receive scholarships, is there any point to try for scholarship money?
There are two instances when scholarship money will help you: one, if the
college was not going to give you money anyway; or two, if the scholarship ex-
ceeds the need. I am not saying that you shouldn’t go for it. If you believe you
have a good shot at it, then try—especially those local scholarships available
from your community. It is always possible to negotiate with the financial aid
department, trying to persuade them not to take it all or to trade it out for one
of the loan programs that have been awarded.
What type of scholarships should you put your effort into?
The college’s financial aid officer has knowledge of all the scholarship money
available to incoming students. The national-level scholarships will take some
effort on your part. Those funded by colleges through the alumnus or endow-
ments are for specific use and at the financial aid officer’s discretion. Focus
should be put on your local level through various civic organizations, fraterni-
ties, and employer scholarships. Don’t forget to have your student sit down
with their high school guidance counselor, for he or she will have knowledge of
local and state funds that may be available.
If the parents don’t qualify for financial aid is there anything avail-
able for their student?
Yes. There are non-need-based scholarships available for merit, dance, writ-
ing, theater, art, the sciences, or the medical field. Check the reference section
of your local library or speak with your student’s guidance counselor.
How important are SATs?
Please keep in mind that a student will not live or die over their SAT scores.
Although they are a measure of academics, which, by design, should put eve-
rybody on the same playing field, there is still a good deal of discussion about
them. One sector believes that SATs discriminate against females and minori-
ties. This is not the only measure colleges are going to look at. A student’s es-
say, community involvement, activities, and personal interview will weigh
heavily on the college’s decision.
If you’re the parent of a high school freshman, how do you motivate
them to start thinking about college?
From a personal standpoint, you should start talking with your student about
college as early as possible. Be firm, but not pushy. Some subtle approaches
might be to call several universities and ask for brochures, then just have
them lying around the house. Get your student to be aware of local campuses
through sports programs, theater productions, or special events that are tak-
ing place. Always encourage and reinforce. Never dominate or push. This is
their life and their decision. You are only there to guide and help.
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What can a student do if their parents refuse to help them with college
or any part of the application process?
In this situation, the best thing to do is to go back to the financial aid depart-
ment and speak with the department head, explaining the situation. In most
instances they will have a heart and try to help the student.
Why do they need to know the age of the oldest parent?
Because as the parent approaches retirement, there is less time to accumulate
savings; therefore, the older the parent, the larger the amount of assets that
are allowed to be protected.
Is there such an allowance for income?
Yes, but you might not like the specifics. In 1996 for a family of four, the an-
nual income protection allowance was $17,150. Anything over that is plugged
into the formula and is available to cover college costs. That is the extent of
the income protection allowance and how it impacts on this formula. These
numbers are adjusted each year.
If a student has been wait-listed and will not know of their acceptance
until mid-June, what are their chances for financial aid?
In most cases, not good, even if the student deserves and qualifies for aid. By
that time, most of the money are gone. To compound the problem, the univer-
sities block money for each class. So if they do not receive aid the freshman
year, it will be very difficult to receive it in years 2, 3, or 4.
What is the Hope Scholarship?
The Hope Scholarship is not a scholarship, but is a federal tax credit. The tax-
payer may claim up to $1,500 for each eligible student for up to two years. The
actual amount is determined by the family income, eligible tuition and fees
paid, and the amount of eligible scholarships and allowances used to pay tui-
tion.
To be eligible, a taxpayer must file a federal tax return and owe taxes. The
student must be enrolled for at least half time in an eligible degree or certifi-
cate program. This tax credit is only available for the first two years of a stu-
dent’s post-secondary education.
What is the tax benefit of the Hope credit? You may be able to claim a Hope
credit of up to $1,500 for qualified tuition and related expenses paid for each
eligible student.
A tax credit reduces the amount of income tax you may have to pay. Un-
like a deduction, which reduces the amount of income subject to tax, a credit
directly reduces the tax itself.
What is the tax benefit of the lifetime learning credit? You may be able to
claim a lifetime learning credit of up to $1,000 for qualified tuition and related
expenses paid for all students enrolled in eligible educational institutions.
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There is no limit on the number of years for which the lifetime learning credit
can be claimed for each student.
Can you claim both education tax credits this year? For each student, you
can elect for any year only one of the credits. For example, if you elect to take
the Hope credit for a child on your 2001 tax return, you cannot, for that same
child, also claim the lifetime learning credit for 2001.
Lifetime learning credit after Hope credit. You can claim the Hope credit
for the first 2 years of an eligible student’s postsecondary education and claim
the lifetime learning credit for that same student in later years.
Tax credits for more than one student. If you pay qualified expenses for
more than one student in the same year, you can choose to take credits on a
per-student, per-year basis. This means that, for example, you can claim the
Hope credit for one student and the lifetime learning credit for another stu-
dent in the same year.
What is a Coverdell ESA?
A Coverdell ESA is a trust or custodial account created or organized in the
United States only for the purpose of paying the qualified education expenses
of the designated beneficiary of the account.
Generally, when the account is established, the designated beneficiary
must be under age 18.
To be treated as a Coverdell ESA, the account must be designated as a
Coverdell ESA when it is created.
Beginning in 2002, the designated beneficiary can be 18 or older if he or
she is a special needs beneficiary.
The document creating and governing the account must be in writing and
must satisfy the following requirements.
1. The trustee or custodian must be a bank or an entity approved by the
IRS.
2. The document must provide that the trustee or custodian can only ac-
cept a contribution that meets all of the following conditions.
a. Is in cash.
b. Is made before the beneficiary reaches age 18. (Beginning in 2002,
this does not apply if the beneficiary is a special needs benefici-
ary.)
c. Would not result in total contributions for 2001 (not including
rollover contributions) being more than $500 ($2,000 for 2002).
3. Money in the account cannot be invested in life insurance contracts.
4. Money in the account cannot be combined with other property except
in a common trust fund or common investment fund.
5. The balance in the account generally must be withdrawn within 30
days after the earlier of the following events.
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a. The beneficiary reaches age 30. (Beginning in 2002, this rule no
longer applies if the beneficiary is a special needs beneficiary.)
b. The beneficiary’s death.
What are qualified education expenses? These are expenses required for
the enrollment or attendance of the designated beneficiary at an eligible edu-
cational institution. The following items are qualified education expenses.
1. Tuition and fees.
2. The cost of books, supplies, and equipment.
3. Amounts contributed to a qualified state tuition program. (See chapter
8, Qualified State Tuition Programs.)
4. In some situations, the cost of room and board.
The cost of room and board is a qualified education expense if the desig-
nated beneficiary is at least a half-time student at an eligible educational in-
stitution.
The expense for room and board is limited to one of the following two
amounts.
1. The school’s posted room and board charge for students living on cam-
pus.
2. $2,500 each year for students living off campus and not at home.
Beginning in 2002, you can also use withdrawals from a Coverdell ESA
account for certain elementary and secondary education expenses. For an ex-
planation of elementary and secondary education expenses for which a with-
drawal from a Coverdell ESA can be used, see IRS Publication 553
(http://www.irs.gov/formspubs/page/0,,id%3D12326,00.html)
Who is considered a Designated beneficiary? The individual named in the
document creating the trust or custodial account to receive the benefit of the
funds in the account is the designated beneficiary.
What is an Eligible educational institution? An eligible educational insti-
tution is any college, university, vocational school, or other postsecondary edu-
cational institution eligible to participate in a student aid program adminis-
tered by the Department of Education. It includes virtually all accredited,
public, nonprofit, and proprietary (privately owned profit-making) postsecon-
dary institutions. The educational institution should be able to tell you if it is
an eligible educational institution.
What is a half-time student? A student is enrolled “at least half-time” if he
or she is enrolled for at least half the full-time academic workload for the
course of study the student is pursuing as determined under the standards of
the school where the student is enrolled.
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What is a Qualified (State) Tuition Program?
A Qualified State Tuition Program (QSTP) is a program set up to allow you to
either prepay a student’s tuition or contribute to an account established for
paying a student’s qualified higher education expenses at an eligible educa-
tional institution. Prior to 2002, a QSTP could only be established and main-
tained by a state or an agency or instrumentality of the state. Beginning in
2002, Qualified Tuition Programs (QTPs) can also be established and main-
tained by educational institutions. The program must meet certain require-
ments. Your state government or the educational institution in which you are
interested can tell you whether or not they participate in a QTP.
Certain states and educational institutions, maintain programs that allow
you to either prepay a student’s tuition or contribute to an account established
for paying a student’s qualified higher education expenses (defined later). If
you prepay tuition, the student (beneficiary) will be entitled to a waiver or a
payment of qualified higher education expenses. You cannot deduct either
payments or contributions to a QTP. For information on a specific QTP, you
will need to contact the state agency or educational institution that estab-
lished and maintains it.
Note: Even if a QTP is used to finance a student’s higher education, the
student or the student’s parents still may be eligible to claim either the Hope
credit or the lifetime learning credit.
What are qualified higher education expenses? These are the tuition, fees,
books, supplies, and equipment required for enrollment or attendance at an
eligible educational institution (defined below). Beginning in 2001, these also
include the reasonable costs of room and board for a beneficiary who is at least
a half-time student. The cost of room and board is generally considered rea-
sonable if it is not more than either:
1. The school’s posted room and board charge, or
2. $2,500 per year for students living off-campus and not at home.
Note: Calculation of the amount that is considered reasonable for room
and board expenses has been changed beginning in 2002. You must contact
the educational institution for qualified room and board costs.
As of 2002, the definition of qualified higher education expenses has been
expanded to include expenses of a special-needs beneficiary that are necessary
for that person’s enrollment or attendance at an eligible institution.
Who is a beneficiary? The beneficiary is generally the student (or future
student) for whom the QTP is intended to provide benefits. The beneficiary
can be changed after participation in the QTP begins. If a state or local gov-
ernment or certain tax-exempt organizations purchase an interest in a QTP as
part of a scholarship program, the beneficiary is the person who receives the
interest as a scholarship.
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The Dreaded Forms
Before you can attempt to fill out the dreaded forms, there are two questions
that must be addressed: 1) “Which forms do I need to fill out?” and 2) “What
information will I need to gather in order to complete them?”
Below is a list of forms that are currently being used. You may be required
to submit one or all, depending on your family’s situation.
• FAFSA—Free Application for Federal Student Aid
• Profile Registration Form
• Profile—CSS/Financial Aid Profile Service or Profile for short
• Business/Farm Supplement
• The Divorced/Separated Parents Statement
• Individual College Forms
• SAR—Student Aid Report
In order to complete the forms, the following records will be required:
• Most current year U.S. Income Tax Return (IRS Form 1040, 1040A, or
1040EZ)
If your application deadline is prior to December 31 or soon after, you may
file the forms on an estimated basis. But I caution you on two things. Be as ac-
curate as possible and complete your tax return as quickly as possible in order
to provide actual figures for the financial aid department. Delays will cost you
money.
• W-2s and any other records of earned money such as 1099s
• Records of untaxed income such as welfare, social security, AFDC or
ADC, or veterans’ benefits
• Current bank statements
• Current mortgage information
• Business and farm records, 1120s or corporate returns, balance sheet,
and income statements
• Records of any equity holdings, stocks, bonds, or any other invest-
ments
• Data on any nonresident real estate holdings
• Student’s driver’s license and social security numbers
• Documents surrounding any separation or divorce decrees
I would encourage you to make copies of everything and assemble them in
one place. You will need to refer to these documents on many occasions and
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will be required to forward copies as deemed necessary by the college or uni-
versity.
THE FAFSA
You may complete the hard copy or complete the form on line at
www.fafsa.ed.gov.
When completed, this form will judge the family’s qualifications for federal
student aid. All decisions are based on income and assets of the family or their
need. The form will govern the disposition of the following governmental fi-
nancial aid programs:
• Federal Pell Grants
• Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (FSEOG)
• Federal Subsidized and Unsubsidized Stafford Loans
• Federal Direct Subsidized and Unsubsidized Stafford Loans
• Federal Perkins Loans
• Federal Work-Study
• Title VII and Public Health Act Programs
To be eligible, you must meet the following criteria:
• Be a U.S. citizen or eligible non-citizen
• Be registered with the selective service (if required)
• Attend a participating college, university, or vocational school
• Be working towards a degree or certificate
• Be making satisfactory academic progress
• Not owe a refund on a federal grant or be in default of any federal
educational loans
• Be able to demonstrate financial need
• Not have a conviction of drug distribution or possession (this may
make the student ineligible)
All schools will require this form if you wish to apply for financial aid. The
form may not be filed prior to January 1.
THE PROFILE REGISTRATION FORM
This form will register you for those colleges that will seek more in-depth in-
formation about your family’s income and assets. Registration will begin the
end of September, so keep this on the top of your list of things to do. You may
pick up the application packet at your high school guidance office, call CSS di-
rectly, or register online at www.collegeboard.com.
The registration form is designed to customize the financial aid applica-
tion to the individual colleges that you will be applying to. You will be asked
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your current marital status, the year and term that your student will be ap-
plying for aid, whether you have a farm or business.
Not all colleges will require the student to register for Profiles. Most state-
run colleges and universities do not require this form and some private insti-
tutions will not require you to file, but these colleges will expect you to com-
plete their own financial aid applications. With the packet will come a list of
colleges that will require you to file the Profile Form. So check this list over
carefully, if you have any question whether or not you must file this form call
the colleges financial aid department for direction. The registration packet
will also provide you with a list of national scholarships and some more re-
gional. Codes will be provided so that you may register for these also, so check
this list over carefully.
THE PROFILE
The Profile is a form that has replaced the traditional FAF (Financial Aid
Form). Its purpose is to determine the need of the family for scholarship pro-
grams and private funds that are available at the various colleges and univer-
sities (so-called Institutional Money). These can take the form of out-and-out
grants, academic or athletic scholarships, or other campus-based aid. Many of
the questions asked will also be required on the FAFSA.
If you are filing based on completed tax returns, I suggest that you com-
plete the FAFSA prior to starting the Profile. Because of the earlier filing date
of the Profile, you may be required to file on an estimated basis and complete
prior to the FAFSA. The Profile is the more stringent of the two forms. It will
ask questions that are not included on the FAFSA such as equity in the home.
Since the Profile is designed to replace the FAF and the individual college
forms from colleges that required the FAF, it will be customized for the indi-
vidual colleges’ requirements. You may find yourself required to give informa-
tion regarding past tax years, value of automobiles, cash value of single pay
life insurances, details surrounding your retirement plans, and any assets
that may be in the student’s siblings names, typically anything over $1,000.
Not all colleges will require this form, but keep in mind that this is where
the real money is. The student must register for this form and should see their
guidance counselor as soon as possible when entering their senior year. The
form may not be registered for prior to September 22, and is processed by
College Scholarship Services (CSS).
THE BUSINESS/FARM SUPPLEMENT
Not all colleges and universities will require this form, but if you are required
to complete the Profile application you will be required to complete this form.
It will automatically be included in your Profile packet. As the name implies,
this is only for the parents of the student who own a business or a farm. You
will need copies of tax returns, income and expenses, and your balance sheet
to complete this form. The form is a single sheet, two sides. It must be signed
by the parents as well as the student and must be sent directly to the college
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that has requested it. So make copies because you may have to forward this
form to several colleges.
THE DIVORCED/SEPARATED PARENTS STATEMENT
This form is required for any parents of an applying student who are sepa-
rated or divorced. Its purpose is to determine the amount of money that the
non-custodial parent should assume toward the cost of educating his or her
student. The non-custodial parent is that parent whom the student does not
reside with nor provides more the 50 percent of the student’s living expenses,
such as housing, food, clothing, or transportation. You may need a copy of
your separation papers or divorce decree to complete this form. The informa-
tion required on this form is much the same as was required on the FAFSA
and Profile. As with the Business/Farm Supplement, it must be sent to the
college that has requested it, so make copies (again)
INDIVIDUAL COLLEGE APPLICATIONS
There may be some colleges that will require their own financial aid applica-
tions. These are colleges that did not require the FAF in the past and now do
not participate in Profile. In most cases, they are looking for the same answers
that must be provided in the Profile and the FAFSA. Complete your FAFSA;
all schools that you are seeking financial aid from will require this, and it will
save you time; time that will be spent on looking up social security numbers,
birth dates, etc. If you do not find the colleges you are applying to on the CSS
list, you should contact their financial aid department and inquire if they re-
quire their own financial aid forms. Be very careful to meet their application
deadlines, remember, earlier is better.
There are two additional forms that we should discuss: the SAR (Student
Aid Report) and the Verification Worksheet.
THE STUDENT AID REPORT (SAR)
This form will arrive at your home between four and six weeks after submit-
ting the FAFSA. This form is extremely important so note when you have
mailed out the FAFSA and then count down the weeks. Check the mail care-
fully for it. If you have not received it after six weeks, call 1-800-433-3243.
This form is a compilation of all the information that you have filled in on
the FAFSA. Check it closely for accuracy because this form will determine
your eligibility for federal financial aid. The form will indicate the Expected
Family Contribution (typically located in the upper, right-hand corner, de-
noted as such EFCXXXXX). This is what the federal government says you can
afford to pay for college every year for this student. Make several copies of this
if correct, as you will need them. If, in review, you have found errors or if you
had filed on an estimated basis, this is the time to make corrections. Resubmit
to the address on the back of Part 2. Do not delay. Doing so could cost you
thousands of dollars in aid.
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If everything is correct, hold onto it. You may need to send copies to the fi-
nancial aid departments where the student has applied. Put the SAR in a safe
place where it will not be lost. This form may need to be sent to the college
where the student will attend.
VERIFICATION WORKSHEET
About 30 to 40 percent of all applications will come under a process of verifica-
tion. Don’t be frightened. You certainly will not be alone. You will, hopefully,
not have done anything illegal or submitted the forms incorrectly. As the
FAFSA is processed, the computers will do some cross checking of your appli-
cation, such as social security numbers, draft registration, number of family
members vs. number in college, income earned vs. taxes paid, and assets
owned. A flag will pop up and you may be required to provide additional in-
formation to substantiate the information on the FAFSA. The verification pro-
cess is done by the school’s financial aid department, and it is at their discre-
tion which forms they may require you to submit, such as tax forms, W-2s,
copies of trust documents, divorce decrees, and/or business information.
Be as honest and as accurate as possible. Before mailing out any form, re-
view it and review it again. If the SAR is returned for further information that
was not put down or simple errors that could have been avoided, you will have
caused delays or taken yourself down the path of verification, causing more
delays. The bottom line is that delays cost money. By the time you have com-
pleted the process, there may be no money left.
Government Grant and Loan Programs
There are several programs that are available from the federal government to
help students through their college years, such as the Stafford Loan (both
subsidized and unsubsidized), Perkins Loans, Pell Grants, SEOG (Supple-
mental Educational Opportunity Grant), and work-study programs. For those
entering the health care fields, there are special programs such as HEAL,
HPSL, and nursing student loans. We will cover each of these programs and
their limitations in this chapter.
As you have probably noticed, many of these programs are loans. You may
ask, “Why are these programs considered part of the award if I or my student
have to pay them back? Why don’t I just go down to my local bank?” It’s be-
cause the loan programs offered by the federal government have several fea-
tures that are not available through local lending institutions and are there-
fore considered to be part of the award package. These programs contain such
features as lower than normal interest rates and deferment of principal and/or
interest payments while the student is attending college. Most loans are
guaranteed by the federal government to protect local lending institutions
that participate in these programs in case the student defaults. There is for-
giveness of the loan in circumstances of death or permanent disability, a grace
period after graduation before repayment is expected, and consolidation pro-
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grams to combine all the loan packages that have accrued over the educa-
tional period that will lessen the monthly payment amounts and stretch out
the repayment period. All of those advantages over conventional borrowing
provide the student and parents with a means to cover the ever-increasing
cost of college.
THE PROGRAMS
When reviewing the programs available to parents and students, we must
separate them into two tiers: 1) those that are college-based, and 2) those that
are controlled by Uncle Sam. College-based aid programs include the follow-
ing:
1. The Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (FSEOG)
2. The Federal Perkins Loan Program
3. Federal work study
These programs differ from federal programs in that the colleges and uni-
versities control them. The respective financial aid officer has the final say as
to who qualifies and how much the student will receive. Their determination
is based on need and is final. This need takes into consideration the Expected
Family Contribution as calculated from the FAFSA and any special circum-
stances that are brought to their attention.
NON-COLLEGE-BASED AID PROGRAMS
The Pell Grant
The Pell Grant is the largest grant program available from the federal gov-
ernment. In 1995/96 over $6.3 billion was handed out to approximately 3.7
million students. To apply, the student must complete the FAFSA. Based on
the information that the student and the parents provide, the federal govern-
ment then applies the Congressional Methodology formula. As mentioned
earlier, this formula produces the EFC (Expected Family Contribution). When
you receive the Student Aid Report (SAR), it will tell you if you are eligible for
this aid.
The Pell program is strictly based on need. Those students who qualify for
the maximum but who are attending less than full-time are eligible for only a
proportional amount. For example, a student who is eligible for $2,300 and is
only carrying a half-time credit load, will only qualify for 50 percent of the
$2,300 (or $1300). Part-time students are eligible for a maximum of 25 per-
cent.
Pell Grants, as the name implies, are gifts that need not be repaid. But
remember they are based on family need.
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The Stafford Loan Program
There are two programs now available when applying for a Stafford Loan: 1)
the Federal Direct Student Loan (FDSL), and 2) the Federal Family Educa-
tional Loan (FFEL) program.
Although very similar in nature and purpose, they do differ somewhat.
The FDSL is a program that was started in 1994/95 by the federal govern-
ment. At the time, they believed they could handle the process much more ef-
ficiently than private enterprises, so Uncle Sam got into the lending business
to implement its programs. On the other hand, the FFEL program is adminis-
tered by local lending institutions such as banks, savings and loan associa-
tions, and credit unions.
Both programs provide the same types of loans and carry the same inter-
est rates. Repayment plans are also similar in that they provide an income-
sensitive repayment plan, a fixed payment plan, and a graduated payment
plan that allows for a smaller payment when first starting out and then in-
creases over time. One more option that the FDSL program has over the
FFEL program is an extended repayment option that allows repayment over a
period of 12 to 30 years (unlike the FFEL, which must be repaid in 10 years).
Both the Subsidized and the Unsubsidized Stafford Loans are entitlement
programs; therefore, anyone that qualifies for them can receive them. To
qualify you must first, as always, fill out the forms (in this case the FAFSA).
As with the Pell Grants, it must be determined that there is a need. Always
keep in mind that the FAFSA is the starting point for all federal money and
should be completed as soon after January 1 as possible. The financial aid offi-
cer will review the results of this form and inform you of your eligibility and
the amounts through the financial aid award letter.
The differences between subsidized and unsubsidized, as their names im-
ply, are that a subsidized loan has the federal government paying the interest
while the student is attending school and through that period of authorized
deferment. The subsidized loan award is a need-based program.
Unlike the Subsidized Stafford Loan, the Unsubsidized Stafford Loan is
non-need-based, and, if you qualify, interest must be paid from the moment
the money are disbursed. However, you may elect to defer these payments un-
til after graduation and the repayment process begins. Please keep in mind,
though, that for four years this interest is added to your principle and can
substantially increase your payments down the line. In both cases, interest
rates are variable and are determined each July 1 throughout the life of the
loan.
The financial aid officer has the ability to combine each of these programs
in your award letter, but he or she may not exceed total maximum loan limits
when doing so. Beyond this, you must be a degree-seeking student enrolled at
least half-time in an eligible program. You may not get a DFSL and an FFEL
in the same enrollment period.
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Here are combined borrowing limits for Subsidized and Unsubsidized
Stafford Loans, based on a full-time student and a dependent undergraduate
student.
1. $2,625 for a first-year student
2. $3,500 for a student who has completed their first year
3. $5,500 for a student who has completed two full years of study—
available for juniors, seniors and fifth-year undergraduate students
The following is available to independent students or dependent students
whose parents are unable to get a PLUS Loan.
1. $6,625 for a first-year student ($4,000 of this amount must be in un-
subsidized loans)
2. $7,500 for a student who has completed their first year ($4,000 of this
amount must be in unsubsidized loans)
3. $10,500 for a student who has completed two full years of study—
available to juniors, seniors and fifth-year undergraduate students
($5,000 of this amount must be in unsubsidized loans)
For the graduate student, the limits are as follows.
1. $18,500 for each academic year (with at least $10,000 of this amount
in unsubsidized loans)
2. $23,000 for a dependent undergraduate student
3. $46,000 for an independent undergraduate student (with no more
than $23,000 in subsidized loans)
4. $138,000 for a graduate or professional student (with no more than
$65,500 in subsidized loans)—this amount also includes accumulated
loans received as an undergraduate
Repayment plans and options will be discussed with each student during
an exit interview prior to graduation. (Note: if the borrower becomes totally
disabled or dies, the loan is discharged/cancelled.)
PLUS Loans
Hold on parents—this loan is for you. Because of borrowing constraints placed
on the student by the federal government and local lending institutions, the
money you can borrow often falls short of the cash flow requirements needed
to finance today’s college costs. When first authorized, this loan was designed
for parents of undergraduate students. It has now been expanded to include
independent students and graduate students. For parents of a dependent stu-
dent, there are certain eligibility requirements. These loans are based on the
ability of the parents to pass a credit check. If a parent is unable to pass such
a check, the loan may still be issued provided that the parent or student can
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provide a co-signer who can pass such a test, be it a relative or a friend of the
family.
Like the Stafford Loan, the PLUS is available through the Direct Loan
Program or the FFEL program. If your student’s school participates in the Di-
rect Loan Program, you should contact their financial aid department for loan
forms. If your student’s school does not participate, you should contact your
state agency for a list of lending institutions that participate in your state.
There are no set lending limits with the Direct Loan Program or the FFEL
program (unlike the Stafford Loan). For those who qualify, the maximum loan
is equal to the cost of the school minus the financial aid given. Example: Col-
lege X cost $23,800 and your student receives an award for $13,800. You are
then eligible for a PLUS loan in the amount of $10,000. There are no defer-
ments with the PLUS loans, and payments will typically begin within 60 days
of disbursement. There is a fee of up to 4 percent deducted from each payment
to cover origination and insurance costs. Under special circumstances there is
forbearance and/or deferment of payments. These are not automatic and must
be applied for. If such circumstances arise, contact your student’s financial aid
department or your local lender for specific instructions. As with the Stafford
Loan, in the case of total disability or death, the loan is discharged/cancelled.
The Direct Loan Program and the FFEL Program differ somewhat during
repayment. Under the FFEL Program, the lender will provide a payment
schedule with a minimum of $600 annually and a maximum of 10 years to re-
pay. The Direct Loan Program, however, offers several alternatives: the Stan-
dard, Extended or a Graduated Repayment Plan.
COLLEGE-BASED AID PROGRAMS
As mentioned earlier, the following programs are controlled by the financial
aid officer and are need-based. What do you need to do to qualify for these
programs? Say “hello” to the FAFSA! The information you provide on this
form will determine your eligibility. Coupled with the discretionary powers of
the financial aid officer and the all-powerful formula, decisions will be made
as to which programs you are entitled to participate in and how much you will
receive.
The Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant (SEOG)
This is a grant and does not ever need to be paid back. This money, however,
is set aside for the most needy, and preference is given to those who have al-
ready received Pell Grants. The amount of the award may vary from $100 to
$4,000, and if you are studying abroad you may be eligible for more. These
grants are intended for undergraduate students, but, unlike other government
grant money, there are no guarantees and they are based on the availability
of funds and are limited to appropriations. When the money runs out for the
current year, that’s it, so apply early!
Federal Work-Study
First, even though work-study money is part of the financial aid package, in
general they may not be deducted from the invoices you will receive from the
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college’s accounting office. This money is paid directly to the student for work
performed and may not be paid any less than once a month. Wages must be
equal to or greater than minimum wage, and earnings cannot exceed the
amount of the award. This program is subsidized by the federal government
and is a win/win situation for both the college and the student. The college
gets free labor and the student picks up some spending money without having
to seek more strenuous outside jobs. Parents need not be concerned with their
student’s working and the potential for their academics to fall. Studies have
shown that, on average, work-study students tend to do better than their
counterparts in their studies. They further indicated that work-study students
become more structured and develop better time management skills than
their counterparts do.
Federal Perkins Loans
Again, these loans are need-based and at the discretion of the financial aid of-
ficer. Of all the federal student loan programs, this becomes the most attrac-
tive. The loan is fixed at 5 percent, although there are origination fees. The
loan is deferred while the student is attending college and has a nine-month
deferment after graduation. The program is available to undergraduates as
well as graduate students, and the student has up to ten years to repay the
loan.
The following are the Federal Perkins Loan limits.
1. $3,000 per year for undergraduate students up to a maximum of
$15,000
2. $5,000 per year for graduate and professional studies to a maximum
of $30,000, which will include the money borrowed during under-
graduate studies
Note:  These limits can be increased if 1) the default rate of the college is
no higher than 15 percent, or 2) the student is participating in a study-abroad
program. These two conditions may qualify for the Expanded Lending Option.
OTHER PROGRAMS
The previous loans listed are typically used to fund traditional undergraduate
programs. For graduate programs there are other loans available, such as
Health Education Assistance Loans (HEAL), The Health Professions Student
Loans (HPSL) and scholarships from National Health Services Corp. (NHSC).
To review these and other loans go to www.students.gov. There are also pri-
vate lenders such as Wells Fargo www.wellsfargo.com then go to the educa-
tional center.
Disclaimer:
All the loan limits as described to you earlier in this chapter are based on pre-
sent levels of authorization and can change from year to year. These limits
may change based on what amounts are authorized and actual funding
amounts passed by congress.
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Since this section is dealing with the Federal programs it is only fitting
that we discuss some of those programs available from the service branches of
our government. After calls to all the branches of the services, I found that
there is some common ground among them and similar enticements for the
student. The following are some of those common areas.
• Most branches of the service offer a Tuition Assistance Program for
those in active duty that will cover up to 75 percent of the cost of a
college education. This would cover any of the off-base colleges or uni-
versities.
• They all offer the Montgomery GI bill, which provides up to $14,500 in
tuition assistance. This is available after 2 years of service and is
available up to ten years after discharge.
• Although they may differ some, all branches have a college fund that
will make available to the service man or woman up to $30,000.00
that can be used during or after active service. The Army’s plan goes
like this: When enlisting you commit to eight years of service this can
be a combination of active and inactive service. Two years of active
service and six years of inactive service will get you $20,000.00, three
years of active service and five years of inactive service will get you
$25,000.00 for college, and four years of active service and four years
of inactive service will get you $30.000.00 dollars. This can be used
while active or during that inactive period.
• For those who may seek the Reserve route there is $7,000.00 dollars
available if you sign up for six years of Reserve service. The college
must be an approved college and must be used prior to receiving your
Bachelors degree
There are some programs more specific to the individual branches such as
the Navy’s Nuclear Power Program, or if after serving two years and taking
college courses while doing so you may enter a program that will pay you on a
full-time student status to complete your degree, the catch is that you must be
able to complete that degree in three years while in the program, but you will
come out as a commissioned officer. There are scholarships available such as
the Navel Reserve Officers Training Corp., which is based on SATs and com-
munity service.
This is certainly something worth considering, let Uncle Sam pay for this
expense. If this were something that you may put up for grabs and think
about, I would suggest that you call the individual branches to get more in-
formation. They will compete for quality students. Who knows, your son or
daughter may like it. I myself did not serve in the military but had several
friends that did, and retiring with a nice pension at the age of thirty-eight to
forty sounds pretty good to me. The service is not all made up of individuals in
the field, just like any other business they need engineers, accountants, law-
yers, purchasing agents, doctors, and any other service that is required in ci-
vilian life. One friend explained to me once you get through the basic training
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and have a couple of years under your belt it is just like any other full-time
job, in at 8 a.m. and out at 5 p.m.
Understanding the Need
Before we can define the need, we must first understand how it is derived. To
do this we must understand what EFC (Expected Family Contribution)
means. Based on all the information that you have provided on your FAFSA,
the Congressional Methodology formula is applied and will determine your
EFC. Given the fact that the Department of Education is a brother or sister to
the IRS and has the same father (Uncle Sam), the Department of Education
starts with data already collected by the IRS. They begin with the adjusted
gross income (AGI—line 31 on your 1040 tax return), and then you are cred-
ited for federal taxes paid, social security taxes paid, state taxes, etc. An “in-
come protection allowance” has been credited to you.
For example, in the academic year of 2000/2001, a family of four will re-
ceive approximately $19,630 as an income protection allowance. This sum will
not be included in the calculation; therefore, I must assume that this is the
amount that the Department of Education believes you need to provide hous-
ing, food, clothing, health care, and transportation for a family of four. What
country are they living in? After all the credits are applied, they then start
adding things back in, such as voluntary contributions to your retirement ac-
count plus any untaxed income. Then they take a look at your assets and plow
them into this formula. And being as big-hearted as they are, there is an asset
protection allowance. For example, if the older parent is married and between
the age of 45–49, he or she is allowed to exempt approximately $44,600 and, if
a single parent, a lower allowance is permitted. After working for 20 to 25
years, this becomes the total allowance you are able to protect. Generous,
huh?
Then they look at the student’s income and assets with a much less gener-
ous view (if that is possible). With very few adjustments, the Department of
Education basically says, “Give me 50 percent of everything that you have
earned the preceding year and 35 percent of what you presently own in as-
sets.” That’s it. End of discussion. And finally, they will take the parental con-
tribution from income and assets and go to a table to determine that portion of
the contribution that will come from the parents. They will then add that to
the contribution expected from the student’s income and assets. This figure
then becomes the EFC. This is the number that the Department of Education
says you, as a family unit, can afford to pay for college.
You will also find that there is more than one formula to contend with.
Many private colleges will also apply the Institutional Methodology formula.
This is a much more stringent formula that will include values of assets that
are not included in the Department of Education’s Congressional Methodology
formula, such as the equity in the home. The information required for this
formula comes from the Profile application. And, unlike the FAFSA (the free
form), there is a charge for processing the Profile application.
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Now that we have gone through all these gyrations to determine the EFC,
we can calculate the need. From this point, the formula is quite simple:
Cost of the College – Expected Family Contribution = Need
The Expected Family Contribution is not a variable. It will remain the
same whether you’re applying in state or out-of-state, to a public university or
a private university. Of course, the cost of colleges will vary from school to
school. It is a variable that will by nature vary the need. It is certainly possi-
ble to have a greater need at one college than another.
To better understand this, consider the following example of three colleges







College 1 $18,000 $10,000 ($12,000) $16,000
College 2 $14,000 $10,000 ($14,000( $14,000
College 3 $26,000 $10,000 ($16,000( $16,000
In College 1, since the EFC of $10,000 is greater than the cost of the
$8,000, there is no need and therefore no aid. In College 2, the student would
qualify for $4,000 in aid. And in College 3, the student would qualify for
$16,000 dollars of aid.
Remember that “qualify” means just that. It does not necessarily guaran-
tee that the student will receive aid. Not all schools can meet 100 percent (or
even 80 percent or 50 percent) of the need.
In a more perfect world, calculating the need would simply be an arithme-
tic function. You would subtract the EFC from the cost of the college to deter-
mine the need. The college would then provide you with an award letter equal
to that need. But this is not a perfect world, and it’s time for a reality check.
Let’s take a look at Colleges 2 and 3 from above. It seems simple. College 2
costs $14,000 and you have an EFC of $10,000, so the college will give you
$4,000 in aid. And College 3 will give you $16,000 in aid. Like I said, though,
this not a perfect world. What if College 2 is not in a position to give you
$4,000 in aid? What if they don’t have the money? And what if College 3 is in
a position to give you $16,000, because they are a well-endowed college? If this
were the case, it would be cheaper in out-of-pocket expenses for your student
to go to College 3—the $26,000-a-year school. This is a good illustration to
show you how extremely important it is to know the financial position of the
colleges and universities to which your student is applying.
How do you look for a college? From my experience, I find that it comes
down to two things: the emotional aspect and the financial aspect. From the
emotional side, I have heard many reasons given by students for attending a
specific college that vary from, “it’s near relatives,” “my parents went there,” “I
love the city it is located in,” “it’s warmer there,” “it’s near the ski slopes,” “it’s
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near great surfing,” “it has a great basketball team,” and yes even, “my boy-
friend/girlfriend goes there.” I cannot control this, and in most cases, you as
parents cannot either.
From the financial side, there are some controls that can be implemented.
First, you must set up some guardrails (but not too close together)—not to
make the student believe they have no choice in the matter, but rather to give
guidance and direction. Use the guardrails to make the road two or three
lanes wide, giving you and your student a means to move from left to right, to
change lanes if you will. Remember the function of those guardrails: to keep
you on the road that goes from point A to point B, or in this case, from high
school to a college that fits the student’s criteria without driving the family
broke before Student Number 2, 3 or 4 starts down this road.
When I meet with a student for the first time, I spend about 75 percent of
the time listening. As the old expression goes, “Never forget you were born
with two ears and only one mouth.” That should tell you something. I ask
probing questions that are general in nature. These questions may include,
“What will be your course of study?” (Knowing that about 75 percent of all
students will change their major before graduation, but you need to start
somewhere.) “What area of the country interests you?” “Are you looking for a
large campus, a small campus where you believe you can make a difference, or
somewhere in between?” “Do you prefer the city or a more rural setting?” “Be-
cause college is not just books and constant studies, what about non-scholastic
activities and organizations?” “Do you think graduate school is a possibility?”
“How important is security to you?” “Do you understand that if you are look-
ing at a college or university that is thousands of miles away, it is unlikely
that you will be going home every other weekend, and you may be limited to
special holidays such as Christmas? Is this a concern for you?”
At the early stages, it is not as important to get specific answers as it is to
start formulating questions that may direct the family. I say family for a good
reason. Given the expense of a college education, it becomes a family decision.
Yes, the student is going to invest four to five years of their life at the institu-
tion, but the parents and the student may be paying for it long after the di-
ploma is stashed away in some closet or cedar chest.
The student entering their senior year does not have the luxury of time.
Once their criteria of a college have been established, it’s time for research.
There are many fine books available. Three that I find myself referring to
more than others are Barron’s Profiles of American Colleges, Peterson’s Guide
to Four-Year Colleges, and Lovejoy’s College Guide. I would rate none higher
than the other and have many more in my reference library. At any good
bookstore, you will find specialized books directed to athletic guides, books
that are written for specific ethnic or religious backgrounds, books that are
designed to help the physically or mentally challenged, books on specific ma-
jors, and how-to books such as preparing your applications, writing an essay,
and how to handle the college interview. Some are better than others but all
are better than doing nothing to prepare.
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Previously I mentioned some of the questions that I ask the student. It is
time for the student to develop his or her own questions. Although I am not
forgetful, I have always found it best to write things down. It’s a good idea to
be able to reflect on what is important to you. By nature, humans are always
changing, and what may be important to you one day may not be as important
next week or next month. Students should write down guidelines. By not do-
ing so, they may sit back later and wonder why they ever made that decision.
Have them list their guidelines and assign a value to them, say from one to
ten—ten being the most important and one being the least important.
Now it is time for the student to refer to their guidebook and look at spe-
cific colleges that reflect their interests. Typically, the first criteria that needs
to be addressed is the student’s major and the second criteria is the area of the
country where the student wishes to be. They should write down any college
that meets these two criteria, including the address and phone number. From
here on, you and your student are on your own. No, I can’t do it for you, and
there is no easy way. The student has the basis for the list, and the questions
and the criteria that’s important to them. Everything is numbered to the de-
gree of importance, and now it’s just a process of elimination. So get moving
because the clock is ticking.
Some students may find that their guidance department has a software
program for computerized college searches (as many high schools do). It will
walk them through 50 to 100 questions then print out a list that fits the crite-
ria they have given. If it is available, I encourage you to have your student use
it. Although it will give them names and addresses based on the information
provided, it may not answer all the questions they have developed. These pro-
grams are developed for a wide variety of students and interests; therefore,
they must limit their number of questions (or a student will spend hours an-
swering questions that are totally irrelevant to their search).
Another option for students is to use the U.S. News and World Report’s
user-friendly CD-ROM computer disk. It contains information about 1,400
colleges and will do a search based on a twelve-question search criterion.
There are other disks on the market, but I have not yet reviewed them all.
You may want to ask if there is a demo disk available.
So guess what? Now its back to those books your student picked up at the
bookstore. Once they have narrowed down the list to 10 or 12 colleges, it’s
time to look at some hard facts. They now need to ask themselves the follow-
ing questions:
• Does this college fit my academic level?
• How many apply versus those accepted?
• What percentage of the freshman class goes on to graduate? (If only 45
percent do, your student better be asking more questions about this
college.)
• What percentage of graduates enter the work force in the field of their
major?
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• How many companies do on-campus recruiting? (Remember that the
object of college is to come out with a job, not just a diploma.)
• If needed, is housing available and can I take my car?
• What is the student-to-faculty ratio?
• Is there any on-campus security provided?
• Are there any special programs that I should consider?
• WHAT IS THE APPLICATION DEADLINE? (Never overlook this
question.)
You may have noticed that our list did not include the “what is the cost?”
question. This is just too important to include in a list of a dozen or so other
questions. This must stand alone and be addressed separately. Earlier we dis-
cussed the EFC and the basis for determining need. We also had discussed
how all colleges cannot necessarily meet that need. Now it’s time to find out
which ones can and which cannot.
Your first step to research their ability to pay will be your college guides.
Barron’s Profiles provide a section describing financial aid for each college. In
this section, they will list the percentage of students receiving aid and the av-
erage size of the award letter, further breaking it down to what portions of the
award are grants and what portions are loans. If there is very little informa-
tion on a college your student may have selected, it should raise a red flag. Ei-
ther they don’t have any money for aid or their packages are strictly loans.
This is not true in all cases, but it is certainly worth a call to the financial aid
department to query them further. Barron’s is not the only publication that
provides such data, but keep in mind that no matter which reference book you
use; it is all historical data and must be taken with a grain of salt. Nobody can
predict with 100 percent certainty what any one college will do in the future.
As parents you may be well advised to seek the advice of an educational
consultant or a financial planner who specializes in college funding. Very of-
ten these people have built a database over the years to determine which col-
leges can come closest to meeting the family’s need. They have an advantage
over most laypersons because they are looking at possibly hundreds of award
letters each year. For specific circumstances, they can advise where the dol-
lars are based on their experiences. The cost of their services will vary. I cau-
tion you to ask about their background and licensing, and don’t be embar-
rassed to ask for references. There are many good people out there who can
help you through this process, but there are just as many bad ones who can
leave you high and dry just to line their own pockets. The results of their abil-
ity or inability will not be known until next spring, when it may be too late to
correct mistakes or follow up on applications that were never filed, so again be
cautious.
If you and your student prefer to rely on your own abilities to find this in-
formation, then your next step after reviewing the guide to financial aid is to
talk to the high school guidance counselor. Your student should question them
on past awards received by previous graduating classes. Although the guid-
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ance counselor will not be able to give the family’s circumstances that were
the basis for these awards, the guidance counselor is still a good resource.
Since your list has been narrowed down to ten or twelve colleges, it is well
worth the time to contact each financial aid department and question them
about their history. How many students are receiving aid? How much? What’s
the breakdown of grants, scholarships, and loans? This is too critical not to
find the time.
By November and certainly no later than the first of December, your stu-
dent should have their list narrowed down to five or six colleges. When work-
ing with students one-on-one, I try to have the student cover the following
bases:
1. One stretch school that the student wants to go for even though there
may be only a 50/50 chance of making the cut.
2. Three to four schools that fit their criteria and that they should not
have any problem getting accepted to. Ideally for both academics and
financial aid, we will target colleges where he or she will enter in the
top 30 percent of the class, based on SATs, ACTs, or class ranking.
3. The safety net. This school will meet the student’s needs and we are
pretty much assured he or she will be accepted. This school will also
be selected on the basis of cost. Typically it will be the least expensive
school of them all. No matter how informed a decision we have made,
nobody can guarantee financial aid; therefore, we must be prepared
with a back up. In most cases, these will be your local state universi-
ties. Don’t overlook these institutions. Compared to the costs of some
private schools, these can be a bargain. I have never felt that the cost
of an education was a function of the quality of the education received.
I have always been a believer that a good, ambitious student who
works hard will do well in college and in life no matter where they re-
ceive their education.
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Resources and Links
Important Phone Numbers:
General information about the federal student 1-800-4-FED-AID
financial assistance programs, assistance in (1-800-433-3243)
completing the Free Application for Federal
Student Aid (FAFSA), to obtain federal student
aid publications
Foreign callers without access to 800 numbers 1-319-337-5665
may call (NOT toll free)
TTY number for hearing-impaired individuals 1-800-730-8913
to call with any federal student aid questions
To order FAFSA Express on diskette 1-800-801-0576
To report fraud, waste, or abuse involving 1-800-MIS-USED
federal student aid funds (1-800-647-8733)
Information on the Direct Consolidation 1-800-557-7392
Loan Program
FAFSA on the Web (general information and 1-800-801-0576
technical assistance)
Web Sites:
The Student Guide is the most comprehensive resource on student financial
aid from the U.S. Department of Education.
http://www.ed.gov/prog_info/SFA/StudentGuide/
http://studentaid.ed.gov/students/publications/student_guide/index.html
Department of Education’s Federal Student Aid Portal.
http://studentaid.ed.gov/PORTALSWebApp/students/english/index.jsp
FAFSA on the Web. FAFSA opens the door to the federal aid process. “The
FAFSA” is the Free Application for Federal Student Aid; the form a




Help in completing the FAFSA
www.ed.gov/prog_info/SFA/FAFSA/
Federal School Codes (used to complete the FAFSA)
http://studentaid.ed.gov/PORTALSWebApp/students/english/fafsa.jsp?
tab=funding
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Expert advice, information, and interactive tools from the College Board.
http://www.collegeboard.com/paying/0,1127,6-0-0-0,00.html
http://www.collegeboard.com/pay
Direct Loan Servicing Online. This Web site is for students and parents
who have Direct Loans or are considering financing an education and want to
know more about Direct Loans.
http://www.dlservicer.ed.gov/
Sallie Mae provides funds for educational loans, primarily federally guaran-
teed student loans originated under the Federal Family Education Loan Pro-
gram (FFELP).
http://www.salliemae.com/index.html
Wiredscholar is the Sallie Mae site for getting a head start on preparing for
the world of continuing education. You’ll find pointers on the entire “Go-to-
College” process from preparation to getting loans. Wiredscholar also has in-
teractive tools that enable you to analyze the affordability of schools and com-
pare financial aid award letters.
http://salliemae.wiredscholar.com/index.jsp
Other Useful Web Sites:
www.collegeaidcalculator.com (Financial Aid Calculator)
www.students.gov (Loan Programs) Students.gov, the student Internet gate-
way to the U.S. government, provides access to government resources to assist
students in planning and paying for their education.
http://www.finaid.org/ FinAid was established in 1994 as a public service. This
award-winning site has grown into the most comprehensive annotated collec-
tion of information about student financial aid on the web.
http://www.defenselink.mil/sites/r.html#recruiting The U.S. Armed Forces
also offer financial aid opportunities. For a complete list of recruitment incen-
tives offered by the U.S. Armed Forces visit the U.S. Department of Defense
(DOD) Defenselink Web site or http://www.myfuture.com/
http://www.americorps.org/ The AmeriCorps Program provides full-time edu-
cational awards in return for work in community service.
http://www.gibill.va.gov/ If you (or your spouse) are a veteran or the depend-
ent of a veteran, veterans’ educational benefits may be available.
http://www.irs.gov/individuals/students/index.html IRS Tax Information for
Students.
http://www.irs.gov/formspubs/page/0,,id%3D12989,00.html IRS Publication
970, Tax Benefits for Higher Education.
www.savingforcollege.com (comparison of 529 Plans)
www.collegesavings.org (general info)
www.collegeboard.com (CSS/Profiles)
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www.aimfunds.com (cost calculator for contributions to a 529 plan)
www.saliemae.com (loan information)
www.ed.gov (FAFSA on line, Federal loan info)
www.review.com (Princeton review)




The College Board Headquarters collegeboard.com
45 Columbus Avenue 220 East 42nd Street
New York, NY 10023-6992 New York, NY 10017
Phone: (212) 713-8000 Phone: (646) 254-8800
The College Board is a national nonprofit membership association whose mis-
sion is to prepare, inspire, and connect students to college and opportunity.
Founded in 1900, the association is composed of more than 4,200 schools, col-
leges, universities, and other educational organizations. For the locations of
Regional and State Service Offices, visit http://www.collegeboard.com/html/
communications000.html#regional_offices
IRS Forms and Publications:
Publications
• 508  Tax Benefits for Work-Related Education
• 520  Scholarships and Fellowships
• 525  Taxable and Nontaxable Income
• 550  Investment Income and Expenses
• 553  Highlights of 2001 Tax Changes
Forms (and Instructions)
• 8815 Exclusion of Interest From Series EE and I U.S. Savings
Bonds Issued After 1989
• 8863 Education Credits (Hope and Lifetime Learning Credits)
• 8606 Nondeductible IRAs and Coverdell ESAs
You can obtain IRS Forms and Publications on the IRS website at
www.irs.gov. While visiting the web site, you can:
• Find answers to questions you may have.
• Download forms and publications or search for forms and publications
by topic or keyword.
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• View forms that may be filled in electronically, print the completed
form, and then save the form for recordkeeping.
• View Internal Revenue Bulletins published in the last few years.
• Search regulations and the Internal Revenue Code.
TaxFax Service. Using the phone attached to your fax machine, you can re-
ceive forms and instructions by calling 703-368-9694. Follow the directions
from the prompts. When you order forms, enter the catalog number for the
form you need. The items you request will be faxed to you.
Phone. Many IRS services are available by phone. To order forms, instruc-
tions, and publications, call 1-800-829-3676. If you have access to TTY/TDD
equipment, call 1-800-829-4059 to ask tax questions or to order forms and
publications. Call 1-800-829-4477 to listen to prerecorded messages covering
various tax topics.
Must-Read Books:
Most of the following publications can be found at your local bookstore in the
reference section. If you cannot find them, however, we have included contact
information for the publishers for further information.
Barron’s Profiles of American Colleges




Prentice Hall General Reference
15 Columbus Circle
New York, NY 10023
Sports Scholarships and College Athletic Programs
Petersons Guides
Princeton, New Jersey
The K & W Guide to Colleges for the Learning Disabled
Published by Harper Perenial
Mail all inquiries to:
Krauats, Wax and Assoc. Inc.
P.O. Box 187
Deerfield, IL 60015-0187
The Big Book of Colleges
Princeton Review
P O Box 67
East Meadow, NY 11554
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Cass & Birnbaum’s Guide to American Colleges
HarperCollins Publishers
10 East 53rd Street
New York, NY 10022
Peterson’s Four Year Colleges
Peterson’s Guides
Princeton, New Jersey
The College Blue Book—Scholarships, Fellowships, Grants and Loans
Published by
MacMillian Publishing Co.
Annual Register of Grant Support
Published by
R. R. Bowker
Directory of Financial Aid for Women
Written by Gail Ann Suhlachter
Published by
Reference Services Press
Financial Aid for the Disabled and Their Families








Beware of scholarship scams! Be careful when searching for information on
student financial assistance—particularly when surfing the Internet. Make
sure information and offers are legitimate. Don’t fall prey to fraud.
Estimates show that families lose millions of dollars to scholarship fraud
every year. The College Scholarship Fraud Prevention Act enhances protec-
tions against fraud in student financial assistance. The Federal Trade Com-
mission (FTC) cautions students to look for these telltale lines:
• “The scholarship is guaranteed or your money back.”
• “You can’t get this information anywhere else.”
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• “I just need your credit card or bank account number to hold this
scholarship.”
• “We’ll do all the work.”
• “The scholarship will cost some money.”
• “You’ve been selected by a ‘national foundation’ to receive a scholar-
ship” or “You’re a finalist” in a contest you never entered.
To file a complaint or for free information call the Federal Trade Commission
at 1-877-FTC-HELP (1-877-382-4357) or visit their website: http://www.ftc.gov/
bcp/conline/edcams/scholarship/.
And, Good Luck!
                                                  
* Richard Preston is Vice President and Division Manager, Northeast Financial Services, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Northeast
Bank, FSB. He has been in the financial services industry since 1992 and came to Northeast Financial Services in 1998. Previously, he owned
and managed a business for over thirteen years. He offers financial consultations to his clients on matters such as business planning,




Tax and Business Web Sites for Advisers
(and Their Clients)*
AICPA www.aicpa.org Founded in 1887, The American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants is the national,
professional organization of CPAs, with more
than 340,000 members in business and industry,
public practice, government, and education. The
AICPA is the publisher of this book.
CCH tax.cchgroup.com CCH INCORPORATED (www.cch.com) is a
provider of tax and business law information and
software. CCH is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Wolters Kluwer U.S.
Lexis www.lexisnexis.com/ The LexisNexis Group provides information to
legal, corporate, government and academic mar-
kets, and publishes legal, tax and regulatory
information. LexisNexis Group is the global legal
publishing arm of Reed Elsevier.
RIA www.riahome.com/ RIA provides research, practice materials, and
compliance tools for tax, accounting and corpor-
ate finance professionals. RIA is a business unit




Deloitte & Touche www.deloitte.com/vs/
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Tax, Accounting and Law
ABA Section of
Taxation Tax Site Index
www.abanet.org/tax/sites.
html
The American Bar Association provides this
extensive list of links to tax sites.














www.law.cornell.edu Opinions of the U.S. Supreme Court, state
statutes, Title 26 U.S.C.A., the Internal Revenue
Code, (www4.law.cornell.edu/uscode/26) and
other resources can be found here.
CPA2Biz www.cpa2biz.com/ The premier source of products and services that
CPAs use to fulfill their professional needs and
the needs of their employers or clients. CPA2Biz








www.irs.gov The Digital Daily is the IRS’ user-friendly site.
Here you can get the latest tax news and
download IRS forms and publications, access IRS
Regulations, Service Bulletins, Private Letter
Rulings, IRS Online Fill-In Forms, and the
searchable text of various IRS Publications.
The Multistate Tax
Commission
www.mtc.gov Multistate Tax Commission is a joint agency of
state governments established to improve the
fairness, efficiency and effectiveness of state tax
systems as they apply to interstate and inter-
national commerce, and reserve state tax sov-
ereignty.
Martindale-Hubbell http://www.lawyers.com/ Lawyers.com is a free service from Martindale-
Hubbell, designed to help individuals and small
businesses find a lawyer or law firm, research
certain legal topics and get other legal informa-
tion.
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The National
Taxpayers Union
www.ntu.org/ntu_IRS02 This site includes a searchable database with the
names of almost 100,000 Americans who have





www.cpapfs.org/ The Personal Financial Specialist (PFS) is
the financial planning specialty accreditation
held exclusively by certified public accountants
(CPAs) who are members of the American
Institute of CPAs (AICPA). Here, you can learn
more about the CPA/PFS accreditation and find
the names of CPAs in your area who have





Includes listing of state-specific tax information.
Tax Analysts www.tax.org/ Tax Analysts is a leading electronic publisher of
tax information. Its principal online databases
are available on the Web on Lexis.




http://www.taxsites.com/ A comprehensive index of Web-based tax and
accounting resources.
Tax Talk Today http://www.taxtalktoday.
tv/
Tax Talk Today is produced by L&M Production
Design Group and is co-sponsored by the IRS. It
is aimed at educating tax professionals on the
most contemporary and complex tax issues. The





Over 1450 content-rich business resources
Westlaw's FindLaw http://lawyers.findlaw.
com/
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www.law.cornell.edu U.S. Supreme Court and other court opinions,
state statutes and Title 26 of the U.S. Code (the
Internal Revenue Code), and more.
U.S. Tax Court http://www.ustaxcourt.
gov/
FirstGov www.firstgov.com/ Conduct your government business online, obtain
information on personal health, federal benefits,
including social security, unemployment insur-
ance, children’s health insurance, veterans bene-
fits, and more.
FedWorld www.fedworld.gov/ The FedWorld.gov Web site is a gateway to
government information. This site is managed by
the National Technical Information Service
(NTIS).





www.info.gov/ Search Engine with Links to Federal Govern-
ment Information Sources.





www.loc.gov/rr/business/ A starting point for conducting business and
economics research. Supported by a reference
collection of over 20,000 volumes, a network of
CD-ROM services and the Adams Building
Computer Catalog Center.





www.ntis.gov This collection, includes millions of publications,
as well as audiovisual materials, computer data
files, and software, from U.S. federal agencies
and other sources.
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The Thomas government
site
thomas.loc.gov Research Bill Text, Congressional Record Text,
Bill Summary & Status, the Congressional
Record Index, and the Constitution and more.
BusinessLaw.gov www.BusinessLaw.gov Legal and regulatory information for (small)
businesses.
U.S. Business Advisor www.business.gov/
busadv/index.cfm
Includes sections on business development, fin-




































EDGAR Online www.edgar-online.com/ Business information, specializing public com-
pany information extracted from SEC filings.
Moody’s Investors
Service
http://www.moodys.com Moody’s Investors Service is among the world’s
most respected, widely utilized sources for credit
ratings, research and risk analysis.
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Standard & Poor's http://www.standardand
poors.com
Standard & Poor’s, a division of The McGraw-
Hill Companies, provides independent financial
information, analytical services, and credit rat-
ings to the world's financial markets.
Estate Valuations &
Pricing Systems, Inc.
www.evpsys.com/ EVP Systems provides ready-to-file historical
securities valuations for Form 706.
Appraise http://www.appraisenj.
com/index.asp




Life Insurance & Annuity Tax Tool
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For researching companies and people that file
with the SEC.
The Ultimates www.theultimates.com White and Yellow Pages





These “lookups” are easy to use, and will save
you hours in time, energy & frustration, trying to




Links to more Search Engines
More Tax (and other




CPA Links is a gateway for AICPA Online users
who wish to visit other accounting-related sites
on the Internet.
                                                          
* This list of useful web sites is by no means exhaustive, but includes many tax, business, and government favorites that you should find
useful in your practice. Please note: This information does not constitute an endorsement by the authors, editors, or publisher of this book, of
any of the Web sites, entities, or individuals listed.
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